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Nothing worth doing is easy.
— Old adage

Abstract

In modern computer systems, the normal execution of a thread may be temporarily suspended to
allow a service routine to manipulate the thread memory and state. For instance, a garbage collector could modify the content of the heap to free up unused memory, or a migration mechanism
could extract the thread state and move it on a different machine. The execution of those service
routines may either be visible from the user program or it might happen in a transparent way,
depending on the techniques used and on the implementation.
If a service routine can intervene in the normal program execution in a preemptive fashion, the
normal thread activity may be interrupted, potentially, at any point. If optimised native code is
being executed, the thread suspension could happen at any arbitrary machine instruction. However, the intervening routine could need access, to perform correctly its functions, to some specific
information that in general might not be available at that particular stage during execution. For
instance, a memory block can only be moved in the heap if the location of all the pointers that
refer to that block is known, so that those references can be updated when the block is relocated. Increasing the availability of that kind of information, therefore, can be of great help while
designing a system that should offer those services preemptively.
In general, little literature exists about techniques able to support different kinds of service
routines in optimised native code and to obtain the necessary information for every machine instruction. Some work exists on garbage collection at every machine instruction, some work discusses the extraction of the necessary information when using compiled code, but no systematic
discussion is apparently available about supporting multiple service routines using preemption
and native optimised code. This thesis discusses the prerequisites of such a support, the technical
challenges and the techniques, some known, other newly developed in the context of this research,
which can be used to develop such a system. The development of a test implementation, showing
the usefulness of those techniques and ideas, is also described and the experimental results are
discussed.

’tis the advisor who suffers from bad advice.
— Anonymous
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What I give form to in daylight is only
one per cent of what I have seen in darkness.
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Summary

xv

Chapter 1 gives a general introduction to the context of this work. After defining the term “program
services”, the chapter describes the way in which they can be used preemptively, and gives a general
overview of the issues involved.

Chapter 2 explains in greater detail the problems involved in supporting the preemptive use of program
services and explains how the main issue is tracking the types of data during execution. In many
cases, finding where the pointers are is sufficient. The various technical challenges are listed and
discussed.

Chapter 3 introduces some techniques that can be used to address the challenges described in the previous chapter. A more precise description of the working context is given, and the concept of “mode”
is introduced. Particular features of compilers and microprocessors that can introduce additional
complexity are discussed. The content of the following chapters is introduced and discussed in
general terms. The experimental prototype, described in Chapter 9, is also introduced.

Chapter 4 focuses in more detail on determining where the pointers are in the registers of the microprocessors, while the code is running. The usefulness of a customised liveness analysis, described in
detail in the following chapter, is explained.

Chapter 5 is devoted to a formal discussion of the customised liveness algorithm, and the related verification mechanisms that can be used to ensure the consistency of the information obtained from the
compiler. The implications of the use of delay slots are discussed, and the way in which the liveness
algorithm and the checks can be adapted is explained.

Chapter 6 analyses the mechanisms that can be used to discover where pointers are on the stack. The
various components of the stack frames are explored individually, and the particular technical problems involved are discussed for each of them.

Chapter 7 discusses the discovery of pointers in the heap. The facilities that should be made available
by the heap handler are discussed.

Chapter 8 contains a description of the operations that should be performed at runtime, when a program
service is requested preemptively. The dynamic aspect, described in this chapter, complements the
mostly static analysis described in the previous chapters.

Chapter 9 presents an experimental prototype that was used to highlight possible implementation difficulties. The structure of the prototype, its implementation, and the results obtained are analysed.

Chapter 10 discusses the particular problems related to the use of “derived pointers”. Existing techniques and a new proposal to deal with them are presented.

Chapter 11 presents a real-life example of a problem in which the use of preemptive program services
could be beneficial. In particular, the techniques described in this work could be used to implement
thread-local heaps while using preemptive thread switching.

Chapter 12 contains a final summary, an evaluation of the technique, and a conclusion.

Look with favour upon a bold beginning.
— Virgil, 70 BC - 19 BC

Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1

Program services

On modern, complex computer systems it may be useful, or even necessary, to manipulate the
state of live, running threads and their data. For instance, if the program is long-lived, the ability
to perform dynamic reallocations of threads on different CPUs, or to different nodes in a network, can allow for a considerably more efficient use of processing power and may be crucial in
preventing the system from exhausting the available resources. Similarly, the ability to save the
thread state, including the live data, at periodic intervals can be very useful in case of hardware
failures, power cuts, etc. in that the state can be subsequently resumed and restarted, therefore
preserving intermediate results previously computed up to the last commit point.
We will refer with the term “service” to any facility that temporarily suspends the normal program execution to intervene on its memory, and more generally on its state, in order to improve
the normal program operation or to offer additional features. Garbage collection, persistence and
migration are some of the services that rely, for their correct operation, on the ability to access
the internal thread structures and data at certain moments during execution. However, not all the
implementations allow a service to operate at any given time. A garbage collector could require,
for instance, the collection to be performed only at specific moments during the execution of each
thread, requiring all the threads to reach a safe point before proceeding.
An analysis of some typical implementations will reveal a range of possible levels at which the
service can be implemented. If a fully interpreted virtual machine is used, for instance, the virtual
code will usually contain no indication of the occurrence of garbage collection, which will be
performed automatically by the virtual machine, instead. If a Just-In-Time compiler is used, the
services will typically be performed, instead, by calls inserted in the compiled code, in selected
garbage collection points, while the original source code does not contain any indication of the
operation taking place. Still another approach could be maintaining the operation explicit up to
the level of the user code, requiring the programmer to place explicit calls to the service routines
in the user program.
1
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Each of the different levels offers a “transparency” of the service above a certain level of abstraction, while the underlying layers must deal explicitly with the service invocation. Each level
of abstraction is also related to a certain degree of granularity, which determines how often the
operation can take place, and the minimal interval, in terms of time or number of primitive instructions, that separates two possible occurrences of the service invocation. The minimum delay
between two operations also influences the latency, that is the time necessary for the system to
respond (invoking the service) when an event requesting the operation is received. For example,
if a power failure is detected and the state of the running thread must be saved to disk as soon as
possible, a low latency might be crucial for correct operation. If the guaranteed maximum latency
is too long, or does not have a known upper bound, the save operation can be delayed excessively,
and some of the system state can be lost. Having a guarantee about the maximum latency for a
specific service can be crucial in real-time applications.

1.2

Machine instructions and preemption

The smallest granularity in the frequency of service invocation that can be achieved on common
computer systems is that of the single machine instruction. If the required support for a certain
service can be offered preemptively, the program could be temporarily suspended at any machine
instruction and its internal state manipulated appropriately. An advantage of such an approach is
the absence of additional code that, using other techniques, is usually inserted to mark a possible
point of execution of the system routine (safe point, yield point and so on). The normal execution
can therefore proceed at full speed, and greater are the opportunity to perform code optimisations,
for instance using peephole optimisers [ASU86, WG95], since the flow of instructions is not interrupted by additional instructions or function calls.1 Another advantage, compared to additional
instructions inserted in the normal code, is the simplification of the program logic, since the service will operate transparently. The programmer does not need to write additional code, or to be
concerned with the details of the services in use. A third advantage, as mentioned, is the much
finer granularity and consequently the potential for lower latencies.
The technique appears to be quite appealing, but implementing the desired support is not
straightforward. The system must ensure proper operation for the necessary state manipulations
at any arbitrary point of the program, even if the program is in that moment engaged in complex memory operations, system routines or other activities that could interfere with the correct
handling of the service. For instance, if the program is interrupted in the middle of a memory
allocation, the internal structures of the heap could be left in an inconsistent state while a garbage
collection is attempted [SCM99]. Similarly, input/output done using Direct Memory Access, using a block on the heap as the buffer, would cause data corruption if the block in question is
moved half way through the data transfer.
1 Safe

points can also be implemented using different solutions, although such approaches are less common. For
instance, it is possible, when a request for a service is received, to replace on-the-fly some instructions in the normal
code with a special handler [Age98]. Conceivably a hardware breakpoint could also be used in a similar way. Certain
issues involved in the mechanism have some similarities with those related to preemptive services, as will become
apparent progressing in the discussion.
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On the other hand, taking into account the noted exceptions, being able to perform an exact
garbage collection, a system checkpoint, or a thread migration at any assembler instruction would
mean being able to use fully optimised code, reducing to the minimum the latency required for
the activation of the service routine, and in general having a much finer control over the use of
system resources. For example, in multithreaded environments, if preemptive thread scheduling
is used, performing a “stop the world” exact garbage collection (GC) implies rolling forward each
of the running threads to their next point in the code in which GC can be safely performed, which
might involve a substantial delay. Being able to perform a garbage collection at any instruction,
for each thread, would reduce, in this case drastically, the necessary delay.
The literature on preemptive garbage collection, or other heap manipulations, is often vague,
extremely sparse, and the relevant projects are usually limited to a single programming language
and operating environment. This work, conversely, focuses on a more complete view of the
general problem, and on a detailed analysis of the challenges and techniques surrounding the
subject. An in-depth analysis of the many hidden implementation difficulties and of the technical
solutions involved, some of which are believed to be presented here for the first time, is also
included. A list of available literature, related to the topic, will be presented in Section 3.1, but it
is useful to introduce immediately a useful mechanism, often used in previous works.
A possible technique to implement garbage collection, or other services, in a preemptive way
is the use of maps, built statically, which associate values of the program counter (PC) to some
information for that point in the compiled code. Such maps are variously mentioned in literature
with the names “PC maps”, “trace tables”, “GC maps”, and similar terms. PC maps can be used
to describe information about the pointers contained in registers and/or in the stack at particular
points in the code. If the PC maps are defined over every instruction, they can be used to the effect
of making every instruction a potential safe point. In other words, the corresponding code could
be regarded as “safe code”, in which an interruption and the corresponding service can take place
at any time. In a sense, safe code is the counterbalance to critical sections, in which a service
routine must not interrupt the normal flow of code execution.
In general, there seems to be a lack in literature of a systematic study of techniques able to
offer a generic support for different services, in as wide a context as possible. The main apparent
obstacle to such an effort is the supposed excessive size of the tables needed to maintain enough
information, in correspondence to every assembler instruction, to implement the required support.
Such an argument, however, appears to be considerably less relevant today than it used to be in
the past, thanks to the considerable availability of memory on modern machines. While some literature is available with regard to garbage collection, it is extremely difficult to find any examples
of previous work on preemptive migration or checkpointing at any machine instruction.
Exploring the feasibility of checkpointing, garbage collection and migration at every assembler
instruction makes, consequently, for a remarkably interesting research topic, which could prove
useful to improve performance and flexibility of modern computing systems. In this work new
techniques suitable to implement such a generic support, and improvements on existing ones, will
be explored, and an implementation of some of those techniques will be shown. The discussion
will revolve around compiled languages, either statically or just-in-time, but the same mechanisms
could also be applied to interpreters, interrupting preemptively the code of the interpreter.
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It should be noted that the kind of support needed would be similar for other forms of memory
manipulation or program state inspection, and the work can be therefore extended in other areas
as well. In particular, the additional information about the compiled code could also be used by
debuggers in order to present a more accurate representation of the running program. For example, in conventional debuggers the relationship between the original source code and the resulting
assembler is often not clear, especially if the resulting code is heavily optimised. Stepping through
optimised code, therefore, it is often not possible to determine the effect of the individual instructions of the source program. At the same time, stepping through individual assembler instructions
is of little use, since there is not enough information useful for debugging available at that level.
In particular, it is not known, in conventional debuggers, how the individual machine registers
relate to the values manipulated in the source program at each assembler instruction. Being able
to associate more information with each assembler instruction, consequently, would allow the
programmer to step through the compiled code having more information about the manipulated
values, and having therefore a better picture of what is really done by the executed code.
The rest of this work will mainly focus on garbage collection, persistence, and migration. The
next section will review more closely the issues involved in offering each of the mentioned services at each machine instruction.

1.3
1.3.1

The issues involved
Garbage collection

Garbage collection involves the automatic removal from the heap of some blocks of memory
that will no longer be used, thus freeing heap space for further allocations. In general, it is not
possible to determine whether an arbitrary block of memory will really be used again, since that
would imply some knowledge about the future behaviour of the running program [ADM98]. It
is however possible, in general, to determine that certain heap blocks can no longer be reached
by the running program. The unreachable blocks can then be safely disposed, and their memory
freed. If the garbage collector is able to identify the location of all the pointers used by the
program, the full set of unreachable memory blocks can be disposed. In that case the garbage
collector is usually said to be exact, or accurate, although its ability to reclaim unused memory is
lower than that of an ideal, fully precise collector. For an interesting comparison of exact versus
ideal garbage collectors, see Shaham et al. [SKS00].
If, conversely, it is not possible to discriminate whether some of the values used by the program
are pointers or simple scalar values, it is necessary to consider that those values “might” be pointers, adopting a conservative approach, and possibly not freeing all of the unreachable memory
[BW88]. An exact garbage collector allows for a better management of system resources, since a
greater amount of available memory can be reclaimed during every collection. Also, knowing the
location of all the pointers allows the memory blocks to be relocated in the heap, using compaction
strategies to reduce heap fragmentation. For certain low-power devices, memory compaction can
also be used as a strategy to save battery power, since the memory banks not currently in use can
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be switched off.
Another relevant aspect of a garbage collector is its support for preemptive operation. While a
non-preemptive approach usually relies on garbage collection safe points, or on maintenance routines invoked periodically by a virtual machine, implementing an exact garbage collector that can
execute at any point in the compiled code is usually more complex. Using selected garbage collection safe points all the registers can be flushed to memory before calling the garbage collector,
and it is consequently enough to keep track of the pointers present in the heap and on the stack.
Conversely, if the program can be interrupted at any machine instruction, some of the pointers
might be temporarily cached in registers. Those registers are, by all effects, valid pointers to heap
objects, and must be taken into account while performing the collection. A similar problem exists
if safe points are used, but registers are not flushed to memory.
A conservative approach could consider all the registers as possibly containing pointers, but an
improved collection could be performed if it were possible to know exactly, for every value of
the program counter, which registers contain pointers and which just scalar values. Furthermore,
if the garbage collection requires the memory blocks in the heap to be moved, knowing which
registers contain pointers is essential, since their content may need to be properly adjusted. A
simplified approach could be to subdivide the set of user-accessible registers into two sets, one
of which is reserved for pointers. However, that solution would severely limit the ability of the
compiler to reuse registers while generating the code, and might lead to less efficient code. If fully
optimised code is desired, the only viable option is somehow determining the life of pointers in
registers throughout the code.

1.3.2

Data persistence

Making data persistent, so that it outlives the program that created it, means essentially saving a
copy of the data itself from memory onto some sort of storage support, in a format that allows a
subsequent retrieval and reuse. In the transparent forms of persistence, however, the programmer
does not have to worry about explicitly making the data persistent. The task is instead delegated to
the underlying system, which will perform the operation periodically, in a completely automated
manner. Such an approach is especially interesting when coupled with orthogonal persistence, in
which all data is treated in the same way regardless of type, and every memory object has equal
right to persistence. Implementing transparent orthogonal persistence means that the programmer
not only does not need to be concerned with the details of making the data persistent, but does not
even need to invoke explicitly any particular routine for the operation to be performed. All of the
persistence-related operations will be therefore entirely transparent to the programmer, who can
assume that every data structure created will be managed and saved in a completely automated
way.
If the level of granularity considered is that of the single machine instruction, the system should
be able to handle the transfer of data from memory to disk and vice versa without requiring any
additional embedded code, with respect to what would normally be generated by the compiler,
while still being able to manipulate memory as required. All of the required data transfer operations (eviction and transfer from memory to storage, and successive reload) must be therefore
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transparent. A transparent loader on demand, controlled by the system using native hardware
facilities, can take care of moving objects from the persistent store to memory, converting as necessary the internal object representation. Evicting objects from memory and converting them to
their persistent form can be done at any machine instruction if the set of all the pointers is completely known, so that all the references involved (both in the object being evicted and in objects
that refer to it) can be transformed into the corresponding persistent form.
While some implementations exist of the kind of transparent loader described (used, for instance, by the Texas persistent store to implement pointer swizzling at page fault time [WK92]),
no examples appear to be available in literature of a checkpointing in which the set of all the
pointers in use is known at every instruction. The only solutions that implement a preemptive
checkpointing imply instead either a snapshot of the entire memory [SSF99], or non-relocatable
memory blocks, as used by Single Address Space Operating Systems (Sombrero, Mungi, Opal,
for instance [SM98a, Voc98, CLBHL93]). It should be noted that Single Address Space systems, tying permanently every object to a virtual address, may prevent an efficient re-clustering
of objects into pages, which could potentially also lead to a less efficient use of the processor
cache.
Once again, as in the case of garbage collection, the crucial point appears to be the availability of
full pointer information for every machine instruction, including the contents of registers, so that
the memory objects can be treated not just as byte sequences, but as more abstract and structured
entities.

1.3.3

Data migration

The case of data migrations is very closely related to that of data persistence, in that both techniques require enough knowledge about the memory objects to be able to move them freely in and
out of the physical memory while maintaining the objects’ identities unaltered, and the program
logic unchanged. Knowing the location of the pointers in memory is sufficient to move or copy
the objects to another machine, at possibly different addresses, while still preserving the logical
interconnection between them dictated by the original pointers. Typically, if the hardware architectures of the two machines exchanging the data are the same, no other conversion is necessary,
and the requisites are therefore not different from the case of data persistence.
However, the matter is slightly more complicated if the two machines involved in the migration
are based on microprocessors belonging to different families. In that case the original, native format of the transferred object could not correspond to the native format on the destination machine.
The most obvious problem is endianness. If the source machine is big-endian and the target one
is little-endian, for example, the format of all multi-byte values will need to be rearranged to conform to the new native format (in the hypothesis that both machines use native, optimised code
to manipulate data objects). Another aspect that needs to be taken into account is memory alignment, and the possible location of padding values. Not all machines can or are equally efficient in
accessing long values aligned to different memory boundaries, and the Application Binary Interfaces of each suggests, usually, standard ways to align data, sometimes in mutually incompatible
ways across microprocessor families. Therefore, the internal structure of the data object will need
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to be opportunely rearranged, and the complete internal structure of the transferred object needs
to be known, including the location of all the pointers and the precise length and type of every
component. The exact details of the conversion, when and where it is performed, will then depend on the specific implementation choices, and a variety of possible solutions can be adopted
(for instance converting to a neutral format, or sending as-is and converting on the destination
machine, or converting in the target format before sending, and so on).
The crucial point, however, is that the data object must be considered, during the migration, as
having a defined and known structure so that it can be treated at a more abstract level, in a manner
that is independent of the specific architectures involved. It is describing the abstract format
of the object in terms of the common features among the different architectures that enables us
to perform the necessary conversions. Very similar considerations will be repeated, in a more
articulated way, for the case of heterogeneous thread migration, in Section 1.3.5.

1.3.4

Thread persistence and migration, same architecture

Making a thread persist, or migrate, implies extracting its state and converting it into a format
such that a subsequent resumption, on the same or a different machine, is possible. A proper
resumption of the thread is usually only possible if the thread still has access to the local environment, including all the accessible heap objects, which were present at the moment of the state
extraction. Accordingly, making a thread persistent or migrating it on another machine implies
obtaining from the system enough information (program counter, stack, heap objects and so on)
to restore the running program at a later stage.
As described for the previous techniques, there are several levels of abstraction, and related
degrees of granularity, that can be used. For instance, if a virtual machine is used, the virtual
program counter, the virtual machine stack and some additional state will usually be the components, together with the reachable parts of the heap, of the needed state. If the desired degree
of granularity, on the other hand, is that of the single machine instruction (which brings all the
advantages previously discussed), the necessary thread state will be typically composed by the
microprocessor internal state, the stack used by the thread and the state of the heap.
As previously described for data migration and persistence, considering those elements from a
more abstract point of view allows for a more flexible manipulation. Moving the state from one
machine to another (as in checkpoint/restore, or migration) is however possible only if enough
information for a meaningful conversion is available. In the case of a Single Address Space
system, the source and the destination have the same structure, and no conversion is required. The
obvious drawback is that no object can be relocated in memory, which means that compaction is
not an option. If source and destination have the same hardware structure, but memory blocks
need to be moved, the more convenient abstraction could be considering the pointers as abstract
entities, while the remaining data is left unchanged. As previously detailed, knowing the set of all
the pointers in use (in the heap, in the microprocessor registers, on the stack) for every value of
the program counter is enough to perform all the required manipulations. Consequently, the kind
of support previously considered for data persistence, garbage collection, and data migration is,
in principle, enough to enable thread migration and persistence if a single architecture is used. On
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the destination machine, the state will be adapted modifying the pointers as necessary, be they in
the heap, on the stack or in system registers, after which the thread can resume.
Some difficulties may arise, however, if the mentioned support is not system wide, and part of
the system does not conform to the abstraction required. In that case, part of the meaningful state
of the running thread could be external to the program domain, and preserved in system structures
(open files, network sockets etc.) The problem can be alleviated by keeping a cached copy of the
system state in local structures, which can be saved with the rest of the state. In an ideal case, the
best solution would be to have the mentioned support for persistence and migration extended to
the entire system, so that the full thread state can be manipulated at any moment.

1.3.5

Thread persistence and migration, heterogeneous architectures

If the source and the destination machines use microprocessors that belong to different families, a
much more sophisticated approach must be adopted. The common elements between the two (or
more) architectures, in this case, will be fewer. A conversion of data structures, as mentioned in
the section on data migration, will be necessary. Additionally, the stack and the microprocessor
registers contents will have to be transformed from one machine to another, possibly completely
different, allowing the thread to resume seamlessly, which is definitely not a trivial task. To
overcome the difficulties, most of the systems which allow thread migration in heterogeneous
environments adopt a higher level of abstraction, for instance moving the state of a virtual machine, or restricting the opportunities for checkpointing/migration to selected points. The latter
approach reduces the granularity with which the operation can be performed, and does not offer
all the advantages of full preemption, explained in Section 1.2.
The ideal approach would be to have the ability of freezing a thread preemptively at an arbitrary
point in the native, fully optimised compiled code, while still being able to obtain enough information about the state in that point of the code to allow for a conversion of the state in a format
suitable for another machine with a different microprocessor. There seems to be, at the moment,
no literature at all on techniques that could allow such a transformation to occur arbitrarily, for
any given value of the program counter.
The key, as can be inferred by the previous discussion, can be the use of the common elements
between the programs compiled for the two different architectures, so that a common format
can be found. In particular, producing the code for two machines from the same source code
by means of a compiler involves the use of a common representation of the program within the
compiler itself. Such an intermediate representation could be an interesting candidate for the kind
of transformations required.

1.4

Summary

• What is needed to support services at any machine instruction:
An improved support for garbage collection, persistence and migration at every machine
instruction on a single architecture can be obtained if it is possible to generate enough
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information to associate every value of the program counter with the set of all the pointers
used at that point. The pointers can be contained in the heap itself, in the stack or in the
microprocessor registers (the global data area can always be considered as a special kind of
activation frame, or possibly as a special heap block). That kind of support can be combined
with a transparent loader, guided by the memory management unit, to make the memory
manipulations entirely transparent to the user program.
Support for heterogeneous migration can be added if a proper abstract representation can
be found for data objects and the thread state, together with a convenient way to convert the
native formats of the various architectures in one another, even when the state is extracted
at an arbitrary point in the code.
• What has been done in literature:
Generating tables containing the required information (the location of all the pointers) for
every value of the program counter could have been regarded in the past as impracticable
due to the memory requirements. Thanks to the capabilities of modern computer systems,
the technique appears nowadays considerably more appealing. Some work has been done to
support garbage collection at every machine instruction in the context of specific systems,
but no literature is available on generic support for multiple services, usable in a preemptive
fashion. Hardware-supported loaders are conversely commonly deployed in virtual memory subsystems, persistent systems, etc., and their use is essentially orthogonal to pointer
tracking, therefore the two problems can be treated independently.
• The purpose of this work:
– Studying in more detail, and in a more comprehensive light, the techniques that can
be used to generate automatically the data structures necessary to offer the described
support.
– Defining a more integrated approach, so to offer GC, persistence and migration at
every machine instruction in a simple and consistent way.
– Collecting the sparse knowledge on the subject, adding original contributions. Evaluating the complexity of the approach and its usefulness.
– Offering an insight into the concrete implementation challenges of a complete system,
describing the working steps, the required techniques, and the hidden problems, also
thanks to the development of a concrete prototype, which will be used to expose
subtle, but important, details not usually documented.
The remainder of this thesis will be devoted to achieving these goals.

#define QUESTION ((2b) || (!2b))
/* Shakespeare */

Chapter 2

Focusing on the Problems

2.1

Requirements

As the previous discussion shows, offering the desired support for garbage collection, persistence
and migration (data and threads) at every machine instruction, in a completely transparent way,
involves the following:
• being able to track the pointers (in the heap, in the stack, and in the microprocessor registers), so that every heap block can be relocated or evicted from memory at every point in
the code while the references to that block are correctly updated,
• implementing a transparent loader, so that an attempt to access a portion of memory previously evicted can result in an automatic reload,
• devising a way to convert the extracted microprocessor state, the stack, and the relevant
portions of the heap in different formats, suitable for use with a persistent store or for migration. The conversion can be particularly complex if the machines involved use different
microprocessors.
It is now time to determine more precisely which techniques can be used to fulfill those requirements, and which unsolved problems remain, requiring therefore the introduction of new techniques.

2.2

From the problems to the techniques

A transparent loader can be implemented in a rather straightforward way using the Memory Management Unit to trap memory accesses to certain areas of the address space. When accesses to
those areas are detected, an exception can be raised, giving control to the loader. The loader
10
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can then load the necessary pieces of data and adjust the memory configuration as needed before
returning the control to the thread which was previously running. Examples of such loaders are
available in every virtual memory subsystem, and the techniques are well understood, so they will
not be further discussed here. It should be noted, however, that the ability to find all the pointers can significantly enhance the capabilities of a conventional loader, allowing memory blocks
smaller than a single page to be easily loaded and evicted individually, if needed, or re-clustered
into memory pages depending on dynamic usage patterns.
The techniques used to convert memory blocks into a persistent form and vice versa are similarly well known, although not generally used in conjunction with the level of granularity considered here, and numerous systems offer solutions for orthogonal persistence, in various forms.
The format conversion, as long as a single hardware platform is involved, consists essentially
of the replacement of pointers to memory blocks with more abstract Persistent Identifiers. The
association between the two representations is then preserved into a central repository, usually
referred to as Resident Object Table (ROT). More details can be obtained from the very rich literature that exists on the topic, related to persistent object stores, persistent systems, and so on
[ABC+ 83, AM95, HC99b, DRH+ 92, SSF99, Kak98].
On the other hand, as previously mentioned, very little research exists on finding pointers (and
more generally determining data types) in compiled and optimised code at every machine instruction. No working solution seems to be available for the migration of threads between heterogeneous architectures using native code, using on-the-fly transformations on the relevant data
structures. The latter problem is essentially equivalent to make data and thread state persistent
on one system and restoring the saved information on another machine with different hardware
architecture.
While data conversion can be accomplished by adapting the internal representation of data contained in the heap into the desired native format of the destination machine, which is not terribly
difficult to do as long as the structure (type and size of every component) of each migrated memory block is known, converting in a suitable way the stack content and, more crucially, the internal
state of the microprocessor, is considerably more difficult. While an object allocated in the heap
does not usually change its structure during its lifetime, types and contents of data contained in
stack and registers can change much more often, possibly at every machine instruction. The state
of the microprocessor, additionally, may not have a direct equivalent on the target machine.
Summarising, the most crucial issues to solve, in order to complete the required support at every
machine instruction, are type tracking and state conversion, each of the two for heap objects, stack
contents and machine registers. To organise the following discussion, it can be useful to consider
again the differences that exist between performing operations in the context of a single architecture and using instead a heterogeneous environment. Each of the two cases requires a different
level of abstraction and a different abstract representation, suitable for the kind of conversions
that are needed.
If a single architecture is involved, the data and thread manipulations involved preserve the format of all the scalar values used, requiring only the pointers to be converted or adjusted, following
object eviction, loading or relocation. There is no need to change the stack layout, and only the
pointers, among the values held in stack or registers, may need to be changed. In other terms, the
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abstract format required only needs to represent in an abstract form what may change between
the different contexts. Tracking the type of the data in use will therefore consist in tracking the
pointers. Since no conversion is performed on scalar values, no detailed information about their
representation is ever required. Similarly, the necessary conversions will only involve changing
the pointers into persistent identifiers and vice versa, or adjusting pointers, but no other transformation on the remaining data will ever occur. Also, the code executed will remain unchanged,
unless absolute cross-references to code locations (absolute jumps, for instance) are used.
Conversely, if multiple architectures are involved, the abstract format used will have to rely
on the common characteristics of the different machines. Generally speaking, nearly all of the
microprocessors currently on the market have broadly similar structure and behaviour, and one
may safely assume that all of them have a natural representation for 8-bit, 16-bit, 32-bit, 64bit (and wider) integers, IEEE754 floating points and pointers. An abstract representation for
the data will therefore describe in abstract terms the content of the memory block using those
elementary types, and possibly a few others. Converting the microprocessor state is, however,
not that easy. No direct correspondence, in general, exists between a certain configuration of the
internal registers of a certain microprocessor and another configuration valid for another machine.
The machine-level code executed, in the two cases, is different, and the program counter, valid in
one case, may reflect a position, in the code, that results from the effect of code optimisers, and
has no direct correspondence in the code available for the second architecture.
A more detailed discussion about the possible techniques that can be used to implement type
tracking and state conversion at every machine instruction for heap blocks, stack contents and
machine registers will follow.

2.3

Techniques

There are different techniques that can be used in order to track types as required, depending
on whether a more static or more dynamic approach is adopted. In a purely static approach, the
compiled, native code is left completely unchanged, and the type information is obtained, when
necessary, exclusively by looking at tables or data structures created statically during compilation.
A dynamic approach, instead, will discover all, or part, of the needed type information while the
program is running, actively monitoring, for instance, the call chain, memory accesses, or other
runtime behaviours of the program.
The obvious advantage of an entirely static type discovery is the absence of additional code to
be executed, and consequent overhead, at the expense of a greater memory occupation due to the
size of all the data structures that need to be prepared in advance. In particular, as previously
mentioned, maintaining static type information about all of the program data for every machine
instruction can be quite onerous in terms of space occupation. On the other hand, a dynamic
analysis is potentially able to obtain much more information about the running code, and would
therefore be the only viable solution in certain cases.
As previously mentioned, space occupation is nowadays much less of a concern than it used to
be, while using fully optimised code, without runtime overhead, would enable a greater system
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efficiency in many respects. Consequently, the analysis presented in this thesis will concentrate
on techniques that rely, whenever possible, exclusively on data structures that can be generated
statically, using information that can be obtained from the compiler, and that do not require the
generated code to be changed or de-optimised in any way. As we shall see, an entirely static
approach can actually be used in a surprising variety of cases, covering practically all the needs of
usual program code. That paves the way for an implementation of a compiler toolkit in which the
code produced is unchanged with respect to the code generated by a plain compiler, and still all of
the mentioned services (garbage collection, persistence, migration, etc.) are made transparently
available as desired.
It is worth mentioning that all of the issues described here in the case of heterogeneous environments (persistence and migration) refer to executable code obtained automatically for the different
platforms from a common high-level representation, for instance the same source code or virtual
machine code. Issues like code evolution, or binary translation, will therefore not be treated here
directly, although many of the techniques described in this work are certainly relevant, and could
be useful in those contexts as well. As far as the actual distribution of the multiple executables
on the different machines is concerned, there are several different alternatives that can be adopted
(fat or slim binaries [FK97], Just In Time compilation using virtual code [Arm98, SOT+ 00], etc.),
but in general the problem is orthogonal to state capture and migration and can be treated independently, hence it will not be further investigated here. In the remainder of the text, it will be
assumed that the thread data that may need to be inspected or manipulated by the service routine
is contained in the heap, the stack, and the registers. The global data area can be considered functionally equivalent to a permanent first frame in the stack and, unless explicitly noted, it will be
treated accordingly.

2.3.1

Type tracking and data conversion in the heap

Since the system has to keep track of all the memory allocations in the heap, and of the type of
every data item present, the most obvious solution is the use of a customised memory manager,
which is actually part of the support infrastructure for the various services. In addition to handling
the various requests for memory blocks, like any heap manager, the customised memory manager
will have to offer facilities to track the types of the data contained in the heap, so that the modules
implementing the different services can inspect and alter, if needed, the heap contents relying on
that information.
In most high-level languages, the type of every memory block allocated in the heap is known at
the moment of its allocation, with a few exceptions that will be extensively discussed later, and every component of an aggregated structure has a well-defined and fixed type for the entire lifetime
of the structure. Maintaining the necessary type information is therefore straightforward if the
memory manager requires every allocation to be performed specifying, via a descriptor of some
sort, the exact type structure of the memory object being allocated. It is usually possible to decide
the content of such a descriptor in an entirely static way for all statically typed languages. In dynamically typed languages, even if variables can change their type during execution, each value
has a fixed type, known dynamically, according to which the data manipulations are performed.
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When a memory allocation is requested, therefore, the type structure of the newly allocated block
is known and a suitable descriptor can be obtained.
Recalling the distinction between the two cases, homogeneous vs. heterogeneous environments,
the needed descriptors will include information about the location of pointers in the structure
being allocated, or, respectively, the complete layout of all the types of the components used,
possibly including additional information concerning padding.1 Some problems may arise when
the types of the components of the memory blocks allocated in the heap change during execution,
as it may happen when untagged C unions are used. In that case a group of memory locations can
be interpreted in multiple ways, depending on the particular instant during the execution and on
the program logic. The problem will be discussed in Section 2.4.
Knowing the type of every memory object present in the heap, performing a conversion in a
format suitable for persistent storage, or for use on a different architecture, is relatively straightforward. In the first case it suffices to replace the pointers with persistent identifiers, or vice-versa.
In the second case, the natural representation in one of the architectures (endianness, padding,
etc.) can be easily converted in another representation suitable for a different environment, since
there is in any case a simple mapping between the two representations.

2.3.2

Type tracking and data conversion for the stack

The stack contains, during the normal program execution, several data areas juxtaposed, which all
grow and shrink according to the way in which the control flow enters and exits the different subroutines. In order to convert the entire stack content when a migration on a different architecture
is required, all those different areas should be tracked and converted appropriately. It is therefore
useful to analyse the main structures situated on the stack, according to their use.
The most obvious use of the stack is the allocation of the blocks of local variables used in each
procedure. Tracking those structures is relatively easy, since the contents of the frame allocated,
at least for statically typed languages, are determined by the compiler using a static analysis of
the original source code. On the other hand, the local variable area may be used in different
ways depending on the position in the code (some memory locations might be shared among
multiple local variables), in which case additional descriptors will be needed to keep track of the
situation. Similarly, the temporary values area, used while calculating expressions, is maintained
on the stack and might change in content and size multiple times during the execution of a single
routine, therefore a special analysis, exploring the situation instruction by instruction, is required.
Other critical areas on the stack that need special handling are the register save area, the area
reserved for the return value (if present), and the return address. The specific details about suitable
techniques to use in order to track the different areas of the stack will be discussed in Chapter 6.
As we will see, it is not excessively difficult to devise strategies in order to achieve the intended
result.
1 Since padding is used in a way that is defined by the specific Application Binary Interface in use, the heap manager

should actually be able to reconstruct the padding information and the complete physical layout of every structure
allocated just by looking at the sequence of the types of the various structure fields. That would clearly require perfect
agreement between the padding algorithm as implemented by the heap manager and the compiler, but it is in principle
possible.
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Type tracking and data conversion for registers and microprocessor state

Keeping track of the values contained in the registers, and their types, is quite a difficult task.
During the execution of optimised native code the registers can be used to perform a number
of different operations. For instance, the same register could be used in different moments to
perform arithmetic computations, as a temporary cache for pointers, or to calculate addresses.
In most architectures many registers are general purpose, and can be used indifferently for both
scalars and pointers. Since the specific use of each register depends on the exact machine code
that is being executed, and can vary from one instruction to the next, keeping tracks of the exact
situation is rather complex.
A possible solution, that could allow the system to track the types of the values contained in the
registers, is the creation, alongside the executable code, of data structures that map each value of
the program counter to a description of the types of the data contained in registers at that point (the
“PC maps” mentioned in Section 1.2). If the code is generated automatically by a compiler, the
information necessary to build the above mentioned structures is already contained in the compiler
structures while the compilation proceeds. Modifying in a suitable way an existing compiler, or
designing a new compiler appropriately, it is therefore possible to generate the necessary tables in
an automatic way. An extensive discussion about how this result can be obtained, the problems
involved, and the technical solutions, will be one the main components of the following chapters.
The data conversion can be performed in a straightforward way if the only kind of transformation required involves modifying pointers, or substituting them with a more abstract representation
as a persistent identifier. That is the only significant issue if a single microprocessor architecture
is involved. However, if a heterogeneous environment is required, the content of the registers
cannot be simply transferred. Different architectures can have different registers and the program
counter may refer to code that was optimised using different techniques, leading to operations
executed in different orders, and calculating different intermediate values. More generally, the
internal state of the microprocessor is highly dependent on the specific characteristics of each
architecture. Transforming the microprocessor state into a form suitable for another architecture
is quite complex, and would involve applying a non-trivial mapping between each value of the
program counter and the registers’ content on one architecture and a different value of the program counter and a different registers’ content on a target architecture, so that the computation
can resume properly.
While the contents of heap and stack can be transformed into the corresponding format of a
different architecture, the resulting data could be unusable to restart a proper computation. For
instance, as a result of different code optimisations, certain operations on data contained in the
stack or the heap could be executed in a different order, and an intermediate state of the memory,
if simply translated and transported, could be inconsistent with the operations performed by the
code on the target machine. While many of the techniques presented later could be used or adapted
to the case of heterogeneous migration, the context assumed for most of the later discussion will
be the use of a homogeneous environment.
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Possible problems

Some problems might arise in those languages in which the type of some components of an object
can change during its lifetime, for instance using records with variants in Pascal, or C unions. In
that case some memory locations can contain values of different types depending on the dynamic
behaviour of the program, and sometimes it might be simply impossible to determine the current
types without actively tracking every memory access to those locations. It follows that either
the code or the memory representation of those structures may have to be changed if unions are
to be supported. Tracking dynamically the memory accesses would be rather expensive, and a
more convenient solution might be reshuffling the memory representation of those unions so that
there is never any ambiguity in determining the type of every datum contained in any memory
location. Depending on the intended use of the type information, heterogeneous migration vs.
homogeneous migration, that would mean respectively to allow only fields with identical type
to share the same locations in memory, or, if a single architecture is involved, not to let fields
containing pointers and scalars to overlap with one another, so that pointers and scalars are kept
physically segregated in the memory representation of the union record [Bar88]. The obvious
downside would be that the offsets of the various members inside the structure can change, which
might cause problems if the programmer is allowed to use those implementation-specific aspects
to control member aliasing, for instance. Another possible issue is the interoperability with preexisting data files, containing unions that using the standard layout.
Similar problems can arise in those languages that allow a rather liberal type conversion between scalars and pointers to take place, or allow union types to be used for the same purpose,
bypassing the type system, often relying on non-standard or non-portable compiler behaviour. In
those cases, values that appear to the compiler as ordinary integers might actually be pointers, but
their being outside the system control would then prevent the correct transformations from taking
place. The only viable alternative, in those cases, is to insist that such cast conversions (from
pointers to integers and vice versa) can never be used in user programs, or alternatively that every
direct manipulation of the value of pointers is performed using system utilities, so that the necessary information is preserved. It is worth noting that forbidding that kind of conversions is not
actually such a drastic restriction, in typical user programs, and that many modern programming
languages, most notably Java, hide completely the implementation of pointers as numeric entities,
identifying direct pointer manipulations as a source of considerable programming and debugging
problems.
Another detail that might be encountered while attempting to perform a data conversion is the
use, sometimes made by compilers or languages, of packed data structures in which integers,
bit fields, and other data types, are not kept aligned on a whole byte boundary but are instead
on an arbitrary bit boundary. Despite the added complication, performing the conversion is not,
in this case, significantly more difficult from a conceptual point of view. It will suffice to keep
track of types to the bit boundary, instead of to the byte boundary, in order to have again all
of the information needed to correctly perform the necessary unpacking and conversion of the
relevant data. For instance, knowing that there is an integer 21 bit wide, in little-endian format,
beginning from bit 3 at a certain byte offset in the heap is enough to extract its value and change
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its representation into a different format, suitable for a different use.
Another relevant problem is the interaction with the host system. The assumption made until
now is that the entire information needed to describe the state of a thread can be found in the
heap, on the stack and in the microprocessor registers. This is not always the case, though, if
the support for migration, persistence and GC is built on top of a pre-existing operating system
that preserves some state in its own data structures. In that case, the state stored in the operating
system’s internal structures would not be under the control of the customised memory subsystem.
It would be therefore impossible to trace their content as necessary, and to extract such state when
needed. For example, files and network sockets in use are managed by the host system in a manner
that is not necessarily known to the user program. Unfortunately, there is not much that can be
done to solve the problem easily. If the host operating system is not designed to allow an accurate
inspection of its internal state, there is no easy way to extract the necessary detailed information,
which is simply not maintained. A possible workaround could be in that case the implementation
of a local cache, under the control of the custom memory handler, for all of the information that
must be available on the destination system, for instance in order to reopen the files, recreate the
sockets, redraw the screen, and so on.
Finally, keeping track of pointers is easier if the only pointers considered are those pointing to
the base location of blocks of memory contained on the heap. If a pointer refers logically to a
certain block, but points to a location that is displaced from the base location by a certain offset,
maintaining the association between pointer and block of memory can be more difficult. More
details on this aspect will be given in Chapter 10, devoted to derived pointers.

Though this be madness, yet there is method in ’t.
— William Shakespeare (1564 - 1616), “Hamlet” act 2 scene 2

Chapter 3

Implementation Techniques

We have seen so far what must be implemented in order to offer a system capable of supporting services like garbage collection, persistence, migration, etc. to operate preemptively, at every
machine instruction, without requiring additional instructions to be inserted in the optimised compiled code. We have discussed why the most crucial requirement is the ability to track types and
to perform data conversions for all of the information contained in machine registers, heap, and
stack. Subsequently, we have analysed the challenges involved in creating an implementation of
the mentioned support.
This chapter introduces some techniques that can be used to address the challenges previously
described. A more precise description of the working context is given, and the concept of “mode”
is introduced. Particular features of compilers and microprocessors that can introduce additional
complexity are discussed. The content of the following chapters is introduced and discussed in
general terms. The experimental prototype, described in Chapter 9, is also introduced.

3.1

Existing techniques

One of the earliest projects in which support for preemptive garbage collection was offered is the
Trellis/Owl system, as described in 1987 in a paper by Moss and Kohler [MK87]. According
to Eliot Moss, the compiler used by that system was not fully optimising, and there might have
been some earlier compilers for AI languages (LISP, etc.) that used similar techniques. Much
more recently, the Java compiler developed at Intel, described by Stichnoth, Lueh and Cierniak
[SLC99], and the MOBY system, by Fisher and Reppy [FR02], are both able to support garbage
collection at every assembler instruction on the IA32 system. A port of MOBY to the PowerPC
is reported to be currently in progress.
The aforementioned Java compiler, described by Stichnoth et al., was designed with the built-in
ability to create PC maps, for every instruction, during compilation. Their maps are constructed,
relying on the almost complete type-safety of Java, to discover which stack locations and registers
18
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contain pointers at any given instruction. The only exception to type-safety in the Java bytecode
(deriving from the “finally” clause, see Agesen [AD97]) is treated specially.
Other compilation frameworks, in general, have no native ability to generate PC maps, and
adapting an existing compiler is usually far from easy. Bernard, Harper and Lee [BHL98], in
their work on TIL, report that “Pseudo registers in MLRISC [...] carry no trace values or type
information; there are distinct classes of integers [...] but an integer pseudo register that happens
to be used as a heap pointer is not distinguished in any way.” Their PC maps (for selected points
in the code) were built by reconstructing the mapping from final registers and stack locations to
the pseudo registers used in the intermediate representation.
The authors of MOBY have used a mapping similar to the one used in TIL to map the abstract
representation of registers back to the variables used in the intermediate representation. While
PC maps are created for every machine instruction, MOBY does not actually obtain fully accurate pointer information, and relies instead on a mostly-copying garbage collector. Reportedly,
MLRISC has added a better support for associating information with registers in recent revisions.
Another example of similar techniques is offered in the context of a Modula-3 compiler, based
on GCC, which was adapted by Diwan et al. [DMH92] to support garbage collection using
PC maps. The optimising compiler GCC 2.0 was modified so that PC maps are produced to
help the garbage collector in finding and updating all the pointers in the stack and in registers.
A set of tables was produced for each point in the code in which garbage collection is possible,
but not for every machine instruction. The code was generated for the VAX architecture using
Ultrix. Diwan stated that the modifications to GCC were both in the back end and in the language
front-end, which was customized to pass additional information to the back end. Notably, the
system offered support to pointers that might not refer to the base location of a memory block
(see Chapter 10). By comparison, the aforementioned Java compiler described by Stichnoth et
al. avoids all optimisations that generate derived pointers. A paper by Shivers et al. [SCM99]
describes an interesting approach to atomic allocations, and the interconnections between garbage
collection, interlocking, atomicity, and preemption, in the context of a customised implementation
of SML/NJ.
During my internship in Sun Microsystems Laboratories, I also had the opportunity to discuss
in detail with Ross Knippel, David Cox and Chuck Rasbold the design of the JBE Java compiler.
Derived from the UBE (Universal Back End) compiler, JBE builds GC-maps to determine the
location of pointers in registers and stack at specific points in the code although, according to their
description, the map generation could have been done, in principle, for every machine instruction.
Unfortunately, the compiler was developed strictly as a production tool, and no publications were
made available about the project. However, a summary of the system details relevant to the present
research is reported in Appendix A. JBE eventually became the optimising compiler included in
Sun’s ExactVM, together with the basic Java interpreter and a simplified JIT compiler. Sun’s
ExactVM is also known as EVM, as ResearchVM, and as JDK 1.2 Solaris Production Release.
Leaving aside garbage collection, there seem to be no examples of systems in which migration
or checkpointing of individual threads can take place at arbitrary machine instructions, with the
ability to move memory blocks. There are, however, systems in which the state of the whole
system is saved preemptively [SSF99], or single threads are migrated preemptively, but without
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allowing any structure to change address in memory [AP99, ABN99]. The explicit recording of
all the pointers that would need to be updated, with the obvious penalties in terms of performance,
has also been suggested [CHM97] as a (crude) way to enable the movement of memory blocks in
the heap while operating preemptively.
The compression of PC maps, or similar structures, has been discussed separately by Diwan
[DMH92], Tarditi [Tar00], and Stichnoth [SLC99]. Those works show how the necessary tables
can be compressed, in many cases, quite efficiently, which further reduces the concerns about the
space occupation of the maps used to implement preemptive services. A useful paper by Boehm
and Chase makes important considerations on the effect of code optimisation on derived pointers
[BC92].
The listed references show how PC maps can be obtained from the knowledge that the compiler
has about the location of pointers. However, these all refer to very specific environments, languages and target architectures. When a generic infrastructure has been used, the changes applied
to generate PC maps were not limited to the back end, making it difficult to adapt the system to
different high-level languages. In the available literature, the main emphasis has been on preemptive garbage collection, but no consideration has been given to the wider range of applications
that would be available using that approach. The C-- system [JRR99, JR98] defines a portable
back end and a runtime system, and defines an interface that can be used to supports multiple program services. The separation used by that system between runtime core and runtime services,
and the definition of a clear interface between them, is similar to the approach suggested in this
work. Threads in C-- can only be suspended at a safe point, however, so there is no support for
preemptive services.
The following discussion will try to adopt a neutral approach with respect to the specific services in use. Furthermore, the analysis will be conducted from the point of view of the back end,
trying to minimise the overall dependencies from the rest of the compiler. If the PC maps could
be obtained by customising only the back end, the whole system would be usable with multiple
front ends, and therefore with different high-level languages. A given set of specifications for the
source programs (the use of the customised memory manager, for instance) would then assure
compliance with the system requirements, and all the code compiled with the modified compiler would automatically acquire the ability to have garbage collection, persistence, etc. Even
better, custom services could be plugged into the system in a seamless way. The possibilities
certainly look very interesting. The prototype described in Chapter 9 is indeed able to generate
automatically PC maps from source code written in multiple languages. Further references, more
specifically related to the customised liveness analysis described in Chapter 5, are listed at the
end of Section 5.1.

3.2

The context

Tracking pointers, in general, can be a rather challenging task, especially if a relative degree of
independence from the specific high-level language is desired. Many programming languages do
not handle pointers in a very abstract way, rather considering the numeric value of the pointer
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as all the required information. For instance, the C language allows the programmer to convert
freely a pointer into a scalar value and vice versa. The compiler, however, will be unable to detect
pointers that are manipulated, in parts of the program, as simple integer values.
Similarly, it can be problematic in certain cases to discover the connection between a pointer
and the memory block to which it logically refers. In certain cases a pointer that is used as a base
pointer for certain memory operations can even point outside the address range to which it refers
(for instance), as discussed in Section 3.10 and more extensively in Chapter 10. Furthermore, in
a compiled program several kinds of pointers can be present: pointers to the code, pointers to the
stack, pointers to the heap, pointers to system structures and so on.
While those problems can, in general, be addressed in various ways depending on the specific situation and the functionalities required for the particular memory management operations
involved, trying to fully support languages like C and C++, with their low-level handling of pointers, would prove to be a particularly frustrating, and probably pointless exercise, as suggested by
the existing efforts to add some form of automatic garbage collection to C and derivatives. To
be able to explore the problems involved in the tracking of pointers while maintaining a more
general view of the problems, it is therefore useful to define more clearly the typical environment
and language features that we want to be able to support. The result will be a set of guidelines to
which the high-level source code should conform in order to gain automatic pointer tracking, and
an indication of the techniques that can be used by the compiler to offer such a feature.
While the exact details of what can be allowed in the source code will become more evident
throughout the discussion of the implementation techniques, the context can be summarised as
follows. First of all, the system is assumed to support a family of imperative high-level programming languages that make use of a stack and a dynamic heap to store their data. While all the
pointers will be considered, special attention will be paid to pointers which refer to heap blocks.
It will also be assumed initially that those pointers refer to the base location of heap blocks, and
the more general case (derived pointers) will be discussed in Chapter 10. It will be necessary
to require that all the pointers can be recognised by the compiler. Consequently, conversions of
pointers into scalars and vice versa will have to be disallowed. Similarly, unions in which pointers can share memory with scalar values will have to be treated with care. Absolute pointers, not
related to structures that can be relocated (code, stack, heap) may create problems, and their use
is not advisable. Finally, it will be necessary to specify the layout of heap blocks, so that their
pointers can be found at runtime.
Despite the fact that those restrictions might appear stringent, most of the “well-behaved” programs written in modern programming languages will actually conform to the specifications quite
easily. For instance, in a Java program the objects are allocated specifying their class (from which
the object layout can be easily obtained). Java pointers are handled implicitly by the language and
are kept distinct from scalar values. It is very common for an implementation of Java pointers to
have them always referring to the beginning of an object. Consequently, ordinary Java programs,
compiled to native code, could be supported with relative ease.
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A test environment

The test environment used to verify the feasibility of such an implementation was GCC, version
3.3.3 [Stab]. Only modifications to the back end have been used, with good results. The test
architecture used for the prototype was the SPARC V8 [Spa92], although similar modifications
could be easily applied to back ends of different microprocessors as well.

3.3.1

Why GCC?

As previously mentioned, the idea behind the tables generation was to extract information about
the pointers, and more generally about the primitive types used in the various data structures,
directly from the compiler. Furthermore, the modifications should ideally be confined only to
the back-end, and no change to the front-ends should be needed. The ideal candidate for the test
environment should have a clear defined separation between the front-end and the back-end, and
the source code of the compiler should be readily available.
Various compiler suites were considered (some are mentioned further in the text), but GCC was
found to have the following advantages:
• It is modular and easily customisable.
• It is open source, therefore all the source files are widely available without charge.
• It is an industrial-strength product, extensively used world-wide.
• It is constantly maintained and updated.
• Several front-ends are available for many of the most popular languages (Ada, Java, C, C++,
FORTRAN, COBOL...), which allowed a more extensive experimentation using different
front-ends.
• It has been ported to a large number of different architectures, and its inner core is certainly flexible enough to support any microprocessor architecture commonly available. The
standard distribution supports some thirty different microprocessors (i386, SPARC, MIPS,
MC680x0, Alpha, ARM, VAX, PowerPC, SH3, etc.), and more are supported using additional packages.
• The interface with the back-end is clearly defined and has been stable for many years. The
back end description for every architecture is contained in a small number of files (typically
just three). Everyone can easily create new back ends, or customise existing ones, following
the available documentation.
Being such a widely used tool, implementing the desired support in the context of GCC shows
how the techniques described can be applied to a real development environment. Part of the
analysis developed in the following chapters, in particular the content of Chapter 5, is driven by
the desire to simplify the implementation of PC maps in the context of an existing compiler, rather
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than re-design everything from scratch. Among the other compilers considered, LCC [Fra91]
could have been a possible choice, but its being exclusively a C compiler would have prevented
experimentation using multiple front-ends. SUIF [ADH+ 00] was another possible choice, but the
environment was not fully stable at the time. Both SUIF and SUIF2 have not seen new releases in
several years, now. Other compiler suites considered either were closed-source, required payment
of fees to access the source (for example, the Amsterdam Compiler Toolkit [TSKS83]) or were
limited to single languages or single microprocessor architectures.
Overall, considering all the points mentioned above, GCC seemed to be the most appropriate
test platform. A minor drawback of GCC is its relative internal complexity, but in this case only
the back end needed to be analysed and customised. The results eventually obtained seem to
confirm the suitability of the choice.

3.3.2

SPARC v8

Among the many different microprocessor architectures supported by GCC, it was necessary to
select a first test case to proceed with the implementation. Since part of the problem is tracking
pointers in registers, the architecture chosen should have several registers. The availability of
the architecture was also a factor taken into account. Among the possible candidates were Alpha, PowerPC and SPARC. The SPARC v8 architecture was eventually chosen, mainly to verify
whether even an architecture with some uncommon features (window registers and delay slots,
among others) can be successfully supported. Any other architecture could have been selected for
the test, and further tests might be conducted in the future using different microprocessor families.

3.4
3.4.1

Types and modes
Modes

The concept of type, as it is used in high-level languages, is fairly complex. Different notions of
type equivalence (by name, structural,...) combine with a variety of type constructors, primitive
types and other aspects in sometimes very sophisticated and complex type systems. As previously
discussed, the level of abstraction needed in order to manipulate memory is much lower, and it is
the minimal required in order to perform the necessary translations and conversions.
If a single microprocessor architecture is in use, it is sufficient to know whether a register, or
a memory location, contains a pointer or a scalar value. If multiple architectures are involved,
conversely, or if complex manipulations are required on the internal data representation, it might
be useful to know which of the different primitive types is assigned by the compiler, at any machine instruction, to registers and memory locations. The whole complexity of the high-level type
system is not necessary. Furthermore, as explained later, there are cases in which the registers or
memory locations contain temporary values that result from operations performed at the machine
language level, and that have no exact correspondence with any type used at high level.
To avoid possible confusions, the low-level type interpretation of the content of registers and
memory cells will be called, from now on, “mode.” Therefore we will say, for instance, that at a
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certain point in the code the mode of a register is pointer, or scalar. Or, if we need greater detail,
we may say that the mode is 8-bit scalar, or 16-bit scalar, or pointer and so on. The mode is, in
general, loosely related to the way in which the compiler uses registers and memory to reflect the
primitive types used in the high-level program code. However, in some cases, they may derive in
non-trivial ways from temporary values or from particular expansions of high-level constructs.
As previously mentioned, the most important distinction among the possible modes is certainly
the one between pointers and scalar values. However, depending on the kind of manipulations
that are required on the data, or possibly on the code, more refined distinctions are possible. It
may be useful to define distinct modes, for instance, for the following:
• pointer to a heap block
• pointer to a stack location
• pointer to executable code
• integers of various sizes
• floating points of different sizes
• unused
• “split pointer”
Knowing that a register contains a pointer to the heap or to executable code can simplify, in certain
cases, its handling. For instance, if we are interested only in heap manipulations, all the pointers
to executable code can be safely ignored, avoiding the need to check at runtime for every pointer
whether it really refers to a location inside the heap or not. Knowing that a register is unused at
a certain point can be used to avoid unnecessary operations. For instance, it is not necessary to
perform data conversions on the content of registers and memory locations that are known to be
unused. It is worth pointing out that a specialised floating point register can indeed have a mode
different from “floating point”. For instance, a floating point register might be actually used to
store integer values or even pointers, as a buffer for other registers, or it might be simply unused.
The “split pointer” mode will be discussed in detail in the next section.
Ideally, the compiler should be able to distinguish internally all of the listed modes, so to allow
us to produce tables containing the most accurate information. However, such a fine distinction
is not always present in the low-level intermediate representation, available before the machine
code generation. The tables will have to be built, therefore, with the kind of information that
is available. For instance there might be no indication of whether a certain register is unused
while some code is generated. In that case, it might be necessary to inspect the intermediate
representation to reconstruct the lifetime of the register’s content. Another example could be the
lack of distinction among multiple kinds of pointers. If all the pointers are treated in the same
way, it is then necessary to check them at runtime to distinguish pointers to the heap from pointers
to the stack, and so on.
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The fact that all the modes listed above refer to logically different, albeit low-level, uses of values, can be taken as an indication that compiler designers should really introduce more categories
of primitive data in the low-level intermediate representation used by the compiler. GCC, as we
shall see, offers a fairly extensive range of low-level categories of values, which can be remapped
onto modes in a way that is fairly adequate for our needs. Some postprocessing of the information
extracted from the compiler will be applied on the information extracted from the back end, as
explained in Chapters 5 and 10.

3.4.2

Split pointers

A peculiar condition may arise in RISC machines, in which all the machine code instructions are
of the same size and there is not enough space inside a single word to fit both the opcode and a
long literal. In that case, RISC microprocessors usually offer two distinct machine instructions,
used to load respectively the high and the low part of the literal in a register. For example, let
us force the compiler to return a 32-bit value as a pointer, so that we can compare the result on
different microprocessors.
The original C program is:
char *xyz() { return(char*)0x6abc92fd; }
The code fragment is expanded as follows:

Microprocessor
x86
680x0
PowerPC
SPARC v8
MIPS

Expansion
movl $1790743293, %eax
move.l #1790743293,%a0
lis 3,0x6abc
ori 3,3,37629
sethi %hi(1790742528), %o0
or %o0, 765, %o0
li $2,1790705664
ori $2,$2,0x92fd

Table 3.1: Loading a 32-bit constant in a register

As shown in Table 3.1, while CISC machines (x86, 680x0) offer instructions to load the entire
32-bit literal in one step, RISC machines (PowerPC, SPARC, MIPS) must load separately a high
and a low part. In particular, MIPS and PowerPC load two 16-bit half-words, while the SPARC
v8 loads initially the 22 high bits, and then fills in the remaining 10 bits using the “or” instruction
[Spa92].
That causes an interesting problem if the program is preemptively stopped exactly in the middle of the two-step sequence. If the value being loaded is a pointer, while the previous content
of the register was a scalar, for instance, the partially loaded register is not yet a meaningful
pointer, and yet it is no longer a scalar. The mode of such a register at that point will be defined
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as “split pointer”, to denote its peculiar state. A split pointer pointing to a heap block cannot
be modified as easily as other values, since its low part will only be loaded when execution is
resumed.
Potentially, handling such a value could be problematic, since at runtime it is not obvious to
which heap location the split pointer will eventually refer once complete, and consequently what
adjustment should be applied in case some heap memory should be moved. In practice, however,
the problem does not normally arise. First of all, loading a literal as a pointer involves the use
of absolute pointers. User code, with the exception of low-level code, does not usually contain
absolute pointers, as they are discouraged by modern programming practices. Furthermore, programs which allocate memory on the heap will only obtain back from the heap manager complete
pointers and there would be no reason for the code to deal with absolute references.
Depending on the implementation, the compiler might generate absolute pointers when referring to global data. Those pointers, however, do not refer to heap objects, and are therefore not
involved when a heap reorganisation is necessary. Similarly, if absolute pointers are used to refer
to memory-mapped I/O devices, their values do not need to be adjusted when the heap is reorganised. If the heap is the only area in which memory can be moved, therefore, split pointers can be
left untouched as long as the user code never addresses the heap using absolute pointers, which is
by no means a stringent restriction.
If the manipulations required, on the other hand, require globals, code, or stack to be moved
and absolute pointers are involved, a bit more work is required. To begin with, it would be quite
unlikely to encounter absolute pointers referring to a location within the stack. Relocating the
stack does not pose particular problems, therefore, as far as split pointers are concerned. Absolute
pointers to code locations could be present if absolute code is generated by the compiler. Those
occurrences can be easily eliminated if the compiler is able to generate position independent code,
which is usually the case on many environments. Similarly, globals could be accessed using an
absolute address, but they will not be present if the compiler can be asked to generate instead
accesses referred to a certain base register in order to access globals.
If absolute pointers are really desired, it is still possible to relocate globals and code if they are
moved as a single block and it is possible to distinguish split pointers that refer to those areas
from split pointers pointing somewhere else. For example, on the SPARC a split pointer differs
from a complete pointer only in the ten low-order bits. That means that a split pointer can be at
most 1024 bytes displaced with respect to the corresponding complete pointer. If globals, stack,
code, heap, and other data present in memory are all separated by at least 1024 bytes, it is always
possible to tell to which area a certain split pointer refers to, and adjust its value accordingly if
one of the areas is moved.
If still more control is desired, finally, it is possible to adopt yet more solutions. For instance,
if the two instructions that load the high and low part of the pointer are contiguous, the short
sequence could be treated as a sort of critical section. Alternatively, a flag could be added to the
PC maps so that the runtime module can recognise that the interrupt happened between the two.
Upon return from the service routine, the two-instruction sequence can be re-executed from the
beginning so that the pointer is reloaded correctly.
In fully optimised code, however, it is not infrequent to treat the load-high and the load-low
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instructions independently and, because of code optimisation, the two parts could be separated
by an arbitrary amount of code. In that case, it is still possible to preserve in the PC maps the
association between the register containing the split pointer and the expression used to compute
the address that will be eventually loaded. When a service routine is called, and some memory is
moved, it is then possible to recalculate the full address and reload the value of the split pointer
accordingly. Chapter 10 discusses this solution in more detail.

3.5

More elements to consider

The base concept of PC maps is relatively simple, but there are some details that must be taken
into account. For example, it is necessary to deal appropriately with subroutine calls. From the
point of view of the assembler code a subroutine call is just one instruction in a sequence of other
instructions, and the PC maps will just specify the state of registers before and after its execution.
However, the impact of the instruction on the state of the registers can be rather complex — some
registers will be used by the subroutine, others will be overwritten with local values by the callee,
and others may be used for return values. It is therefore necessary to determine how the subroutine
call, considered as a single entity, affects the mode of the various registers and to calculate the
mode maps accordingly. Although the identity of the subroutine which will be called may not be
statically known, the compiler knows, for each call site, the list of arguments used and the return
value, and the mode used by each of them. The standard specified for a certain microprocessor
by the Application Binary Interface can then be used to reconstruct which registers are used for
which argument, which registers are preserved by the call, which ones are overwritten, and the
general overall impact of the call.
Another important aspect is that the mode analysis described is only able to determine the
mode of registers which are actively used within the routine body, but nothing can be said, just
by looking at the current routine, for those registers that are set in a certain mode by the caller
and are preserved as they were during the entire routine. The simplest way to determine the
mode of those registers is just to extract the address of the caller from the stack and look in the
corresponding mode table, traversing if necessary the call chain until the mode of all the registers
is known. Potentially, the procedure would involve an unknown number of steps, since the depth
of the dynamic call chain is not known. In practice, the number of steps required to complete
the whole map will be fairly limited, since the typical stack depth in a non-recursive program is
generally limited. Besides, the whole stack needs to be scanned in any case in order to discover the
pointers contained in each frame. In any case, if an absolute real-time constraint for this particular
operation is required, it is possible to adopt a slightly different solution that allows the system to
determine the mode of all the registers in constant time, at the expense of a small overhead during
calls. By passing from routine to routine the mode mask, for instance by pushing the previous
one on the stack and combining it with the map of the callee, the complete mode information is
always ready for use, and it can be obtained in a constant number of instructions.
Another interesting problem concerns the prologue and the epilogue of each routine, that is the
portions of code appended before and after each routine body. The purpose of the prologue is
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to create a new local environment for the execution of the callee (possibly saving some registers
on the stack, and creating a new stack frame), while the epilogue should remove the current
stack frame, restore the saved registers and transfer the return values where appropriate. In the
prologue, for instance, the mode of a certain register might depend on the PC maps defined for
either the current routine or the caller, depending on the position in the code. Before the point
in the code in which the value of a register is saved on the stack, its mode depends on the caller,
while after the value is saved the mode depends on the local map. If multiple push operations are
performed, it is necessary to determine with precision whether each register is “owned”, at each
instruction, by the caller or by the callee. Some additional data will have to be included in the
maps, in order to enable the routines called preemptively to determine the mode of each registers.
Similar considerations apply, symmetrically, for the epilogue.

3.6

Unusual features of compilers

Optimising compiler systems may sometimes use techniques that can make determining the mode
for the various data more complex. One of the features that can hamper the task is the ability to
fit, if required, multiple values of small data types inside a single register or block of registers.
That may happen, for example, in the “packed record” type in Pascal, or using bitfields in ANSI
C. As an example, this is a fragment of C code that uses bitfields:
void oo(register int s)
{
register struct {
int r:5;
/* 5 bits */
int c:11; /* 16 bits used so far */
int *u;
/* 32-bit pointer, not aligned */
int e:16; /* another 16 bits */
} x;
x.e=s;
x.c=s;
x.r=s;
x.u=(int*)0x12345678;
}

The resulting expansion of the function body, compiled by GCC for the Motorola 68020 microprocessor [Mot92] is shown below (commented for clarity). Note that, in MC68020 bitfields, bit
0 is the most significant bit. If a short integer is stored in a 32-bit register, therefore, the bits used
are 16..31.
move.w %d0,%d2

% bits 16..31 of d2 (x.e) are filled with s.

bfins %d0,%d1{#5:#11}
bfins %d0,%d1{#0:#5}

% bits 5..15 of d1 (x.c)\
% bits 0..4 of d1 (x.r)/

clr.w %d1

Bits 0..15 of d1
are used
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% half of the ptr in d1, bits 16..31
% half of the ptr in d2, bits 0..15

As the example shows, the two registers d1 and d2 are used together as a combined representation
of the packed structure and neither of them fully contains either a scalar or a pointer, forcing a
slight rethinking of the mode description strategy. Although the problem may appear rather complex, there are several possible solutions. A simple strategy is disabling the packing mechanism of
the compiler, so that the resulting structures maintain pointers and scalars distinct. That solution,
although simplistic, is satisfying in a number of cases, but it might have an adverse effect if the
user program needs bitfields to access I/O devices, for instance, or makes use of packed structures
created by pre-existing code.
If support for packed structures is required, a more complex but more complete solution can be
implemented associating modes not just with separate registers and memory locations, but also
with strings, arbitrarily long, of bits. In that case, we would describe, for instance, that in the
register block “d0,d1,d2,d3..” we have a pointer from bit n to bit m, while the rest of the block
contains scalar values. The information could be extracted from the internal structures of the
compiler that describe the packed structure and its association with part of the bank of registers,
or with a certain area of memory. The tables required to maintain this more precise information
would be somewhat more complex, but nothing would change from a conceptual point of view,
since we would still have separate data components, each one with a distinct and well defined
mode.
A similar problem may appear, on some architectures, when passing structures by value as
arguments, which are then split in multiple registers for the argument passing. Similar solutions
can be adopted in this case as well, for instance by forcing the compiler to use memory-based
storage instead, or simply by calculating the modes for individual bitfields as previously detailed.

3.7

Unusual features used in microprocessors

Dealing with certain features of some microprocessors can be quite complex. We have already
discussed the problems deriving from split pointers. Other peculiarities, sometimes found in
microprocessor architectures, can also make the task of determining the modes more difficult.

3.7.1

Register windows

One of such features is the use of register windows. The term refers to the availability of a certain
number of physical registers in the microprocessor, only a subset of which are visible at any
given time to the user program. At least in principle, just by sliding the window of the available
registers, it should be possible to avoid many of the traditional save/restore of registers on the
stack that are typically found in the prologue and epilogue of compiled functions. Consider, for
instance, the diagram in Figure 3.7.1.
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When the register window is moved, registers R5 and R6 become accessible as registers R1 and
R2, while new registers are available, all without accesses to memory and in a single step. Despite
the apparent attractiveness of the solution, register windows are generally considered not to be
very effective in modern multitasking computer systems, mainly due to the fact that, each time a
context switch is necessary, the whole set of used physical registers needs to be flushed to memory
and the previous set to be restored. Register windows have mostly disappeared from modern
microprocessors, but are sometimes retained for compatibility, notably in the SPARC architecture.
Notably, the Itanium processor (IA-64) uses a similar feature, named “register frames” [Pie01].
When determining the mode of registers, when register windows are used, two orders of problems appear. First of all, some values “disappear” in the hidden registers inside the microprocessor, and it might be difficult to determine their mode when they are extracted. Secondly, registers
can change name, appear and disappear in a single step, and it is therefore necessary to take into
account the necessary adjustments. The first problem is only apparent, since the register windows mechanism is always used in parallel with some backing space in the stack frames. When a
context switch takes place, for instance, the operating system takes care of extracting the hidden
portion of the physical registers bank and saving the various parts in the reserved space inside the
stack frames. After this operation has been performed, all the “invisible” registers are saved to
memory and the situation can be handled as if the register windows were never used.
Slightly more complex, but not by much, is considering the effect of the window shifting during
the prologue and the epilogue. A single pair of instructions (save/restore on the SPARC) is used
to change the current window, with the effect of causing an automatic save of the registers used
by the caller and at the same time “renaming” the registers used as parameters for the callee. The
save operation can be seen as equivalent to a save on the stack, and the only necessary precaution
is to change the attribution of the modes to registers at the same time in which the window shift
takes place. The complete compiled routine will therefore have to be divided into three sections:
the first, before the save, and the third, after the restore, will use the register window used by the
caller, while the code in between will use a different window, and a different mapping of register
names over the physical registers.

3.7.2

Delay slots

The term “delay slot” refers to a mechanism (delayed control transfer) by which, when a jump
instruction is encountered, one additional instruction, immediately following the jump instruction,
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6

Figure 3.7.1: Register windows
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is executed before control is transferred to the jump target. The delay slot itself is the position in
the code which contains the additional instruction involved in the delayed execution of the jump.
Originally, delay slots were a way to improve the efficiency of pipelined execution, but are now
mostly retained for compatibility reasons, notably in current SPARC microprocessors. Similar
features, sometimes involving multiple delay slots or different kinds of delayed instructions, were
also introduced in the IBM 801, AMD 29000, MIPS R2000 and many others [mWHC92].
The reason why delay slots can complicate the construction of PC maps can be understood by
analysing the following code fragment:
mov 6, %o1
b .away
mov 9, %o0
.here:

# executed before the branch

st %o0, [%fp-12]

In this example, there is absolutely no relationship between the occurrences of %o0, despite the
fact that the two instructions appear to be consecutive. That code is really equivalent to:
mov 6, %o1
mov 9, %o0
b .away
nop
.here:

st %o0, [%fp-12]

in which it is clearer how the two instructions are actually unrelated. The delayed effect of the
jump must, of course, be taken into account when reconstructing the life of every register during
the liveness analysis. Furthermore, the instruction in the delay slot, under certain circumstances,
can be “annulled”. The annul bit, available for certain branch instructions, is a further form of
code optimisation that influences the order of execution, and may be used to reduce the number
of jumps in tight if-then-else sequences by annulling the instruction that implements one of the
two alternatives. For, instance, the code:
if (x>4) q=1; else s=2;
is compiled by GCC, using the maximum level of optimisation, into:
cmp %o0, 4
ble,a .LL3
mov 2, %o2
mov 1, %o1

# branch if less or equal
# -> delay slot

.LL3:
If the branch is taken, the instruction in the delay slot is executed and the execution continues at
the label LL3. If the branch is not taken, instead, the instruction in the delay slot is fetched but
ignored, and the following one is executed normally.
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Even more confusing is the situation when subroutines are involved, since the return address is
actually the instruction after the instruction in the delay slot. While building PC maps describing
the content of registers for values of the program counter in the current function, therefore, it will
appear as if the effect on the registers of the call instruction is combined with the effect of the
instruction in the delay slot. For instance, consider the following fragment of SPARC machine
code.
call abc, 0
mov %i1, %o0
ld

[%o0], %g1

If the microprocessor is interrupted right after the call, no effect from the execution of the call
will be visible on the registers, since the call has not been really executed yet. Conversely, if the
microprocessor is interrupted after the following instruction, it means that the instruction in the
delay slot and the call have both been already executed. The liveness algorithm must take into
account that combined effect in order to create accurate PC maps.
Additionally, there is the possibility that the instruction in the delay slot is the target of an external jump, independent of the call. In that case, a static analysis of the liveness of registers would
need to take into account two possible apparent effects of the same instruction, one including the
effect of the call and one without. Determining dynamically which of the two possible alternatives is followed can be particularly complex. On the SPARC, a special internal register (nPC)
involved in the execution of delayed branches can be inspected during the interrupt to find out
which execution path will be followed. Apparently, GCC never uses instructions in delay slots as
targets of branches, which partially simplifies the problem.
Due to the effect of delay slots, determining the real content of registers is not as easy for the
SPARC as it might be for other architectures. Suitable algorithms were developed in the context
of this research by carefully analysing the possible effects of the delay slots in the various cases,
and rearranging the internal representation of instructions and control flow. A formal description
of the technique is available in Chapter 5.

3.8

Tracking modes in the stack

Nearly all of the previous discussion was devoted to the techniques that are necessary to track
the modes of the data contained in the registers. Several problems, however, are also involved in
tracking the modes of the various elements present in the stack. In this section we will introduce
in general terms the problems related to discovering pointers in the stack. A more exhaustive
discussion will be made in Chapter 6.

3.8.1

Stack components

The stack is generally used for all the information that needs to be stored when a new subroutine
is called and automatically disposed when returning to the caller. For instance, all the parameters that outnumber the available registers are typically stored on the stack. The save area for
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registers that need to be preserved across the subroutine is also contained in the stack, as are the
return address (dynamic chain), possibly some space for the return value, the local variables, and
the temporary values used when composing functions or performing mathematical calculations.
Conceptually, the stack could also be used to store the static chain, used by languages with nested
procedures (like Pascal), necessary to find the variables belonging to enclosing procedures.
Many object-oriented languages allocate their objects in the heap, but it is in principle possible
to allocate objects which should by entirely dynamic on the stack, if it is possible to prove that
those objects will never be used after the end of the current subroutine [HNB99, GS00, GS98].
Such techniques speed up the code by avoiding the overhead required by a heap allocation, but
on the other hand require special attention while operations on the heap, a garbage collection
for instance, are performed. As far as pointer discovery is concerned, handling such specially
allocated objects does not require greater effort than needed for heap objects, as will be explained
later. Stack allocation is not very frequently used in practice, mainly because of the additionally
complexity in the implementation.

3.8.2

Problems and solutions

In order to discover all the pointers, it is necessary to establish the modes of the data contained
in all the components listed above, so that the proper modifications can be applied whenever a
memory manipulation is required. Let us discuss briefly the various components that can be found
on the stack. The modes of the locations in the registers save area can be discovered since each
location is uniquely associated with a register, as it was used by the caller. The modes of the
locations used for the arguments that do not fit the available registers are trivial to determine,
inspecting the list of arguments which is being compiled, and similarly for the return value. The
temporary values area can be treated in a manner similar to the local variable area.
3.8.2.1

Uninitialised pointers

A more subtle issue, however, might arise from those locations which are supposed to contain
pointers but are really unused. For instance, a given stack location might be reserved to store a
certain local variable, known to contain pointers, but in the first part of the code the location might
not be used. Before the first initialisation of the memory location is made, the value would appear
to be a pointer, but it would contain some random data left from the previous use of that memory
location. The low-level mode that should be really assigned to that location during the first part
of the code, therefore, should be “unused”, rather than pointer.
If the location is unused, modifying its content would be harmless (the value is unused anyway),
but interpreting the value as a valid pointer during a garbage collection could prevent some parts
of the heap from being reclaimed. Such an approach would be, to an extent, conservative, since it
would not be possible to determine the exact set of pointers active at any given moment. In order
to avoid the possible problems related to previous values left in memory, one possibility could be
to initialise the stack slots containing pointers to a conventional value (null, for instance) at the
beginning of the procedure. At the expense of some overhead, that would ensure that every value
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contained in such a pointer is a valid pointer to an object (even if, strictly speaking, it is possibly
no longer really in use).
If it is possible to determine statically the first and the last points in the code when a certain local
variable is used, on the other hand, it becomes possible to discover when a stack slot containing
a pointer is not really used, and a greater precision in the determination of the pointers set can be
achieved. In general, it is not possible to discover the real last use of a pointer unless a dynamic
tracing is performed. For instance, if there is a loop in which the same pointer is first read and
subsequently written, and the pointer is no longer used after the loop, we can only say statically
that the pointer might be alive towards the end of the loop, since it might be reused in the following
iteration.
3.8.2.2

Arrays of uninitialised pointers

Determining the mode of single local variables, performing a liveness analysis, is relatively easy.
Things, however, become more complicated in the case of arrays. Array elements can be individually initialised and used in an absolutely arbitrary order, using an indexing operation in which the
value of the index can be an arbitrary expression. The value of such an index cannot, in general,
be statically predetermined. In other words, it becomes impossible to determine statically the first
and the last use of each individual array element, and consequently to determine, in the case of an
array of references, when an element is a real pointer and when it is unused.
If dynamic tracking is not used, a conservative approach is the only reasonable approach. Similarly to what was described in the previous subsection, it might be useful to pre-initialise all the
pointers contained in stack arrays (and pointer arrays in the heap as well, since the problem is
similar) to a conventional, “safe” value. Java, in this sense, has the added advantage that every
heap object and stack frame is explicitly initialised every time. As this behaviour is not part of the
specification of other languages, like C and C++, initialising all pointers in the stack and the heap
to a conventional value can represent a significant source of overhead with respect to the standard
compiled code.

3.9

Tracking modes in the heap

Determining the modes of the various parts of memory blocks in the heap is probably the easiest part. As mentioned, we are assuming that all memory allocations take place through a custom memory manager, which is integrated with the memory manipulation subsystem. If we require each memory allocation to specify, using a descriptor, the structure of the record/memory
block/object which is being allocated, it is quite simple to detect the modes (at the very least the
pointer/scalar condition) of all the data inside the allocated block.
A possible problem might arise from the use of unions, or, in Pascal terminology, variant
records. The overlay among the different variants may easily cause scalars and pointers to share
the same physical storage. In principle, it is possible to reorganize the record structure so that no
scalar ever shares a memory location with a pointer. This solution might break binary compatibility with code generated by a pre-existing compiler, but would allow some form of support for
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variant records. As a side note, it is useful to consider that, in modern object-oriented languages,
variant records have been effectively replaced by objects, using inheritance to extend in different
ways a basic structure, without the inherent problems that variant records have.

3.10

Pointers and derived pointers

Until now we have discussed extensively the handling of scalar values and pointers. The implicit
assumption was that pointers refer, when pointing inside the heap, directly to a memory block
allocated using the facilities offered by the custom memory manager. In certain cases, however,
pointers might not refer directly to the base location of such blocks, but more generally might refer
to a certain memory block even without pointing to it. The obvious case is the pointer arithmetic
available in C, where a pointer can be made to move inside an array to access one element at a
time.
The use of virtual origins for arrays is another example. Consider for instance the following
Pascal fragment:
VAR a:ARRAY [4..9] OF INTEGER;
BEGIN
i:=a[j];
If certain optimisations are applied, the pointer used to refer to the array could point not to the
beginning of the array, but to the position that a hypothetical element a[0] would have, so that the
indexed access can retrieve the correct element without requiring adjustments to the index. This
form of access implies that the value contained in the pointer is obtained from the base pointer by
adding to it, possibly multiple times, certain offsets. A similar form is used when, for instance,
a component of a record is passed to a procedure whose parameter is a reference to a variable
(forms VAR in Pascal, and T& in C++). In both cases, the logical link between the original block
of memory and the derived pointer must be preserved even if the memory block to which the
pointer refers is moved.
The handling of this kind of pointers will be discussed extensively in Chapter 10, but the main
choices are either preserving the exact expression that leads to the derived pointer, so that the
pointer can be recalculated if some memory is moved, or alternatively trying to discover the memory block associated with the derived pointer by evaluating the possible values that the derived
pointer might assume at runtime.
Another issue related to the handling of pointers is the handling of arbitrary conversions between pointers and scalars, as may be done in C. Such conversions may cause pointers to be
unrecognisable as such by the compiler, and would interfere with the mechanisms of pointer
discovery. It is worth pointing out that such conversions are typically only used while writing
low-level code, and can otherwise be avoided in most cases.

“Have a nice day!”
“Of course I will!. . . but when?”
— Anonymous

Chapter 4

Pointer Discovery in the Registers

In the previous chapters the idea of PC maps was introduced, and some of the problems that
are involved in their creation were briefly discussed. In this and in the following chapters, a
much more in-depth analysis will be conducted on the techniques that can be used to discover
the pointers present in the system while using PC maps. This chapter, in particular, focuses on
the discovery of pointers in registers at every machine instruction. A particular form of liveness
analysis, useful to this end, will be discussed in detail in the next chapter. Chapter 6 and Chapter 7
will describe, respectively, pointer discovery in the stack and the heap.

4.1

Introduction

As previously mentioned, determining whether registers contain pointers or not while running
compiled code can be rather complex. The main factor that makes the task difficult is the fact
that registers can change their mode very often, potentially at every machine instruction. Creating
PC maps detailed enough to support preemptive pointer discovery, therefore, requires the mode
information to be available with the level of detail of the single machine instruction. Adopting
a purely static approach, that means that the compiler should calculate, while generating the
assembly code, the full mode information for each individual register for each instruction in the
final code. In other words, the compiler should determine, during code generation, in which parts
of the final code each register assumes each of the possible modes.
For example, let us say that we need to perform a compacting garbage collection. For each
point in the code in which we want to be able to perform the operation, we would like to obtain
the minimal set of registers which might contain pointers, excluding those which certainly are
no longer used. Such a fine level of detail, however, can be rather difficult to obtain. The ideal
situation, of course, would be having the ability to design a complete compiler system from
scratch, including in its core design the distinction among the different modes, and propagating
36
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such distinction down to the final assembly code. In practice, however, it might also make sense
to try and adapt an existing system while adding the new functionalities. There can be several
reasons for such an approach, first of all the need to preserve a possibly large economic investment
already made while developing a certain compiler system, but also, for example, the ability to
support special front ends or machine architectures, a particularly high quality of the generated
code, or compatibility needs with different components. Adapting an existing compiler, on the
other hand, might require some substantial work since, in certain cases, a distinction must be
introduced among certain internal data types where there was none before.
Even in the ideal case in which a complete compiler can be newly designed, however, there
are certain challenges that need to be addressed. A distinction among different modes in the
intermediate representation can be used at the level of the internal representation, but carrying
this distinction down to the level of the individual assembly instructions can require more work.
In order to perform many optimisations, the compiler will rely on liveness information calculated at the level of the intermediate representation. For instance, manipulations like dead code
elimination, loop invariant movements, and so on can be performed directly on the intermediate
representation. Once that intermediate form is expanded in the final code, however, the liveness
information previously calculated might be not detailed enough to allow for a reconstruction of
the mode of all registers at each individual machine instruction.
The final stages of code generation will expand the internal constructs of the intermediate representation into possibly rather complex sequences of assembly instructions. The liveness of each
register in the resulting code, will depend not just on the expansion of a single construct, but rather
on the entire sequence of expansions. Some of the resulting expansions, furthermore, might be
not just macro expansions, but the result of compile-time procedures that generate different code
depending on the circumstances. Certain physical registers might be used or not, in the expansion for a given construct, depending on the specific code generated by the expansion rule in that
particular case.
In other terms, a further liveness analysis of some sort might be required, using the real registers and the machine instructions rather than the intermediate representation. Performing such an
analysis at the same time as the final code production would be far from easy, and would considerably complicate the structure of the back end. The Java compiler by Stichnoth et al., works
around this issue by using an intermediate representation that has a one-to-one relationship with
the individual assembly instructions [SLC99]. That means that the intermediate representation is
actually, during the last stages, just an abstract representations of the final code, instruction by
instruction. The advantage of such a solution is that the compiler can perform a liveness analysis
on the low-level intermediate form and then reuse the same information for the machine code.
On the other hand, tying the intermediate representation so strictly to the concrete machine code
(x86 in that case) makes it considerably difficult to adapt the compiler to different architectures,
since the separation between the intermediate form (which should be architecture-neutral, in principle) and the actual back end is lost to a great degree. Similar problems, while reconstructing
the liveness of machine registers, are also present when an existing compiler is adapted in order
to introduce distinctions among multiple modes.
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Local annotations

In order to simplify the problem in the general case, in which a neutral intermediate representation
is used, a different approach can be followed separating the code generation from the computation
of the mode information. That can be achieved by generating, while the code is produced, additional annotations that refer to the way in which the registers are used locally in each expansion.
Those annotations can then be parsed and postprocessed during a separate stage, simplifying the
overall structure of the system.
The main point is that, if mode information is available at the level of the intermediate representation, it is normally also possible to determine, in the expansion of every construct, whether
each register is locally used or defined in a certain mode within that expansion, even if there is no
indication of the interactions of those occurrences with preceding or following expansions. For
example, let us consider a fictional intermediate representation and an expansion rule used to load
a scalar value using a sum and an array access, defined by base address, index and offset.
scal:A <- array:(ptr:B[scal:C+const:D])+scal:E
move B[C+D],A
add E,A,A

%
%

-- expands as:

A written as scalar, B used as ptr, C used as scalar
A written as scalar, A used as scalar, E used as scalar

The expansion rule uses certain machine registers, represented by parameters A, B and so on, in
specific modes. It is required that the register represented by A contains a scalar value for the rule
to be applicable, and the expansion to be generated, and similarly B must contain a pointer, and so
on (the remaining details of the fictional notation are not relevant to the example). Even though
we do not know exactly which concrete machine registers will be used in place of A, B and C when
the expansion takes place, and we do not know what happens before and after this expansion to
those registers, we can still determine some local information about the way in which the registers
are used. When the intermediate expression
scal:R3 <- array:(ptr:R5[scal:R11+40])+scal:R7

is expanded, for example, we can determine that register R5 is used by the first instruction of the
expansion as a pointer, R7 is used by the second instruction as a scalar, and so on. All this local information, which results from the individual expansions, can then be written in the form of
annotations to the assembly code, and later perused in order to reconstruct the full mode information. While this approach is not the only one possible, there are some advantages in postponing
the mode calculation in this way. First of all, the structure of the back end remains simpler, since
there is no need to embed complex mechanisms in the expansion rules in order to determine the
mode information on-the-fly. Additionally, as will be shown in the following chapter (in Section
5.3), having the local information available all at once enables us to perform easily a number of
important sanity checks on the way in which the registers are used by the compiler.

4.3

More details on reconstructing mode information

Reconstructing the mode information from the local annotations is basically a matter of performing a particular form of liveness analysis. We know the mode in which the registers are used and
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defined at each instruction, but that information needs to be propagated to all other instructions in
order to determine when each register assumes each mode throughout the code. Before the analysis can be performed, however, there are a few other aspects that should be taken into account.
The first, important aspect, is how to deal with call instructions.
From the point of view of the analysis, what we need to obtain is information about the mode of
registers before and after the call. If the microprocessor is stopped just before the call, the registers
will be in modes that are decided by the previous instructions. If it is stopped right after the call,
however, what we will see is the effect on the registers of the execution of the whole subroutine.
In consequence of that call, certain registers might be overwritten, some will contain the return
value and some will have been used as arguments to the call. If execution is stopped while the
called subroutine is still in execution, however, the program counter will refer to a location that
belongs to a different routine, and the state of the registers will depend on the mode information
calculated for that routine rather than the one we are interested in at the moment.
The modified liveness analysis (intraprocedural, as we shall see shortly) can be performed quite
easily even in the presence of call instructions if the total effect of the called routine can be
determined statically, and the call instruction is annotated with the effects on the registers of the
call as a whole. As later shown, determining such effects statically is possible thanks to the
standard calling interface defined by the Application Binary Interface. Section 5.2.8 will discuss
in more detail the handling of call instructions while performing the customised liveness analysis.
A microprocessor feature that can cause additional problems, while determining register modes,
is the use of delay slots, as previously discussed in Section 3.7.2. The customised liveness analysis
will have to consider the way in which the instructions interact in the case in which delay slots are
used, and in particular the effect that delay slots have on the life of values in the registers. As we
shall see later, the basic idea is to reorder, from a logical point of view, the existing instructions
so that the effect on the registers can be calculated more simply. Some more work, however, will
be necessary to deal with annulled delay slots and delayed call instructions.
Chapter 5 is fully devoted to a rigorous analysis of the way in which the local annotations can be
used to reconstruct the mode information, and to the many details involved in dealing with delay
slots (Section 5.4). The mode information, once calculated, can eventually be converted in a set
of tables or similar structures (the “PC maps”), so that it can be inspected at runtime whenever a
preemptive service request is received. The operation of the runtime is discussed in Chapter 8.
There is a further aspect in the determination of modes in the registers. The mode information
can be determined by looking at the map associated to a single routine only for those registers
that are actually used within the routine that is being examined. For some other registers there is
no way of determining their mode using locally available data, yet the mode must be somehow
determined. That will be done, as described in the following section and more extensively in
Section 8.4.1, using information related to the routines that precede the current one in the dynamic
call chain.
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Prologue and epilogue

Up to now we have discussed the mode information in the main body of compiled routines.
The compiler, additionally, generates special portions of code before and after each routine, the
prologue and the epilogue, devoted respectively to setting up the new execution environment when
the routine is called, and restoring the previous environment before returning to the caller. The
main operations performed are modifying the stack pointer and/or the frame pointer and saving
the registers that are defined by the Application Binary Interface as preserved across calls, but
that are to be used locally by the newly called routine.
While the microprocessor is executing the prologue and the epilogue, particular care must be
taken while determining the modes of registers. As previously mentioned, not all of the information needed to reconstruct the mode of every register will be available in the maps related to the
current routine. The mode of some registers, not actively used by the current functions, will be
the last mode that was in use in the environment of the caller. In order to clarify the situation, it
will be useful to group the user-accessible registers into the following disjoint categories:
• Call-preserved registers. These registers contain, after a call to subroutine has returned, the
same values that were present before the call.
• Registers volatile across calls. They may be used by the callee and they are not guaranteed
to have the same value upon return. This category usually includes the registers used as
arguments and as return value.
• Global registers used to store source program global variables.
• Specialised registers, handled directly by the compiler or the system.
The various categories are decided unequivocally by the Application Binary Interface for every
microprocessor, in order to guarantee code interoperability. The mode of the registers in the last
two categories does not depend on the executed code, since they are used in a fixed way throughout
the code. Using global registers to store program global variables, in particular, is rather rare,
given the necessity to maintain some sort of bookkeeping of the used registers when using separate
compilation, but it may happen. The first two categories, however, describe registers whose mode
can indeed change during execution, and in particular when a call to a subroutine is made.
The prologue and epilogue control creation and disposal of the environment needed for the
proper execution of the routine body. It is therefore their job, among others, to save and restore
registers in memory in order to adapt the specification imposed by the ABI with the use of registers
made by the body. What this means in practice is that the prologue, apart from allocating the stack
space needed for local use, will also save the content of some registers, typically on the stack, in
order to free them for use by the callee.
To be precise, the registers saved will be those that should be preserved across calls according to
the ABI, but that are reused locally by the routine body. Symmetrically, the epilogue will restore
the previously saved values before returning. The caller, on its side, will save the data contained
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in those registers that, according to the ABI, should be volatile, but whose contents are reused by
the caller after the call. After the call the saved values can be restored into the same registers.
The mode of the registers that are volatile across calls can always be determined using locally
available information, throughout the execution of each routine. The mode of those registers that
are call-preserved, but which are saved by the prologue, can be determined locally within the
routine body but not during the execution of prologue and epilogue. Those registers refer, at the
beginning of the prologue, to the calling context and are subsequently, using one or more save
operations, made available to the callee. After the save operation the registers are “owned” by
the callee, but before that they are “owned” by the caller. That means that it is necessary to keep
track of the exact instructions in the prologue/epilogue in which each of the registers is saved or
restored. The situation is depicted in Figure 4.4.1.
In order to determine which registers are used locally and which are not, it will be necessary
to use some sort of table or descriptor that describes the instructions at which the registers are
saved/restored. That could be done, for instance, using bitmasks (one bit for every register which
is “local” at that instruction). Alternatively, if the registers are always saved following a predetermined sequence, each instruction could be associated with the highest numbered register that was
saved at that point. Other arrangements are also possible.
A simplified, slightly more conservative approach could be used considering that the saved
registers are used by the routine body but not by the prologue itself. It is therefore safe to treat
each of those registers as having the mode of the calling context during the whole prologue, even
though they are actually unused during the last part of the prologue code. The same approach
cannot always be used for the epilogue, since the values that the registers contain at the beginning
R0 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7
PC
PC+1
PC+2
PC+3
PC+4
...
...

Prologue

...
...

Body

Epilogue

=

The register mode can be determined locally
before the execution of the instruction at this address

Figure 4.4.1: Local registers in prologue, body and epilogue
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of the epilogue depend on what is left there by the routine body. Those values might not be
consistent with the modes that the registers will later assume after their prior value is restored
during the execution of the epilogue.
If the only distinction of our interest is pointer/scalar, however, that simplified approach can be
safely used both in prologue and epilogue only if it is acceptable, for the service routine involved,
to misidentify random values as pointers. In the initial part of the epilogue some registers will
be unused and contain random data, but will be identified as pointers. Being unused, there is
no problem if their content is altered. In the case of a garbage collection, for instance, the only
possible effect would be potentially preventing unused blocks of memory from being reclaimed,
in case the random data happens to coincide with the value of a legal pointer to a heap block.
Another complication may derive from the use of register windows, as described in Section 3.7.1.
When the window shifting operation is performed, some physical registers will “change position”,
and the same names will refer to entirely different registers before and after the shift. Some useraccessible registers will suddenly have the mode that other registers had right before, while others
will become unused, and others will remain unchanged. In the case of register windows, it is
crucial to keep track of the transformation caused by the window shift, so that the correct mode
can be calculated across the renaming.

A great programmer is a seeker of truth and beauty.
— Dave Winer

Chapter 5

Multi-mode Liveness Analysis and
Consistency Checks

5.1

Introduction

In the context of this research, it is necessary to determine where the registers are used at each
machine instruction, in optimized compiled code, as pointers or scalar values, or possibly in other
ways. The different possibilities are called “modes” (Section 3.4). Each register can, at any time,
be used in just a single mode, or it can be unused.
In certain cases, extracting the liveness information, at the level of the individual machine instruction, from the compiler’s internals might not be a practical solution. For instance, the generation of the final code might be done, in an existing compiler, by expanding each construct in the
intermediate representation into a sequence of individual machine instructions. While the liveness
information is in general available at the level of the intermediate representation, there might be
no similar liveness information available for the single machine instructions. Tracing the life of
the individual registers for all the instructions in the expansions during the code generation would
be particularly complex, since the life of the registers could depend on the specific expansions
used throughout the program, some of which might also be the result of the execution of complex
expansion subroutines, called at compile-time.
A much simpler approach can be adopted if it is possible to determine, while the assembly
code is being generated, which registers will be used, or overwritten, in some particular modes at
each instruction. While the assembly code is generated, therefore, a series of annotations can be
generated, for instance “Register R4 is used by this instruction as a pointer”, or “Register R7 is
overwritten by this instruction with a scalar value”. Once the full code has been generated, it is
then possible to run a separate liveness analysis involving registers and machine instructions, so
that the desired liveness information can be reconstructed. Thanks to the standard calling interface
provided by the Application Binary Interface, it is possible to analyse the life of registers for each
43
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routine in isolation.
A separate liveness analysis is therefore performed using, as input, those annotations. The
analysis, which is intraprocedural, is “multi-mode” in the sense that each register may assume
various modes throughout the code, always one at a time. The algorithm, which will be discussed
shortly, is a fairly simple adaptation of a conventional liveness algorithm. The additional twist,
however, is that the compiler is not trusted to generate code that defines and uses registers in a
consistent manner. That is, an erroneous code generation might cause a register to be initialized as
a pointer and later used as a scalar, or initialized as a short integer and later used as a long integer.
Verifying the consistency of the generated code is particularly important if, as in our case, the
back end was heavily customised and new errors might have been inadvertently introduced.
In order to specify exactly the code consistency requirements, a number of desirable properties
are then defined. For instance, the code should use a register in the same mode in which it was
last defined. Each register should only be used after being initialized for the first time. Only if all
of the properties are respected, the code is deemed valid.
The liveness analysis is actually performed regardless of the properties being satisfied. However, once the analysis is complete, the liveness information that was generated can be used to
verify whether all the desired properties are indeed satisfied or not. In the following sections, it
will be proved that the initial definitions of the various properties are actually equivalent to much
simpler tests, which involve the (possibly meaningless) liveness information that was calculated.
As a final step, the effects of delayed control transfer are analysed. The non-trivial effects
of delay slots on the reconstruction of the mode information will be discussed, and it will be
shown how the liveness analysis can be performed in this case as well. The way in which that is
accomplished is by building an alternative representation of the original code which makes no use
of delay slots, but still sets the registers in the same modes as the original program. The previous
properties can still be verified, even if delay slots are used, and the discussion shows how the
previous tests can be adapted. The complexity of the whole analysis, and of the verifications of
the various properties, is similar to the complexity of a normal liveness analysis.
The analysis here was specifically developed as a formal justification to the algorithms which
have been used in the prototype discussed in Chapter 9. A bibliographic review of similar material
did not highlight a previous discussion of the same analysis, which is therefore believed to be
entirely original and presented here for the first time. Some related material, which might be of
interest, is listed below.
The annotations used in this liveness analysis are reminiscent of the type annotations used by
the Typed Assembly Language (TAL) [MCG+ 99]. The type system used by TAL is quite complex
and sophisticated, and includes parametric polymorphism, existential types, recursive types, and
other features. As a side effect, the type annotations can be potentially rather large in proportion
to the code size, although they can be compressed to some extent [GM00]. The structures used
by TAL are targeted to perform complex type verifications, unnecessary in this context.
The customised liveness analysis described later can be easily implemented using the much simpler annotations described in this work, requiring the same polynomial time as a classic liveness
analysis. Although simpler, the structures used in this work are well suited to support preemptive
program services. The size of the annotations is not a problem in our case.
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Reconstructing the different modes that registers can assume has similarities with calculating
Reaching Definitions [CK98, NNH99]. The main difference is that the Reaching Definitions
analysis calculates which definitions “reach” a certain point in the code, using a forward analysis.
In our case, we are also interested in determining which registers are unused at a certain point, as
well as obtaining the mode of their content. The analysis performed here is a variant of the classic
liveness analysis, and it uses a backward analysis.
According to Prof. Reinhard Wilhelm (Universität des Saarlandes), results similar to the ones
presented here could probably be obtained, in principle, also using a form of assume-guarantee
analysis [She03], although the computational complexity of such an approach might be greater.
Zhichen Xu used annotations on machine code in order to explore the safety checking of machine
code [XMR00]. The annotations, which refer to security conditions expressed using typestates,
are then processed to verify safety properties. That approach, according to its authoR, is however
not suitable to express liveness properties. The algorithms used in that work are not related to the
liveness analysis presented here, but the adjustments applied in order to deal with the delay slots,
required by the use of the SPARC microprocessor, are partly related to some of the mechanisms
used in Section 5.4.

5.2
5.2.1

Multi-mode liveness analysis
The context

In order to give a precise description of the analysis performed on the code, a formal representation of the program code will be introduced. The same representation will be particularly useful
later, in the section devoted to the consistency checks. As this discussion will focus on the intraprocedural analysis, the formal representation will model the body of a compiled routine. The
term “routine” will be used, generically, to refer to any kind of procedure, method or function.
It will be assumed that a finite set of registers is available to store values, and that each register can only be used in one of a finite set of “modes” at any time. The liveness algorithm, and
the subsequent checks, will determine the modes of the various registers throughout the code.
The various modes, for instance pointer, short integer, long integer and so on, only loosely reflect the high-level types used by the source code, and actually only represent the way in which
registers are used by the compiled assembly code. Such information can be useful to perform
exact garbage collections, or to perform on-the-fly endianness conversions (for instance using
double-endian microprocessors). The body of a compiled routine will be modeled as a sequence
of simple instructions that use certain registers in some modes, set some registers in some modes
and possibly transfer control to one of a statically known set of instructions contained in the same
compiled routine.1
A call to a subroutine will be modeled using a single instruction that summarises the complete
effect on the registers that the actual call has as a whole. A call instruction will therefore use
1 In this chapter, the term “instructions” is used to refer to instruction occurrences; a program incrementing a register

twice, using two identical increment instructions, is still considered to be made up of two distinct instructions rather
than one, repeated twice.
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registers (for the arguments), set registers (return values, and overwritten volatile registers) and
transfer control to the following instruction (if the called subroutine can actually return control to
the caller). More details on this point will be given in Section 5.2.8. It will also be assumed that
it is possible to determine statically the sets of registers that can be affected (read or overwritten)
by each instruction, and the modes in which those registers are used.

5.2.2

Formal definitions

A simple way to model the described structure is to use a finite set, each element of which represents a concrete instruction in the compiled subroutine, with a “successor” function to model the
sequence of instructions in the code.
Definition 5.2.1. The set of instructions I is a non-empty, finite set of elements. Two elements
enter ∈
/ I and exit ∈
/ I are used to represent, respectively, prologue and the epilogue of the routine,
and we also define the sets Ip = I ∪ {enter}, Ie = I ∪ {exit} and Ipe = Ip ∪ Ie . A bijective function
succ : Ip → Ie is used to represent the static sequence of instructions in the code. If a given
assembler instruction is represented by i, for example, the instruction that follows in the compiled
code will be represented by succ (i). We require that, if |Ip | = n, then succn (enter) exists and
is equal to exit, so that all the elements of Ipe are effectively linked by succ in a chain. The
first instruction of the routine body will be represented by i first = succ (enter). Additionally, an
element null ∈
/ Ipe will be used in special cases.
The definitions above model the basic static structure of the compiled routine. It is however
necessary to model the dynamic behaviour as well. First of all, it is important to formalise the
concept of “mode”. In the previous discussions, the term mode has been used to describe informally the way in which a register is used at a certain point in the code. For instance, a certain
register could be used sometimes as a pointer to data, or as a scalar value, or a pointer to code
and so on. While a more precise definition of the use of registers will be given later, the different
modes can be easily modeled using a finite, non-empty set. A special element, unused, is used
to indicate that a register is not in use. The set of registers on which the algorithm works is also
defined.
Definition 5.2.2. The set of modes M is a non-empty, finite set of elements. The set Mu is defined
as Mu = M ∪ {unused}, where unused ∈
/ M. The set of registers R is a non-empty, finite set of
elements: R = {r0 , r1 , . . . , rnR }.
It is now time to describe the dynamic behaviour of the instructions, specifying the way in
which each instruction affects the mode of the registers and the control flow. Each instruction, as
previously mentioned, will require certain input values, with certain modes, in some registers. As
a result of the execution, some registers will possibly be altered, both in value and in mode. The
information available for every instruction is encoded by the following functions:
Definition 5.2.3. The function use describes, for each instruction, the registers required and their
modes as follows: use : Ie × M → 2R . If a machine instruction represented by i0 ∈ I uses a subset
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of registers, represented by R0 ⊆ R, with mode represented by m ∈ M, then use (i0 , m) = R0 . If
i0 = exit, then use represents the registers and their modes at the end of the routine body. Similarly,
the function def : Ip × M → 2R represents the registers that are set in a certain mode as a result of
the execution of each instruction. When applied to enter, the function def represents the registers
and their modes as supplied to the routine body by the prologue.
While this definition is mathematically consistent, our intuitive concept of mode requires that
each register can be used in a single mode at any point in the code (more on that later) and
such condition must be trivially verified by the definitions of def and use as well. Since those
two functions are obtained from information supplied by the compiler, the condition should be
automatically verified, but it might be useful to perform a sanity check on the input data. We
require the following condition to be verified:
Condition 5.2.4. A consistent definition of def and use must respect the following properties:
∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2

(
∀i ∈ Ie : use (i, m1 ) ∩ use (i, m2 ) = ∅
∀i ∈ Ip : def (i, m1 ) ∩ def (i, m2 ) = ∅

We will assume the definitions of def and use to be consistent in the following discussion,
except where explicitly stated. The way in which def and use reflect the concrete assembler
instructions is fairly intuitive for simple instructions (including branches, which on most machines
do not alter registers). The situation for call instructions, as previously mentioned, is slightly more
complex. While a call instruction causes a subroutine to be called, causing a certain cumulative
effect on the registers, the control flow will eventually return (if the called subroutine returns at all)
to the instruction following the call instruction. From the point of view of the mode analysis, the
effect of the call, as a whole, can be considered similar to that of the execution of a particular kind
of simple instruction that affects several registers at once. The execution flow, in general, appears
locally simply to step through the call instruction as it would happen for a simple instruction. It
is therefore fairly simple to handle call instructions if the subroutine’s def and use are defined so
that the cumulative effect of the called subroutine is taken into account. It is important to notice
that, even if the exact routine which is to be called is not known, the argument list is statically
known,2 and the general calling convention, including the list of volatile registers, is dictated
by the Application Binary Interface for the particular machine architecture. The details of those
cumulative definitions will be explained in detail later on, in Subsection 5.2.8.

5.2.3

Dynamic control flow

Another important effect of instructions is the impact that each instruction has on the control flow.
Depending on the particular instruction, execution can continue at the instruction immediately
following, but also at a different instruction, if a branch is involved. In certain cases, an instruction
might never return (for instance, calls to certain system routines or special machine instructions).
The dynamic effect on the control flow is modeled by the functions follow j :
2 If

variadic argument lists are used, as in the C “printf”, the list of incoming arguments is not statically known to
the callee. However, the list of outgoing arguments at a particular call site is still statically known to the caller.
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Definition 5.2.5. If, for a given routine, instructions can transfer control to a maximum of n f
distinct instructions where n f ≤ n = |Ie |, then the functions follow j : Ip → Ie ∪ {null} are defined
for each j = 0, . . . , n f − 1, representing the possible instruction that can follow a given one (or
null if the number of alternatives is less than n f − 1).
For example, if i is an ordinary non-branching instructions, we will have that follow0 (i) =
succ(i), while ∀ j = 1, . . . , n f − 1 : follow j (i) = null. If i is a conditional branch, we will define
follow0 (i) = succ(i), and follow1 (i) to specify the branch target. If jump tables are not used, and
there are no indirect jumps, then n f = 2 is usually sufficient to specify the possible destinations of
all instructions (as said, we treat calls as a special case of non-branching instructions). The use of
Ip and Ie ∪ {null} , respectively, as domain and codomain of the functions follow j , represents the
fact that the prologue cannot be the destination of any control transfer instruction and that, once
the epilogue has been reached, the control flow cannot return to the routine body. We can now
begin our discussion with a few considerations and extensions on the functions follow j .
Definition 5.2.6. follow : 2Ipe → 2Ipe is defined as follows:
[

∀A ⊆ Ipe : follow (A) =



follow j (i) | j = 0, . . . , n f − 1 \ {null}

∀i∈A\{exit}

The function follow represents the set of instructions that are dynamically reachable in one step
from another set of instructions.
Since the codomain of follow is the same as its domain, the notations followk , follow+ and
follow? can be used with the usual meaning. For instance, if k ∈ N+ and A ⊆ Ipe , the function
followk (A) is defined as followk−1 ( follow (A)), where follow0 (A) = A. The function follow+ is
S
defined as ∀A ⊆ Ipe : follow+ (A) = ∀k∈N+ followk (A) and follow? as ∀A ⊆ Ipe : follow? (A) =
S
k
∀k∈N follow (A). An instruction i1 ∈ I pe is said to be reachable from instruction i0 ∈ I pe iff
i1 ∈ follow? ({i0 }). An instruction is simply said to be reachable if it is reachable from enter.
Intuitively, since we are dealing with finite sets, the function follow? can be calculated in a
finite time following all possible paths using any graph traversal algorithm. For completeness, an
iterative algorithm that can be used to calculate follow? is briefly discussed.
Lemma 5.2.7. follow is monotonic.
Proof. Let us consider A ⊆ B ⊆ Ipe . The following relation holds:

[



follow j (i) | j = 0, . . . , n f − 1 ⊆

∀i∈A\{exit}

[



follow j (i) | j = 0, . . . , n f − 1

∀i∈B\{exit}

which implies follow (A) ⊆ follow (B).


Definition 5.2.8. Operator S : 2Ipe → 2Ipe → 2Ipe → 2Ipe is defined as:
∀ f : 2Ipe → 2Ipe , ∀A ⊆ Ipe : S ( f ) (A) = A ∪ follow ( f (A))
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A partial order is now introduced among the functions 2Ipe → 2Ipe .
Definition 5.2.9. The partial order E on 2Ipe → 2Ipe is defined as:
∀ f , g : 2Ipe → 2Ipe : f E g ⇔ ∀A ⊆ Ipe : f (A) ⊆ g (A)
The partial order E, together with the set 2Ipe → 2Ipe forms a lattice, which is finite and therefore
also complete.

Proposition 5.2.10. Operator S is monotonic over the lattice E, 2Ipe → 2Ipe .
Proof. Let us consider two functions f , g : 2Ipe → 2Ipe such that f E g. We have ∀A ⊆ Ipe : f (A) ⊆
g (A), and consequently ∀A ⊆ Ipe : A ∪ follow ( f (A)) ⊆ A ∪ follow (g (A)) since follow is monotonic. Hence S ( f ) E S (g).
Since S is a monotonic operator defined over a complete lattice, it has a unique least fixed point
according to Tarski’s fixed point theorem.
Proposition 5.2.11. Function follow? : 2Ipe → 2Ipe is the least fixed point of operator S over

E, 2Ipe → 2Ipe .
Proof. follow? is a fixed point. In fact,
∀A ⊆ Ipe : A ∪ follow ( follow? (A)) = follow0 (A) ∪ follow+ (A) = follow? (A)
Furthermore, for every fixed point g, we can show that follow? E g. From the definition of S, for
every function g : 2Ipe → 2Ipe , it is trivially
∀k ∈ N, ∀A ⊆ Ipe : Sk (g) (A) = followk (g (A)) ∪

[

follow j (A)

∀ j∈{0,...,k−1}

and, if g is a fixed point, ∀k ∈ N : Sk (g) = g. Therefore, ∀k ∈ N, ∀A ⊆ Ipe : followk (A) ⊆ g (A),
and therefore, if i ∈ follow? (A), it is also i ∈ g (A), and therefore follow? E g. Summarising,
follow? is a fixed point and, for every fixed point g, we have follow? E g, hence follow? is the
least fixed point.
In order to calculate follow? , it is consequently sufficient to apply iteratively operator S over
the function that has the empty set as every value, until a fixed point is reached (which happens
in a finite number of steps, since the number of possible functions is finite).

5.2.4

Expected mode

Informally, a register r ∈ R has “expected mode” m ∈ M for instruction i ∈ Ie if register r is used
with that mode by i, or alternatively by any instruction that can follow i along at least one possible
dynamic execution path, if the register is not redefined between i (inclusive) and that use of r. If
the condition cannot be verified for any m ∈ M, r is not expected to be in any particular mode by
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i. If every register is in its expected mode at every instruction, then all the instructions will find
the registers in the required modes for their execution.
The definition above allows for a register to be in multiple modes at once and does not require
those registers to be set in the correct modes by other instructions. We will later require each
use to be matched by a register definition, and each register to be in only one mode for each
instruction. Additionally, we will point out that the mode requirements can be safely ignored
for those instructions that can never be reached by the control flow. It should also be noted out
that the definition above for “expected mode” takes into account every possible execution path in
order to allow for a static analysis, and it only represents an approximation over the real, dynamic
behaviour. The intuitive and rather informal definition above can be better phrased, in formal
terms, using the functions defined so far.
Definition 5.2.12. Function expected : Ie × M → 2R is defined as follows:
∀i ∈ Ie , ∀r ∈ R, ∀m ∈ M :
r ∈ expected (i, m) ⇔ ∃k ∈ N : ∃i0 , . . . , ik ∈ Ipe :
∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} :

i j+1 ∈ follow



ij



i0 = i ∧ r ∈ use(ik , m) ∧
!!

∧r ∈
/

[

def (i j , m0 )

∀m0 ∈M

A register r belongs to expected (i, m) if i or a following instruction uses register r in mode m,
and there is no definition in i or afterwards encountered before that use. The definition summarises
the mode in which all registers are expected to be before the execution of every instruction. Other
conditions, however, must be verified before the definition above can be used on a practical level.
Since many of those conditions will be used several times, some will be given a conventional
name.
Definition 5.2.13. A routine body is “sufficient” if each register expected in a certain mode, for
any reachable instruction, is set in that mode by at least one preceding definition along every
possible execution path. Formally:
∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R, ∀k ∈ N+ : ∀i0 , . . . , ik ∈ Ipe :
 
i0 = enter ∧ ∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : i j+1 ∈ follow i j
∧
r ∈ expected (ik , m) ⇒ ∃ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : r ∈ def (i j , m))
If a routine body is not sufficient, some instructions might not have their registers set in the
expected mode during execution, which also means that some uninitialised registers might be
used by the program. While being sufficient is an important property of the function body, it is
also important to verify whether the various definitions along every dynamic path are coherent
with the expected mode, which is a stronger property. The following, rather intricate definition
will completely describe the desired property.
Definition 5.2.14. A routine body is “valid” if, for every instruction that sets a register, and for
every instruction that, following some execution path from the previous instruction, expects the
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same register to be in one given mode, the mode in which the register is set is the same in which
it is expected. Formally:
∀i ∈ Ie , ∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ expected (i, m) , ∀id ∈ follow? ({enter}) \ {exit} :
r∈

[

def (id , m0 ) ∧ ∃k ∈ N+ : ∃i0 , . . . , ik ∈ Ipe :

i0 = id ∧ i = ik ∧

∀m0 ∈M

∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : i j+1 ∈ follow

!!


ij



∧ ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} : r ∈
/

[

def (i j

, m0 )

⇒

∀m0 ∈M

r ∈ def (id , m)
The above definition, apparently rather complicated, can be easily decoded as follows: if a
register is expected in a given mode, a valid definition must ensure that for every id that precedes
i, and which defines that register in any mode while not being followed by other definitions, the
mode in which id sets register r must be exactly m. An alternative, simpler condition equivalent
to validity will be discussed later. The restriction on the set of possible values for id ensures that
the effect of those instructions which are in unreachable portions of the routine body are actually
ignored. While validity ensures that all register mode definitions are suitable for their successive
use, there is no guarantee that a definition exists for every use.
As an interesting observation, it should be noted that, while a valid routine body is guaranteed
to have every register used by use matched correctly by its definitions, it may actually happen
that some register mode definitions are not matched by any use. That can happen, for instance,
if a function is passed more parameters than necessary for its execution. The extra parameters
will appear in def (enter, m) but, not being used, will not appear in expected (i first , m). Such an
occurrence is not necessarily an indication of a problem, since there might be legitimate reasons
for the presence of the additional parameters even in optimised code (for instance, backward
compatibility needs).
Another case in which some registers may appear to be defined but never used is the use of
function calls as single instructions. As described in detail in Section 5.2.8, call instructions can
be considered as having an effect similar to that of single instructions. During the call, however,
some registers can have their value overwritten even if they do not return any useful information
to the caller. This overwriting can be represented as a def of the corresponding registers in a
special additional mode, without any matching use.
Definition 5.2.15. A routine body is “correct” if it is both sufficient and valid.
If a routine body is correct, then every register mode definition sets the register in the mode
which is expected by the following instructions, and at least one valid mode definition is present
for every use along every execution path. Another important requirement of programs asserts that
each register must be, at any point in the program, in only one of the modes m ∈ M.
Definition 5.2.16. A routine body will be called “consistent” if each register is only ever used in
a single mode at each point in the code:
∀i ∈ follow+ ({enter}) , ∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 : (expected (i, m1 ) ∩ expected (i, m2 )) = ∅
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Proposition 5.2.17. If a routine body is correct, it is also consistent.
Proof. It that were not the case, there would be an r such that r ∈ expected (i, m1 )∩expected (i, m2 ),
m1 6= m2 . However, by Definition 5.2.15, the function body is also valid, and by Definition
5.2.14 we would require to have a mode definitions for r in both modes simultaneously, that is
r ∈ def (id , m1 ) ∩ def (id , m2 ) (and we must be able to find one such id since the body is also sufficient by the definition of correctness). However, there can be no register in two different modes
in def for the same instruction because of Condition 5.2.4, hence the conclusion is absurd. Every
function body that is correct is therefore also consistent.
In a program that is correct, and consequently consistent, every instruction is guaranteed to
find the values it requires set in the correct modes and each register is used, at any given time,
in a single mode. In compilers, each register is usually assigned, at every position in the code,
to a single pseudo-register, which generally ensures that a single mode is used at each point
in the code (this is the case with GCC). While it can be usually assumed that consistency, and
even correctness, are automatically satisfied in compiler-generated programs, it can be useful to
verify explicitly the relevant properties for added safety. It should be noted that Condition 5.2.4
(consistent definition of def and use) can be in practice relaxed to take into account only reachable
instructions since unreachable instructions do not influence consistency, according to the proof to
the previous proposition.
It is quite important to point out that both properties, correctness and consistency, are not strictly
necessary to guarantee that a program will work as intended. It is fairly easy to write a hand-coded
piece of assembly code that, despite appearing inconsistent or incorrect, still works as intended
because of the particular nature of the program logic. On the other hand, a program that is both
correct and consistent is certainly “safe” from the point of view of the static mode analysis since,
whatever the real dynamic execution path, all instructions will be supplied with all the necessary
registers in the correct mode.

5.2.5

Mode calculation

As we have seen, if a program is correct and consistent, the register modes represented by the
function expected can be used to describe the use of registers, and the modes in which they
can be used, in the body of the routine. In particular, in a consistent routine body, according to
Definitions 5.2.12 and 5.2.16, each register can be expected at each reachable instruction in one
mode at most. In fact, ∀i ∈ follow+ ({enter}), ∀r ∈ R, if ∃m ∈ M : r ∈ expected (i, m), by Def.
5.2.16 the same registers cannot appear in any expected (i, m0 ) with m0 ∈ M, m 6= m0 .
It is therefore possible to select the only m such that r ∈ expected (i, m) or the element unused
to create, for added convenience, a function mode : Ie × R → Mu as follows:
Definition 5.2.18. The function mode : Ie × R → Mu is defined on consistent routine bodies as:
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(


+
∀i ∈ follow ({enter}) : ∀m ∈ M : (r ∈ expected (i, m) ⇒ mode (i, r) = m)
∀r ∈ R :
@m ∈ M : r ∈ expected (i, m) ⇒ mode (i, r) = unused


∀i ∈ I \ follow+ ({enter}) : mode (i, r) = unused
e
where mode is well-defined, as previously shown. For all unreachable instructions, the real value
of expected has no relevance. The function mode is therefore conventionally set to unused, to
indicate that all unreachable instructions do not concretely require the registers to be in any particular mode.
It will now be our task to calculate the function expected, and consequently mode, algorithmically. From the definition of expected, in Definition 5.2.12, it is intuitively apparent that the
mode calculation can be performed propagating backwards, along all the possible dynamic execution paths, the mode requirements of each instruction specified by the function use, until a
matching mode definition, described by def , is encountered. In that sense the mode calculation
algorithm is simply a variant of the well-known liveness analysis that is commonly performed
during compilation, and can be shown to have similar complexity and termination properties.
In order to show how expected can be calculated iteratively, it will be useful to introduce a new
operator as follows:


Definition 5.2.19. Operator T : Ie × M → 2R → Ie × M → 2R is defined as:
∀ f : Ie × M →2R , ∀i ∈ Ie , ∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R :
r ∈ T ( f ) (i, m) ⇔ r ∈ use (i, m) ∨ r ∈
/

[
∀m0 ∈M


[

def (i, m0 ) ∧ r ∈

f (i0 , m)

∀i0 ∈ follow({i})

Operator T encodes the relationship between the modes expected by instructions and the modes
expected by their followers. A partial order among the functions Ie × M → 2R is now introduced:
Definition 5.2.20. The partial order v on Ie × M → 2R is defined as follows:
∀ f , g : Ie × M → 2R : f v g ⇔ (∀i ∈ Ie , ∀m ∈ M : f (i, m) ⊆ g (i, m))
The partial order v, together with the set Ie × M → 2R , forms a lattice, which is finite and
therefore also complete. The simple function z, defined as ∀i ∈ Ie , ∀m ∈ M : z (i, m) = ∅, is the
lattice bottom since z v f for every function f in the set Ie × M → 2R .
Proposition 5.2.21. Operator T is monotonic in the lattice defined by Definition 5.2.20.
Proof. Let us consider f , g : Ie × M → 2R such that f v g. That means ∀i ∈ Ie , ∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R :
r ∈ f (i, m) ⇒ r ∈ g (i, m). Let us prove that T ( f ) v T (g). If r ∈ T ( f ) (i, m), then


[
[


r ∈ use (i, m) ∨ r ∈
/
def i, m0 ∧ r ∈
f i0 , m 
∀m0 ∈M

∀i0 ∈ follow({i})
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If r ∈ use (i, m), then r ∈ T (g) (i, m). Otherwise, r ∈ ∀i0 ∈ follow({i}) f (i0 , m). But each of the
S
sets f (i0 , m) are included in the corresponding g (i0 , m), therefore r ∈ ∀i0 ∈ follow({i}) g (i0 , m). Consequently, in this case as well, r ∈ T (g) (i, m). Therefore ∀i ∈ (I ∪ {exit}) , ∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R : r ∈
T ( f ) (i, m) ⇒ r ∈ T (g) (i, m), which means T ( f ) v T (g).
S

Since T is monotonic over a complete lattice, it has a unique least fixed point, according to
Tarski’s fixed point theorem. Furthermore, such a least fixed point can be obtained iterating T

over the lattice bottom. Let h be the least fixed point of T over the lattice v, Ie × M → 2R . We
intend to show that h = expected.
Lemma 5.2.22. expected is a fixed point of T .
Proof. We must show that T (expected) = expected. Before proceeding, it is useful to review the
complete, expanded expressions for expected and T (expected).
• ∀i ∈ Ie , ∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R, if r ∈ expected (i, m), by Def. 5.2.12:
∃k ∈ N : ∃i0 , . . . , ik ∈ Ipe :
∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} :

i0 = i ∧ r ∈ use(ik , m) ∧

!!
[
 
0
i j+1 ∈ follow i j ∧ r ∈
/
def (i j , m )
∀m0 ∈M

• ∀i ∈ Ie , ∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R, if r ∈ T (expected) (i, m), by Def. 5.2.19:

[

/
r ∈ use (i, m) ∨ r ∈

def (i, m0 ) ∧ r ∈

∀m0 ∈M

[



expected (i0 , m)

∀i0 ∈ follow({i})

The latter expression can be transformed
in a few steps to show that it is indeed equivalent to the
[
0
{r ∈ R | p (r0 )} it also means that ∃i0 ∈ follow ({i}) : p (r).
former. First of all, if r ∈
∀i0 ∈ follow({i})

Expanding expected (i0 , m), the expression can be rewritten as:
r ∈ use (i, m) ∨ r ∈
/

[

def (i, m0 ) ∧ ∃i0 ∈ follow ({i}) :

∀m0 ∈M

∃k ∈ N : ∃i0 , . . . , ik ∈ Ipe :
∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} :

i0 = i0 ∧ r ∈ use(ik , m) ∧

!!!
[
 
i j+1 ∈ follow i j ∧ r ∈
/
def (i j , m0 )
∀m0 ∈M

which is trivially equivalent to the first expression. We can conclude that T (expected) = expected,
therefore expected is a fixed point for T .
In order to show that h = expected, we only need to show that expected v h. We will show
that, for every fixed point g of T , we have expected v g.
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Lemma 5.2.23. expected v h.
Proof. Let us assume that r ∈ expected (i, m). According to the definition of expected, ∃ik ∈
followk ({i}) which satisfies r ∈ use (ik , m) and there are no definitions between i and ik , following
the chain described by f ollow. Since r ∈ use (ik , m), we know that, for every function g : Ie ×M →
2R , we have r ∈ T (g) (ik , m). If g is a fixed point, that also means r ∈ g (ik , m). From the definition


S
of expected, we obtain that ∀ j = 0, . . . , k − 1 : r ∈
/ ∀m0 ∈M def i j , m0 . From r ∈ g (ik , m) and
S
r∈
/ ∀m0 ∈M def ({ik−1 } , m0 ), the definition of T implies that r ∈ T (g) (ik−1 , m). Since g is a
fixed point, r ∈ g (ik−1 , m) and, proceeding along the sequence, ∀ j = 0, . . . , k : r ∈ g (il , m), which
also means r ∈ g (i0 , m) and therefore r ∈ g (i, m). Hence, for every fixed point g of T , it is
expected v g, which also implies expected v h.
Proposition 5.2.24. expected is the least fixed point of operator T .
Proof. Consequence of Lemma 5.2.23and Lemma 5.2.22: the least fixed point h must be unique,
and since expected v h and expected is a fixed point, expected must be identical to h.

5.2.6

The mode algorithm

The previous lengthy discussion shows how expected can be calculated iteratively applying repeatedly operator T over the function that has the empty set as every value. The following algorithm fills in the values of the maps representing expected (shown as exp below) using def , use,
and follow j for every j = 0, . . . , n f − 1.
Algorithm 1 – Mode calculation algorithm
procedure computeModes()
Uses: Map def defined on Ip × M
Uses: Map use defined on Ie × M
Uses: Maps follow j defined on Ip for every j = 0, . . . , n f − 1
Calculates: Map exp defined on Ie × M
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

{Initialisation of exp}
for all i ∈ Ie do
for all m ∈ M do
exp [i, m] ← use [i, m]
end for
end for
S
{ def is precalculated}
for all i ∈ I do
r [i] ← ∅
for all m ∈ M do
r [i] ← r [i] ∪ def [i, m]
end for

5
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
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end for
repeat
allDone ← true
for all i ∈ I do
for all m ∈ M do
f ←∅
for all j such that 0 ≤ j < n f do
if follow j [i] 6= null then
f ← f ∪ exp [ follow j [i] , m]
end if
end for
exp1 ← use [i, m] ∪ ( f \ r [i])
if exp1 6= exp [i, m] then
allDone ← false
exp [i, m] ← exp1
end if
end for
end for
until allDone

A concrete implementation of the above algorithm can be easily optimised during implementation. For instance, since the propagation takes place backwards, the “for” loop in line 14 is
more efficiently performed scanning I from the last instruction to the first (the element exit is not
processed, since it has no followers). At the end of the execution, exp contains the representation
of function expected, from which mode (if the body is consistent) can be easily determined.

5.2.7

Termination and complexity

The core of the mode calculation algorithm (Algorithm 1) is a straightforward implementation
of the operator T . Because of the previous discussions, the algorithm always terminates finding
a unique least fixed point, which is exactly expected. As far as the complexity is concerned,
each iteration of the main loop of the algorithm must change exp, but always monotonically. The
number of possible maps is |Ie | × |M| × 2R , therefore the number of iterations must be lower
than that value. During each iteration, the number of operations is proportional
 to|I| × |M| × n f ,

therefore the algorithm, in the worst case, has maximum time complexity O |I|3 , since we can
consider the sets M and R as constant for a given architecture, and n f ≤ |Ip | (and |Ip | = |I| + 1).
Notably, if no jump tables are used, there
 are
 only two possible followers for each instruction and
2
the maximum complexity drops to O |I| .
It is important to point out that, despite the maximum complexity, the maximum length of a typical routine body is limited by practical reasons. In any programming language, extremely long
subroutines tend to be quite rare, because of the inherent difficulty in writing and maintaining
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them. An exception would be automatically generated code. In practical terms, the time required
for the algorithm execution in the test implementation, on the test programs tried, has been extremely modest. By comparison, the worst case time complexity of a general liveness analysis

is O N 4 , where N is the size of the program, since it is assumed that there could be up to N
possible variables (one variable defined at every instruction).
As far as space complexity is concerned, the only significant space is used by the maps used as
arguments, or the map used for expected. The use of the temporary map r requires space O (|I|),
but the algorithm could be easily changed to run in constant space, calculating the elements of
S
de f in the main loop as necessary.

5.2.8

The effect of calls

As previously mentioned, each call instruction can be treated as a single instruction, from the
point of view of the local mode analysis. The rationale behind this possibility, and the way in
which registers are used across calls, will now be discussed.
In general, when a routine is invoked, by means of a call instruction, some registers will be used
according to specific conventions depending on the specific function called. Certain registers will
be needed by the callee to store some of the incoming parameters, and some registers will be
set as return values. Some registers will not be preserved unchanged by the callee while others
could be used to store temporary values, overwriting the previous content, and those registers will
have no any meaningful value for the caller upon return. If it is necessary to deal with arbitrary
routines hand-coded in assembler language, determining the way in which each register is used
might require a detailed inspection of the called routine and, if other routines are in turn called, a
complex inter-procedural analysis.
In modern computer systems, however, every routine, regardless of whether it is automatically
generated by a compiler or hand-coded, is expected to conform, for any specific microprocessor
architecture, to a set of detailed specifications known as Application Binary Interface (ABI). The
ABI, defining a uniform coding standard and standard calling conventions, ensures full interoperability among code generated using different tools, so that libraries, system routines and user
code can freely call each other. In particular, the ABI for a specific architecture usually defines
which registers are used to store incoming parameters, which the return values, which registers
must be preserved unchanged across function calls and which are assumed to be volatile, and can
be freely overwritten.
As a consequence, all the information about the use of registers can be determined by analysing the caller code in isolation. The number, order and mode of arguments, and the mode of
the return values can be determined if the signature of the called function is available, while the
distinction between volatile and preserved registers is made by the ABI, and is valid for every
routine. A small diagram, representing an example situation, may help to clarify the use of the
various registers.
In the chosen example, shown in Figure 5.4.1, all routines can overwrite, according to the
ABI, registers r0. . . r4, while they must preserve the remaining registers. From the signature, we
know that registers r0. . . r3 are user as arguments, and r0 contains, after the call, the return value.
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Using such information, it is possible to consider the effect of the call, from the point of view
of the mode analysis, as equivalent to the effect of a single pseudo-instruction, which does not
change the control flow and which uses registers r0 and r3 as integers, uses registers r1 and r2 as
pointers, returns an integer value in r0 and may overwrite with some unknown values the content
of r1. . . r4. Crucially, all the necessary information can be obtained without inspecting the actual
function that is being called. The equivalent pseudo-instruction can then be used, without further
complications, in the mode analysis as any other simple instruction.
Quite interesting is the treatment reserved to
those registers which can be overwritten by the
r0 r1 r2 r3
callee, but which do not contain any useful inX
formation when the called function returns. It
ABI:
volatile : r0...r4
r0 r1 r2 r3
is necessary to mark them as possibly overwritpreserved : r5...r7
r0...r4
may be
ten, while asserting that they are not in any of the int X(int,ptr,ptr,int)
overwritten
r0:=X(r0,r1,r2,r3)
CALL X
modes normally used for the registers. The goal
can be easily accomplished by adding to the prer0
existing set of modes Mu one new mode volatile,
with volatile ∈
/ Mu . The fact that volatile regisr0
ters can be overwritten is then simply described
by adding those registers to a new def (i, volatile).
Figure 5.2.1: Cumulative effect of calls
Such a definition cannot match any use, yet it
obscures previous register mode definitions from
other instructions.
If i is the call instruction in the example above, and M was originally {int, pointer}, the def
and use functions of the equivalent pseudo-instruction i0 will become:
int ptr ptr int

int

use (i0 , int)
= {r0, r3} ; def (i0 , int)
= {r0}
0
0
use (i , pointer) = {r1, r2} ; def (i , pointer) = ∅
use (i0 , volatile) = ∅
; def (i0 , volatile) = {r1, r2, r3, r4}
Similar considerations also apply if the call instruction makes use of delay slots, as will be
discussed later in Subsection 5.4.7.5.

5.3
5.3.1

Sanity checks
Additional checks

It is generally quite important to verify whether a function body, processed with the mode calculation algorithm, is consistent or correct. While the test for consistency is quite simple, according
to Definition 5.2.16, verifying whether a function body is correct, referring to Definition 5.2.15, is
not particularly easy. It may be quite useful, therefore, to devise an alternative test that can offer
us similar information.
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Condition 5.3.1.
∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 : ∀i ∈ Ip , ∀i f ∈ follow ({i}) : def (i, m1 ) ∩ expected (i f , m2 ) = ∅
Using a few lemmas, it will be possible to show that the simple Condition 5.3.1 is actually
equivalent to validity, by rewriting and successively simplifying Definition 5.2.14. The transformation is somewhat complex, however, and requires some preliminary work. To simplify the
notation, we will define Ir as follow? ({enter})\{exit}, and slightly modify the original definition
of validity to obtain the following equivalent expression:

∀i ∈ Ie , ∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R : r ∈ expected (i, m) ⇒
r∈

[

def (id , m0 ) ∧ ∃k ∈ N+ : ∃i0 , . . . , ik ∈ Ipe :

∀id ∈ Ir :
i0 = id ∧ i = ik ∧

∀m0 ∈M

!!
[
 
∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : i j+1 ∈ follow i j ∧ ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} : r ∈
/
def (i j , m0 )
⇒
0
∀m ∈M
!
r ∈ def (id , m)
In order to simplify the next stages of the transformation, the following lemma will be useful.
Lemma 5.3.2. ∀id ∈ Ir , ∀r ∈ R, ∀m ∈ M :
∃i ∈ Ie :

r ∈ expected (i, m) ∧ ∃k ∈ N+ : ∃i0 , . . . , ik ∈ Ipe :

i0 = id ∧ i = ik ∧

!!
[
 
∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : i j+1 ∈ follow i j ∧ ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} : r ∈
/
def (i j , m0 )
⇔
0 ∈M
∀m

r∈

[

expected (i f , m)

∀i f ∈ follow({id })

Proof. Expanding the definition of expected (i, m), the first part of the double implication above
can be rewritten as:

∃i ∈ Ie :

∃k ∈ N : ∃i0 , . . . , ik ∈ I pe :

i0 = i ∧ r ∈ use (iu , m) ∧

!!
[
 
∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : i j+1 ∈ follow i j ∧ ∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : r ∈
/
def (i j , m0 )
∧
∀m0 ∈M

∃k ∈ N+ : ∃i0 , . . . , ik ∈ I pe :

i0 = id ∧ i = ik ∧

!!!!
[
 
0
j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : i j+1 ∈ follow i j ∧ ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} : r ∈
/
def (i j , m )
∀m0 ∈M
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The two large subexpressions are similar, and can be combined. Since the symbol k is already
used in the first subexpression, the quantification ∃k ∈ N+ will be renamed as ∃q ∈ N+ . The simbols
i0 , . . . , ik will be renamed as i00 , . . . , i0q in the second part.
∃i ∈ Ie :

∃k ∈ N : ∃i0 , . . . , ik ∈ I pe :

i0 = i ∧ r ∈ use (iu , m) ∧

!!
[
 
∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : i j+1 ∈ follow i j ∧ ∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : r ∈
/
def (i j , m0 )
∧
∀m0 ∈M

∃q ∈ N+ : ∃i00 , . . . , i0q ∈ I pe :
j ∈ {0, . . . , q − 1} :

i0j+1

i00 = id ∧ i = i0q ∧

!!!!
n o
[
0
0
∈ follow i j ∧ ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , q − 1} : r ∈
/
def (i j , m )
∀m0 ∈M

Now we define k0 = k + q − 1 and a single sequence z0 , . . . , zk0 as follows:
z0 = i01 , . . . , zq−1 = i0q = i = i0 , . . . , zq+k−1 = zk0 = ik
which also means that z0 = i01 ∈ follow ({id }). We obtain the following combined expression:
∃i ∈ Ie :
∀j

∃k0 ∈ N : ∃z0 , . . . , zk0 ∈ I pe : z0 ∈ follow ({id }) ∧ r ∈ use (zk0 , m) ∧

∈ {0, . . . , k0 − 1}

!!
[
 
0
0
: z j+1 ∈ follow z j ∧ ∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : r ∈
/
def (z j , m )
∀m0 ∈M

Which is also equivalent, using the definition of expected, to:


0
∃i ∈ Ie , ∃k0 ∈ N+ : i ∈ followk ({id }) ∧ ∃i f ∈ follow ({id }) : r ∈ expected (i f , m)
and also to:
∃i ∈ Ie : i ∈ follow+ ({id }) ∧ r ∈

[

expected (i f , m)

∀i f ∈ follow({id })

In this last expression, the condition ∃i ∈ Ie : i ∈ follow+ ({id }) is true if and only if ∃i ∈ Ie : i ∈
follow ({id }): if there exists an element which can be reached in a certain number of steps, there
is for certain an intermediate element that can be reached in a single step.
[
The large union set is empty if there are no followers of id . Therefore r ∈ . . .implies that
there is at least one follower. The condition ∃i ∈ Ie : i ∈ follow+ ({id }) is therefore superfluous,
and the large initial expression can be ultimately reduced to:
r∈

[

expected (i f , m)

∀i f ∈ follow({id })

which proves the lemma.
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Lemma 5.3.3. The expression
∀i ∈ Ie , ∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R : r ∈ expected (i, m) ⇒
r∈

[

def (id , m0 ) ∧ ∃k ∈ N+ : ∃i0 , . . . , ik ∈ Ipe :

∀id ∈ Ir :
i0 = id ∧ i = ik ∧

∀m0 ∈M

!!
[
 
0
∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : i j+1 ∈ follow i j ∧ ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} : r ∈
/
def (i j , m )
⇒
0 ∈M
∀m
!
r ∈ def (id , m)
is equivalent to
∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 , ∀i ∈ Ir , ∀i f ∈ follow ({i}) :
def (i, m1 ) ∩ expected 0 (i f , m2 ) = ∅
Proof. To simplify the notation, let us define a few auxiliary expressions as follows:
Y (id , i, r, m) ⇔ ∃k ∈ N+ : ∃i0 , . . . , ik ∈ Ipe :

i0 = id ∧ i = ik ∧

∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : i j+1 ∈ follow



ij



∧ ∀ j ∈ {1, . . . , k − 1} : r ∈
/

[

!

def i j , m0

∀m0 ∈M

Z (id , r) ⇔ r ∈

[


def id , m0

∀m0 ∈M

X (id , i, r, m) ⇔ Y (id , i, r, m) ∧ Z (id , r)
The first expression of the lemma can now be rewritten simply as:
∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R, ∀i ∈ Ie :
r ∈ expected (i, m) ⇒ (∀id ∈ Ir : (X (id , i, r, m) ⇒ r ∈ def (id , m)))
Rewriting the implications and moving the quantifiers, we also obtain the following equivalent
expressions:
∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R, ∀i ∈ Ie :
(∀id ∈ Ir : (X (id , i, r, m) ⇒ r ∈ def (id , m))) ∨ r ∈
/ expected (i, m)
∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R, ∀i ∈ Ie :
(∀id ∈ Ir : (r ∈ def (id , m) ∨ ¬X (id , i, r, m))) ∨ r ∈
/ expected (i, m)
∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R, ∀i ∈ Ie , ∀id ∈ Ir :
(r ∈ def (id , m) ∨ ¬X (id , i, r, m) ∨ r ∈
/ expected (i, m))
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∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R, ∀id ∈ Ir , ∀i ∈ Ie :
(r ∈ def (id , m) ∨ ¬Y (id , i, r, m) ∨ ¬Z (id , r) ∨ r ∈
/ expected (i, m))
∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R, ∀id ∈ Ir , ∀i ∈ Ie :
(r ∈ def (id , m) ∨ ¬Z (id , r) ∨ (¬Y (id , i, r, m) ∨ ¬r ∈ expected (i, m)))
∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R, ∀id ∈ Ir :
(r ∈ def (id , m) ∨ ¬Z (id , r) ∨ ∀i ∈ Ie : (¬Y (id , i, r, m) ∨ ¬r ∈ expected (i, m)))
∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R, ∀id ∈ Ir :
(r ∈ def (id , m) ∨ ¬Z (id , r) ∨ ¬∃i ∈ Ie : (Y (id , i, r, m) ∧ r ∈ expected (i, m)))
∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R, ∀id ∈ Ir :
(r ∈ def (id , m) ∨ ¬ (Z (id , r) ∧ ∃i ∈ Ie : (Y (id , i, r, m) ∧ r ∈ expected (i, m))))
∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R, ∀id ∈ Ir :
((Z (id , r) ∧ ∃i ∈ Ie : (Y (id , i, r, m) ∧ r ∈ expected (i, m))) ⇒ r ∈ def (id , m))
We can now use Lemma 5.3.2, obtaining:

∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R, ∀id ∈ Ir :



r ∈

[

[

def (id , m0 ) ∧ r ∈

∀m0 ∈M



expected (i f , m) ⇒ r ∈ def (id , m)

∀i f ∈ follow({id })

In this last expression, if r ∈ def (id , m) the implication is automatically verified. However, if
r ∈ def (id , m0 ), with m 6= m0 , we know from Condition 5.2.4 that r ∈
/ def (id , m), which would
S
invalidate the implication if r ∈ ∀i f ∈ follow({id }) expected (id , m) were also true. Consequently,
this last condition must be false for the implication to be true. Hence:
∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 , ∀r ∈ R, ∀id ∈ Ir :




r ∈
/ def (id , m1 ) ∨ r ∈
/

[

expected 0 (id , m2 )

∀i f ∈ follow({id })

which is ultimately equivalent to:
∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 , ∀i ∈ Ir , ∀i f ∈ follow ({i}) :
def (i, m1 ) ∩ expected (i f , m2 ) = ∅

Proposition 5.3.4. Function body validity is equivalent to Condition 5.3.1:
∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 , ∀i ∈ Ir , ∀i f ∈ follow ({i}) :
def (i, m1 ) ∩ expected (i f , m2 ) = ∅
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Proof. Immediate consequence of Lemma 5.3.3.
Checking the simple Condition 5.3.1, we can easily verify that the function body is valid. To
verify correctness, we only need to check whether the body is also sufficient. However, implementing the test described by Definition 5.2.13 is quite complicated, and a simpler test would be
preferable. We will shortly see how to verify the same condition with less effort.
Condition 5.3.5. Each register that is expected in a given mode in the first instruction of the body
must be supplied in that mode by the prologue:
∀m ∈ M : expected (i first , m) ⊆ def (enter, m)
Condition 5.3.5 must be verified in any case. We will now show that it also allows us to determine in an easy manner whether a function body is sufficient or not.
Proposition 5.3.6. Condition 5.3.5 is equivalent to sufficiency:
∀m ∈ M : expected (i first , m) ⊆ def (enter, m)
is equivalent to:
∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R, ∀k ∈ N+ : i0 = enter ∧ ∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : i j+1 ∈ follow
r ∈ expected (ik , m) ⇒ ∃ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : r ∈ def (i j , m))

 
ij
∧

Proof. First of all, let us show that Condition 5.3.5 implies sufficiency. Ad absurdum, let Condik+1 we have that r ∈ expected (i , m)
tion 5.3.5 be true but, for a particular m ∈ M, r ∈ R, hi0 , . . . , ik i ∈ Ipe
k
and ∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : r ∈
/ def (i j , m). We know that i first ∈ follow ({enter}) and, from the definition of expected, it is trivial to show that it must also be r ∈ expected (i first , m). There is an iu ∈


followq ({ik }), for some q, that uses r in mode m but, at the same time, iu ∈ followq+k−1 i first and
there is no ix between i first and iu for which r ∈ def (ix , m).
Since Condition 5.3.5 holds, however, we must also have r ∈ def (enter, m). But then there is a
j such that r ∈ def (i j , m), since i0 is actually enter. We reach a contradiction, which shows that
Condition 5.3.5 implies sufficiency.
Now let us show that sufficiency implies Condition 5.3.5. If the routine body is sufficient, and
r ∈ expected (i first , m), then we know, since i first ∈ follow1 ({enter}), that ∃ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} :
r ∈ def (i j , m), where k is 1. But the only possible value for j is zero, which means that r ∈
def (enter, m).
Thanks to Proposition 5.3.6 and to Proposition 5.3.4, we have a straightforward way to test a
routine body for several different conditions.
Proposition 5.3.7. If a routine body respects the two following properties:
∀m ∈ M : expected (i first , m) ⊆ def (enter, m)
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∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 , ∀i ∈ Ir , ∀i f ∈ follow ({i}) : def (i, m1 ) ∩ expected (i f , m2 ) = ∅
then it is correct, consistent, valid and sufficient.
Proof. As seen, the first property satisfies Condition 5.3.5, which in turn satisfies sufficiency by
Proposition 5.3.6. The second property is equivalent to validity by Proposition 5.3.4. Finally,
if the function body is both sufficient and valid, by Definition 5.2.15 it is also correct and, by
Proposition 5.2.17, consistent.
The following section will describe an algorithm capable of determining whether the properties
listed in Proposition 5.3.7 are satisfied.

5.3.2

Implementation

The following algorithm implements all the tests described by Proposition 5.3.7, and can be run
after the calculation of exp performed by Algorithm 1. Additionally, Condition 5.2.4 is also
checked (limitedly to reachable instructions, as explained in the discussion following Proposition
5.2.17).

Algorithm 2 – Verification of routine body properties
procedure veri f yAll()
Uses:
Uses:
Uses:
Uses:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

Map use defined on Ie × M
Map def defined on Ip × M
Map exp defined on Ie × M
Maps follow j defined on Ip for every j = 0, . . . , n f − 1

reach ← ∅
{Stores Ir in reach}
computeReachable(enter)
for all m1 ∈ M do
if exp [i first , m1 ] * def [i, m1 ] then {Check sufficiency}
error
end if
for all m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 do
for all i ∈ reach do
if i 6= exit then {Check def and use}
if def [i, m1 ] ∩ def [i, m2 ] 6= ∅ then
error
end if
end if
if i 6= enter then
if use [i, m1 ] ∩ use [i, m2 ] 6= ∅ then

5
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
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error
end if
end if
{Check validity}
if i 6= exit then
for all j such that 0 ≤ j < n f do
if follow j [i] 6= null then
if def [i, m1 ] ∩ exp [ follow j [i] , m2 ] 6= ∅ then
error
end if
end if
end for
end if
end for
end for
end for

procedure computeReachable(i)
Uses: Maps follow j defined on Ip for every j = 0, . . . , n f − 1
Uses: Set of instructions reach
Calculates: Adds to reach all the instr. reachable from i
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

if i 6= null then
if i ∈
/ reach then
reach ← reach ∪ {i}
if i 6= exit then
for all j such that 0 ≤ j < n f do
computeReachable ( follow j [i])
end for
end if
end if
end if

The time complexity of the above algorithm is actually lower than the complexity of Algorithm
reach is O (|I| × n f ) . The main checks require time
 1. The time required to calculate


O max |M| × |R| , |M|2 × |I| × n f . Assuming that |M| and |R| are fixed and constant for a
given architecture,
 and
 knowing that n f can be potentially as large as |I|, the verification algorithm

requires time O |I|2 . According to 5.3.7, if the algorithm terminates without error, it ensures
that the routine body is correct, consistent, valid and sufficient. Additionally, it also ensures that
the definitions of def and use are consistent, as far as reachable instructions are concerned.
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Delay slots elimination

While the described algorithm is sufficiently general for many of the major machine architectures,
a few microprocessors might require a particular treatment. The SPARC, for instance, uses a
feature known as Delayed Control Transfer [Spa92]. The idea is that, when a branch or call is
encountered, one additional instruction is executed before the control flow continues at the target
of the control transfer instruction. The position occupied by such additional instruction is known
as the “delay slot”.
If delay slots are used, the peculiar behaviour of the control flow can no longer be described
by the formal model that was used to describe the mode calculation algorithm. However, as we
shall see in this section, it is still possible to obtain, from a routine description in which delay
slots are used, a description of a routine body functionally equivalent in which delay slots are no
longer present. The resulting transformed representation can then be used once again to perform
the mode calculation and the sanity checks using the algorithms previously described.
In the following discussion, it will be assumed that some of the instructions present in a routine body can make use of delay slots. The description will be rather generic, and not tied to
any particular microprocessor, but the SPARC will be sometimes used for illustration. For the
more obscure details of the Delayed Control Transfer mechanism, it may be useful to refer to the
SPARC manuals.

5.4.1

A model for delay slots

In order to simplify the discussion, it will be assumed that there are only two possible followers
for every instruction (n f = 2), and indirect jumps are not used. Extending the discussion to
multiple followers is fairly straightforward. In order to describe delay slots and proceed with the
transformation of the routine body, a formal notation will be used to categorize instructions in
groups, in order to distinguish the various effects of the delay slots. Similarly, the presence of a
delay slot for every instruction will be described.
Definition 5.4.1. The set of instruction types is T = {simple, cond, uncond, call}. The set of
instruction delays is D = {nodelay, delayed, annul}. An element from each of the two sets is
assigned to each instruction using the two functions type : I → T and delay : I → D.
The meaning of the elements of T is the following:
• if type (i) = simple the instruction is a plain instruction that does not alter the control flow
• if type (i) = cond the instruction is a conditional branch; execution might continue to the
branch target or continue undisturbed
• if type (i) = uncond the instruction is an unconditional branch; execution continues to the
branch target
• if type (i) = call the instruction is a call instruction; execution continues to the subroutine
and will return later
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If the compiler determines that a call to subroutine never returns, the corresponding call instruction can be treated, for mode calculation purposes, as an unconditional branch to null which uses
certain registers in certain modes. The elements of D have the following meaning:
• if delay (i) = nodelay the instruction does not use a delay slot
• if delay (i) = delayed the instruction is a control transfer instruction that uses a delay slot
• if delay (i) = annul the instruction has a delay slot, but, as described below, the instruction
in the delay slot is sometimes ignored
The condition annul is used to describe the case in which the instruction in the delay slot is executed if a conditional branch is taken, but ignored if the conditional branch is not taken. This feature, present in the SPARC for instance, can be used to implement simple if-then-else sequences
with just a single branch (more details later). It should be noted that not all of the combinations are, in general, meaningful, and it could be useful to detect the illegal combinations with an
explicit verification, as it will be explained in the following section.
The way in which the functions follow j are used also depends on the instruction type, as follows:
• if type (i) ∈ {simple, call} then follow0 (i) = succ (i) and follow1 (i) = null;
• if type (i) = cond then follow0 (i) = succ (i) and follow1 (i) = it , where it is the representation of the instruction which is the target of the conditional branch (possibly exit);
• if type (i) = uncond then follow0 (i) = null and follow1 (i) = it , where it is the representation of the instruction which is the target of the unconditional branch (possibly exit).
The values of follow j , in the case of branches, are chosen so that follow0 is the next instruction
if the branch is not taken, and follow1 is the next instruction if the branch is taken. If delay slots
are used, the the functions def , use, follow0 and follow1 do not describe the effects on registers
and control flow of the various instructions in a manner that is of any use to the mode calculation
algorithm, since the branch targets are not followed immediately but in a deferred way. In order
to determine what exactly happens to registers, a custom algorithm will create, from the functions
def , use, follow0 and follow1 , the functions def 0 , use0 , follow00 and follow01 , eliminating along
the way the effect of the delay slots while preserving the overall effect on the registers of the
original program, and of course the same sequence of instructions.

5.4.2

Conditions on delay slots

Not every possible combination for type, follow j and delay is legal. Due to the particular behaviour of the delay slot mechanism, which we are trying to model formally, certain restrictions
or difficulties will need to be analysed with a bit of care.
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Delay slots as branch targets

As previously mentioned, the instruction in the delay slot is actually executed before the new value
of the program counter, specified by the branch instruction, is actually followed. A particular issue
arises when the control flow can enter the instruction sequence directly with the instruction in the
delay slot. That could happen if a branch instruction, located somewhere in the same routine
body, has as its target the instruction in the delay slot of some other instruction.
Figure 5.4.1 shows the two, and unrelated, possible execution paths that can traverse the instruc...
i0
i0: mov 2,%o0
i
tion in the delay slot. The first possibility in1
i1: jmp ix
i
i2
i2: mov 4,%o1
volves io and i1 , then i2 is executed before the
i3: mov 6,%o2
i3
branch is taken, and execution then continues with
...
ix . The second possibility involves a jump from
some other location to i2 ; execution then contin- Figure 5.4.1: Delay slot used as branch target
ues with i3 and the following instructions. The
presence of two distinct and unrelated paths, however, presents a potential problems regarding
the calculation of register contents before the execution of instruction i2 . The way in which the
various registers are expected before the execution of i2 would depend on the alternative followed,
and it would be necessary to maintain the two values of a function like expected in the two cases.
In the case of the SPARC, one of the internal registers, named nPC, contains at any given
moment the value of the program counter at which the execution will continue after the current
instruction. It is therefore possible to establish which of the two alternatives is being followed at
any given moment by verifying the current value of nPC. However, it is still necessary to maintain
two possible entries for the instruction in the delay slot.
The issue is not present if the instruction in the delay slot is never a target of a branch within
the body. In that case, the instruction in the delay slot is always executed as part of the branch,
and there is no ambiguity. In practice, if an instruction in a delay slot is a target of a branch,
it means that the compiler managed to perform a rather complex optimisation, transferring one
of the instructions that precede logically the branch in the delay slot, while at the same time
discovering that the same instruction can be used following a completely different execution path,
consolidating the two in a single machine instruction and calculating correctly all the possible
effects of such an instruction combination.
Unsurprisingly, GCC appears not to perform this peculiar kind of optimisation, at least according to the tests performed in the context of this research. The delay slot elimination algorithm that
will be described later relies on delay slots to be used in a single execution path. No delay slots,
therefore, can be the target of a branch instruction. In formal terms, the following condition must
be verified as a precondition to the algorithm:
x

Condition 5.4.2. No delay slot can be the target of a branch instruction:
∀i0 ∈ I : delay (i0 ) 6= nodelay ⇒ (@i1 ∈ I : follow1 (i1 ) = succ (i0 ))
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Control Transfer Instructions in delay slots

One additional issue related to delay slots is the microprocessor behaviour in case a control transfer instruction (a branch or a call) is present in the delay slot of another instruction. Such a
combination is referred to in the SPARC architecture manual as a “DCTI couple” (Delayed Control Transfer Instruction couple), and can cause the control flow to follow a quite complex path
depending on the use of annulled delays and whether the branches are taken or not. While the various cases are documented in the specific case of the SPARC (with a behaviour sometimes listed
as “unpredictable”), there is very little generality to it, since the specific behaviour depends on
the internal implementation of the specific microprocessor architecture considered. Furthermore,
the complexity of the various cases make the DCTI couple practically unusable in automatically
generated code. In order to maintain the generality of the delay slot elimination algorithm and
to simplify the description, it will be assumed that only simple instructions can appear in delay
slots. The property is verified in the code generated by GCC, since only non-delayed instructions
are eligible for use in a delay slot. Formally:
Condition 5.4.3. Only simple instructions can be used in delay slots.
∀i ∈ I, succ (i) 6= exit : delay (i) 6= nodelay ⇒ type (succ (i)) = simple
5.4.2.3

Last instruction in the routine body

To complete the cases, it will also be required that the last instruction in the body is not a delayed
instruction. That would otherwise cause the first instruction following the routine body (which is
unknown in this model) to be executed as part of the body. That is, the instruction represented
by exit would be executed before the branch/call instruction. The following condition, therefore,
must also be verified:
Condition 5.4.4. The last instruction of the body must not be delayed:

delay succ−1 (exit) = nodelay
5.4.2.4

Possible uses of delay slots

Finally, we will require that only branches or calls can have delay slots, and that calls do not use
annulled delays.
Condition 5.4.5. A simple instruction cannot be delayed. Calls cannot use annulled delays.
∀i ∈ I : type (i) = simple ⇒ delay (i) = nodelay
∀i ∈ I : type (i) = call ⇒ delay (i) 6= annul
As an additional note, we will assume that the only side effect of a branch or call instruction that
is actually delayed is the late modification of the value of the program counter. Tests and possible
side effects on registers are still assumed to take place when the branch instruction is encountered
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during execution. Consequently, for instance, if the branch tests the state of a certain register and
the instruction in the delay slot alters the same register, the latter instruction is assumed not to
have any effect on the branch decision.

5.4.3

A few examples

Let us see how the representation just introduced can be used to describe some common cases
involving the use of delay slots.
5.4.3.1

Unconditional branch

In the example represented in Figure 5.4.2, instruction i1 is a delayed unconditional branch. When
the execution flow reaches i1 , the address of the branch target is just fetched, but not immediately followed. The control flow reaches then i2 , the instruction in the delay slot. Only after
the execution of i2 is complete, the branch target is followed. In this case, type (i1 ) = uncond
and delay (i1 ) = delayed. Since i1 is an unconditional branch, initially follow0 (i1 ) = null and
follow1 (i1 ) = ix . The instruction in the delay slot, i2 , is a regular instruction, so type (i2 ) =
simple, delay (i2 ) = nodelay, follow0 (i2 ) = i3 and follow1 (i2 ) = null.
The mode calculation algorithm cannot be directly applied to this code fragment, because the
functions follow j do not reflect the real behaviour
of the control flow. However, it is possible to describe the real behaviour defining the functions
follow0j as follows:

i0:
i1:
i2:
i3:

...
mov
b
mov
mov
...

2,%o0
ix
4,%o1
6,%o2

i0
i1
i2
i3

ix

Figure 5.4.2: Unconditional branch

• follow01 (i1 ) = null, because the branch does not have immediate effect
• follow00 (i1 ) = i2 , since execution continues with the instruction in the delay slot
• follow01 (i2 ) = ix , describing that, after the delay slot, execution continues at the branch
target
• follow00 (i2 ) = null, since the branch is unconditional
Using follow0j in place of follow j , it is now possible to proceed with the usual mode calculation.
If a conditional branch were used, rather than an unconditional branch, the only difference would
have been follow00 (i2 ) = i3 , in order to describe the alternative in case the branch is not taken.
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Annulled, branch always

Let us consider the case of an unconditional branch (branch always) in which the instruction in
the delay slot is annulled.3 The instruction in the delay slot is fetched by the microprocessor
but not executed, and execution continues with the instruction specified as the branch target. A
delayed “branch always” instruction, flagged as “annulled”, is therefore mostly equivalent to a
non-delayed unconditional branch, but the control flow can actually reach the instruction in the
delay slot, which behaves as a no-operation. Consequently, follow0j will be calculated in exactly
the same way as the case above. However, use0 (i2 , m) = ∅ and def 0 (i2 , m) = ∅, to indicate that
the instruction in the delay slot has no effect.
5.4.3.3

Annulled, conditional branch

According to the SPARC specifications, in the case of conditional delayed branches in which the
delay slot is annulled, the instruction in the delay slot is ignored if the branch is not taken. For
instance, in the example represented in Figure 5.4.3, the control flow reaches instruction i1 , which
is an “annulled” delayed conditional branch.
The branch target, ix , is discovered by the microprocessor but, since the branch is delayed, con...
trol is passed to the following instruction. Ini0
i0: mov 2,%o0
struction i2 is now fetched but, before execution,
i
1
i1: bne,a ix
i
ix
i2 (i )
i2: mov 4,%o1
the branch test is checked. If the branch is taken,
i3: mov 6,%o2
i3
then i2 is executed normally and execution con...
tinues with ix . If, conversely, the branch is not
taken, then i2 is ignored, and control passes to the
following instruction, i3 . Annulled delay slots,
Figure 5.4.3: Conditional branch, annul
when used with conditional branches, can be used
to create very compact implementations of small if-then-else control structures, for instance when
i2 is one of the two alternatives to be executed as a result of the test. Although the situation is a
little more complex than the previous cases, rearranging follow j is still fairly easy, following the
following scheme:
2

2

• follow00 (i1 ) = i2 , since execution continues with the instruction in the delay slot
• follow01 (i1 ) = i3 , because, if the delay slot is annulled, execution virtually continues with
the following instruction4
3 The

SPARC also allows a “Branch Never” unconditional instruction, which does nothing. If such an instruction
is flagged as “annulled”, the instruction in the delay slot is always ignored, and the execution continues with the
following instruction. That instruction can be easily transformed, for the purposes of the mode analysis, in a nondelayed unconditional branch (always) instruction that skips the instruction in the delay slot. This case is not considered
in the delay slot elimination algorithm, described later, since the usefulness of such an instruction is extremely limited.
4 To be entirely accurate, follow0 should be set to i in both cases, and then, using some special mechanism, the fact
2
j
that the instruction in the delay slot is sometimes ignored should be somehow represented. However, the desired result
of the rearrangement is the ability to calculate the expected modes before every instruction, using the mode calculation
algorithm. In this respect, the proposed calculation of follow0j is entirely consistent with the intended result.
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• follow01 (i2 ) = ix , after the delay slot, execution continues at the branch target
• follow00 (i2 ) = null, if the instruction was executed, then the branch is certainly taken

5.4.4

Delayed calls

So far, the cases of branches and annulled branches have been described. As seen, the functions
follow0j can be easily constructed from the corresponding follow j so that the delayed execution
of branches is taken into account. In the case of calls, however, the situation is considerably more
complex.
Section 5.2.8 explained the reasons why a call
instruction can be considered to have an effect
...
similar to that of a simple instruction, as far as the
...
i0
i0: mov 2,%o0
use(i1,m)
mode calculation is concerned. The idea is that a
i1
def(i1,m)
i1: call ix
use(i2,m)
ix
i
i2: mov 4,%o1
call invocation “uses” some registers (as param2
def(i2,m)
i3: mov 6,%o2
...
i3
eters), performs some operations, and returns to
...
the instruction following the call, after “defining”
some registers (either return values or overwriting them with some unknown values). The overFigure 5.4.4: Delayed call
all effect of the call on registers is therefore similar to that of a single instruction.
If delay slots are involved, however, execution actually returns to the instruction following the
one that is in the delay slot. Furthermore, since the jump to the called subroutine is performed in
a delayed fashion, the call instruction itself appears, during execution, not to have any immediate
effect. The diagram in Figure 5.4.4 will be useful to explain what exactly happens.

1. The control flow reaches i0 , which uses certain registers, defines other registers and passes
control to i1 .
2. The microprocessor executes instruction i1 , which is a delayed call. The microprocessor
detects that the target is ix , but wants to execute one further instruction before jumping.
Crucially, at this stage no register is actually altered. Control passes to i2 .
3. Instruction i2 is executed normally, affecting the registers according to def (i2 , m) and
use (i2 , m) for every m. After the execution of i2 , the microprocessor jumps to ix . The
subroutine is executed, causing the registers to be modified according to def (i1 , m) and
use (i1 , m) for every m, the callee returns and control is passed to instruction i3 .
4. Instruction i3 is executed normally.
To calculate def 0 , use0 and the follow0j , in order to obtain a description of the effect that an equivalent program would have if delay slots were not used, it is therefore necessary to set def 0 (i2 , m)
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and use0 (i2 , m) to the combined effect that i2 and i1 would have, in that order. The equivalent result is shown in Figure 5.4.5. In particular, it should be noted that some inconsistencies in def and
use might be concealed by the effect of the combination, and a restricted form of the conditions
previously mentioned must be explicitly verified prior to the combination, as explained in detail
later.

...

use(<i2,i1>,m)
def(<i2,i1>,m)
...

i0
i1
i2
i3

ix

Figure 5.4.5: Equivalent representation for a delayed call

5.4.5

Combining instructions

As emerged in the previous section, it is sometimes necessary to merge the effect of two distinct
instructions in order to obtain an equivalent effect for a single instruction. In our model, that
means calculating the values that def and use would have for such a combined instruction. In
particular, let us assume that we have a sequence of instructions i0 , i1 and i2 , in which i1 is the
only follower of i0 , and i2 the only follower of i1 .
The values of def (i0 , m), use (i0 , m) ,def (i1 , m) and use (i1 , m) are already known for every
m ∈ M. Intuitively, a register is used in mode m by the pair hi0 , i1 i if it is used in that mode by i0 ,
or if it is not defined by i0 and yet it is used by i1 . Similarly, a register is defined in mode m by the
pair hi0 , i1 i if it is defined by i1 , or if it is defined by i0 in that mode but it is not defined in some
other mode by i1 . Formally:

!
[


0

/
def (i1 , m )

r ∈ def (hi0 , i1 i , m) ⇐⇒ r ∈ def (i1 , m) ∨ r ∈ def (i0 , m) ∧ r ∈
∀m0 ∈M
!
∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R :
[



/
def (i0 , m0 )

r ∈ use (hi0 , i1 i , m) ⇐⇒ r ∈ use (i0 , m) ∨ r ∈ use (i1 , m) ∧ r ∈
∀m0 ∈M

The definition above is quite intuitive, but it may be worth verifying that the mode calculation
algorithm actually still works as expected when the two separate instructions are replaced by the
combined one. In particular, the value of expected before the execution of the combined instruction must be identical to the value that expected would assume before i0 if the two instructions
are separate. In other terms:
Proposition 5.4.6. If i0 and i1 are replaced with a new instruction i01 , having the effect of the
pair hi0 , i1 i, then
∀m ∈ M : expected (i01 , m) = expected (i0 , m)
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Proof. Using the definition of operator T (Def. 5.2.19), we know that
[

∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R : r ∈ expected (i0 , m) ⇔ r ∈ use (i0 , m) ∨ r ∈
/

∀m0 ∈M

r ∈ use (i1 , m) ∨ r ∈
/

[

def (i0 , m0 ) ∧
!!

def (i1 , m0 ) ∧ r ∈ expected (i2 , m)

∀m0 ∈M

and the new value of expected is:
!
∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R : r ∈ expected (i01 , m) ⇔ r ∈ use (i01 , m) ∨ r ∈
/

[

def (i01

, m0 ) ∧ r

∈ expected (i2 , m)

∀m0 ∈M

where use (i01 , m) = use (hi0 , i1 i , m) and def (i01 , m) = def (hi0 , i1 i , m).
The above definition of expected (i0 , m) will be manipulated in order to obtain an equivalent expression. In order to simplify the notation, some symbols will be used to rewrite the expressions,
with the following meaning:

A : r ∈ use (i0 , m) B : r ∈/

[

def (i0 , m0 ) C : r ∈ use (i1 , m)

∀m0 ∈M

D : r ∈/

[

def (i1 , m0 ) E : r ∈ expected (i2 , m)

∀m0 ∈M

The expression for expected (i0 , m) can now be rewritten as follows:
∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R : r ∈ expected (i0 , m) ⇔

A ∨ (B ∧ (C ∨ (D ∧ E ))) ⇔
(A ∨ B ) ∧ (A ∨ C ∨ (D ∧ E )) ⇔
(A ∨ B ) ∧ (A ∨ C ∨ D ) ∧ (A ∨ C ∨ E ) ⇔
[((A ∨ B ) ∧ (A ∨ C ∨ D )) ∧ (A ∨ C )] ∨ [((A ∨ B ) ∧ (A ∨ C ∨ D )) ∧ E ] ⇔
[(A ∨ B ) ∧ (A ∨ C )] ∨ [(A ∨ (B ∧ (C ∨ D ))) ∧ E ] ⇔
[(A ∨ (B ∧ C ))] ∨ [((A ∨ (B ∧ C )) ∨ (B ∧ D )) ∧ E ] ⇔
[(A ∨ (B ∧ C ))] ∨ [((A ∨ (B ∧ C )) ∧ E ) ∨ ((B ∧ D ) ∧ E )] ⇔
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[(A ∨ (B ∧ C )) ∨ ((A ∨ (B ∧ C )) ∧ E )] ∨ [(B ∧ D ) ∧ E ] ⇔
[(A ∨ (B ∧ C ))] ∨ [(B ∧ D ) ∧ E ] ⇔
"

!#
[

r ∈ use (i0 , m) ∨ r ∈
/

∀m0 ∈M

"
r∈
/

[

[

def (i0 , m0 ) ∧ r ∈
/

∀m0 ∈M

def (i0 , m0 ) ∧ r ∈ use (i1 , m)
!

∨
#

def (i1 , m0 ) ∧ r ∈ expected (i2 , m)

∀m0 ∈M

A similar transformation is now performed on expected (i01 , m). Expanding use (i01 , m) and
def (i01 , m0 ):
∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R : r ∈ expected (i01 , m) ⇔
!
[

r ∈ use (i01 , m) ∨ r ∈
/

def (i01 , m0 ) ∧ r ∈ expected (i2 , m)

⇔

∀m0 ∈M

"

!#
[

r ∈ use (i0 , m) ∨ r ∈ use (i1 , m) ∧ r ∈
/

∀m0 ∈M

"
∀m00 ∈ M : ¬ r ∈ def (i1 , m00 ) ∨ r ∈ def (i0 , m00 ) ∧ r ∈
/

[

def (i0 , m0 ) ∨
!!

def (i1 , m0 )

#

∧ r ∈ expected (i2 , m)

∀m0 ∈M

This last expression is quite similar to the previous expansion of expected (i0 , m). Some additional transformations can now be performed on this subexpression:
!!
[



∀m00 ∈ M : ¬ r ∈ def i1 , m00 ∨ r ∈ def i0 , m00 ∧ r ∈
/
def i1 , m0
⇐⇒
∀m0 ∈M

∀m00 ∈ M :

!!
[



r∈
/ def i1 , m00 ∧ r ∈
/ def i0 , m00 ∨ r ∈
def i1 , m0
⇐⇒
∀m0 ∈M

00

∀m ∈ M : r ∈
/ def i1 , m

00



00

∧ ∀m ∈ M :

00

r∈
/ def i0 , m



∨r ∈

[

0

def i1 , m

!


∀m0 ∈M

r∈
/

[
∀m0 ∈M

!
[
[



def i1 , m0 ∧ r ∈
/
def i0 , m0 ∨ r ∈
def i1 , m0
⇐⇒
∀m0 ∈M

∀m0 ∈M

⇐⇒
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[


def i1 , m0 ∧ r ∈
/
def i0 , m0
∀m0 ∈M

Which shows that ∀m ∈ M : expected (i01 , m) = expected (i0 , m).
The previous proposition shows that the definitions of def and use on instruction pairs is still
consistent with the mode calculation. In other words, if an instruction pair is replaced with a
single combined instruction, it is still possible to run the mode calculation algorithm obtaining
the same results. In Section 5.3, however, the function expected was also used to perform a
number of sanity checks on the original definitions of def and use. Combining two instructions
into one, we might lose some information, and miss some inconsistencies.
In detail, the basic idea is to transform the definitions of def , use and follow j into def 0 , use0
and follow0j , so that the effect of the delay slots is incorporated into the new functions. Then the
mode calculation algorithm is run using the latter transformed functions instead of the original
ones. Finally, the sanity checks are performed, using the result of the previous algorithm.
In the case in which two instructions are combined, it is necessary to make sure that the sanity
checks, performed in the last stage on the new instruction i01 , are at least as stringent as the tests
which would have been performed on the original instructions. If there is a chance of some error
conditions going undetected, then it is necessary to perform additional tests while merging the
two instructions, as will be explained more in detail in the following section.

5.4.6

Sanity checks for combined instructions

There are three essential sanity checks that are performed by Algorithm 2: validity and sufficiency
of the routine body, plus consistency of def and use, according to Condition 5.2.4. The equivalent
conditions in the case of combined instructions will now be discussed.
5.4.6.1

Validity

The intuitive idea behind validity asserts that every register which is expected in a certain mode
must be set exactly in that mode by the first preceding definition along every possible execution
path. In Proposition 5.3.4, an alternate condition was given for validity:
∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 , ∀i ∈ Ir , ∀i f ∈ follow ({i}) :
def (i, m1 ) ∩ expected (i f , m2 ) = ∅
Assuming that the instruction i0 of our example is reachable, checking validity on i0 and i1
means:
(
def (i1 , m1 ) ∩ expected (i2 , m2 ) = ∅
∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 :
def (i0 , m1 ) ∩ expected (i1 , m2 ) = ∅
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that is:

∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 :




def (i1 , m1 ) ∩ expected (i2 , m2 ) = ∅

!!
[



def (i0 , m1 ) ∩ use (i1 , m2 ) ∪ expected (i2 , m2 ) \

def (i1

, m0 )

=∅

∀m0 ∈M

(5.4.1)
Using the same test described in Section 5.3.4 for the combined instruction, the test is:
∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 : def (i01 , m1 ) ∩ expected (i2 , m2 ) = ∅

(5.4.2)

In order to check whether the new test is sufficiently strong, we would like to verify whether
the test 5.4.2 is equivalent to the test 5.4.1. Expanding the expression in test 5.4.2:
!!
[

∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 : def (i1 , m1 ) ∪ def (i0 , m1 ) \
def i1 , m0
∩expected (i2 , m2 ) = ∅
∀m0 ∈M

∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 : (def (i1 ,!
m1 ) ∩ expected (i2 , m!
2 )) ∪
[

def (i0 , m1 ) \

def (i1 , m0 ) ∩ expected (i2 , m2 )

=∅

∀m0 ∈M

∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 :




def (i1 , m1 ) ∩ expected (i2 , m2 ) =!∅


 def (i0 , m1 ) \

[

(5.4.3)

def (i1 , m0 ) ∩ expected (i2 , m2 ) = ∅

∀m0 ∈M

The first lines of 5.4.3 and 5.4.1 are identical, but it is still necessary to compare the second
lines of the two expressions. The second line of expression 5.4.3 can be written as:
∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 , ∀r ∈ R :
!!
[

¬ r ∈ expected (i2 , m2 ) ∧ r ∈ def (i0 , m1 ) ∧ r ∈
/

def (i1

, m0 )

∀m0 ∈M

∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 , ∀r ∈ R :
!!
r∈
/ def (i0 , m1 ) ∨ r ∈

[

(5.4.4)

def (i1 , m0 ) ∨ r ∈
/ expected (i2 , m2 )

∀m0 ∈M

The second line of 5.4.1 can be written as
∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 , ∀r ∈ R :
!!!
¬ r ∈ def (i0 , m1 ) ∧ r ∈ use (i1 , m2 ) ∨ r ∈
/

[
∀m0 ∈M

def (i1 , m0 ) ∧ r ∈ expected (i2 , m2 )
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∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 , ∀r ∈ R :
!
r∈
/ def (i0 , m1 ) ∨

[

r∈

!!

def (i1 , m0 ) ∨ r ∈
/ expected (i2 , m2 ) ∧ r ∈
/ use (i1 , m2 )

∀m0 ∈M

(5.4.5)
Written in this form, the main subexpression of 5.4.4 has the form F ∨ G , while the main
subexpression of 5.4.5 has the form F ∨ (G ∧ H ), where
!

F : r ∈/ def (i0 , m1 ) G : r ∈

[

def (i1 , m0 ) ∨ r ∈
/ expected (i2 , m2 )

H : r ∈/ use (i1 , m2 )

∀m0 ∈M

The two subexpressions in 5.4.4 and in 5.4.5 are equivalent for all the truth values of F , G , and
H , except in the case F = f alse, G = true, and H = f alse, which satisfies the subexpression
in 5.4.4 but not the one in 5.4.5. In other words, if ¬F ∧ G ∧ ¬H then validity in the case of
separate instructions is not satisfied, but validity in the case of combined instructions is (incorrectly) satisfied. The validity test on the combined instructions is consequently not as strong as
the original validity test for the separated instructions. On top of condition 5.4.2 it is necessary to
also verify that ¬ (¬F ∧ G ∧ ¬H ), that is F ∨ ¬G ∨ H :

F ∨ (G ∧ H ) ⇔ (F ∨ G ) ∧ (F ∨ ¬G ∨ H )
and, since F ∨ G also implies F ∨ G ∨ H :

F ∨ (G ∧ H ) ⇔ (F ∨ G ) ∧ (F ∨ G ∨ H ) ∧ (F ∨ ¬G ∨ H )
F ∨ (G ∧ H ) ⇔ (F ∨ G ) ∧ (F ∨ H )
Summarising, when instructions are combined, in addition to the validity test in 5.4.2 the following test must also be verified in order to guarantee the validity of the original routine:
∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 , ∀r ∈ R : r ∈
/ def (i0 , m1 ) ∨ r ∈
/ use (i1 , m2 )
which is also equivalent to:
∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 , @r ∈ R : r ∈ def (i0 , m1 ) ∧ r ∈ use (i1 , m2 )
and finally to:
∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 : def (i0 , m1 ) ∩ use (i1 , m2 ) = ∅
5.4.6.2

(5.4.6)

Sufficiency

The definition of sufficiency (Def. 5.2.13) requires each register expected in a certain mode at
any reachable instruction to be matched by a preceding definition of the same register in the same
mode along every execution path. If an execution path traverses i0 and i1 in the original routine
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body, it will also traverse the new instruction i01 in the modified routine body. The definition of
sufficiency was:


n o
∀m ∈ M, ∀r ∈ R, ∀k ∈ N+ : i00 = enter ∧ ∀ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : i0j+1 ∈ follow i0j
∧



r ∈ expected i0k , m ⇒ ∃ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : r ∈ def i0j , m
We can consider various cases, to compare the meaning of sufficiency for the original routine
body with sufficiency on the modifiedroutine.
 It is necessary to verify that we can find an element
0
0
i j of the sequence for which r ∈ def i j , m , whatever the chosen sequence is.

1. If, for a certain i0k , it is r ∈ expected i0k , m and no element of the subsequence i00 , . . . , i0k−1
is equal to i0 , then verifying sufficiency for that sequence on the transformed code is the
same as doing it for the original routine.
2. If the subsequence i00 , . . . , i0k−1 includes at some point i0 and 
i1 , one afternthe other, then the o
0
original definition says that ∃ j ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1} : r ∈ def i j , m . Let W = i0j | j = 0, . . . , k − 1 \
{i0 , i1 }. If ∃ix ∈ W : r ∈ def (ix , m), then ix is part of the modified routine, and part of a similar sequence in which i0 and i1 are replaced by i01 . If, on the other hand, it is @ix ∈ W :
r ∈ def (ix , m) , then sufficiency implies that in the original routine r ∈ def (i0 , m) ∨ r ∈
def (i1 , m), while in the modified routine r ∈ def (i01 , m). We need to make sure that the
latter implies the former. Expanding r ∈ def (i01 , m):
!
[

r ∈ def (i01 , m) ⇐⇒ r ∈ def (i1 , m) ∨ r ∈ def (i0 , m) ∧ r ∈
/
def i1 , m0
∀m0 ∈M

which implies r ∈ def (i0 , m) ∨ r ∈ def (i1 , m). Therefore, verifying the test for a certain i0k
along i00 , . . . , i01 , . . . , i0k implies that the test is also verified for i0k along i00 , . . . , i0 , i1 , . . . , i0k .
3. As a last case, let us assume that the i0k chosen is i1 (and i0k−1 is i0 ) but i0 and i1 do not
appear consecutively in the subsequence i00 , . . . , i0k−1 . In that case, the sufficiency test for
i0k in the original routine would have been:
r ∈ expected (i1 , m) ⇒ r ∈ def (i0 , m) ∨ ∃ix ∈ W 0 : r ∈ def (ix , m)
(5.4.7)
n
o
where W 0 = i0j | j = 0, . . . , k − 1 \ {i0 }. In the modified routine body, however, i1 is no
longer present and no similar condition is tested. However, the instruction following i1 ,
which we called i2 , is also reachable and, since sufficiency checks all reachable instructions,
it is true that the following condition will also need to be verified:
r ∈ expected (i2 , m) ⇒ r ∈ def (i01 , m) ∨ ∃ix ∈ W 0 : r ∈ def (ix , m)

(5.4.8)

It is desirable to determine whether this last condition does imply the condition 5.4.7 above,
or what additional condition needs to be verified as well. Let us consider some subcases:
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(a) If r ∈ expected (i1 , m) and also r ∈ expected (i2 , m), then we are recursively in the
case (2) above, considering i2 as i0k . We obtain that r ∈ def (i0 , m) ∨ r ∈ def (i1 , m) ∨
r ∈ W 0 , satisfying the right hand side of expression 5.4.7. Consequently, if r ∈
expected (i1 , m) and r ∈ expected (i2 , m), expression 5.4.8 implies expression 5.4.7.
(b) The only remaining case is r ∈ expected (i1 , m) but r ∈
/ expected (i2 , m). The definition of r ∈ expected (i1 , m) says that
!
r ∈ expected (i1 , m) ⇐⇒ r ∈ use (i1 , m)∨ r ∈
/

[

def (i1 , m) ∧ r ∈ expected (i2 , m)

∀m0 ∈M

and consequently, if r ∈
/ expected (i2 , m), it must be r ∈ use (i1 , m). Summarising,
the only case in which expression 5.4.7 could be not verified while expression 5.4.8
holds, therefore, is the case in which
r ∈ use (i1 , m) ∧ r ∈
/ def (i0 , m) ∧ @ix ∈ W 0 : r ∈ def (ix , m)
Now, let us assume that r ∈ use (i1 , m), r ∈
/ def (i0 , m) and that there is no m0 ∈ M, m0 6= m such
that r ∈ def (i0 , m0 ). Recalling that
!
[

r ∈ use (i01 , m) ⇐⇒ r ∈ use (i0 , m) ∨ r ∈ use (i1 , m) ∧ r ∈
/
def i0 , m0
∀m0 ∈M

we would also obtain that r ∈ use (i01 , m). However, r ∈ use (i01 , m) also implies r ∈ expected (i0 , m),
and, by sufficiency, we would have once again that ∃ix ∈ W 0 : r ∈ def (ix , m). Therefore, the only
case in which expression 5.4.7 is false, while expression 5.4.8 is true, is:
r ∈ use (i1 , m) ∧ r ∈
/ def (i0 , m) ∧ ∃m0 ∈ M, m0 6= m : r ∈ def i0 , m0



Finally, it is now possible to say that sufficiency is verified on the original routine body if it is
verified on the routine containing i01 instead of i0 ,i1 and, additionally:
∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 : def (i0 , m1 ) ∩ use (i1 , m2 ) = ∅
This last condition is, once again, the very same condition 5.4.6 previously found in the case of
validity. Verifying such condition, in addition to validity and sufficiency of the modified routine,
it is therefore also possible to determine that the original routine is both valid and sufficient. Since
condition 5.4.6 does not depend on the value of expected, the test can be performed during the
combination of i0 and i1 .
5.4.6.3

Consistency of def and use

The definition of consistency for def and use on i0 and i1 , according to Condition 5.2.4, is:
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(
use (i, m1 ) ∩ use (i, m2 ) = ∅
def (i, m1 ) ∩ def (i, m2 ) = ∅

The verification of these conditions is local to each instruction, and does not rely on the values
of expected. Expanding the definitions of use (i01 , m1 ) and def (i01 , m1 ), it is straightforward to
verify that:
∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 : use (i01 , m1 ) ∩ use (i01 , m2 ) = ∅ ⇒
use (i0 , m1 ) ∩ use (i0 , m2 ) = ∅
∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 : def (i01 , m1 ) ∩ def (i01 , m2 ) = ∅ ⇒
def (i1 , m1 ) ∩ def (i1 , m2 ) = ∅
In order to verify the consistency of def and use on i0 and i1 , therefore, it is enough to verify
the consistency of the definitions of def and use on i01 and, additionally, to check that:
∀m1 , m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 ,

(
use (i1 , m1 ) ∩ use (i1 , m2 ) = ∅
def (i0 , m1 ) ∩ def (i0 , m2 ) = ∅

(5.4.9)

In this case as well, the test does not depend on the value of expected, and can be easily performed during the combination of i0 and i1 .

5.4.7

Delay slot elimination: transformed functions

It is now possible to describe formally the simple transformations that can be applied locally to
each delayed instruction in order to obtain an equivalent representation of the program that does
not contain delayed instructions.
5.4.7.1

Unconditional branch, delayed

If the instruction that is being considered is an unconditional branch, and a delay slot is used,
the instruction that immediately follows the branch is actually executed before the value of the
program counter is changed, as a consequence of the delayed branch execution. The effect is
therefore equivalent to a sequence made up of an instruction that has no effect on the control flow,
plus a an instruction that behaves as the original instruction in the delay slot, but whose following
instruction, in the control flow, is the target of the original branch.
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Case 1.

∀i ∈ I, ∀m ∈ M : type (i) = uncond ∧delay (i) = delayed ⇒

5.4.7.2



use0 (i, m) = use (i, m)






use0 (succ (i) , m) = use (succ (i) , m)





def 0 (i, m) = def (i, m)




def 0 (succ (i) , m) = def (succ (i) , m)

follow00 (i) = succ (i)






follow00 (succ (i)) = null





follow01 (i) = null




 follow0 (succ (i)) = follow (i)
1
1

Unconditional branch, annulled delay

In the case in which an annulled delay slot is used for an unconditional branch, the instruction in
the delay slot is completely ignored, being equivalent to a ‘nop’ instruction. However, the branch
is still delayed, and the value of the program counter changes only after the instruction in the
delay slot has been fetched and ignored. Consequently, this is the set of definitions that describe
this case.
Case 2.


use0 (i, m) = use (i, m)





use0 (succ (i) , m) = ∅





def 0 (i, m) = def (i, m)




def 0 (succ (i) , m) = ∅
∀i ∈ I, ∀m ∈ M : type (i) = uncond ∧ delay (i) = annul ⇒
 follow0 (i) = succ (i)

0





follow00 (succ (i)) = null





follow01 (i) = null




 follow0 (succ (i)) = follow (i)
1
1
5.4.7.3

Conditional branch, delayed

When a delay slot is used with a conditional branch, the instruction in the delay slot is executed
in any case before the possible change in the value of the program counter. The only effect on the
execution flow is that the branch target branch appears to be a follower of the instruction in the
delay slot rather than of the branch itself. Consequently, the following definitions represent what
happens in the case of a delayed conditional branch.
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Case 3.

∀i ∈ I, ∀m ∈ M : type (i) = cond ∧delay (i) = delayed ⇒

5.4.7.4



use0 (i, m) = use (i, m)






use0 (succ (i) , m) = use (succ (i) , m)





def 0 (i, m) = def (i, m)




def 0 (succ (i) , m) = def (succ (i) , m)

follow00 (i) = succ (i)






follow00 (succ (i)) = follow0 (succ (i))





follow01 (i) = null




 follow0 (succ (i)) = follow (i)
1
1

Conditional branch, annulled delay

The situation gets slightly more complicated when annulled delay slots are used in conjunction
with conditional branches. In this case, the instruction in the delay slot is executed only if the
branch is taken. Consequently, the branch target will appear to be a follower of the instruction in
the delay slot, but the instruction after the delay slot will appear to be a follower of the branch. In
detail:
Case 4.


use0 (i, m) = use (i, m)





use0 (succ (i) , m) = use (succ (i) , m)





def 0 (i, m) = def (i, m)




def 0 (succ (i) , m) = def (succ (i) , m)
∀i ∈ I, ∀m ∈ M : type (i) = cond ∧ delay (i) = annul ⇒
 follow0 (i) = follow0 (i)

0





follow00 (succ (i)) = null





follow01 (i) = follow0 (succ (i))




 follow0 (succ (i)) = follow (i)
1
1
5.4.7.5

Call instruction, delayed

In the context of delay slots elimination, call instructions need to be treated in a rather particular
way. As discussed in Section 5.2.8, the definitions of def and use for a call instruction summarize
the effect of the call to subroutine as a whole. The use of delay slots however, as seen in Section
5.4.4, requires some additional care. During execution, a delayed call instruction will appear
initially not to have any visible effect as the control flow steps through the call instruction to reach
the instruction in the delay slot. Right after the instruction in the delay slot has been executed,
however, the new value of the program counter will be loaded, and the subroutine will be called.
As a net result, when the program counter returns to the instruction that follows the delay slot, the
combined effects of the instruction in the delay slot and the effect of the entire call will appear
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to have taken place simultaneously. The effect of the delay slot can be consequently described
adjusting accordingly def and use, combining the instruction in the delay slot with the pseudoinstruction corresponding to the call instruction, as follows:
Case 5.


use0 (i, m) = ∅






use0 (succ (i) , m) = use (hsucc (i) , ii , m)





def 0 (i, m) = ∅




def 0 (succ (i) , m) = def (hsucc (i) , ii , m)
∀i ∈ I, ∀m ∈ M : type (i) = call ∧delay (i) = delayed ⇒

follow00 (i) = follow0 (i)






follow00 (succ (i)) = follow0 (succ (i))





follow01 (i) = null




 follow0 (succ (i)) = null
1

This definition relies on the assumption that the call instruction, from the point of view of the
microprocessor, does not use or define, in itself, any registers. If, for whatever reason, the call
instruction on a certain architecture relies or has side effects on certain registers, it is sufficient to
replace the empty sets above with the appropriate sets of registers.
5.4.7.6

Other cases

As required by Condition 5.4.5, instructions having values for type and delay equal to (call, annul),
(simple, delayed) or (simple, annul) cannot appear in I. The only other remaining cases involve
either simple instructions that are not in delay slots, or branches and calls that are not delayed.
The two possibilities are represented below:
Case 6.


i = i first ∨ i 6= i first ∧ delay succ−1 (i) = nodelay ∧

use0 (i, m) = use (i, m)



def 0 (i, m) = def (i, m)
∧type (i) = simple ∧ delay (i) = nodelay) ⇒

follow00 (i) = follow0 (i)




 follow0 (i) = follow (i)
1
1
∀m ∈ M, ∀i ∈ I :

Case 7.
∀i ∈ I, ∀m ∈ M : (delay 
(i) = nodelay∧

use0 (i, m) = use (i, m)




def 0 (i, m) = def (i, m)
∧type (i) ∈ {cond, uncond, call}) ⇒
0


 follow0 (i) = follow0 (i)


 follow0 (i) = follow (i)
1
1
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Finally it is necessary to define use0 on the value exit: ∀m ∈ M : use0 (exit, m) = use (exit, m),
and def 0 on the value enter: ∀m ∈ M : def 0 (enter, m) = def (enter, m). That completes the definition of the auxiliary functions def 0 , use0 , follow00 and follow01 , that can then be used in the
customised liveness analysis in order to determine the modes of the various registers. From an
algorithmic point of view, the construction of the auxiliary functions can be performed in a single
pass following the algorithm shown below.

5.4.8

The delay slot elimination algorithm

Since all the transformations can be performed locally, the algorithm can be used to build the
definitions for def 0 , use0 , follow00 and follow01 in a single linear pass over the set I. According to
Section 5.4.6, some checks are also performed whenever it is necessary to combine multiple instructions, in particular conditions 5.4.9 and 5.4.6. To simplify the description, it will be assumed
that the representations of the functions def , use, follow0 and follow1 are simply overwritten to
reflect the new definitions def 0 , use0 , follow00 and follow01 . This is the structure of the algorithm:
Algorithm 3 – Delay slot elimination algorithm
procedure delaySlotElimination()
Uses:
Uses:
Uses:
Uses:
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

Map use defined on Ie × M
Map def defined on Ip × M
Maps follow0 , follow1 defined on Ip
Maps type and delay defined on I

{Check Condition 5.4.4}


if type succ−1 (exit) 6= nodelay then
error
end if
{Other conditions on delay slots}
for all i ∈ I do
if follow1 [i] 6= i first then {Check Condition 5.4.2}


if type succ−1 ( follow1 [i]) 6= nodelay then
error
end if
end if
if delay [i] 6= nodelay then {Check Condition 5.4.3}
if type [succ (i)] 6= simple then
error
end if
end if
if type [i] = simple then {Check first part of Condition 5.4.5}
if delay [i] 6= nodelay then
error

5
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
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end if
end if
if type [i] = call then {Check second part of Condition 5.4.5}
if delay [i] = annul then
error
end if
end if
end for
{ follow0 is generated and follow1 checked according to Section 5.4.1}
for all i ∈ I do
if type [i] = simple ∨ type [i] = call then
if follow1 [i] 6= null then
error
end if
follow0 [i] ← succ (i)
else if type [i] = cond then
if follow1 [i] 6= null then
error
end if
follow0 [i] ← succ (i)
else if type [i] = uncond then
if follow1 [i] 6= null then
error
end if
follow0 [i] ← null
end if
end for
{All preconditions are verified. It is now possible to eliminate the delay slots}
i ← i first
while i 6= exit do
if type [i] = uncond ∧ delay [i] = delayed then {Case 1}
follow0 [i] ← succ (i)
follow0 [succ (i)] ← null
follow1 [succ (i)] ← follow1 [i]
follow1 [i] ← null
{Skip delay slot}
i ← succ (i)
else if type [i] = uncond ∧ delay [i] = annul then {Case 2}
for all m ∈ M do
def [succ (i) , m] ← ∅
use [succ (i) , m] ← ∅
end for
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follow0 [i] ← succ (i)
follow0 [succ (i)] ← null
follow1 [succ (i)] ← follow1 [i]
follow1 [i] ← null
{Skip delay slot}
i ← succ (i)
else if type [i] = cond ∧ delay [i] = delayed then {Case 3}
follow1 [succ (i)] ← follow1 [i]
follow1 [i] ← null
{Skip delay slot}
i ← succ (i)
else if type [i] = cond ∧ delay [i] = annul then {Case 4}
follow1 [succ (i)] ← follow1 [i]
follow1 [i] ← follow0 [succ (i)]
follow0 [succ (i)] ← null
{Skip delay slot}
i ← succ (i)
else if type [i] = call ∧ delay [i] = annul then {Case 5}
for all m1 ∈ M do
for all m2 ∈ M, m1 6= m2 do
if def [i, m1 ] ∩ def [i, m2 ] 6= ∅ then
error
end if
if use [succ (i) , m1 ] ∩ use [succ (i) , m2 ] 6= ∅ then
error
end if
if def [i, m1 ] ∩ use [succ (i) , m2 ] 6= ∅ then
error
end if
end for
end for
{The sequence hsucc (i) , ii is combined, i0 is succ (i) and i1 is i}
udef 0 ← ∅
udef 1 ← ∅
for all m ∈ M do
udef 0 ← udef 0 ∪ (def [succ (i) , m])
udef 1 ← udef 1 ∪ (def [i, m])
end for
for all m ∈ M do
def [succ (i) , m] ← def [i, m] ∪ (def [succ (i) , m] \ udef 1)
use [succ (i) , m] ← use [succ (i) , m] ∪ (use [i, m] \ udef 0)
def [i, m] ← ∅

58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:
70:
71:
72:
73:
74:
75:
76:
77:
78:
79:
80:
81:
82:
83:
84:
85:
86:
87:
88:
89:
90:
91:
92:
93:
94:

87
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95:
96:
97:
98:
99:
100:
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use [i, m] ← ∅
end for
{Skip delay slot}
i ← succ (i)
end if
{No delay ⇒ nothing to do}
i ← succ (i)
end while

The complexity involved is linear, both in space and in time, with respect to |I| (considering the
sets R and M fixed). The algorithm can be optimised, during implementation, to group together
similar instructions and loops, which are separate in this description in order to show more clearly
the various conditions and operations. Once the algorithm is complete, the information encoded
in the function type and the branch targets described by follow1 are encoded in the new follow00
and follow01 , which can be used for the normal mode analysis algorithm.

When eating an elephant, take one bite at a time.
— Gen. C. Abrams, 1914-1974

Chapter 6

Pointer Discovery in the Stack

As we have seen in the previous chapters, tracking pointer information, or more generally mode
information, in the registers of the microprocessor for every machine instruction presents a number of challenges. Similarly, discovering all the pointers that may be present in the stack presents a
number of difficulties, due to the fairly complex arrangement of the layouts that the stack frames
may have. For instance, on each stack frame there might be local variables, temporary values,
saved registers and so on. This chapter will present the various issues related to determining the
location of all the pointers present on the stack and some techniques that can be of use. Chapter 9
will describe the specific implementation details of the current prototype.

6.1

Stack components

In the typical implementations of many high-level languages, the stack for a single thread is
treated as a sequence of activation records, also called frames, corresponding to the various nested
routine invocations that are active at any given moment, from the main routine to the one most
recently called. Each activation record is used to store information related to one invocation of a
routine. While some of the information mainly depends on the routine’s local data (parameters,
automatic variables and so on), some other information is more closely related to the specific
implementation scheme (registers save area and dynamic links, for instance). The exact structure
of each activation frame is decided by the compiler according to the the optimisations applied
and its internal rules, including the choice of whether variables, parameters and other data are
allocated on the stack or in the registers.
Regardless of the specific optimisations performed, however, the overall frame layout is constrained by the Application Binary Interface (ABI) for the specific microprocessor architecture in
use. Such specifications are designed to simplify interoperability among different programming
languages and compilers, specifying, among the rest, calling conventions and the location and format of the implementation-related data of which the system should be aware, for instance during
89
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interrupts. The standard mechanisms established by the ABI offer a certain degree of separation
between caller and callee, making it easier to determine the set of live pointers in each frame, with
a reasonable degree of accuracy, considering each routine in isolation. An inter-procedural analysis could allow, in certain cases, a higher degree of precision, but it would also require a great
deal of additional work. The following discussion will focus on intra-procedural techniques.
As previously mentioned, several different components may be present in every stack frame.
Those parts will now be listed, and the ways to discover pointers for each of them discussed.
Techniques used more specifically for the SPARC in the current prototype will be discussed later,
in Chapter 9.

6.2

Return addresses

Each time a subroutine is called, the routine that performs the call is temporarily suspended. After
the callee has completed its job, control must returns to the caller, which implies that the value of
the program counter at which the execution of the caller was suspended has to be preserved. That
value, the return address, is used to determine where to return control after the end of the called
subroutine.
The most obvious location to save the current value of the program counter is the stack frame of
the called routine, so that it can be retrieved from there when returning. Depending on the microprocessor architecture and on the ABI, the last return address, or the last few, can alternatively be
stored in some of the available registers, for greater efficiency [Mot93, Spa94]. If the call chain
is deep enough, however, the registers dedicated to store the return addresses will sooner or later
have to be reused. For this reason, a dedicated portion of each activation record is usually also
reserved to store the values of the return addresses. If the registers that contain return values need
to be reused, their content is copied in the corresponding locations in the reserved part of the stack
frame.
Notably, those routines that do not in turn call other routines, also called “leaf” routines, are
often treated in a special way. In the case in which, for instance, a reserved register is used to store
the last return address, a leaf routine will never need to save the content of that register somewhere
else in order to make further calls. As a consequence, there is no need to reserve a slot on the
stack frame for that purpose. It is not unusual for ABIs to prescribe a different standard format
for the layout of the frames of leaf routines, in order to make a more efficient use of available
registers.
The various locations on the stack used to store return addresses, and the reserved registers, can
contain valid pointers to executable code, but never valid pointers to heap objects. Their values,
therefore, only need to be adjusted if the executable code they refer to is dynamically relocated,
but no adjustments are necessary in order to support heap manipulations.
It should also be noted that, if a call instruction is immediately followed by a return instruction,
a tail call optimisation can be performed by the compiler. In that case, both the call instruction
and the return instruction that follows are replaced with a plain branch, and the parameter passing
sequence is adjusted accordingly. While a tail recursion is essentially a branch within the same
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compiled routine, a tail call to a different routine (“sibling call”) may look slightly different,
depending on the architecture in use, from a conventional call. For instance, parts of the current
stack frames could be overwritten to store the arguments for the new routine. While sibling call
optimisations do not alter the possibility to analyse the various routines in isolation, the modified
call sequence should be treated with special attention in order to reconstruct correctly the sequence
of activation records. Other forms of optimisations (inlining, for instance) may also cause the call
sequence of compiled routines not to reflect precisely the structure of the original program, but
that is inessential as far as pointer discovery is concerned. We are here interested in the structure
of the compiled code rather than in the functions and procedures of the original source program.

6.3

Dynamic chain

As we have seen, saving the program counter is a crucial step in calling a subroutine, and it is
important to have space allocated for that information on the stack. However, in order to know
where the return addresses are saved, it is also essential to know at all times how to retrieve
the location of the stack frames used by the various routines. Depending on the ABI of the
microprocessor in use, there might be different ways to determine the address of the current
activation record, but for efficiency reasons that address is customarily stored, during execution,
in a dedicated register known as frame pointer. This register is saved on the stack, or in further
registers, as control moves across routines, so that it constantly refers to the activation record of
the current routine. The pattern followed is the same previously described for the program counter
and the return addresses. In the same way in which the return addresses point within the code of
routines, describing the chain of successive invocations, the saved values of the frame pointer (the
“dynamic links”) define a chain of activation records, the “dynamic chain”.
Sometimes, if no semi-dynamic variables are used (see later), it is possible to determine the
size of each stack frame statically. In that case, the value of the frame pointer can be calculated
using the current value of the stack pointer and fixed offsets. Consequently, the stack pointer can
replace the frame pointer as a base register for the accesses to the stack frame contents, and the
register that is normally reserved to store the frame pointer can be reused for other purposes. As a
side effect, there is no need to reserve space on the stack to store the values of the frame pointer.
Some architectures, including the SPARC, offer hardware facilities to save and restore automatically the value of the frame pointer while creating and deleting activation records. As in the case
of the return address, the value of the frame pointer need not be saved, in certain cases, when leaf
routines are used. If no further local information is required on the stack, leaf routines can be
implemented on some microprocessors without creating an activation record at all. It is necessary
to pay special attention to this possibility in order to attribute correctly each activation record to
the matching compiled routine while traversing the dynamic chain.
In order to discover all of the pointers in all the active stack frames at any instruction, the
full dynamic chain must be known whenever the microprocessor is preemptively interrupted.
Surprisingly, however, on certain microprocessor architectures it is extremely difficult to discover
the exact state of the dynamic chain while executing certain instruction sequences in perfectly
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ordinary programs. On the SPARC, for instance, part of the necessary information is kept in
some registers, but inspecting registers and stack is not enough to determine which ones are in
use at any given moment. More details on this aspect are available in Section 9.7.1.
While the dynamic links are valid pointers, they are also known to be pointers to the stack.
Their values, consequently, only have to be adjusted if, for some reason, the stack needs to be
dynamically relocated.

6.4

Static chain

In the languages that support lexical nesting, it is necessary to maintain information about the
most recently activated stack frames of those routines that lexically enclose the currently active
routine. In order to keep track of those frames, a common solution is to arrange them in a chain,
known as the static chain, in which each stack frame contains a reference, the static link, to the
most recent stack frame of the enclosing routine. The chain, therefore, goes from the frame used
by the innermost routine to the one used by the outermost routine, following the static links.
The static chain is used to retrieve the automatic variables of the enclosing routines. For instance, in order to retrieve the variables that are defined in the routine immediately enclosing the
current one, the first static link is used in order to find the correct activation record. If the frame
of the routine enclosing the one enclosing the current one (two levels of nesting) is required, two
steps of the static chain are followed, and so on.
While the static chain is easily implemented by adding a slot to each activation frame, it is
usually more efficient to use a single table, the display vector, to store the references to those
frames, one vector position per nesting level. Since the number of static links is not influenced by
recursion, but only by the static nesting structure of the program, a limited number of positions is
sufficient [ASU86]. Static links, which are legitimate pointers, could therefore be present on the
stack (or in the display vector), assuming values corresponding to stack addresses. Considerations
similar to those made for dynamic links apply, and we can conclude that heap manipulations do
not affect the elements of the static chain.

6.5

Arguments

Arguments can be passed to the called subroutine in a variety of ways. However, once again to
guarantee interoperability, a single passing convention is established by the ABI. Broadly speaking, on common microprocessors arguments are either passed entirely on the stack, or some in the
registers and the remainder on the stack. The first approach is preferred by those microprocessors
that have a very limited number of registers, while the second is favoured by those with a more
extended register set. In any case, part of the tuple of arguments might end up on the stack, and
some pointers might be contained there. It is therefore necessary to discover those pointers in
order to perform the necessary adjustments when required. The rest of this section focuses on
arguments passed in the stack.
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The exact calling conventions and the argument passing mechanism are extremely dependent
on the microprocessor’s features. In general, outgoing arguments are set up before the before the
subroutine is called, and before the new activation record is created. Consequently, the arguments
normally reside in the caller’s frame.
From a conceptual point of view, each argument has a lifetime both in the caller and in the
callee, and as such some mode information must be available when the microprocessor is interrupted in either routine. For the caller, the lifetime of a stack slot used as an outgoing argument
extends from the moment in which the argument is stored to the moment in which the call is made
(assuming call by value). The callee sees the same stack slot as an incoming argument, whose
lifetime extends from the routine prologue down to the last use of that slot in the routine body. As
a consequence, descriptors for the mode of such stack slots will have to appear in both routines.
A useful distinction could be made between those microprocessors (such as the x86 family)
which have PUSH/POP-style operations, and those that rely instead on addressing formats with
displacement to access the various stack slots. If PUSH and POP are used, the general trend is to
use those operations to push the necessary arguments onto the stack, one by one. In that case, the
value of the stack pointer keeps moving up and down following the accumulation of arguments
and their release upon return. If, on the other hand, PUSH and POP are not available, the necessary
arguments will be stored in the current fixed-size frame, and the value of the stack pointer does
not move. The adjustments of the stack pointer need to be taken into account if a request for a
service routine, and consequently for pointer discovery, is made while the parameters are being
pushed. In particular, some compilers perform rather tricky optimisations in order to reduce the
number of POP operations. For instance, calling two routines with one argument each would
normally be represented as: PUSH(arg1), CALL(x), POP(1), PUSH(arg2), CALL(y), POP(1).
But a optimising compiler could change the sequence to: PUSH(arg1), CALL(x), PUSH(arg2),
CALL(y), POP(2). The exact offset by which the stack pointer has moved with respect to the
value assumed at the beginning of the routine body, should be determined (statically) for every
machine instruction. That information can then be used at runtime to reconstruct, from the current
value of the stack pointer, its initial value, which can therefore be used as a reference point within
the frame.
Regardless of the optimisation applied, and whether the stack pointer moves during execution
or not, it is always possible to keep track of the various locations used to store outgoing arguments
calculating their offset with respect to the initial value of the stack pointer.1 Keeping track of the
offsets, it is still possible to perform a liveness analysis similar to the one used for registers, and
generate a data structure that can be used to associate each value of the program counter to the
current mode of each frame slot used as an outgoing argument. More details are available in the
discussion on automatic variables, in Section 6.7.
When the same slots are treated as incoming arguments, as seen by the callee, they can be
considered in a manner entirely similar to automatic variables, except that they are already defined
1A

recent contribution made by Josef Zlomek of SUSE Labs and Daniel Berlin of IBM Research, for instance,
improves the ability of GCC to track variables in the cases in which the stack pointer changes during the execution
of the routine body, as described above. Such information can then be used by the GDB debugger to keep track of
variables in optimised code.
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at the beginning of the routine body. The precise way in which incoming arguments are accessed
by the callee depends on the specific details of the ABI, but generally they can be retrieved using
fixed offsets from either the stack pointer or the current frame pointer. Particular attention must be
paid to the fact that the incoming arguments are alive during the execution of the routine prologue.
Since incoming arguments contained in stack slots are usually not touched by the prologue, their
mode can be obtained by checking the tables or other structures that describe the use of those
slots in the caller.
A particular case is represented by variadic argument lists, such as in the C printf function.
While the caller knows which arguments are stored on the stack at each call site, the callee has
no way of knowing statically which arguments, and of which types, will be used at runtime.
The callee will access the variadic portion of its argument list as a generic list of values, or
bytes, depending on criteria that bypass the usual type-system of the language. In particular, the
compiler has no knowledge about those values while compiling the callee.
Leaving aside the usual criticisms of variadic argument lists, the feature poses a problem for this
analysis in that it is not possible to determine statically neither the number of arguments nor their
mode. It is however possible, at least in principle, to act conservatively on the variadic portion
of the argument list knowing that the arguments will be accessed from a certain base register (the
stack pointer, the frame pointer or something else) using an index, in a manner similar to an array.
Full precision, however, cannot be obtained in general.
Variadic argument lists are a rare (and questionable) feature that can be easily replaced using
different programming styles, and that are quite rare outside C/C++ 2 . Even though C99 offers
a way to write variadic functions and macros, the original definition of C did not even offer a
portable way to create user-defined variadic functions [KR88]. In practice, the main application of
variadic argument lists is supporting traditional C library functions like printf() and scanf().
For such functions, in which the first argument is used as a format string, it is not far-fetched to
imagine an implementation in which the first argument is parsed whenever an interrupt is received,
in order to discover dynamically where pointers really are in the variadic argument block. That
would allow once again to obtain full precision, even for those library functions. For comparison,
it is worth pointing out that some compilers (like GCC) do actually inspect the format string
during compilation, if statically available, to discover inconsistencies between the format string
itself and the types of the remaining arguments.
It is also important to mention that, although arguments are usually either pointers or values of
primitive types, it is actually possible, in many languages, to pass whole records as arguments.
In that case, issues similar to those discussed in Section 2.4 must be taken into account, with
particular reference to variant and packed records. Moreover, if the structure is very large, a
2 Variadic argument lists (varargs) are a planned feature of the upcoming Java 2 Platform, Release 1.5 [BB].

They are
however treated as Object[] arrays, automatically created by the compiler, and as such the underlying implementation
will use a single argument containing a pointer to the array object. Consequently, there are no problems similar
to C/C++ varargs, in which each element of the variadic list has to be a single and independent argument because
of compatibility with other functions. The feature remains controversial in Java, with some advocating Compact
Object Array Literals (COAL) instead, as in foo(1,2,{8,9.2,"aa"},3,{"bb",7}); where the elements in braces
are automatically transformed in Object[] arrays. Using the latter notation, the number of arguments is actually fixed.
Since Java 1.5 is designed to be bytecode-compatible with Java 1.4, the new changes and features are in any case only
visible at the source code level.
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copy operation could be used by the compiler to set up the large argument, using either blockmove instructions (if available), a system routine, or a simple loop. In some cases, an interrupt
could find the argument only half-copied, and it could be quite difficult to determine how much
of the structure has been copied without inspecting loop counters and similar implementation
details. Determining exactly which locations contain live pointers, therefore, may prove to be
rather difficult.
There are two simple approaches that can be used in those cases. The simpler course of action,
of course, is simply treating the copy operation as a critical section. If an interrupt is received
halfway through the copy, execution is simply resumed until the end of the loop. On the other
hand, if a quicker response is desired, it is also possible to work conservatively, while maintaining
the ability to move memory about the heap. The layout of the destination record, which will be
used as an argument, is known statically. Since no location is shared between pointers and scalars,
a slot which is dedicated to a pointer can either really contain a pointer, or be unused, but it will
never contain valid scalar data. Consequently, even if the record is only partially copied and some
random data are mistakenly identified as valid pointers, they can be freely altered as a result of
heap memory movements. Such an approach is conservative, since certain memory blocks could
mistakenly appear to be in use and not be reclaimed, but it is still possible to move memory and
adjust pointers freely.
It should also be noted that in certain cases the conventions defined by the ABI for parameter
passing, when records are used as parameters, might require a copy of the original record to be
stored on the stack, but then a pointer to that copy is passed to the callee, for instance in a register,
as a reference to the argument. If such a pointer is in turn stored on the stack, than it should be
taken into the account that one further stack location contains a valid pointer, although its value
refers to a stack location rather than a memory block in the heap.
Finally, there might be the case in which an array is passed by value as an argument, which
requires the whole array to be copied. The treatment is the same as for records. In the particular
case of array arguments passed by value with parametric length, as allowable for instance in many
Pascal extensions, the length is generally available at runtime as a parameter to the callee, and it is
again possible to determine the layout of the argument area and the location of pointers at runtime.
More details on this aspect are contained in Section 6.7.6. In the case of C/C++, the real length
of arrays passed as parameters is not available, but arrays are treated as pointers and whole arrays
cannot be passed by value as arguments. Similarly, Java arrays are actually complete objects, and
Java objects are handled by implicit reference rather than by value.

6.6

Return value

Considerations entirely similar to those made for arguments apply to the return value, which is
also shared between the callee and the caller. For efficiency reasons, it is common practice to use
some conventional registers to store the return value. However, in the case of a complete structure
(record or array) used as a return value, a different convention may apply. The resulting structure
is in those cases usually stored in an area reserved somewhere on the stack, and a pointer is used
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to communicate the location of the result between caller and callee. As in the case of arguments,
the possible presence of a structure on the stack, used to store the return value, must be taken
into account while statically creating the descriptors that will be used to discover the pointers at
runtime.
In an object-oriented language that returns an object to the caller, the most common scenario
is the implementation returning a pointer to the resulting object, allocated in the heap. In the
(unlikely) case of an implementation which actually allocates such object on the stack, there
would be a potential problem. Since the full type of the object returned is not known statically,
determining the number and the position of the pointers is somewhat more difficult. However,
since it must be possible to identify the real type of the object at runtime, there must also be a
way to obtain, from the object, a pointer to the class descriptor. Using such information it is
straightforward to determine the full object layout at runtime, and consequently the full set of
pointers.

6.7

Automatic variables

Every activation record is also used to store automatic variables3 for each routine invocation.
While the compiler can use some of the registers to store the automatic variables which are more
frequently used, the activation record is the obvious container for the remaining ones. In particular, each activation record could contain semi-static variables (fixed length) and semi-dynamic
variables (such as parametric arrays). Additionally, certain automatic variables could be alive
only for part of the routine, and multiple variables, with different modes, could share the same
locations in the activation records. The various issues related to pointer discovery in the stackallocated automatic variables will be now analysed.

6.7.1

Frame variants

While compiling a given routine, the compiler internally creates a map from the set of stackallocated automatic variables to offsets in the activation records. Those offsets are then used to
generate accesses to the variables in the corresponding compiled code. In order to save memory,
it is common practice to reuse the available locations of an activation record, so that the same
locations represent distinct variables that are never alive simultaneously. For example, consider
the following C fragment.
if (t<10) {
int a=t;
} else {
int *x=&t;
3 The term “automatic” is used here in the conventional sense of variables which are automatically created when
a routine or block is entered, and discarded at the end. Note that the term “local”, although generally used to refer
to automatic variables, could also refer to static local variables (in the C sense), which are not part of the activation
record.
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}
The fragment on the previous page is compiled by GCC, without applying optimisations, into the
following SPARC code:
ld [%fp+68], %o0
cmp
%o0, 9
bg
.LL3
nop
ld
[%fp+68], %o0
st
%o0, [%fp-12]
b
.LL4
nop

# extract value of t
# store in automatic var a

.LL3:
add
st

%fp, 68, %o0
%o0, [%fp-12]

# extract addr of t
# store in automatic var x

.LL4:

The memory locations at the offset -12 in the frame is used for both the variables a and x, and in
this case the mode of the same stack location is different depending on the position in the code.
In order to discover all the pointers in use at a certain instruction, at runtime, it will be necessary
to have enough information available to map the instruction to the offsets which are reserved, at
that stage, for pointers. Such information, which is available statically, can then be encoded
in some data structure (a table, for instance) for later perusal. Of course, knowing that a stack
location is reserved for a pointer does not strictly imply that a valid pointer is actually contained,
or that it is alive, in that stack location at any given moment. For instance, in an array of pointers,
not all elements might be in use at any given moment. A liveness analysis, where applicable, can
be quite useful to refine the available information further, and more details will be discussed on
this point later.
In principle, the necessary information can be obtained by inspecting the internal structures of
the compiler. After the code generation pass the compiler knows both the offsets used by each
automatic variable, and which assembler instructions resulted from the expansion of intermediate
constructs that use certain variables. Consequently, it is also possible to create an association
between the ranges of assembler instructions and the offsets which are used as pointers for each
range. It is possible to think of this association as a series of “stack frame variants”, multiple layouts which differ in certain parts. Only one of those variants exists at each assembler instruction in
the final compiled routine. The variants could be represented, for instance, by a tree in which the
common part is completed by multiple alternatives for the variant parts, each of which in turn can
be subdivided into its common and variant subparts, and so on. Such an organisation would also
reflect the static nesting of lexical blocks within the source code. Other data structures describing
the same information can also be used. At least in principle, the size of all the descriptors together
could be quite large, being proportional to the number of assembler instructions times the number
of frame slots used to store automatic variables. In practice, however, it is reasonable to expect
that only a limited number of variants are used in every routine, due to practical considerations
about programming styles.
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Should table size become a concern, however, there is an alternative that can be used, at the
expense of an increase of the frame record size. The crucial requirement is the ability to distinguish the slots which are used for pointers from those which are used for scalar data. That can be
accomplished by modifying the offsets so that such sharing is never possible throughout the life of
the routine. In that case, there would be just one possible layout, but it would be less economical
in terms of space in the activation frame.
The idea of avoiding overlaps was used, for instance, by the JBE implementation mentioned in
Appendix A. It should be noted that, if offsets are reorganised, it may be worth packing together
all of the slots used for pointers, so that the specification of the layout is simply the size of the
pointers area. There are also security implications in the idea, as pointed out by Hiroaki Etoh
[Eto03], describing a research project in which “The novel features are [...] the reordering of
local variables to place buffers after pointers to avoid the corruption of pointers that could be used
to further corrupt arbitrary memory locations [...]”. A related technique, used in the context of
memory tagging rather than static handling, was used by Ganesan to reduce the tagging overhead
[Gan94].
It was previously mentioned that only one of the variants may be in use at any one point in the
code. That is the case, in concrete terms, if the final compiled code only uses a single mode for
each stack slot at each point in the code, regardless of the dynamic path followed. In this sense,
the requirement is similar to the “Gosling Property”, as cited by Agesen, Detlefs, and Moss in
their interesting papers on type-precision in Java [AD97, ADM98]. A pathological compiler could
create code that does not respect that property, but it is reasonable to expect ordinary compilers to
generate suitable code. In particular, GCC uses pseudo-registers to translate automatic variables,
and in the final stages of the code generation those pseudo-registers are assigned to stack locations. Each stack slot is only assigned once to each live pseudo-register at one point of the code,
therefore the above requirement is implicitly respected, at least for simple types. Additional sanity
checks were however introduced in the experimental implementation, as described in Section 5.3.
In the case of aggregate types, the property is still respected, except for variant records (known
in C as unions). In such case, either variant records must be disallowed, or an offset adjustment
must be introduced to make sure that there is never overlapping between pointers and scalars.
It might be useful to recall that this discussion assumes that the original optimised compiled
code is left as much as possible unchanged and that the data structures used for the pointer discovery are created statically whenever possible, for a later dynamic inspection. Other solutions
which imply an active tracking of pointers, as for instance memory tagging, are also possible
but likely to be more expensive in terms of execution speed unless specialised hardware support
is available. More details on the extraction of layout information are discussed later, in Section
6.7.7.

6.7.2

Liveness of variables or components with fixed offset

The automatic variables area of an activation frame, as previously discussed, is used to store
data according to the low-level representation of the automatic variables originally present in the
source code. For instance, simple data, like integers, floating-point numbers, and pointers, might
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be present as the result of a straightforward translation of simple variables used in the source
code. In principle, the same variable could potentially be allocated to different locations in two
different portions of the code, if the compiler established that the variable is not alive somewhere
in the middle and has reused the previous frame location. In practice, however, it is easier, while
writing compilers, to maintain a fixed mapping from each automatic variable to a certain offset.
During the code generation, the compiler creates the final assembly code using, in accordance
with the capabilities of the specific microprocessor, some sort of addressing mode in order to access the location associated with a certain automatic variable at that point in the code. The crucial
aspect is that, regardless of the specific addressing mode in use and the possible intermediate calculations of pointers for the access, the compiler knows exactly the offset, in the activation record,
at which the variable is located. In general it should be relatively straightforward to extract such
information from the compiler, and generate local annotations similar to those used for the registers, with the purpose of describing which stack locations are written or read by each assembler
instruction.
Using such local information, it is then possible to run a liveness algorithm similar to the one
described in Chapter 5, using stack offsets rather than registers. Of course, as already discussed
for registers, if the liveness information for the various stack slots is already present in the internal
compiler structures at the level of detail of the single assembler instruction, a separate liveness
analysis can be avoided. The resulting liveness map can then be inspected at runtime to discover
not only which stack slots are reserved for pointers, as in the case of the frame variants described
in Section 6.7.1, but also which slots actually contain live pointers. Such a simple analysis is
perfectly suitable if automatic variables cannot be accessed by other routines, and it would be
adequate, for instance, for the Java language. In such a case, each of the automatic variables
would either have some primitive type or be an implicit reference to some object.4
The use of records on the stack, as long as arrays are not used, would also not cause any
problems, since any access to a record component, arbitrarily nested, would still take place using
a fixed offset. However, there are a number of cases in which local variables can be accessed using
different mechanisms, which require some adjustments to the simple liveness analysis previously
described. The most common cases are:
nested subroutines: if lexical nesting is available, the nested subroutines can freely access and
overwrite the local variables of the enclosing routine.
4 If

inner classes are used, nested subroutines can actually access automatic variables of enclosing contexts if those
variables are declared final (that is, they are constant after initialisation). From the Java Language Specification: “Any
local variable, formal method parameter or exception handler parameter used but not declared in an inner class must be
declared final, and must be definitely assigned before the body of the inner class” [GJSB00, page 141]. Without that
restriction, inner classes would behave like closures. What really happens in Java is that the constant value is implicitly
copied into a hidden area in the instance of the inner class. That allows (apparent) references to the enclosing context
to be made, allowing the activation record of the enclosing routine to be discarded even though the instance of the inner
class, with its local copy, can live on. That is a rather tricky case, since the exact time of the copy can only be known
looking at the implementation, but it is reasonable to expect the copy operation to be made during the initialisation
of the instance of the inner class. The call to such initialiser should therefore be annotated to indicate to the liveness
algorithm that certain variables might be accessed (read) during the call. More details on this aspect are discussed in
Section 6.7.3.
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references: taking the address of a variable or field and passing it to a subroutine, the subroutine
has no knowledge of which variable is actually being read or written.
arrays: since an array element can be accessed using an index which is not known statically, it
is also not possible statically to know exactly which element is read or written.
These cases will now be discussed, with a description of the way in which the liveness information can be reconstructed, with varying degrees of accuracy depending on the specific approach
chosen.

6.7.3

Nested subroutines

In certain circumstances, the automatic variables of a routine might be read or modified by one
of the subroutines that are executed while the activation record that contains those variables is
active. The most straightforward case is the use of a lexically nested subroutine, which is able
to access such variables using the information supplied by the static chain. In this case, although
the offset of the variable which is being accessed is statically known (except in the case of arrays,
see later), different calls to the same subroutine might result in different read or write operations,
depending on the control flow followed in each case.
In order to include this information in the liveness analysis, and determine therefore when each
frame slot contains a live pointer, there are different possible approaches. A possible technique,
for instance, might be using an intra-procedural analysis to gather some information about the
possible uses of each automatic variable. Such an analysis would be partly simplified by the fact
that the set of all the possible subroutines that are lexically nested in a given routine, and that can
alter one of its variables, is statically known.
Performing an intra-procedural analysis, however, is in general rather complex. Since the compiler has information about the automatic variables that can be accessed by other routines (it uses
that information to perform the frame slot allocation), an alternative would be to inspect the list
of automatic variables in the internal compiler structures. If a certain automatic variable was allocated to a certain frame slot, and that variable can be accessed from other routines, it will be
sufficient to assume, conservatively, that the call first reads and then updates that slot, and include
the relevant annotations in our fine-grain liveness analysis. Doing so will force the slot to be considered as alive at the call site. If the compiler has more detailed information, and knows about
slots that can or cannot be altered by individual calls to subroutines (for instance, some system
calls might be known not to access local variables), such information can be used to obtain even
more accurate liveness information. Once again, the liveness information obtained in this way is
just a refinement of the information already available from the layouts described in Section 6.7.1;
a slot reserved for pointers can be freely altered even if the value it contains is not a valid pointer
at a particular time.
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Reference passing

The case in which local variables can be accessed indirectly, through references, is somewhat
similar, with the exception that references can be calculated and there is no certainty of the exact
variable that will be modified in a certain case. For example, consider the following C fragment:
if (x<5)
p=&a;
else
p=&x;
doSomething(p);

In this example, it is not possible to know statically whether a pointer to a or x will be passed
to doSomething(), and it will be necessary to consider that both of them could be accessed. The
kind of reference described can be created explicitly by the programmer, in C for example, or
generated automatically by the compiler. A typical example of automatic creation of references
is the natural implementation of the “variable parameters” of Pascal and Modula, in which a
reference to the argument variable is passed to the callee. Notably, a reference to a record can be
used to access indirectly an inner component, therefore passing to a subroutine a reference to a
record has the effect of exposing for inspection or modification all of the pointers contained in the
record itself.
In the case of automatic variables that are accessed by subroutines via dereferencing, it is necessary to make conservative assumptions about the way in which some of the local variables can
be used, or to inspect the information available in the compiler internals, if available, in order to
obtain more precise information about the life of those frame slots. The compiler, in particular,
makes conservative assumptions about the life or the variables while allocating the stack slots. For
instance the compiler can discover that the address of a certain variable is taken at some point,
either implicitly or explicitly, and it might conservatively assume that, in the following code, that
variable can be altered by the called subroutines. There might also be an explicit indication (for
instance a “volatile” qualifier)5 that the variable can change across calls.6 It should be noted that
an automatic variable whose address is taken can be indirectly altered by the local routine as well,
for instance if the user dereferences a pointer containing the address of that variable.
Those conservative assumptions on the life of the variables are used by the compiler in order to
decide the allocation of the variables to the slots in the activation record. We might be interested
5 There is a distinction in the way the compiler would behave if it saw that an address of a variable is taken, versus
a “volatile” specifier. In the first case, the compiler will assume that the variable can be altered by any subroutine,
and will make sure that a value cached in a register is flushed to memory before the call takes place. On the other
hand, a “volatile” qualifier is used to specify that the variable can be accessed at any time, for instance by an interrupt
routine, and therefore the value of the variable is always flushed to memory as soon as possible and it is read again
from memory every time the variable is accessed.
6 In C, a pointer which contains the address of an automatic variable could potentially be used to access a different
automatic variable, adding a certain offset. Such an use would most likely confuse the compiler, and our analysis as
well. It should be noted, however, that using pointers in this fashion is not portable, and not even legal C. Even if the
implementation allows such usage, the implementation might reorder the slots used for the various automatic variables,
or store some local variables in registers, making such an indirect use of pointers very dependent from the compiler’s
behaviour at best, and not a good programming practice in general.
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in further refinement of that information, if additional information can be obtained by looking at
the way in which the stack slots are used by the individual machine instructions.
For example, let us assume that the address of an automatic variable is copied into a register, and
that the same register is dereferenced, later in the code, to perform read and write operations. If it
is possible to determine statically that the register does not change, in the meantime, the accesses
performed dereferencing the register really refer to the variable whose address was taken. Consequently, even if the compiler may conservatively consider the variable as alive during the whole
routine, we can statically determine that the variable is only used by specific machine instructions.
Performing this sort of analysis on the machine code, however, can be quite complicated, and it
is not clear whether the effort would justify the increase in accuracy, with respect to the simpler
information offered by the frame layouts.

6.7.5

Arrays

Issues similar to the ones described in the previous section are also found while dealing with
stack-allocated arrays. When arrays are used, it is in general impossible to determine statically
which elements will be read or written at any given moment during execution. As a consequence,
it is also virtually impossible to determine the life of individual elements in an array without
performing some sort of dynamic tracking. That is of particular concern to us since, if the array
in question has locations reserved for pointers, it is not possible to tell whether those locations
contain valid pointers or some random data. That could happen not just for arrays of pointers, but
also for arrays of structures containing pointers, or arrays of arrays containing pointers, and so
on.
In order to have more precise indications on the life of the individual array elements, a few
considerations can be made. First of all, the life of the array as a whole is a limit to the life of
the individual elements. To clarify, let us assume that the space for an automatic array containing
some pointers is permanently allocated, by the compiler, at a certain offset in the activation frame
for the entire body of the routine. We might be able to discover, analysing the code, that all of the
accesses to that array are limited to a certain portion of the code. It is then trivial to conclude that,
in the remaining parts of the code, the array as a whole is never alive, and that consequently none
of the pointers it contains can be alive. Of course, it must still be considered that the array could
be accessed, as discussed in the previous subsection, by lexically nested subroutines or indirectly
through references, either to the array or to one of its elements or subcomponents.
Another possible approach, which can be combined with the previous one, could be to preinitialise all of the locations reserved for pointers in the array to a conventional value, for example
zero. If the conventional value is not a valid pointer, it is possible to assert that all of the pointers
in the array which are found to be equal to that value are certainly not alive in that moment. The
array layout, as explained in Section 6.7.7, can be obtained either from the compiler internals or
from the debugging information. The possible positions of pointers in the array can therefore be
easily determined. The main drawback of a dynamic pre-initialisation, of course, is the overhead
required by the initialisation code. Additionally, it is also necessary to pay special care about possible interrupts received during the initialisation stage, which would find the array only partially
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initialised. This approach is however quite natural for those programming languages that initialise
all the variables to a conventional value in any case, as for instance does Java.

6.7.6

Semi-dynamic variables

A special case is the use of semi-dynamic7 automatic variables, that is variables allocated on the
stack whose size depends on runtime values, and is calculated during the allocation of the activation record. The term refers in particular to semi-dynamic automatic arrays, like unconstrained
Ada arrays, or the open arrays of Turbo Pascal 7 and Free Pascal [Bor, Can04]. Semi-dynamic
automatic arrays present a potential problem when determining the frame layout, since their size
is not known statically.
While adding support for semi-dynamic automatic arrays involves some extra work, it is not
difficult to imagine possible ways in which, at runtime, the real size of the array can be determined. First of all, the languages that support semi-dynamic arrays usually offer some facilities
to retrieve the real lower and upper bounds of the array at runtime, and those values must be available as long as the array is in memory. For instance, Ada has the ’first and ’last attributes for
arrays. The real values of the bounds are typically stored next to the array itself.
Second, the information necessary to reconstruct the real size of the semi-dynamic array can
also be extracted by the debugging information. For example, the DWARF-2 “Debugging Information Format” manual states that “the debugging information must provide consumers a way to
find the location of program variables, determine the bounds of dynamic arrays and strings [...]”
[DWA93, Sec.2.4]. Extracting such information, it is then possible to know the real content of the
array at runtime, and eventually discovering all the pointers.

6.7.7

Extracting layout information

As previously mentioned, there are two basic ways to extract the information required to reconstruct the frame layout(s) used by a compiled routine. The most direct, and complex, way is to
inspect the compiler’s internals, decoding its internal structures in order to find the frame slots
reserved for pointers in the allocation record for every machine instruction. This solution might
require some substantial work, especially if dealing with a pre-existing compiler, given the potential complexity of the data structures that must be explored.
7 There is a degree of ambiguity in the terms “dynamic” and “semi-dynamic”, when applied to arrays, and the
terminology is not very consistent in literature. Sometimes the dynamic aspect is intended to be the ability of resizing
the array after allocation. In this sense, “dynamic” arrays would be, for instance, the “flex arrays” of Algol68 while
Java arrays, which cannot change size after allocation but have no statically fixed size, are occasionally called “semidynamic”. Sometimes, even Ada arrays are called “dynamic”. In this thesis, however, the terms “dynamic” and
“semi-dynamic” refer to the storage class used for the data [GJ86]: dynamic arrays are arrays allocated dynamically,
and not necessarily at the time of the creation of the allocation record, while semi-dynamic arrays are part of the
activation record. Accordingly, we consider Java arrays to be “dynamic”, since they are allocated independently from
the creation of the activation record, they can survive the method that allocated them and are normally heap-allocated.
To remove every possible ambiguity, the term “semi-dynamic automatic” is used as a synonymous for “stack-allocated,
of size not statically known”
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An alternative approach, that essentially extracts the same information, is the use of a standardized format for the extraction of such information. In particular, there are a number of wellestablished and well-documented debugging formats that are likely to offer exactly the kind of
information that is required, and much more. Furthermore, it is highly likely that every compiler has some built-in ability to output some of its internal information in one of the standard
debugging formats.
The more common debugging formats are the traditional STAB format, COFF, MIPS debug
(Third Eye, part of ECOFF), DWARF (Debug With Arbitrary Record Format, used in conjunction
with the ELF object file format) and SOM (HP’s object file and debug format, unrelated to IBM’s
SOM ABI), just considering Unix-like environments.
One of the most popular format is probably DWARF, because of its flexibility and the wide
diffusion of the ELF format. There are a few variations on the format: DWARF-1, the current DWARF-2, and the upcoming DWARF-3 [GS04]. An inspection of the DWARF-2 manual
[DWA93] reveals the full extent of the information that can be obtained. In particular, the debugging format uses location expressions and location lists to describe where the various objects
(variables and other data) are located. What follows is an extract from the manual:
Location descriptions can be either of two forms:
1. Location expressions which are a language independent representation of addressing rules of arbitrary complexity built from a few basic building blocks,
or operations. They are sufficient for describing the location of any object as
long as its lifetime is either static or the same as the lexical block that owns it,
and it does not move throughout its lifetime.
2. Location lists which are used to describe objects that have a limited lifetime or
change their location throughout their lifetime. Location lists are more completely described below.
[...] Each entry in a location list consists of:
1. A beginning address. This address is relative to the base address of the compilation unit referencing this location list. It marks the beginning of the address
range over which the location is valid.
2. An ending address, again relative to the base address of the compilation unit
referencing this location list. It marks the first address past the end of the
address range over which the location is valid.
3. A location expression describing the location of the object over the range specified by the beginning and end addresses.
[...] If all of the address ranges in a given location list do not collectively cover the
entire range over which the object in question is defined, it is assumed that the object
is not available for the portion of the range that is not covered.
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It is quite evident how the information described above can be used to reconstruct the content
of the automatic variables area in every allocation slot, and in particular the different possible
frame variants depending on the address within the compiled routine. Such information can then
be refined, as previously discussed, in order to increase the accuracy in determining the address
ranges in which the pointers contained in the automatic variables area can be alive.

6.8

Blocks obtained from “alloca()”

Among the countless system routines available to Unix-derivatives, a particular system call is
available on several systems to allocate a chunk of memory directly on the stack. The call
void *alloca(size_t size) has BSD origins, and operates in a manner somewhat similar
to malloc(). The function is intended to allocate the block of memory on the stack, and free
it automatically when returning from the routine which performed the allocation. The call is
of interest because the allocated memory block could be used to store pointers, and we need to
discover them as part of the stack analysis.
While its intended functionality is interesting, alloca() has a number of problems. For instance, there is no clean way of detecting an error condition from alloca(), which may lead to
stack corruption. Additionally alloca() is not fully portable, since it involves adjustments of
the stack pointers out of the ordinary stack handling done by prologue and epilogue. To try to
support the routine with fewer problems, and on more machines, there are even malloc()-based
implementations of alloca(), in which the memory is actually allocated on the heap. In general,
however, the use of alloca() is almost invariably discouraged.
Apart from those considerations, our only concern is the availability of a mechanism for discovering the pointers in the newly allocated block. In general, that cannot be done because of
the lack of information about the use that will be made of that memory block. Nonetheless, it is
reasonable to imagine a customised alternative to alloca(), working in a similar way, in which a
descriptor of the memory block layout is passed as a parameter, rather than the size. A reference
to the descriptor could then be copied to a convenient position on the allocation frame, so that,
even at runtime, it is still possible to discover the pointers contained in the allocated block. The
additional complexity, however, hardly justifies the support for a scarcely-used routine, whose effect can be achieved in other ways. Some support for that kind of functionality could nonetheless,
at least in principle, be offered.

6.9

Registers save area

As explained in Section 4.4, during the prologue and the epilogue the values of some registers
may be saved and restored, respectively, in order to make those registers available to the called
routine. The scheme that is followed, to a first approximation, is presented in Figure 6.9.1. A gray
box means that the mode for the corresponding register has the same mode in which it was set
by the caller. When a routine is called, a new activation frame is created and the instructions of
the prologue save the content of some registers in memory, in predetermined locations in the new
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frame. Alternatively, the prologue could save some registers in special additional registers. After
their values are saved, the registers are represented with a white box in the diagram, meaning that
they now are available for exclusive use by the current routine. They may therefore be, depending
on the code, either ready to be used, currently used, or no longer used. After the body execution
is complete, the previous values are restored by the instructions of the epilogue. As previously
mentioned in the case of return addresses, even if register windows or similar devices are used by
the microprocessor, some space should really be reserved in each allocation record to store the
saved values of the registers. If register windows are used, a system call is usually available to
flush the content of the hidden registers to the corresponding frame locations.
As a consequence, while the registers beR0 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7
PC
come unused and available, following the same
PC+1
Prologue
pattern the stack locations reserved in the save
PC+2
PC+3
area for the registers become “alive”, with the
PC+4
mode that the corresponding register had in
...
...
Body
...
...
the caller. The save area remains active for
the entire duration of the routine (except if
the routine never returns, of course) and it beEpilogue
comes inactive again while the values are copied
again from the frame to the registers. In many
The register mode can be determined locally
=
architectures the availability of specialised inbefore the execution of the instruction at this address
structions means that several registers, possibly all of those that need to be saved, can be
Figure 6.9.1: Local registers in prologue, body
transferred in a single step.
and epilogue
Discovering pointers in the registers save area
can be easily done, using the same kind of information already generated in prologue and epilogue
to discover the mode of registers. It is trivial, while the code for prologue and epilogue is being
generated, to generate descriptors that pinpoint which frame slots become alive at every step. At
runtime, when it is necessary to discover the pointers in the save area, it is sufficient to check the
current program counter against those descriptors, in order to reconstruct which locations in the
save area are currently parking the values of saved registers. Checking the mode tables of the
caller, looking up the modes corresponding to the current return address, is enough to determine
which of the active locations in the save area contain pointers.

6.10

Temporary values

Occasionally, during the compilation of particularly long and complex expressions, the compiler
might run out of temporary registers to store the intermediate results of the subexpressions. In
that case, some additional space is used on the stack in order to park the intermediate results
that cannot be stored in the available registers. While that is a fairly common event with those
microprocessors which have a limited number of registers (such as the x86 family), it is more rare
on architectures with a larger number of registers, but it may happen in both cases.
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The way in which some stack space is used to store temporary values is basically the same as
has been discussed for outgoing arguments in Section 6.5. If the architecture in use has PUSH
and POP operations, the temporary values are generally deposited on the stack and removed from
there at the end of the evaluation of the expression. If, on the other hand, PUSH and POP are
not available, the size of the area necessary to store all of the temporary values, which can be
pre-calculated statically, is added to the size of the activation record for that routine, so that a
number of locations, accessed using an offset from either the stack pointer or the frame pointer,
are available to store the temporary values. Exactly in the same way that was discussed for
arguments in Section 6.5, it is possible, in this case as well, to reconstruct the life of the locations
used to store temporary values, and most importantly their modes, which allows us to discover
the pointers during runtime.

6.11

Objects

Analysing a program written in an object-oriented language, it may be possible to determine
that certain objects can actually be allocated on the stack, saving the overheads imposed by heap
management and garbage collection [GS98, GS00]. If such an object is present on the stack, it
could contain pointers that must be taken into account during pointer discovery, at runtime.
It is reasonable to assume that, if the object is allocated as part of the activation frame, its size
and structure are known statically. In that case, the object can be simply treated as any other
record, with a fixed structure. Even in the unlikely case that the object is allocated on the stack
but its structure is not statically known, the object can be still treated as a kind of semi-dynamic
variable. If the structure of the object is not known statically, there must be a way to discover
that information at runtime. A reference to some sort of descriptor will be therefore available
from the object, so that the message dispatcher can find out which method should be called. Such
information, therefore, will also be available to the runtime component of the pointer discovery,
giving it a key to find out dynamically the layout of the object, and finally to discover its pointers.

6.12

Other information on the stack

Sometimes, data that does not easily fit in one of the previous categories might be present on the
stack. Dealing with such special cases may or may not be feasible, depending on the specific
case and on the implementation details. Although the discussion will not go into much detail, the
technique of trampolines will be introduced as an example.
The technique of trampolines was introduced by a paper by Breuel appeared in USENIX-88
[Bre88], and it can be described as a mechanism to support lexical nesting and lexical closures in
C++ while preserving the existing function calling conventions. The core idea is creating a short
segment of code directly on the stack, and jumping to it. The technique is actually rather useful,
and it is actively used by GCC.
The trick used by trampolines relies on fine implementation details and, most importantly, it requires that the stack data area is executable (which may be unfeasible, or strongly discouraged, on
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some architectures). If the microprocessor has separate caches for instructions and data, writing
in the stack might not cause the instruction cache to be updated, and special precautions must be
taken. The presence of a trampoline does not involve, in itself, pointers to the heap, but the code
fragment, or the registers it uses, might contain pointers to code and to the stack, which must be
found if the stack or the executable code are to be moved. While it is likely that trampolines can
be supported, albeit with some effort, their presence is an example of the kind of unexpected difficulties that might be present while discovering pointers, and that require a very strict integration
with the implementation techniques used by the compiler.

“What time is it?”
“I don’t know, it keeps changing.”
— Anonymous

Chapter 7

Pointer Discovery in the Heap

7.1

Pointer discovery

The discussion has centered, so far, on procedures and techniques that can be used to discover
pointers in the registers and in the stack. These pointers form a set of roots, which can be used to
determine which heap blocks are directly accessible from outside the heap (globals, as previously
said, do not present particular implementation problems, and are not discussed in detail in this
analysis). If we intend to manipulate the heap, for instance in order to perform garbage collection,
compaction, or to copy the heap content somewhere else, it is also important to know which heap
blocks can be reached following pointers contained in other heap blocks, so that it is possible
to determine the set of all the blocks transitively reachable from the roots, and therefore alive
according to reachability.1 It should be noted, incidentally, that moving a heap block can in
general be quite an expensive operation, since it involves finding and adjusting all the live pointers
to that block.
In order to reconstruct the possible paths that can lead to a heap block, it is necessary to discover
the locations, in the memory blocks contained in the heap, of all the possible pointers. In general,
it is impossible to predetermine statically whether at a certain stage during execution one of those
locations will really contain a valid and live pointer, so the values contained should be treated
conservatively. However, since it is possible to exclude the presence of pointers in the remaining memory locations in heap blocks, the set of objects potentially reachable can be calculated,
conservatively, assuming that all the pointers found are valid and alive. Furthermore, since the
locations reserved for pointers can never contain valid scalar data, even values that appear to be
valid pointers, even though they are actually random data, can be freely modified.
1 There

are other criteria that might be used to determine that certain objects are no longer alive. For instance,
a reachability-based analysis could find that a certain block is still reachable, but a flow analysis might be able to
determine, instead, that the block will never be used again.
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Block layouts

Knowing the possible locations of pointers in heap blocks could be accomplished dynamically using tagging techniques, but that would involve a substantial overhead during execution, or would
require specialised hardware. If as little overhead as possible is desired during the execution of
compiled code, a simple alternative is requiring that the layout of each memory block is supplied
to the heap manager during allocation, using some sort of descriptor. The heap manager will
then link the descriptor, or a private copy of the same, to the newly allocated block. At runtime,
when it is necessary to discover pointers in the heap blocks, it is then trivial to inspect the layout
descriptors associated to each block.
A drawback of this approach is the inability to support the conventional C allocation routines, which only specify the size of the block when allocating, as in the following prototype:
void *malloc(size_t nbytes). The use of those routines in existing C programs would therefore need to be changed to add a reference to a descriptor, informing the system of the intended
use of the block which is being allocated. In most other languages, the allocation takes place
specifying the type of the entity which is being allocated, rather than its size, which simplifies the
automatic extraction of the layout and does not require modifications of the source code in order
to obtain the functionality required.
It should be noted that linking a block layout to each memory block implies a space overhead
of one additional pointer per block in the heap. In object-oriented systems, the average size
of allocated objects is rather small and the total overhead could be significant. In that case, if
the object-oriented language is class-based, it may be convenient to associate the block layout
descriptor to the class rather than the individual objects, so that the pointer to the object class
can also be used to determine the object layout. That solution only requires additional data to be
added to the classes, and there is no space overhead for every individual object.
The layout of the memory block can be either specified manually or extracted automatically,
if enough information is available. An easy way to obtain the layout information relevant for
specific record types (or object types) is the use of debugging information, which can act as
a standard interface to access the internals of the compiler. Such an approach was used, for
instance, by Kakkad, Johnstone, and Wilson [KJW98], who describe how it is possible to obtain
type descriptor records (describing the full low-level layout, and not just the location of pointers)
from debugging information, using the infrastructure provided by the GNU debugger, gdb.
The ability to distinguish statically pointers from non-pointers relies on the assumption that
heap blocks never change their layout after allocation. Variant records, for instance, would cause
more than one layout to be possibly associated with a heap block and, at runtime, it would not
be possible to know which of the variants is in use, at least in the version without discriminant.
The ability to discover pointers would then be severely restricted. A possibility could be using
a conservative analysis (losing the ability to move memory in the heap) considering a combined
layout which includes all of the possible locations used for pointers in a given block. An alternative could be to reorganise the layouts so that no location is ever shared between pointers and
scalar values, similarly to what was previously discussed for stack frames in Section 6.7. This
alternative, fairly simple to implement, could however prevent interoperability with existing code.
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The use of a discriminant (also known as tag, or selector) for the variant record allows the runtime
system to distinguish dynamically which of the possible layouts is in use at any given moment.
However, this solution could be somewhat complex to implement, given the need to reconstruct
in the runtime system the binding between the values of the discriminant and the possible layouts
of the variant record.
Another case in which the layout of a memory block, used as an object, could change dynamically is, at least in principle, the use of an object-oriented language that has the ability to mutate
the structure of its objects dynamically. There is however some freedom while implementing such
a feature. If the size of the block needs to be changed, for example, a trivial solution would be to
allocate a new heap block and copy the relevant parts of the old content, rather than rearranging
the heap structures to accommodate the new size. The important aspect of altering an existing
block, in any case, is the need to cooperate with the runtime system and the heap handler so
that an incoming request for a service routine can be dealt with properly when parts of the heap
are undergoing changes, since the layout descriptors associated to one or more objects can be
temporarily invalid.

7.1.2

Allocation

Once the layout of a memory block is determined, at compile time in principle (but at any time
before allocation is sufficient), the possible locations that can contain pointers can be discovered
at runtime. However, there are two more details about the block creation that should be discussed:
what happens if a service routine is requested while a new block is being allocated, and whether
a block should be initialised.
Allocating objects in the heap is, by definition, an operation that changes the structure of the
heap. If a service routine alters preemptively the heap while an allocation is taking place a conflict
might arise, and the heap might be left in an inconsistent state. This is a common problems in
heaps shared by multiple threads which are scheduled preemptively, and similar solutions can
be adopted in this case. The obvious solution is considering the core portion of the allocation
atomic. A useful paper by Shivers et al. [SCM99] discusses the issues surrounding atomic heap
transactions, and the possibility of aborting a partially completed heap allocation, rather than
completing it, should an interrupt arrive during the sequence. Similar techniques can be adopted
in our case.

7.1.3

Initialisation

Once the heap structure is modified, the newly allocated block still contains random data. The
choice, at this point, is whether to initialise the content of the block to some standard value (either
the whole block or just the pointers) or, alternatively, leave the block as it is. There are two factors
that concur to the decision. Some programming languages, like Java, assume that the content of
every new heap block is entirely initialised to standard values (in Java zero, false, null, and so
on). In those languages, it would make little sense to return a block containing random values
and leaving to the calling code the task of initialising it. For other languages, like C++, the initial
content of the memory block has no relevance. A second factor is the accuracy that we wish
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to achieve on the pointers. Preinitialising all the pointers to a standard value, null for instance,
before the block can be used by the language, ensures that the pointers that are initially unused
are recognised as such, rather than being treated conservatively. There is a trade-off between
the additional time spent initialising the block (or at least its pointers) and the potential future
savings in terms of memory and time, due to lower number of possibly invalid pointers treated
conservatively.
If the memory block is to be initialised before control is returned, there is an additional detail
concerning interrupts which might be received during the initialisation stage. If a service routine,
and consequently a pointer discovery, are requested while initialising, it might be useful to inform
the runtime module that there are really no valid pointers in the block yet, and that the values
currently present, initialised or otherwise, should be ignored. That can be easily accomplished
leaving the reference, which should refer to the layout descriptor, initially set to a standard value,
for instance null, during the initial allocation stage. If a pointer discovery is requested, the runtime will detect the standard value and skip the block altogether. Once the initialisation stage is
complete, the real value of the reference to the layout descriptor can be moved atomically in the
location corresponding to the new block. Every pointer discovery request received immediately
afterwards will find all the pointers properly initialised, and easily recognisable as not currently
in use.

7.1.4

Code in the heap

A final note should be made about storing code in the heap. During the discussions about pointer
discovery in the registers and the stack, a number of considerations were made about pointers that
are guaranteed to be pointing somewhere within the stack, or within the code, as opposed to heap
pointers. If some code can be stored in a heap block, however, the situation becomes somewhat
more complex when block relocation is required. If code residing on the heap is called, and
that code in turns calls other code, part of the dynamic chain will contain addresses that refer to
locations within heap blocks. If such blocks are relocated, the dynamic chain needs to be adjusted,
as well as potentially all the pointers which can be used to refer to code. The runtime, and the
data structures that are prepared for use by the runtime module should reflect the new possibility.
An additional factor is that the pointers will not, in general, point to the base address of the
heap block any longer. When a heap block is moved, it is necessary to adjust the value of all of
the pointers which refer to that block, including possible pointers to code within the block. In
that case the pointer to the base of the memory block should be calculated from the value of the
pointer that refers to the code, so that the pointer can be updated if the block is moved. More
details about this aspect are available in Chapter 10, devoted to derived pointers.
Being unable to separate pointers to heap blocks from pointers to the code also requires more
operations while performing certain operations. For instance, we have previously seen that certain
locations on the stack are always used to refer to code locations and as such can be ignored while
calculating the reachable set of blocks in the heap. If code is contained in the heap, such an
assumption is no longer valid. If possible, for the sake of efficiency, storing code in the heap
should therefore be avoided if possible.

I wouldn’t reveal the required information under torture.
But I would if bribed.
— DG (rgreenfield@btinternet.com), August 13, 2001

Chapter 8

Runtime Module

The creation of the data structures (the PC maps) that describe the use of registers, stack, and heap,
has a natural counterpart in the runtime component that will dynamically explore those structures
whenever a pointer discovery is preemptively requested. This chapter will describe the overall
structure of the runtime module and the general techniques that can be used to reconstruct the
pointer information. Information more specifically related to the test implementation is available
in Chapter 9. Before delving in the details of the runtime module, it will be useful to summarise
what was described in the previous chapters, listing the information that will be available during
the runtime analysis.

8.1

Data structures

A number of different data structures are created, as discussed in the previous chapters, during compilation. The exact organisation of those data structures depends on the implementation
choices for the system, including the trade-off between speed of access and size, support for
specific features of programming languages (packed records, semi-dynamic variables, and so on)
and, of course, the target architecture. The fundamental information that will be available in those
structures, leaving out the support for some less critical features, can be summarised as follows:
From the registers analysis, for each routine:

• maps that describe the mode of registers for every instruction in the routine body of the
compiled routine, specifically which registers may contain valid pointers.
• information about registers used as arguments and return values, in particular which ones
are used as pointers.
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• the set of registers that are saved and restored in prologue and epilogue, and at which
instructions each of the registers is saved/restored.
• if register windows or similar mechanisms are used, which instructions in prologue and
epilogue perform the register renaming.
Also of importance are the following sets: volatile registers, call-preserved registers, and among
the latter the registers actually used by each routine.
From the stack analysis, for each routine:

• which registers are used to access the various parts of the frame (frame pointer/stack pointer).
Normally specified by the ABI, but may depend on leaf/non-leaf condition.
• information about where the registers are saved (which offsets in the stack frame). Such
information can be omitted if the set of offsets is fixed (for instance, in the SPARC there is
a fixed area devoted to that purpose).
• locations in the frame which are used for arguments and return value, and if there are any
pointers among them.
• the possible layouts of locations used for automatic variables, and temporary values, associating the instructions in the compiled body to the offsets, or range of offsets, of locations
reserved for pointers. That includes, if supported, information about semi-dynamic areas.
• if required, information about further locations, in the stack frame, that may contain pointers to the heap.
From the allocations of heap blocks:

• layout of each block, with the position of pointers. This information is not necessarily
available statically, but when a pointer discovery is requested, a layout descriptor will be
available for each heap block.
All of the above information will be available to the runtime module, described in more detail in
the following section.

8.2

Structure of the runtime module

At runtime, the program compiled by the customised compiler will require some support for its
execution, and for the proper handling of service routines that may need to inspect, or alter, the
heap content. The necessary infrastructure will be offered by the runtime module, which, among
its functions, will coordinate the use of the heap between the program and the service routines,
and discover the pointers when a preemptive request is received. The exact design of runtime
module and heap manager, of course, are specific to the implementation. Overall, however, the
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runtime module will probably have a structure resembling the logical diagram in Figure 8.2.1,
which is also mostly followed by the test implementation detailed in Chapter 9.

Info on
block
layouts

Figure 8.2.1: Structure of the runtime module

The runtime module revolves around a discovery core, interfaced with the heap manager and
pluggable service routines. The heap manager deals with allocation requests from the program,
and provides an interface through which the discovery code can inspect and manipulate the heap.
In particular, the heap is inspected by the discovery core in order to find pointers, and it is modified
by the discovery core whenever a heap block should be moved. Every time the program requests
a heap allocation, an associated descriptor is passed to the heap manager (which might make a
local copy of it) to specify the block layout.
The discovery core assumes control preemptively, temporarily suspending the normal execution. The state of the suspended thread, including the content of user-accessible registers and
other system information, is saved by the system in its internal structures, in order to resume normal execution later. On many systems, such information is accessible using a standard structure,
known as a context, which also contains details about stack size and location. Using the mechanisms that will be shortly discussed, the discovery core inspects the saved state of the registers
(including the program counter), the stack, and the heap, using the information contained in the
data structure statically created by the compiler for registers and stack, and the descriptors for
heap blocks. The set of locations that can contain pointers is determined, and it is passed to the
service routine.
The service routine uses the set of pointers calculated by the discovery core to explore the heap,
and read its content. If a memory block is to be moved, the service routine asks the core to alter
the heap appropriately, maintaining the necessary bookkeeping information. Although not shown
in the diagram, the core will modify the stack and the saved registers whenever necessary in order
to reflect the new location of the memory blocks. Once the service routine has performed the
heap manipulation required, control is returned to the discovery core, which performs the final
clean-up and updates the context to reflect the modified values of pointers contained in registers
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and stack. Control is then returned to the user program, using the updated context.
A more detailed explanation of the techniques that the discovery core may use in order to find
pointers is discussed in the next sections.

8.3

Extracting the context

If a service routine needs to operate preemptively, the execution of the user program is temporarily
suspended and control passes to the runtime module in order to proceed with pointer discovery.
The first operation that the discovery core must perform, in order to determine the position of
pointers, is finding out where the system structures related to the suspended threads are. In particular, it is necessary to find the saved state of user-accessible registers, including the program
counter, and enough information about the stack of each thread to reconstruct the activation chains
and the current running context. In general, that information will be made available by the system
using a structure containing the “context” of the interrupted thread.
To be precise, it would be necessary to distinguish between kernel-level threads and user-level
threads. For instance, the structure known as ucontext (user context) can be used in conjunction
with the calls getcontext() and setcontext() to easily implement user-level threads in a variety of systems, including Linux, Solaris, OpenBSD, NetBSD, and AIX. The calls getcontext()
and setcontext(), according to the manual pages of NetBSD 1.6, first appeared in AT&T System V.4 UNIX. In the systems conforming to the Open Group Base Specifications [Ope03], the
ucontext structure can also be obtained automatically as part of the signal handler invocation,
in which case the structure contains a great deal of information about the suspended thread, including the value of user-level registers, the size and location of the stack, and so on. Using
ucontext structures, it is quite easy to implement user-level threads, controlling manually the
context which corresponds to every thread, which simplifies the task of finding the whole set of
contexts whenever a signal is received.
Using standard thread libraries it might be more tricky to suspend all the threads, and to extract the context information. The specific approach will depend on the thread model in use,
since they vary in the set of calls and conventions available. The most common thread models
are the popular ANSI/IEEE POSIX 1003.1c-1995, DCE threads, Solaris threads (also known as
Unix International threads), and Microsoft-style Win32 threads. Suspending arbitrary threads
can be accomplished directly in the Solaris-style model, using the calls thr_suspend() and
thr_continue(), and in Win32 using SuspendThread() and ResumeThread(), but no equivalent primitives exist in POSIX threads, which may require some more effort or less portable
techniques (for instance, sending SIGSTOP and SIGCONT using pthread_kill() may work on
some systems).
Regardless of the specific technique used, and the gory implementation details, what is necessary is the ability to determine the set of threads we wish to operate on, the ability to suspend
them, and the context information for each. Once the stack location, program counter and other
registers are known, it is possible to start inspecting the statically built tables and the heap layout
descriptors to find pointers. The operation can be subdivided into simpler steps, corresponding to
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logically distinct storage areas, as will be explained in the following section.
Before discussing the details of pointer discovery, however, it is important to point out an issue
that might derive from the preemptive suspension of threads. So far, it has been implicitly assumed
that, whenever a thread is preemptively interrupted, the code which is being executed in that
moment, having being compiled by the customised compiler, has associated to it the set of data
structures necessary to discover all the pointers. While such an assumption may be true in the
case of a system entirely developed using the customised compiler, there are cases in which that
might not be the case. If the code generated using the customised compiler, for instance, is hosted
by a traditional system and makes use of existing libraries, an interrupt could be received while
a thread is in code with no associated data structures, making it impossible to fully determine
whether pointers are contained in registers and stack frames at that moment. Another case in
which a preemptive request for a service routine could not be served immediately is the case in
which, for whatever reason, a critical section of code needs to be completed before anything else
can happen, for instance a section of code which is manipulating the heap structure. In all those
cases, it is necessary to make sure that control is returned, for each thread, to “safe” code, in which
every instruction can be treated as a safe point. While a full explanation of the issues involved will
be presented in Section 8.5, the following section will focus on the pointer discovery procedure
for a single thread, assuming it to be suspended at an instruction in the custom code for which the
additional data structures are available, and not within a critical section.

8.4

Pointer discovery

The pointer discovery operation can be subdivided into a number of simpler tasks, depending
on the content of registers, stack and heap. Although the specific details may vary with the
implementation, it is possible to distinguish three separate sections:
• user-level registers and register save areas in the stack
• automatic variables, temporaries, arguments and return values saved on the stack
• heap blocks
The operations that need to be performed for each section are now examined.

8.4.1

Registers and register save areas

When a request for pointer discovery is received, the content of the user-level registers is available
in the representation in memory of the context, as previously explained. Referring to the diagram
in Figure 8.2.1, the value of the program counter can be extracted from the context, and used
to look up the use of registers for that instruction, by checking the maps associated with that
instruction. However, as we have seen, the data structures describing the modes of registers is
built relying exclusively on information that can be obtained locally, inspecting a single routine.
In the case in which a register has a certain mode prior to entering a routine, and is not used at
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all until the end of the same routine, there is no information in the map of that routine which
can be used determine what the mode of that register should be. In that case, the maps related
to the calling routines must be examined. Furthermore, while prologue and epilogue are being
executed, the mode of a certain register may depend on the local maps or on the maps of the
caller, depending on whether the previous value of that register has been saved or not at a given
instruction.
In order to clarify the mechanisms, and to make the discussion more systematic, let us recall
the categories of registers introduced in Section 4.4. The user-level registers are grouped in four
categories: purpose-specific registers, global registers, volatile registers, and call-preserved registers. Many purpose-specific registers, because of the way they are used by the compiler, will
never contain a valid pointer to a heap block. That may include registers that could actually be
used as general purpose registers, according to the microprocessor architecture, but that are used
by the compiler exclusively for specific tasks. For instance, as long as we are only interested
in relocating heap memory, we never need to look for pointers to such memory in the program
counter, the stack pointer, the frame pointer, special registers used as loop indexes, as static chain
pointer, and so on. The purpose-specific registers and the global registers that contain pointers
to the heap will be known statically, and determining their mode does not involve any particular
problem.
The remaining user-accessible registers can be divided into two categories: registers that are
assumed to be volatile across calls, and registers that must have their value preserved across calls.
If the caller needs to make sure that the content of one of the volatile registers survives across
a call, it is the caller’s responsibility to save its content somewhere (either in another register
or in memory) prior to the call, and restore the value afterwards. Symmetrically, if the callee
wants to use one of the call-preserved registers, it will be the callee’s duty to save the content of
the register during the prologue, and restore the register in the epilogue, before returning. The
separation between volatile and call-preserved is fixed and dictated by the ABI, and it needs to be
unique in order to ensure interoperability between code generated by different compilers.
This simple distinction is enough to give a preliminary indication of where is is possible to
find the mode information for a certain register. If the register is volatile, it is by definition the
“property” of the more recently activated routine, and its mode information must be available in
the corresponding mode map. If a volatile register is not found in the map, then it is unused. On
the other hand, if a register is call-preserved, the register could either be used by the more recently
activated routine, or by the caller (or one of the caller’s callers).
In the case of call-preserved registers, it is necessary to check the map corresponding to the
value of the program counter saved in the current context. If the register is present in such map,
and the routine was interrupted in the body, then the register is owned by the current routine, and
its mode can be determined immediately. If the register is present in the map, but the routine was
interrupted in prologue or epilogue, then the position of the program counter should be compared
with the information about registers saved/restored contained in the related descriptors. If the
register has already been saved, or has not yet been restored, then it is owned by the current
routine and the mode can be found in the local maps. If the register has not yet been saved, or has
already been restored, then the mode of the register depends on the caller, and the register map of
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the latter will have to be checked. Finally, if the register is not at all present in the register map
for the current routine, then the mode depends once again on the caller.
For those registers whose mode depends on the caller, the topmost return address must be
considered, leading to the value that the program counter had during the execution of the call
instruction. Such value of the program counter can be used to check the register maps of the
caller. If the register is found, the mode can be determined. Otherwise we are once again the case
in which we cannot tell immediately what the mode is, but this time we cannot be in prologue or
epilogue. Therefore the register is not used by the caller, and it is necessary to keep inspecting
return addresses from the dynamic call chain until either the register is found in one of the maps
or the stack has been fully explored.
Here is a summary of the above explanation in a schematic form:
• for volatile registers, check map for current PC:
– if found, the mode can be obtained from the map
– if not found, the register is unused
• for call-preserved routine, check the current PC:
– If PC in routine body, check for register in register map:
∗ if found, the mode can be obtained from the map
∗ if not found, inspect the map corresponding to the return address
– If PC is not in the routine body, check if register is saved at that value of PC:
∗ if saved, check local data structures of prologue/epilogue:
· if found, the mode can be obtained from the structures
· if not found, register is unused
∗ if not saved, inspect the map corresponding to the return address
To inspect the map corresponding to the return address:
• is the return address valid/does another frame exist?
– if not valid/stack fully traversed, the register is unused
– if valid, check register map for that address
∗ if register found, the mode can be obtained from the map
∗ if register not found, obtain the next return address and repeat
This scheme can be used to reconstruct the mode of all the registers in question. The time required,
in the worst case, is proportional to the time of a lookup in the map times the stack depth. It should
be pointed out, however, that the whole stack needs to be traversed anyway, to find the pointers
contained in automatic variables. Also, in certain cases it is not necessary to traverse the whole
stack. For the SPARC, as will be explained later, it is only ever necessary to descend two levels
of stack depth to be able to fully determine the mode of all the registers.
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The above stack traversal can also be combined with the stack traversals necessary for analysing
the register save areas in the stack. The scheme that can be followed has similarities with the
previous one. It will be assumed that, if hardware techniques like register windows are used, the
content of the additional registers, used as save buffer, can be flushed to memory in corresponding
register save areas. This time as well, the first operation is checking the value of the program
counter in the saved context. If the value corresponds to an instruction within the routine body,
it means that the register save area for the current routine has already been filled with the values
that the registers had at the beginning of the prologue (except in the possible special case of
leaf routines). If the value of the program counter refers to an instruction in the prologue or the
epilogue, it is necessary to determine which registers are saved and which are not. Once the set
of positions currently used in the register save area of the current routine has been determined,
it is time to find out where the pointers are. The saved values refer to the content of the callpreserved registers before the current routine was called, therefore the mode of those locations
can be obtained by checking the register map corresponding to the topmost return address for the
registers corresponding to those locations in the top stack frame. If one of the registers is not
found in that map, the stack should be traversed as in the case of registers, looking for the mode
of the register corresponding to each used location in the register save area. Once the mode of
saved registers for the current frame has been determined, the same procedure can be repeated
for the caller, except that now the address will certainly be within the routine body, and the full
register save area is used. The register save area contained in the stack frame of the caller can
then be examined using the map corresponding to the registers as they were used by the caller’s
caller, using the following return address, and so on.
The above procedure can be further rearranged, so that it can be executed using a single traversal. That is done by keeping track of the stack locations, in all the previous frames, for which
the mode is not determined. At every step of the traversal, if the corresponding register is found
in the local map then the mode of the stack location becomes known. Also, if a register is saved
by a certain routine, it is in order to reuse the same register within the body, therefore the same
register also appears in the register map for the same routine. Consequently, there can be only one
stack location, at every step, corresponding to one register for which the mode has not yet been
determined. In order to clarify the whole procedure, an (informal) algorithmic description will be
useful:
• Find the PC saved in the context. Determine the set S of locations in the topmost stack
frame that correspond to saved registers. Each location in S has an associated register.
• Find the return address and consider the preceding stack frame. Check the register map for
the mode information of the call-preserved registers only. For each of the registers found,
check if a location in S is associated to that register. If so, the map supplies the mode for
that location, which is removed from the set S. At the end, the set S contains the locations
for which the mode has not yet been determined. Add to S the set of locations in the current
register save area. The set being added is disjoint from S, since all the corresponding
registers were also in the register map that was just scanned. Repeat this point, finding the
new return address, until the stack is fully scanned.
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• After the stack has been fully scanned, every element left in S can be marked as unused.
The scan for registers and the scan for the register save area can now be combined as follows:
• Obtain PC from the context. For all volatile registers, check map for current PC:
– if found, the mode can be obtained from the map
– if not found, the register is unused.
• Let C be the set of call-preserved registers. Check the current PC, and find the set of
locations S used in the register save area at that position in the code. Let R be the set of
registers associated to the elements in S. For all the registers in R, check the register map
corresponding to the current PC:
– if found, the mode can be obtained from the map
– if not found, the register is unused
• Set C to C \ R
• Take the return address, and consider the preceding stack frame. Check the register map
corresponding to that address, looking for the registers which are in C ∪ R. For the registers
found in the map, which are in C, the mode of those registers can be obtained from the map.
Remove those registers from C. For all the registers found in the map, which are in R, the
map supplies the mode for the matching locations of S. Remove those locations from the
set S. After the map is analysed, add to S the set of locations in the current register save
area. Let R be the set of registers associated to the elements in S. Repeat this whole point,
taking successive return addresses and frames, until the stack is completely scanned.
The rough algorithmic description above can be substantially altered or optimised, depending on
the characteristics of the microprocessor in use, the ABI specifications, and particular features or
conventions in the system. Nonetheless, it should offer a basic idea of the way in which pointers
can be found in registers and the register save areas. The time complexity is order the time used
to explore the register maps multiplied by the number of locations in the save areas on the stack.

8.4.2

Stack and heap

As shown in the previous section, finding pointers in registers and register save areas can be rather
complex, but can be accomplished by reconstructing the way in which pointers are successively
saved in frame locations by the various routines across nested calls. Determining where pointers
are in the remaining portions of the frames, and in the heap, is considerably easier, although
some attention must be paid to those portions of the stack frames that act as an interface between
different routines, specifically arguments and return values. In that case, a mode indication exists
in both the maps of the caller and the callee, as also explained in Section 6.5. For instance,
let us assume that the caller is passing an argument to the callee, using a memory location on
the stack. While the argument is being prepared by the caller, the mode for the corresponding
location can be obtained by checking the maps associated with the caller. The call instruction is
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then encountered, and execution continues in the callee. The mode for that very same location
can now be determined by checking the maps of the callee.
That leads us to a simple scheme that can be used to discover pointers in the parts of the frames
used by arguments. When a pointer discovery is requested, the PC saved in the context is used
to find the most recently activated routine. For that routine, the associated maps can be used to
determine the mode of both the incoming and the outgoing arguments (if any), in the topmost
stack frame. Once that is done, the previous return addresses are considered in succession. For
each of them, the maps corresponding to each return address can be used to determine the mode,
in the corresponding frame, of the incoming arguments only, since the outgoing arguments have
already been analysed as incoming arguments for the previous level. Very similar considerations
can be made for the locations reserved for storing return values.
Apart from the cases of arguments and return values, the remaining portions of each stack
frame, described exhaustively in Chapter 6, can be analysed by considering the maps of a single
routine, in isolation. Even if an automatic variable is modified by a nested routine, for example,
the mode of the associated location, in a statically typed language, will not change. A pointer to
some sort of object, for instance, will remain a pointer regardless of the specific object which is
being pointed to. Discovering the mode of stack-allocated automatic variables, temporaries and
other frame components is therefore fairly easy.
Finally, discovering pointers contained in heap blocks is trivial, if the heap manager maintains
the association between each heap block and the descriptor that was specified at allocation time.
Finding the pointers is therefore just a matter of scanning the descriptors for each block. The
pointer information so obtained about the heap, and the one obtained about the various parts of
the stack frames and the registers, can then finally be passed to the service routine, which will
perform the heap manipulations it requires.

8.5

Critical sections and foreign code

Even though PC maps can support, in theory, preemption at any program location, practical issues
might limit this ability. Certain portions of code, for instance inlined heap allocations (see Shivers
et al. [SCM99] for useful information), might need to be atomic (“critical sections”). Using write
barriers, while using generational GC, presents similar problems: moving a heap block between
a card marking and the actual write will almost certainly cause problems. Critical sections can be
dealt with fairly easily using software or hardware breakpoints. If an interrupt is received while
the program counter is within a critical section, a breakpoint can be inserted on-the-fly right after
the critical section, and control returned. Other techniques are also possible, like completing the
critical section manually, for example using emulation, step-by-step execution, or running some
external code that performs the same function.
A more complex problem can arise when linking code generated by the customised compiler
and “foreign” code compiled with a standard compiler, and that has no maps associated with
it (for instance system code or generic libraries). If the microprocessor is interrupted in such
foreign code, there might be not enough information to determine the location of all the pointers
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currently in use. If code with and without PC maps can be arbitrarily mixed, the presence of
foreign stack frames might cause problems while reconstructing the pointer information even if
the microprocessor is interrupted in code for which the related information is available.
For instance, the address of a routine which has PC maps could be passed to a foreign routine,
as a callback address. If the foreign routine later calls the routine whose address was passed,
and an interrupt occurs during the execution of the latter, a foreign frame will be present on the
stack even if the interrupted code has PC maps associated to it. It is therefore necessary to deal
appropriately with those cases. The two possible alternatives are either treating the content of
those foreign frames conservatively, or deferring the execution of the service routine until there
are no longer foreign frames on the stack, so that an exact analysis can be performed.
Fisher and Reppy [FR] rely on a partially conservative analysis, treating all foreign values as
possible pointers. Their GC is mostly-copying. The choice of Stichnoth et al. [SLC99], instead, is
to return control immediately to the running thread and retry after a while. If, in the meantime, the
thread reaches a point known to be GC-safe, such as an allocation or a synchronisation routine,
GC can proceed immediately. Such an approach, while effective in practice, might needlessly
prolong the latency before the service routine is executed.
A possible alternative, implemented in the prototype discussed later, is to scan down the call
chain looking for a return address which guarantees the ability to reconstruct pointer information.
This technique was used by Moss and Kohler in the Trellis/Owl system [MK87]. In practice, this
amounts to looking for a group of contiguous stack frames corresponding to code with PC maps,
without foreign stack frames in between. The return address that would reactivate the topmost
stack frame in that group is then saved and replaced with a custom handler, and control is returned. Execution can then continue at full speed through the remaining foreign code until the
microprocessor is about to return to code produced by the customised compiler, at which point the
control flow is automatically intercepted by the runtime module, thanks to the patched return address. Finding the best return address to patch, in practice, can be rather difficult considering that
part of the dynamic call chain can be in kept in registers, according to the peculiar conventions of
the specific microprocessor. The case of the SPARC is particularly interesting in this regard, and
more details about this aspect are available in Section 9.7.1.
As a particular case, if a foreign routine stores a pointer to a heap block in its global area (a C
static variable, for instance) and returns, such a pointer will be, as far as the runtime system is
concerned, invisible. That might lead to unexpected consequences, like the premature release of
a memory block still in use. A limitation that must be enforced while using pre-existing code,
therefore, is that the called foreign code must not privately store copies of pointers to heap blocks
passed as parameters.
Continuing execution in foreign code, until an instruction “safe” enough to perform GC or
similar operations is encountered, is a viable technique if a single thread is in use. However,
great care must be taken if multiple threads are simultaneously active, and each of them can
run foreign code at any time. In that case, continuing execution in one of the threads might
cause a situation of deadlock if the resumed thread requires resources that are held by one of
the suspended threads. A careful analysis is required in that case, with the possible addition of
supplemental synchronisations or particular scheduling techniques in order to prevent deadlocks.
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It should be underscored that the issue only arises when mixing together code generated with
the customised compiler and foreign code. Having suitably adapted libraries, compiled with the
customised compiler, would allow every instruction in the libraries to serve as a safe point as well,
and support for multithreaded applications would be straightforward.

The simple things you see are all complicated.
— Peter Townshend, lyrics in “Substitute”, 1966

Chapter 9

Implementation

In order to expose the hidden technical challenges that might be faced by those wishing to implement a system like the one described, an experimental implementation was created using GCC. A
notable characteristic of the test implementation is that only the compiler back end was modified,
which allowed the system to be tested using sample programs written in multiple languages. In
particular, C, Pascal and Ada were used to write test programs, and PC maps were also created,
with some limitations, for C++ and Java code. It is the first time that a system able to generate PC
maps for multiple languages is described in the literature.
The test implementation was created by customising the back end of recent versions of GCC
(development started with version 2.95.2 and continued up to version 3.3.3). The output of the
customised compiler was then postprocessed, assembled, and linked with the runtime module,
which offers the required interface with a sample service routine. A complete diagram of the
system will be presented shortly, together with a detailed description of the most relevant implementation techniques used in the project. In order to introduce properly the working environment,
the GCC compiler suite will be now briefly introduced, with particular regard to the aspects relevant to the creation of PC maps.

9.1

GCC in brief

GCC (GNU Compiler Collection) is a very large and sophisticated piece of software, which comprises, in recent distributions, something in the region of three million lines of code, excluding
optional front ends like Pascal and COBOL. The resulting compilation infrastructure is able to
generate code for several different microprocessors, conforming to the calling conventions of
multiple operating systems, from a number of high-level languages. It is even possible to create
on a given platform X an executable version of GCC that will run on a different platform Y and
that will produce code for a third platform Z.
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It would be impossible to achieve this flexibility without a careful modularisation of the whole
system. GCC employs separate description files for each front-end, back-end and operating system, in order to produce a separate compiler for each triplet. Each of those compilers works, from
a logical point of view, according to the simplified diagram shown in figure 9.1.1.
Tree
representation

High level
source
Front end
Front end
description

Rewriting
core

Register
Transfer
Language

Assembly code
Back end
Back end
description

Figure 9.1.1: Stages of compilation in a GCC compiler

The high-level intermediate representation, a set of tree data structures, contains a sourcelanguage-independent description of the high-level program. The original source file is transformed into an abstract form that still refers to complex types, records, arrays, case statements
and so on, but in a way that is no longer tied to the source language. The high-level intermediate representation is then transformed into a low-level register transfer form, in which the highlevel constructs are translated into simpler forms that use primitive data (integers, floating points,
pointers) and simple operations, such as basic arithmetic, tests and jumps. The register transfer
representation is then optimised and reorganized multiple times, according to the microprocessor
characteristics, until the final assembler code is generated.
The front-end and the back-end perform the relevant transformations according to a modular
description of the source language and the target microprocessor architecture, respectively. Those
descriptions are composed of a mixture of macro definitions, fragments of C and specialized data
files. The interface between GCC and the descriptions is cleverly designed to keep into account
almost every conceivable feature of modern languages and microprocessors, so that new, even
if very unusual, languages and microprocessors can be supported just by designing a suitable
description. In particular, the main part of a back-end specification can usually be implemented
by writing just three files, totalling about 5,000-20,000 lines, depending on the complexity of the
architecture.

9.1.1

GCC and the Register Transfer Language

The internal low-level representation of the compiled program is contained in data structures that
can be handled using a set of specialised functions and macros. This internal representation is
normally never fully translated into a human-readable form. However, for debugging purposes, it
is possible to obtain a diagnostic dump of most of the structures, which are displayed in the form
of a list of LISP-like expressions. A similar form is also used in one of the files of the back-end
description, and it is converted into internal structures only once, when the compiler is generated.
Describing in full detail the register transfer language is beyond the scope of this thesis, but some
examples will be necessary in order to clarify the techniques used.
Let us consider the following fragment of C code:
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void abc() {
long a=0x2ba76dc2;
short b=0x47bd;
char c=0x5e;
}
This is the RTL dump of the three assignments during the initial stages of compilation (on the x86
architecture):
(insn 9 6 12 (set (mem/f:SI (plus:SI (reg:SI 38 virtual-stack-vars)
(const_int -4 [0xfffffffc])) 0)
(const_int 732392898 [0x2ba76dc2])) -1 (nil)
(nil))
(insn 12 9 15 (set (mem/f:HI (plus:SI (reg:SI 38 virtual-stack-vars)
(const_int -6 [0xfffffffa])) 0)
(const_int 18365 [0x47bd])) -1 (nil)
(nil))
(insn 15 12 18 (set (mem/f:QI (plus:SI (reg:SI 38 virtual-stack-vars)
(const_int -7 [0xfffffff9])) 0)
(const_int 94 [0x5e])) -1 (nil)
(nil))

The translated code seems quite complex, but it can be easily by explained analysing the various
nested subexpressions. The shown expressions are organized in a doubly linked list of instructions
(“insn”). The first of the three numbers is an identification number assigned to the current insn,
the second one is the insn preceding and the third one is the insn that follows in the chain. Each
of the three instructions is an assignment (“set”) to a memory location (“mem” subexpression) of
a constant (“const_int 732392898”, for example). The memory access subexpression is obtained
by adding to a base pointer, contained in the virtual register number 38, an offset (const_int -4,
for example, in the first insn).
A crucial aspect of that RTL code is the existence of well-defined low-level primitive types
(SI-Single Integer for 32-bit, HI-Half Integer for 16-bit, QI-Quarter Integer for 8-bit and so on),
that are used by the back-end to find the most appropriate expansion for each of the various
subexpressions during the various passes, until the final assembler code is generated. RTL defines,
and is able to handle, a variety of primitive types. The available ones include integers of various
sizes, from a single bit to very long 32-byte integers, various sizes of floating points (currently
up to quadruple-precision), arbitrary memory blocks and even complex numbers, just in case the
target architecture offers hardware support for them.
However, not all of these primitive types need to be available or defined in the target machine
code. If a certain data size is not available, GCC will automatically restructure the operations
in order to use the available hardware characteristics of the target microprocessor. For instance,
if the back-end description informs GCC that the microprocessor is able to perform a SI (32-bit)
sum directly, the corresponding code will be used, otherwise the SI sum will be automatically split
into multiple 16-bits sums, and so on. In that way, advanced features of each microprocessor can
be used in an optimal way, while less powerful microprocessors can perform the same operations
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using more instructions. Those low-level primitive types are called, in GCC terminology, “machine modes”. It will be our task to convert those machine modes (SI, HI, QI, etc.) to the modes
necessary to perform the memory manipulations required by the system routine. In the cases
of garbage collection, persistence and homogeneous migration, we are interested in determining
where pointers are. The modes required, therefore, will be “pointer” and “scalar”.
Within GCC, a specific machine mode (named “Pmode”) is reserved for the handling of pointers. The compiler, however, makes no assumptions on the structure of Pmode, and relies on the
back end description of the target architecture to determine the concrete representation of pointers. What usually happens in practice is that Pmode is redefined, in the back end description, as
an integer of a certain size (usually 32 or 16 bits) and pointers become, from that point on, just
ordinary integers.
For example, in the RTL fragment already encountered:
(insn 9 6 12 (set (mem/f:SI (plus:SI (reg:SI 38 virtual-stack-vars)
(const_int -4 [0xfffffffc])) 0)
(const_int 732392898 [0x2ba76dc2])) -1 (nil)
(nil))

the qualifier used for memory references is SI (32-bit), and the pointer arithmetic is performed
using the same size. Distinguishing pointers without passing additional information from the
front end, or customising the internals of GCC, may seem at first a bit difficult. Luckily, one of
the many features of GCC can be used in unexpected ways to achieve similar results, as will be
shortly explained.

9.1.2

Rule rewriting

To understand the kind of modifications that need to be applied to the back end description, it is
useful to show how the main machine description file is organized.
The file “sparc.md”, one of the files that comprise the SPARC back end description, contains
a series of RTL fragments, and C fragments, that define how the various passes of GCC should
reorganize and optimise the generated RTL, in preparation for the final code generation. The
rules are quite difficult to explain, and sometimes can be very involved. A very simple example
is shown in Figure 9.1.2, on the next page.
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(define_insn "*movsi_insn"
[(set (match_operand:SI 0 "nonimmediate_operand" "=r,f,r,r,r,f,m,m,d")
(match_operand:SI 1 "input_operand"
"rI,!f,K,J,m,!m,rJ,!f,J"))]
"(register_operand (operands[0], SImode)
|| reg_or_0_operand (operands[1], SImode))"
"@
mov\\t%1, %0
fmovs\\t%1, %0
sethi\\t%%hi(%a1), %0
clr\\t%0
ld\\t%1, %0
ld\\t%1, %0
st\\t%r1, %0
st\\t%1, %0
fzeros\\t%0"
[(set_attr "type" "move,fpmove,move,move,load,fpload,store,fpstore,fpmove")
(set_attr "length" "1")])

Figure 9.1.2: Expansion rule in GCC

The rule “*movsi_insn” specifies what are the right fragments of assembly code to emit for a
simple move of a 32-bit value from any place to any other place. The second and the third line of
the rule (enclosed in square brackets) specify the generic pattern of the RTL expression that can
be expanded by this rule. In this case, the expressions of the form “(set (operand0) (operand1))”
will be considered for this rule and, if the further constraints specified are satisfied, the rule will
be applied. The part inside the “match_operand” subexpression specifies further restrictions, and
the lists of codes for the two operands help GCC to select the most convenient expansion among
those listed below. For instance, to move a 32-bit value from memory to a register, the fifth
expansion, ld %1,%0, will be selected. Each expansion can be simply a portion of text, which will
be printed as part of the final assembly code, or the output of a C code fragment, that can replace
the matching RTL expression with more sophisticated expressions. For example, in the following
rule for the assignment of a sum between two SI values, the case in which one of the addends can
be contained in a 13-bit constant can be rewritten in a special, more efficient, way:
(define_expand "addsi3"
[(set (match_operand:SI 0 "register_operand" "=r,d")
(plus:SI (match_operand:SI 1 "arith_operand" "%r,d")
(match_operand:SI 2 "arith_add_operand" "rI,d")))]
""
"
{
if (arith_4096_operand(operands[2], SImode))
{
if (GET_CODE (operands[1]) == CONST_INT)
emit_insn (gen_movsi (operands[0],
GEN_INT (INTVAL (operands[1]) + 4096)));
else
emit_insn (gen_rtx_SET (VOIDmode, operands[0],
gen_rtx_MINUS (SImode, operands[1],
GEN_INT(-4096))));
DONE;
}
}")

The rewriting engine used by GCC is definitely quite sophisticated and the array of techniques
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used to improve the final code quality is impressive. It is possible, for instance, to specify how
expansions can be split into multiple segments, so that expansions for different expressions can
be interleaved in order to improve pipelines efficiency in the microprocessor. It is also possible
to define which are the functional units of the microprocessor, how they work and the cost of the
various expansions, so that GCC can automatically optimise the usage of the various functional
units and improve the overall code efficiency. Window registers, delay slots and other possible
microprocessor peculiarities are all taken into account.

9.2

The compilation process

The diagrams in Figure 9.2.1 and Figure 9.2.2 describe the compilation process in the test implementation, which follows the general discussion of the previous chapters. For each source file, as
shown in Figure 9.2.1, the compiler generates, as usual, the corresponding assembly code and the
optional debugging information. The customised back end, alongside the usual output, inspects
the compiler internals during the final code generation stage, in order to generate local information about the use of registers and stack slots at every machine instruction, plus information on
the structure of prologue and epilogue, arguments, and return value. The complete output of the
customised compiler is then passed on to a postprocessing stage, which performs the liveness
analysis described in Chapter 5. The resulting PC maps, in the form of assembler directives, are
then assembled, together with the rest, and a single object file is created. The advantage of having
a single file containing both the compiled code and the related data structures (the PC maps used
for pointer discovery) is that it is possible to maintain a symbolic association between code and
maps, using the symbol tables embedded in the object code, which simplifies the later stages of
the compilation process.

Assembly code
Source Code

Compiler
Custom
Back end
description

Loc.annotations
Debugging info

Liveness
Analysis

Assembly code
Ptrs map & info

Assembler

Object file

....

Debugging info

Figure 9.2.1: Compilation of one source file in the customised compiler

Once all of the object files have been created, it is possible to proceed with the creation of the
executable file. The process is shown in Figure 9.2.2. The various object files are inspected,
using the nm utility, in order to determine which routines have a PC map associated to them. A
table is then built, associating the address range of each routine with the address of the PC map.
Whenever execution is preemptively stopped, to run a system service, the master table is inspected
to find out whether the current address is within a routine compiled with the customised compiler,
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and if so where are the corresponding PC maps. Once that is done, pointer discovery can proceed.

....
....
....
....

Object file
Object file
Object file
Object file

Object file

Synthesis
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Object file
Object file
Object file

Master Table

Linker

Final Executable

Runtime Module
Libraries

Figure 9.2.2: Generation of the final executable in the customised compiler

The master table is then linked together with the various object files, the runtime support for
pointer discovery, and some general purpose libraries. The end result is a single file, that contains
both the executable code and the additional infrastructure. In this implementation, some of the
libraries and the runtime module are linked statically, while some additional libraries are loaded
dynamically. At least in principle, it would be equally possible to link the runtime module dynamically as well, or even to load or change the program services at runtime, so that the very
same executable can acquire different functionalities (garbage collection, persistence, and so on)
depending on the running environment, or even change them on-the-fly.
The current runtime module has an overall structure very similar to the one shown in Figure
8.2.1 (in Section 8.2). The precise details of the runtime implementation, and the various components described above, will be now described together with the specific techniques used by each.
To begin with, the following section offers some insight into the actual implementation of the
customised GCC back end, and in particular the extraction of the local mode information for each
assembly code instruction.

9.3

Extracting the mode information

Extracting the mode information for registers, and stack slots, used by individual assembly instructions, requires an inspection of the internal structures used by the compiler while generating
the final code. While designing a new compiler, it should be fairly straightforward to add the
necessary infrastructure. However, dealing with an existing compiler can be, in general, a much
more complex task. First of all, it is necessary to make sure that pointer information is preserved
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accurately in all the relevant cases, and modifications should be made where that is not the case.
The resulting assembly code could be generated without following formal methodologies, and
reconstructing the association between the uses of registers and the internal structures of the compiler, for instance, might be difficult. Finally, modifying the compiler code in order to emit the
required information might involve altering substantial portions of the existing code, requiring
considerable work and possibly introducing maintainability problems.
In the case of GCC, pointers are internally manipulated using the special machine mode “Pmode”
(Section 9.1.1), and most of the infrastructure necessary to distinguish pointers from scalar values
is already present. The segregation of pointers is rather strict, except in some special cases listed
in Section 9.8. The way in which the infrastructure offered by Pmode can be used to distinguish
pointers from scalars is discussed in Section 9.3.1.
In order to discover pointers at the level of detail of the single instruction, an additional liveness
analysis might be necessary, as explained in Section 4.1. However, reconstructing the required
liveness information for registers and stack locations during the compilation process might be
rather difficult. The code generation in GCC, as seen in Section 9.1.2, is driven by a number
of rewriting rules, optimisation descriptions, and other architecture-dependent definitions. All of
those components are contained in a small number of architecture description files, which control
the back end for a specific architecture. The final stages of the code generation are controlled by
expansion rules, such as the “movesi” rule in Figure 9.1.2, on page 129, which can generate an
arbitrarily long sequence of assembly instructions for each part of the RTL representation. The
expansion is often represented by a piece of text, which is written in the output assembly code
file, using pattern substitutions for some operands. As an alternative, the generated code can be
the result of the execution of small fragments of C code, which are embedded in the expansion
rules. Reconstructing on-the-fly the full life of registers and stack slots across those expansions,
which can be more or less arbitrary, during the code generation stage would be rather difficult.
In order to keep the complexity of the task under control, therefore, the liveness computation
analysis has been delegated to an external postprocessing stage, while all that is required from
the customised compiler is the detection of the mode of registers and stack slots locally to each
assembly code instruction. The computation of the liveness information follows the model extensively discussed in Chapter 5. Before describing the way in which the mode information for each
assembly code instruction was extracted, it will be useful to explain the the way in which pointers
can be distinguished from scalars using GCC.

9.3.1

Partial integers

A crucial aspect of the mode extraction, naturally, is the ability to distinguish pointers from scalar
values. In its internal representations of user programs, GCC associates to each expression a
“machine mode”, which indicates which low-level representation that expression will use [Staa].
For instance, a register can be used in mode “SI” (Single Integer) to refer to the manipulation
of a 32-bit integer quantity, or the same register could be used in mode “QI” (Quarter Integer)
if only 8 bits of that registers are used as an integer. Several different modes are supported
by GCC, ranging from bitfields to large integers, floating points in various precisions, memory
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blocks, condition codes and even complex numbers. The compiler will try to use the available
characteristics of the current target machine, rearranging the code if certain modes or operations
are not supported natively. The available features of each specific machine are described using
some machine definition files, which form the machine-dependent part of the back end.
The ability of GCC to support many different microprocessors implies that the same compiler
must be able to deal with all the peculiarities and special requirements that some microprocessor
architectures may have. In particular, a little known, and little used, feature of GCC is its support
for “partial integers”, which is sometimes used to support those machines which have particular
requirements for accessing their addressing space. For instance, while having 32 bit registers,
certain machines could only be able to use 24 bits for memory addresses. Some machines could
use a 16-bit register to address an 18-bit wide memory space, considering two additional lower
bits as always zero. When the transformation between the numerical value of pointers and scalars
is non-trivial, GCC allows the use of “partial integers” to indicate that only a restricted number of
bits of an integer value can be used to represent a pointer. In those rare cases, GCC supports the
necessary conversions between partial and conventional integers, and uses a separate set of rules
to manipulate partial integers.
For all of the most common architectures, however, the GCC back ends simply manipulate
pointers as normal integer values. All the rules and code generation schemes contained in the back
end only ever refer to integer values and the distinction between pointers and non-pointers is not
present. The mechanism used in this prototype was the reintroduction of the distinction between
pointers and scalars in the back end, using the mode PSI (Partial Single Integer) to represent
32-bit pointers and the mode SI (Single Integers) for 32-bit scalars, even if such a distinction
is not ordinarily present in the SPARC back end. The entire back end, in consequence of this
modification, had to be thoroughly reviewed and adapted, since the possible RTL intermediate
expressions produced during the code production and optimisation were now sometimes, but not
always, referring to PSI values rather than SI, depending on the context. In many cases, RTL
rewriting rules had to be substantially rewritten, or reproduced in multiple variants, according to
the mode of the operands.
The distinction between integers and pointers, after the modifications, was enforced by explicit
conversion patterns that GCC allows the back end to define. By controlling the operation of those
patterns, it was also possible to keep under control conversions from scalars to pointers and vice
versa or, where applicable, embed additional code in the output file to perform operations related
to the conversion. The distinction is enforced everywhere by GCC except in certain cases, as explained in Section 9.8. In general, nonetheless, the distinction between PSI and SI values reflects
with a very high degree of fidelity the distinction between pointers and scalars, and that distinction was used while extracting the mode information for the individual assembler instructions, as
explained in the next subsection.

9.3.2

Customised expansions

In order to extract the local mode information, the code expansions were modified in order to generate, alongside the assembly code, additional annotations. In the previous “movesi” expansion
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pattern (in Figure 9.1.2), the instruction that is generated to move a 32-bit value from memory
to a register is ld %1,%0. The %0 and %1 are substituted, during the code generation, with the
actual operands used during the expansion, so that the proper assembly instruction is produced.
Other formats are available as well, and it is also possible to create custom ones. The back end
was therefore modified, adding new formats, which are able to inspect the internal structures of
GCC, using the standard interface between GCC core and back end. For example, the original
expansion for the SI move can be transformed into:
(define_insn "*movsi_insn"
[(set (match_operand:SI 0 "nonimmediate_operand" "=r,f,r,r,r,f,m,m,d")
(match_operand:SI 1 "input_operand"
"rI,!f,K,J,m,!m,rJ,!f,J"))]
"(register_operand (operands[0], SImode)
|| reg_or_0_operand (operands[1], SImode))"
"@
mov\\t%1, %0\\n### %z1%Z0
fmovs\\t%1, %0\\n### %z1%Z0
sethi\\t%%hi(%a1), %0\\n### %z1%Z0
clr\\t%0\\n### %Z0
ld\\t%1, %0\\n### %z1%Z0
ld\\t%1, %0\\n### %z1%Z0
st\\t%r1, %0\\n### %z1%Z0
st\\t%1, %0\\n### %z1%Z0
fzeros\\t%0\\n### %Z0"
[(set_attr "type" "move,fpmove,move,move,load,fpload,store,fpstore,fpmove")
(set_attr "length" "1")])

The custom formats %z and %Z are used to print in the output file annotations about the use of the
operand at that point. The formats %z is used when an operand is read and the format %Z when
an operand is modified. The handlers for those formats, in the customised back end, automatically inspect their operand, extract the mode and print the relevant annotations. For instance, if
the operand is a memory access, the expressions involved in the address calculations are recursively inspected and the appropriate annotations generated. The resulting annotations are printed
on a special comment line, which follows the instruction to which it refers, with the following
meaning:
>
^
:
#

a register is read as a pointer
a register is written as a pointer
a register is read as a scalar
a register is written as a scalar

For example, in the simple C program:
long mov(long *p) { return *p; }

the body of the function is expanded, if no optimisation is applied, into:
st %i0, [%fp+68]
ld [%fp+68], %g2
ld [%g2], %g2
mov %g2, %i0
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With the additional annotations, the result becomes:
st %i0, [%fp+68]
### >%i0
ld [%fp+68], %g2
### ^%g2
ld [%g2], %g2
### >%g2 #%g2
mov %g2, %i0
### :%g2 #%i0

In the example, no additional annotation is printed for %fp since we know that the register always
contains a pointer, during the entire program execution.
The architecture-dependent definitions, contained in the back end description files, that refer to
prologue and epilogue generation have been similarly customised, so that the annotations regarding arguments, return values, and saving and restoring of registers are properly generated. The
following section explains in some more detail the way in which registers are used in the standard SPARC ABI, and the information that is necessary to save in the SPARC v8 ABI in order to
discover pointer usage in prologue and epilogue.

9.4
9.4.1

Pointer discovery in the registers
Registers in the SPARC ABI

According to the standard ABI for the SPARC [Spa92, Spa94], the general-purpose registers
visible at any time to the programmer are divided into four groups of eight registers each: input,
output, local, and global. Those registers are just a subset of the real, larger bank of physical
registers contained in the microprocessor. When a new routine is called, the “window” of visible
registers is changed so that the names used by the user program to refer to registers refer to
different registers. That allows the program to achieve the same effect as saving some registers
while new, unused registers are made available. In the SPARC, the output registers (used as
outgoing arguments) are renamed and become available to the callee as input registers, while two
new banks of local and output registers becomes available. Global registers are unaffected by
the register renaming. The callee freely uses the new local and output registers, and fetches its
arguments from what are now the input registers. The final results are left in the same registers
and, when the routine ends, a renaming in the opposite direction takes place: local and output
registers are discarded, and the input registers are again visible as output registers. The previously
hidden local and input registers of the caller are made visible again. The results are therefore
available, at the end, in what the caller sees as the output registers.
Some registers are reserved: the first global register, %g0, is always zero; the last output register,
%o7, is used to save the return address during calls. Output register %o6 is the stack pointer (also
named %sp), while input register %i6 is used as frame pointer (also named %fp). This particular
choice causes the frame pointer and stack pointer to change role each time the register window is
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shifted, so that the stack pointer of the caller coincides with the frame pointer of the callee. Also,
the address of the call instruction, which is %o7 at the beginning of the prologue, is accessible
as %i7 in the body, between the two window shift operations. No local register is reserved for
special purposes.1
Every routine finds its first six parameters, after the window shift, in %i0..%i5, and the remainder (if any) on the stack. All six registers are assumed to be volatile across routine calls. Register
%o7, which usually receives the return address during a call, is also used as volatile temporary
storage, in between calls. For what concerns global registers, the manual of the SPARC V8 (appendix D) says: “The convention used by the SPARC Application Binary Interface (ABI) is that
%g1 is assumed to be volatile across procedure calls, %g2..%g4 are reserved for use by the application program (for example, as global register variables), and %g5..%g7 are assumed to be
nonvolatile and reserved for (as-yet-undefined) use by the execution environment.” GCC uses
%g1..%g4 as volatile temporary values2 and never touches %g5..%g7. Floating point registers,
in the SPARC V8, are used as temporary values or result values (oddly, not to pass arguments),
exclusively to store floating point values. They can be therefore safely ignored as far as our mode
analysis is concerned.
It should be noted that the SPARC V9 architecture, in 64-bit mode, uses registers differently. In
particular, the SPARC 64-bit ABI allows the user code to use registers %g2/%g3 as application
registers, while %g6/%g7 are used as OS registers. Also, in certain circumstances, floating point
registers are used as general purpose registers, which includes parameter passing (so a floating
point register can contain a pointer). This preliminary implementation, however, refers exclusively to the SPARC V8 32-bit ABI [San90].
Leaf routines (routines that do not call any other routine) usually do not perform a window shift,
but directly use output registers (containing the parameters) and the global registers as scratch
registers. A window shift can however be performed if some stack space is necessary (the window
shift instruction is also used to allocate stack space) or if there would be too few free registers
available without performing the window shift.
Summarising:
• For optimised leaf routines no stack space is allocated. Registers whose modes are only
defined by the current routine are %o0..%o5, %o7 and %g1..%g4, while registers %l0..%l7
and %i0..%i5 have their mode defined by the caller.
• Non-optimised leaf routines and non-leaf routines will locally define %l0..%l7, %o0..%o5,
%o7. Registers %g1..%g4 and %i0..%i5 (the parameters) are assumed to be volatile across
calls and are therefore defined locally as well, be they parameters or local values. Consequently, no registers have their mode defined by the caller while the body is being executed.
As will be shortly discussed, in the prologue before the window shift and in the epilogue
1 Local

registers %l1 and %l2 are used by the hardware when traps (including interrupts) take place. However, the
registers are only used after a window shift is automatically performed and are therefore new registers, private to the
trap handler. The local registers of the interrupted routine are really unaffected.
2 If lexically nested routines are used, register %g2 stores a pointer to the static call chain, in conjunction with the
“trampoline” mechanism described in Section 6.12. In that case %g2 does not contain pointers to heap objects, and
can be ignored with regard to pointer discovery.
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after the window shift the modes of registers %l0..%l7, %i0..%i5 are defined by the caller,
with the same name they had there. Registers %o0..%o5 contain parameters/return values,
and will become %i0..%i5 inside the body. Register %o7 is the return address (and as such
it is reserved).
Finding the mode of registers is therefore particularly easy, since all the information is completely
local most of the time. Whenever there are globally defined registers, it suffices to check the
tables corresponding to %i7 (the caller’s return address) to find the modes of %l0..%l7, %i0..%i5,
without any need to perform register renaming. The remaining registers have either fixed use
(%i6, %i7, %o6, %g0, %g5..%g7) or their mode can be determined locally, either because they
are parameters/return values or because they are used as temporary values.3

9.4.2

Prologue and epilogue

Particular care must be adopted while dealing with the prologue and epilogue. It is necessary to
determine, for each instruction, which registers have been saved, and for which ones the mode can
be determined by considering the local tables. In the case of the SPARC V8, the situation is quite
simple. In the standard implementation of prologue and epilogue generation, in recent versions
of GCC, no register which is used to store temporary values can ever contain pointers to heap
blocks. Additionally, the renaming takes place in a single step, using the standard instructions
SAVE and RESTORE. Between the occurrences of the two instructions (SAVE in the prologue and
RESTORE in the epilogue) there is no visible register whose mode depends on the caller, because
of the previous discussion. In leaf functions, or in non-leaf functions outside the SAVE/RESTORE
pair, the mode of registers %l0..%l7, %i0..%i5 can be discovered by looking at the tables referring
to %i7 (the return address). The only other registers that can contain pointers to data blocks are
those used as incoming arguments or for the return value. Within a SAVE/RESTORE pair, %i0..%i5
are the registers that can be used as incoming arguments, and %i0 as the return value. They
assume the names %o0..%o5 and %o0, respectively, outside the SAVE/RESTORE pair. The mode
of those arguments and return value also represent the initial and final modes of registers in the
routine body, and as such are used in the implementation of the liveness analysis described in
Chapter 5. Summarising, for the SPARC V8 architecture, the only data structures necessary for
prologue and epilogue are: a flag that tells us whether SAVE/RESTORE are actually used in this
routine, and the offsets in the code of the SAVE and RESTORE instructions. The only remaining
information necessary to perform the pointer discovery in the registers can be obtained from the
data structures related to the routine body, specifically the modes of registers throughout the body,
and the modes of incoming arguments and return value.
3 This analysis refers to the use of register windows detailed in the SPARC V8 ABI. GCC also supports an alternative
“flat” model which does not use register windows, saving instead the registers on the stack. This less common model,
which is however compatible with the general calling conventions, is more closely related to the traditional stack-saving
technique used in other microprocessors, and was not considered in this implementation.
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Implementation of the liveness analysis

The assembly code file, containing the code and the additional annotations, is postprocessed by a
custom analyser, which implements a liveness algorithm similar to the one described in Chapter 5.
The local annotations available for each assembly instruction, the information obtained about the
arguments, and the information available on the return value are combined in order to reconstruct
the mode of the various registers (and of the stack slots) throughout the routine body. In detail, the
postprocessor first scans the input file and separates the assembly instructions from the annotations. The assembly code is copied, unchanged, to the output file, while the annotations are stored
in memory for later processing. During a second pass, the delay slot information is analysed,
and the internal representation of the code is rearranged by following the delay slot elimination
algorithm described in Section 5.4. As a following step, the custom multi-mode liveness analysis
is performed on the data. Finally, a number of sanity checks are performed and, if everything is
in order, the liveness information can be written to the output file.
The liveness algorithm reconstructs the full mode information (whether a register is unused,
used as a scalar or used as a pointer), but the runtime module of this implementation makes use
only of the pointer information. The relevant part of the internal data structures describing the
liveness is therefore extracted, compressed in order to save space, and written to the output file.
The written data includes a header containing information on the routine (leaf/non-leaf, length of
compiled code, offset of SAVE/RESTORE, and so on) plus the main table representing locations of
pointers for each machine instruction in the routine body.

9.5.1

An example

As an example of the results obtained by the customised liveness analysis, Figure 9.5.1 shows a
test program, written in C. The code does not perform any real function, but was written just as an
example of use of different routines which manipulate pointers and scalar values in several ways,
have different arguments and return values of different modes. An easily readable representation
of the resulting mode maps, automatically generated by a customised version of GCC 3.3.3, is
shown in Figure 9.5.2.
Once the structures generated by the liveness algorithm are ready, it is necessary to encode them
in order to write them to the output file in a reasonably compact form. First of all it should be noted
that certain registers are reserved for specific system functions, and it would be consequently
useless to store mode information for them. For the remaining registers, the simple approach is
simply to use a bitmask for each value of the PC, in which, for example, a bit set to ‘1’ means
pointer and ‘0’ means scalar or unused. However, simple compression techniques can be used to
reduce dramatically the space required.
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typedef struct type_a {
int a;
char c;
int *p;
int b;
char *cp;
} type_a;
typedef struct type_b {
unsigned int u1,u2;
type_a *a1,*a2;
int *ip;
unsigned char cc;
char *pc;
} type_b;
int ping(int *);
int *pang(int,int*);
int pong(int*,int);
void peng(int);
int *poing(int);
type_a
type_b
char
int

*some_a();
*some_b();
*some_char();
*some_int();

type_a *fun1(int,type_b *,char,int,int*);
void fun2(int,int,int,int,int,int,int);
type_b *fun3(int*,int,int*,type_a*,type_b*,char*);
void rather_complex_test(int a,int *b)
{
char *c=some_char(),*d=some_char();
int o1=a,o2=a-3,o3=a+o1;
int *po1=some_int();
type_a *ta1=some_a();
type_b *ta2=some_b();
o1=1;
do
{
int i,j=0;
for (i=ping(b);i<ping(poing(j));i++) {
peng(a+ping(pang(a,b)));
while (pong(poing(a),pong(b,1))) {
if (j<91) {
ta2->cc=1+(*(ta1->cp=some_char()));
peng(a-1);
o3=-19;
j=pong(b,a+2) ? a*ping(b) : 0;
} else {
j=ping(pang(j,b));
break;
}
}
}
fun2(o1,o2,o3,o2,o1,ping(poing(o2)),143);
while (pong(poing(a),pong(b,1))) {
if (j<91) {
peng(a-ta2->u2);
} else {
j=ping(pang(j,b));
break;
}
ta1=fun1(o2-8,ta2,*c,*po1,b);
}
} while (some_b()!=fun3(some_int(),*po1+ping(pang(3,ta1->p)),
po1,ta1,some_b(),d));
}

Figure 9.5.1: Example code

The data contained in the table appears to be easily compressible. As seen in the example,
several registers are loaded with a value and the value is retained for long stretches of code, in
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which the register mode does not change. A simple run-length encoding can be therefore used
to reduce considerably the space needed by those portions of the tables. In certain cases, some
offs
0004
0008
000c
0010
0014
0018
001c
0020
0024
0028
002c
0030
0034
0038
003c
0040
0044
0048
004c
0050
0054
0058
005c
0060
0064
0068
006c
0070
0074
0078
007c
0080
0084
0088
008c
0090
0094
0098
009c
00a0
00a4
00a8
00ac
00b0
00b4
00b8
00bc
00c0
00c4
00c8
00cc
00d0
00d4
00d8
00dc
00e0
00e4
00e8
00ec
00f0
00f4
00f8
00fc
0100
0104
0108
010c
0110

/----------pointers------------\
.........................X......
.........................X......
........X................X......
.........................X...X..
.........................X...X..
........X................X...X..
........X................X...X..
........X................X..XX..
........X................X..XX..
........X..............X.X..XX..
........X..............X.X..XX..
........X...........X..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
.........X.........XX..X.X..XX..
.........X.........XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
................X..XX..X.X..XX..
................X..XX..X.X..XX..
................X..XX..X.X..XX..
................X..XX..X.X..XX..
................X..XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
.........X.........XX..X.X..XX..
.........X.........XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..

/-----------scalars------------\
........................X.......
........................X.......
......................X.X.......
......................X.X.......
......................X.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
........X........X...XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
........X........XX..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
........X........XX..XX.X.......
........X........XX..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
.........X.......XX..XX.X.......
.........X.......XX..XX.X.......
.........X.......XX..XX.X.......
........X........XX..XX.X.......
.........X.......XX..XX.X.......
.........X.......XX..XX.X.......
........X........XX..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
..................X...X.X.......
..................X...X.X.......
..................X..XX.X.......
..................X..XX.X.......
..........X.......X..XX.X.......
........X.X.......X..XX.X.......
........XX........X..XX.X.......
........XX........X..XX.X.......
..................X..XX.X.......
.........X........X..XX.X.......
.........X........X..XX.X.......
........X.........X..XX.X.......
..................X..XX.X.......
..................X..XX.X.......
..................X..XX.X.......
..................X..XX.X.......
........X.........X..XX.X.......
.........X........X..XX.X.......
.........X........X..XX.X.......
........X.........X..XX.X.......
........X.........X..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
..................X..XX.X.......
..................X..XX.X.......

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

offs
0114
0118
011c
0120
0124
0128
012c
0130
0134
0138
013c
0140
0144
0148
014c
0150
0154
0158
015c
0160
0164
0168
016c
0170
0174
0178
017c
0180
0184
0188
018c
0190
0194
0198
019c
01a0
01a4
01a8
01ac
01b0
01b4
01b8
01bc
01c0
01c4
01c8
01cc
01d0
01d4
01d8
01dc
01e0
01e4
01e8
01ec
01f0
01f4
01f8
01fc
0200
0204
0208
020c
0210
0214
0218
021c
0220

/----------pointers------------\
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
..................XXX..X.X..XX..
..................XXX..X.X..XX..
..................XXX..X.X..XX..
..................XXX..X.X..XX..
..................XXX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................X...X.X..XX..
...................X...X.X..XX..
...................X...X.X..XX..
...................X...X.X..XX..
...................X...X.X..XX..
...................X...X.X..XX..
...................X...X.X..XX..
.........X.........X...X.X..XX..
.........X.........X...X.X..XX..
........X..........X...X.X..XX..
........X..........X...X.X..XX..
.........X.........XX..X.X..XX..
.........X.........XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
........X..........XX..X.X..XX..
........X.........XXX..X.X..XX..
........XX........XXX..X.X..XX..
.........X.......XXXX..X.X..XX..
.........X.......XXXX..X.X..XX..
........X........XXXX..X.X..XX..
........X........XXXX..X.X..XX..
.................XXXX..X.X..XX..
.................XXXX..X.X..XX..
.................XXXX..X.X..XX..
........X........XXXX..X.X..XX..
........X........XXXX..X.X..XX..
............X....XXXX..X.X..XX..
..........X.X....XXXX..X.X..XX..
........X.X.X.....XXX..X.X..XX..
........X.XXX.....XXX..X.X..XX..
........X.XXX.....XXX..X.X..XX..
........X.........XXX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..
...................XX..X.X..XX..

/-----------scalars------------\
........X.........X..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
.................XX..XX.X.......
.................X...XX.X.......
.................X...XX.X.......
.................X...XX.X.......
.................X...XX.X.......
........X........X...XX.X.......
.............X...X...XX.X.......
........X....X...X...XX.X.......
........XX...X...X...XX.X.......
.........X...X...X...XX.X.......
.........XX..X...X...XX.X.......
........XXX..X...X...XX.X.......
........XXXX.X...X...XX.X.......
........XXXX.X...X...XX.X.......
.................X...XX.X.......
.................X...XX.X.......
.................X...XX.X.......
.........X.......X...XX.X.......
.........X.......X...XX.X.......
.........X.......X...XX.X.......
........X........X...XX.X.......
.........X.......X...XX.X.......
.........X.......X...XX.X.......
........X........X...XX.X.......
.................X...XX.X.......
.................X...XX.X.......
.................X...XX.X.......
.................X...XX.X.......
.................X...XX.X.......
.X...............X...XX.X.......
.X...............X...XX.X.......
.................X...XX.X.......
..........X......X...XX.X.......
..........XX.....X...XX.X.......
........X.XX.....X...XX.X.......
........X.XX.....X...XX.X.......
........X.XX.....X...XX.X.......
.................X...XX.X.......
.................X...XX.X.......
.................X...XX.X.......
.................X...XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
........X............XX.X.......
........XX...........XX.X.......
........XX...........XX.X.......
................X....XX.X.......
.........X...........XX.X.......
.........X...........XX.X.......
.........X...........XX.X.......
.........X...........XX.X.......
.........X...........XX.X.......
.........X...........XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......
.....................XX.X.......

Figure 9.5.2: Tables showing the use of registers across compiled code. A mark is present in the

column corresponding to each register if that register is used as a pointer or scalar, respectively,
at that instruction.
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registers are loaded with temporary values and used immediately. At times the same registers can
be reused over and over again, possibly changing mode fairly frequently. This last pattern occurs,
presumably, when the compiler picks the first available free register from a predefined list to hold
temporary values. Since the registers available to the allocator are kept in a fixed ordered list, the
first registers in the list tend to be used more frequently.
A suitable compression scheme might, therefore, exploit those properties to improve efficiency.
A simple compression scheme has been devised to test the degree of compressibility of the tables.
While the scheme has no pretence of optimality, the achieved results are rather interesting. A
description of the technique follows.

9.5.2

A custom compression scheme

The compression scheme adopted is a variation on the classic run-length encoding, with some
adaptations. The table that describes the use of pointers is compressed along the columns. If a
column contains only ones, or only zeros, its content is not packed, but a flag is set in a separate
word. The contents of the remaining columns are concatenated, and the resulting bitstring is
compressed using the following patterns:
Seq
A
B
C
D

Len
4
10
10
12

Format
0XXX
10XXXXXXXX
110NNNNNNN
111NNNNNNNNN

Uncompressed equivalent
Verbatim: the 3 bits XXX as they are
Verbatim: the 8 bits XXX as they are
Sequence of N+9 bits to ‘1’ (up to 136)
Sequence of N+10 bits to ‘0’ (up to 521)

The scheme offers an easy way to deal with short bursts of rapidly changing states, while longer
homogeneous sequences can be compressed using a short representation. Substrings of one, two
or three ‘1’s can be encoded, together with some of the following bits, using sequence A, while
longer irregular bursts can be encoded using sequence B. Up to 8 bits set to ‘1’ can be encoded
using B, longer sequences are encoded using C. Up to 9 consecutive bits set to ‘0’ can be encoded
using As and Bs, longer sequences using D.
The compression algorithm works by trying to locate substrings of at at least 10 bits set to ‘0’
and substrings of at least 9 bits set to ‘1’, which are compressed respectively using sequences C
and D. All other substrings are encoded using As and Bs, so to obtain the shortest possible result.
It can be shown that the best encoding (using A and B) for substrings n bits long (n>12) is a B
plus the best encoding for the remaining n-12 bits, which makes finding the best sequence trivial.
If an A or a B precedes a C or D, some bits might need to be taken from the number of bits represented by the C or D in order to reach the minimal length of 3 or 8 bits respectively necessary to A
or B. The compression can be implemented so that it runs in linear time with respect to the length
of the input sequence. The final compressed bitstring is prefixed by a single additional header bit.
If the header bit is zero, the remaining part of the bit string is interpreted as uncompressed data.
That allows the encoded representation to be, in the worst case, one bit longer than the original
table. If the compressed form happens to be longer than the original data, the uncompressed table
is used instead (with one additional header bit).
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This simple technique is designed to introduce only a minimal overhead for short bursts of bits
set to ‘1’ and ‘0’ in what would be, if no pointers were ever used, a single stream of ‘0’ bits. At
the same time, longer strings of bits set to ‘1’, useful to represent registers containing pointers
that survive for some time, can be encoded using fairly short sequences. The scheme and the
compression technique probably do not achieve the best possible compression level, but are just
an attempt at a dedicated form of compression suitable for this particular application.
Nonetheless, in spite of the simplicity of the technique, the results are quite interesting, reducing considerably the space occupation of the packed tables. Although no extensive testing has
been done, the memory necessary for the register discovery tables, excluding a short fixed-size
header, was usually less than one quarter of the corresponding SPARC V8 code size. For example, the long example of Figure 9.5.2, compressed with this technique, is transformed in the
short compressed data block shown in Figure 9.5.3, on the next page, which also shows in its
entirety the full information that the runtime module uses to perform pointer discovery in this test
implementation.
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__TT__rather_complex_test_regTable:
###
--Save and restore offsets for register window shift
###
or add/sub offsets for stack pointer adjustment
.long
0x00000000
.long
0x0000022c
###
--Start of body and Start of epilogue offsets
.long
0x00000004
.long
0x00000224
###
--Flags: saveRestoreUsed
###
retIsPtr
###
spMoved
.long
0xa0000000
###
--Frame size:
.long
0x00000078
###
--Outgoing params area size:
.long
0x00000068
###
--Number of stack slots ever used as ptrs:
.long
0x00000000
###
--Used offsets:
###
--Registers only used as scalars
.long
0xff0706b3
###
--Registers only used as pointers
.long
0x00000040
###
--Table columns contain:
### Reg/offs: %o0,%o1,%o2,%o3,%o4,%l0,%l1,%l2,%l3,%l4,%l7,%i4,%i5
###
--Header completed.
###
###
--Compressed table:
.long
0xc4f7b460
.long
0x607c04dc
.long
0x10c07c02
.long
0xdc11665e
.long
0x70cbf07b
.long
0x70e370e5
.long
0x9903f433
.long
0xa73d373c
.long
0x3b70cbb7
.long
0x67605ca8
.long
0xedc1b847
.long
0x026e7c03
.long
0xa7700e24
.long
0x001bb403
.long
0xbb86f800
###
--Table done.

Figure 9.5.3: Compressed tracking map

9.6
9.6.1

Discovery in stack and heap
Pointer discovery for the stack

Determining whether a certain stack slot in the current frame contains a pointer or not, at a given
point in the code, can be fairly easy using GCC. During the various compilation passes that
manipulate RTL expressions, all local variables and temporary values are handled by the compiler
using an unlimited number of virtual pseudo-registers. During the final stages, GCC tries to assign
those pseudo-registers to hardware registers and stack locations depending on the current level of
optimisation chosen. If a high level of code optimisation is selected, GCC will try to use hardware
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registers whenever possible, using stack locations otherwise.
Consequently, the treatment of both hardware registers and stack locations representing local
variables is actually rather similar. The SPARC, in particular, has a limited set of addressing
modes and it is relatively easy to generate annotations for stack slot access in a manner similar
to that used for registers. Each access of a single local variable or temporary value on the stack
is coded by GCC as an indirect access to a base register (either the frame pointer or the stack
pointer) plus a constant. The liveness analysis performed for registers was therefore extended
to include this case as well, using frame offsets alongside the real user-accessible registers. The
internal components of the customised back end, which inspect expressions in order to generate
annotations, were modified in order to generate annotations concerning the use of frame locations.
A single table, containing the liveness information for both those frame locations and the microprocessor’s registers is finally generated by the postprocessor. At this stage in the development
of the prototype, it has been assumed that automatic variables are only accessed by the routine
that allocates them. The cases, described in Section 6.7, in which a variable can be accessed by
different routines were not implemented, and are currently unsupported.
The simplified liveness analysis, used in the current prototype, also does not include the case
of arrays allocated on the stack. Section 6.7.5 discusses in detail the issues related to supporting
stack-allocated arrays. While implementing pointer discovery in stack-allocated arrays is likely
to be relatively easy, the feature was not included in this initial prototype. More details about the
use of arrays are available in Chapter 10, “Derived Pointers.”

9.6.2

Heap implementation

According to the general description made in Chapter 7, a simple custom heap manager was
designed for this application. Although there are no particular reasons why an existing system
should not be used or adapted, in this particular case it made sense to design a small heap manager
with just a minimal set of features, in order to simplify the development and the debugging of the
remaining, much more complex parts of the system. At present, memory blocks are allocated
by specifying, at runtime, the layout of the block that will be created on the heap, as detailed in
Section 7.1.1, and in particular where the pointers are situated in each block.
The simple heap manager does not perform any form of garbage collection, although that could
be easily added on top of the existing infrastructure. However, the manager has the ability to
compact the allocated memory, packing all the allocated memory blocks towards the bottom or
the top of the heap. Each time a compaction is performed, all the pointers to the moved blocks
present in the registers and the stack are properly updated, and the cross-pointers present in the
heap are updated as well. The memory area previously occupied by the allocated blocks is filled
with zeroes, to make sure that, when the program is resumed, the image of the memory blocks
in use is really the one in the new location, and that the pointers used by the resumed program
have really been updated to reflect the new memory configuration. The described implementation
was successfully used in tests where linked data structures were created in the heap, and relocated transparently on-the-fly multiple times. After each interruption, served preemptively, the
tests resumed their operation using the new configurations of the heap, and the updated pointers
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contained in registers, stack, and heap.

9.7

Runtime module implementation

The runtime module, from the point of view of the developer, is one of the most complex components of the system, mainly because of the fine technical details related to the proper handling
of all the characteristics of microprocessor and operating system. Parts of the runtime system,
for example, are executed within interrupt handlers, and may need to modify system information
saved on the stack, or even to add or remove frames, preserving the integrity of the stack structure, as expected by the operating system. In certain cases, the code that needs to be executed has
critical restrictions on the way in which registers can be used, or some system information can be
lost.
The code of the runtime module, in this implementation, was written mainly in C, using some
GNU extensions to control the details of the generated code, and some portions of embedded
assembly code in the most critical code fragments. The system was implemented on Sun Microsystems SPARC machines, using the v8 ABI, using different versions of the Solaris operating
system. The current implementation of the runtime module, as a consequence, depends to a
certain extent on the specific information extracted by Solaris when a signal is sent to a thread.
Adapting the implementation to a different Unix-like operating system on the SPARC, however,
should be a mostly painless task. The intimate connection of the implementation of the runtime
with the structure and functionality of the SPARC, however, implies that a substantial rewrite of
many crucial sections would be needed in order to support different microprocessors.
When a preemptive request for a service routine is received, the first part of the runtime module
that assumes control is the signal handler. The signal handler has at its disposal the context of
the thread that was interrupted. After some bookkeeping, the value of the program counter, in
the suspended thread, is checked against the master table and the tables for pointer discovery are
located. If a table is found, control is passed to the pointer discovery code, and then to the service
routine, otherwise a few intermediate steps are required.
The runtime module implements the deferring technique mentioned in Section 8.5, offering
support to single-threaded applications. If the running thread is interrupted in a portion of code
that has no associated maps, one of the return addresses present on the stack is modified, so that
it points to a deferred execution routine, and control is returned. When the microprocessor encounters the modified return address, the deferred pointer discovery takes control, and the service
routine executed. In order to avoid multiple requests being deferred, a lock is held while a pointer
discovery is pending. At the end of the service routine, the running context is restored, and control
is returned to the original code. More details appear later in Section 9.7.1.
The stage of pointer discovery, therefore, can either take place immediately, or be deferred
until the thread re-enters the code compiled with the customised compiler.4 In the runtime im4 In

principle, only certain operations that can be done from within a signal handler, since many operations might
result in a corruption of system data structures. If complex operations, for instance I/O, are required during the service
routine, performing those operations from within the signal handler would be problematic. A possible approach would
be to defer the execution of the service routine, in any case, until after the completion of the signal handler execution.
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plementation there is also a provision for invoking the pointer discovery and the service routine
synchronously, if so desired, directly from the user program with an explicit call. When the main
pointer discovery component assumes control, the stack is scanned downwards, one frame at a
time, and the locations containing pointers in each frame are added to a set of locations. It may
be useful to recall that the registers in use in the user thread at the moment of the interruption
are, at this stage, saved somewhere in main memory. The addresses of the locations used to store
those registers, in case they contain pointers, are added to the previous set as well. Once stack
and registers have been processed, the heap is scanned as well. The locations containing pointers
in each heap block are added to the previous set, and the service routine can then perform the
necessary heap manipulations.
The service routine has access to the set of all the memory locations that may contain pointers to
heap blocks. In certain cases, as explained in the previous chapters, some of those locations might
contain values that appear to be legal pointers to heap objects, but are actually unused. In that
case, however, it is still possible to alter freely those values, since no live scalar value will ever
be contained in those locations. Another important aspect is that, because of the information that
the compiler maintains internally, we are only able to discriminate pointers from non-pointers,
but we are unable to distinguish statically among different kinds of pointers (to heap, to stack,
to code, and so on). It will be necessary, therefore, to check dynamically the values contained
in those locations to distinguish possible pointers to heap blocks from the remaining pointers.
In an ideal case, the compiler should be able to maintain such a distinction statically, whenever
possible, which would reduce the work at runtime. Notably, some programming languages only
allow pointers to the heap, or require a specific syntax to differentiate pointers to heap blocks from
generic pointers, but this distinction is not preserved down to the final code by usual compilers.
(Consider, for instance, Ada aliased access types).
Once the service routine has completed its job, control can be returned to the user program,
which will resume its execution. Some implementation aspects of deferring the service routine,
and of the pointer discovery, will now be discussed.

9.7.1

Deferring the service routine

The actual code that implements the deferred pointer discovery is quite complex, having to deal
with rather subtle architectural details of the SPARC. A more detailed discussion on the techniques used might be interesting to have a better understanding of the implementation issues
involved. In particular, it will be shown how the presence of register windows and delay slots,
while a source of considerable complication, are no obstacle to the functionality of the system.
For instance, it is possible to create “manually” an additional stack frame in which the return address is the former
value of the PC, and all the registers have been saved on the stack, while the PC has been replaced with the address of
the pointer discovery routine. The pointer discovery, and the service routine, can then operate at the end of the signal
handler, and before execution of the user code is resumed. A simplified approach, used in this implementation, assumes
that, in a single-threaded program, if the value of the program counter refers to code compiled with the customised
compiler, then at that particular moment no system code is running, so the system data structures are in a consistent
state. Consequently, it should also be safe to execute operations that are not normally safe for execution during a signal
handler. The previous, more complex approach should be used, in theory, to fully respect the letter of the manuals.
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When a signal is received, the signal handler sets a lock that will be held while a service routine
is pending. A pointer to the ucontext structure, containing crucial information about registers
and stack in the interrupted thread, is passed to the handler. In the case of the SPARC, the
ucontext contains some of the user-accessible registers, while the remaining ones are left in a
register save area on the stack. In detail, the ucontext stores the flags register PSR (Program
Status Registers), the program counter PC, the register nPC (whose value is to be loaded into the
PC after the execution of the current instruction), the temporary register %y (used as a scratch
register in certain operations), and the registers %g0..%g7 and %o0..%o7. The register %o6 is
also the stack pointer, and there is a way from that value to find the most recent register save area
on the stack, containing the remaining registers %l0..%l7 and %i0..%i7.
At this point, it is necessary to verify whether the saved value of the program counter corresponds to a position in the code in which it is possible to reconstruct the location of all the
pointers to heap blocks. Superficially, it appears sufficient to verify that the PC refers to a portion
of code generated by the customised compiler. In practice, however, there might be cases in which
code generated by the customised compiler calls foreign code, which in turn calls code generated
by the customised compiler, for instance by means of a callback handler, or a pointers to a function. In that case, even if the PC points within “safe” code, there could be frames, allocated on
the stack by the foreign code, containing pointers to heap blocks, and it is not possible to discover
exactly where those pointers are.
The situation is the one represented in Figure 9.7.1. In
top frame
order to make sure that all the pointers can be discovered, therefore, it is necessary to wait for the user thread
not safe
to complete all of the pending foreign code, so that the
frames left on the top of the stack belong to code compiled by the customised compiler. That is equivalent to
safe frames
finding a subchain of the dynamic call chain that goes
from the address within the first used routine in the customised code, deep into the stack, up to the first address
in the foreign code, if present. Every return address in
that subchain must refer to a routine in the code generated by the customised compiler.
Frames of code with PC maps
Foreign frames
On the SPARC, because of the register windows, the
situation is particularly complex. The call instruction
automatically saves the most recent return address in Figure 9.7.1: Stack containing mixed
the register %o7. If a register window shift is then per- stack frames
formed by the called routine, that register becomes known
as %i7, while a new %o7 is ready to accept a new return address for a further subroutine. That
implies that the dynamic chain sometimes includes %o7, and at other times it does not. The register %o7 will contain the most recent return address if execution is stopped in a leaf routine, or in
a non-leaf routine before the SAVE instruction, or after the RESTORE. If %o7 is used, the following
return address is in %i7, and the rest are on the stack. On the other hand, if execution is stopped
between the SAVE and the RESTORE instructions in a non-leaf routine, it is %i7 that contains the
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most recent return address, and the rest are on the stack.
This peculiar situation is complicated by the fact that, in general, there is no way to tell whether
execution was stopped between a SAVE/RESTORE pair just by looking at registers and stack. It
may happen that a source-level debugger on the SPARC gets confused about the stack layout,
especially when stepping through individual machine instructions. In our case, however, the
additional data structures associated with each compiled routine can be used to determine whether
SAVE and RESTORE are used, and their positions with respect to the value of the program counter.
Nothing is known, however, about the routines of the foreign code. Determining the correct
subchain of the dynamic chain, as previously discussed, is rather tricky.
As a preliminary step, we consider just %i7 and the rest of the stack, and we search for the
longest subchain with certain characteristics. We need a subchain that is entirely made up of
addresses with PC maps associated to them, and such that all of the addresses in the stack, below
that subchain, refer to foreign code. There are three possible cases:
1. A subchain was found, and it includes %i7. It means that the most recent return addresses,
excluding possibly PC and %o7, all refer to “safe” code, generated by the customised compiler.
2. A subchain was found, but it does not include %i7. Some frames, on the top of the stack,
will have to be discarded before the service routine can operate normally.
3. No subchain was found. This might happen if the signal handler has just been installed,
but execution of the user code has not begun, yet. Alternatively, it might mean that we
were stopped while executing the main routine, or one of the routines it calls, therefore the
contents of PC and %o7 must be checked.
It is now possible to determine which return address that must be patched, in order to cause the
deferred execution of the service routine. The full scheme, with all the alternatives, is as follows.
• If a subchain not including %i7 was found, then the return address to patch is the topmost
of the found subchain. That address will be considered when returning to our code from
foreign code. At that point, it will be safe to execute the pointer discovery and the service
routine.
• Consider the content of PC. If the PC refer to code with maps associated to it:
– If no subchain was found, it means that either PC or (PC,%o7) are the topmost addresses that we are interested in. In both cases, it is safe to proceed with the service
routine immediately.
– If a subchain was found, including %i7, there are two subcases, depending on whether
%o7 is currently used or not. Since the PC refers to code generated by the customised
compiler, it is possible to look up the tables and to find out whether %o7 is really
used.
∗ If %o7 is not used: it is safe to proceed with the service routine immediately
∗ If %o7 is used: is it in foreign code?
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· If the address in %o7 is in foreign code: it is necessary to wait for that
code to complete. The return address contained in %i7 is patched (saving
the previous value) and execution is deferred.
· If the address in %o7 is not in foreign code: it is possible to proceed
immediately.
• The PC refers to foreign code. How was the subchain previously found?
– No subchain was found. The only possible address that could refer to a routine in the
customised code is in %o7, but the register could be not in use so it is not enough to
rely on the value it contains. However, if %o7 really refers to “safe” code, it has to
refer to the main routine in the user program. In that case %i7, the previous address
in the dynamic chain, must forcibly point to the (only) calling site in the runtime
module itself that calls that routine. Conversely, if %i7 has any other value then
%o7 cannot refer to that main routine. Checking %i7 against that address, therefore,
allows us to tell whether %o7 refers to the main or not.
∗ If %o7 refers to the main in the user program: patch %o7 (saving the previous
value) and execution is deferred.
∗ If %o7 does not refer to the main in the user program, then there is no “safe”
code currently in execution, and the request for the service routine should be
dropped.
– A subchain, including %i7, was found. The current value of PC, however, refers to
foreign code so execution must be deferred. Register %o7 could be in use or not.
The value can be checked using the master table.
∗ If the value of %o7 is not in the range of addresses of the code generated by
the customised compiler, then %o7 is either unused or it refers to foreign code.
In either case, %i7 can be patched (after saving its value) and execution of the
service routine is deferred.
∗ If %o7 appears to be a valid pointer in code for which discovery would be
possible, it is not possible to tell for certain, in this particular case, whether
%o7 is used or not, and therefore whether %i7 or %o7 should be patched. In
this case, it is never completely safe to patch %o7 (it could be used as a regular
scratch register in a leaf routine), and %i7 should be patched instead, even if
that means having to wait for a further routine to complete, in the worst case.
A further heuristic is actually used in the implementation, relying on details
like the opcodes of call instructions and similar details, to guess whether %o7
is actually in use or not.
Due to the peculiar characteristics of the SPARC architecture, occasionally it may happen that
altering %o7 or %i7 is not enough to cause the return instruction to jump to the deferred handler.
For instance, consider the following code fragment, which might be found at the end of a compiled
routine:
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jmpl [%o7 + 8], %g0 ; retl
st %o2, [%o4 + 4]
; some instruction in the delay slot
The return instruction is actually a jump instruction, with which the address contained in %o7 is
reloaded into the PC. Because of the delay slots, however, PC is not changed immediately. Instead,
the value in %o7 is loaded into the additional register nPC, and the microprocessor executes the
instruction in the delay slot. After that, nPC is loaded into the program counter, and the control
flow continues with the caller. If an interrupt occurs exactly before the execution of the instruction
in the delay slot, modifying %o7 is not sufficient, because the target address has already been
transferred in nPC. As a consequence, whenever %o7 or %i7 are patched, it is also necessary to
check whether nPC is equal to the old value of the register which is being patched, plus the fixed
offset. If that is the case, nPC must be changed as well.
After all the work above is done, either the service routine is executed immediately or one return
address has been patched. In the latter case, the runtime module simply returns from the interrupt
and waits for the control flow to be intercepted again. When that happens, the patched address,
corresponding to a deferred handler, is followed and the handler assumes control. That handler
appears, in a way, to be called “during” a return instruction, therefore great care must be taken
in order not to corrupt any value contained in the registers. In the initial part of the handler, the
registers declared as volatile across calls, excluding %o0 which may contain a return value, are
available, and are used while creating a new context, in which the remaining registers are saved.
The pointer discovery can then proceed normally. At the end of the service routine the registers
are reloaded as they were before control was intercepted, and the normal control flow is resumed.

9.7.2

Pointer discovery implementation

The implementation of the pointer discovery is also rather complex, involving an analysis of the
different cases in which the user program might be stopped. Essentially, the process of pointer
discovery is subdivided into four distinct phases. The first phase is determining the pointers in the
registers whose modes are determined by the current routine. During a second phase, the register
save areas in the stack are scanned. At each step, the modes of the registers contained in the
reserved area of each frame are detected. During the third phase, the automatic variables in the
various stack frames are analysed, and the pointers they contain are discovered. In the final phase,
the heap is explored, and pointers found. The various phases will now be briefly examined.
9.7.2.1

Registers

In order to determine which registers have their modes defined by the local routine, it is necessary
to determine whether execution was stopped in a leaf routine or not, and exactly in which part of
the compiled routine. For non-leaf routines, these are the possible cases:
1. Prologue instructions before SAVE
2. The SAVE instruction
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3. Prologue instructions after SAVE
4. Body instructions
5. Epilogue instructions before RESTORE
6. The RESTORE instruction
7. Epilogue instructions after RESTORE
Without going into excessive detail, these are the conclusions for the different cases:
Case 4:

The modes of all registers are available locally. To be precise, registers %l0..%l7,
%o0..%o5,%o7, %g1..%g4 and %i0..%i5 can contain pointers, and their mode can
be checked in the maps for the current routine.

Cases 1&2: The modes of all registers depend on the caller. In principle the maps corresponding
to the return address should be used to determine the modes of all registers. However,
those maps are not useful to determine the modes of the registers used as incoming
arguments. The modes corresponding to the first instruction of this routine can be
used for that purpose. Therefore:
• %l0..%l7,%i0..%i5 can be determined from the maps related to the return address
• %o0..%o5 can be determined from the mask bits for %i0..%i5 for the
first instruction of the body
Case 3:

The modes of all registers is available locally. In particular, the modes will not be
changed until the microprocessor reaches case 4. Therefore the modes for the same
registers listed for case 4 can be obtained from the maps relative to the first instruction
in the body.

Cases 5&6: All registers are defined locally, but the only register that can be used at this point is
%i0, used as a return value. Its mode can be obtained from the tables for the current
routine.
Case 7:

All registers depend on the caller, similarly to cases 1 and 2. Therefore:
• %l0..%l7,%i0..%i5 can be determined from the maps related to the return address
• %o0 can be determined using the same information used for %i0 in cases
5 and 6.
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In cases 1, 2, and 7, in which it is necessary to inspect the maps corresponding to the program
counter in the caller, the return address can be obtained from %o7+8 (the same register becomes
%i7 in cases 3, 4, 5, and 6). The reason for the “+8” is that %o7 contains the address of the call
instruction, but the return address actually corresponds to the instruction following the instruction
in the delay slot, therefore two instructions beyond the call, each four bytes wide. In cases 1, 2,
and 7, the address of the most recent stack frame (which is the one used by the caller) is contained
in %o6, while between SAVE and RESTORE the address of the frame of the caller is contained in
%i6.
In the case of leaf routines, %l0..%l7,%i0..%i5 are always determined by the caller, and are
never touched throughout the present routine The return address is always contained in %o7, for
leaf routines. There are just three possible cases:
1. Prologue instructions
2. Body instructions
3. Epilogue instructions
Case 1:

The modes of %o0..%o5, which are used as incoming arguments, can be obtained
from the maps corresponding to the first instruction of the body.

Case 2:

Registers %o0..%o5, %o7 and %g1..%g4 are defined locally, and their mode can be
obtained from the maps for the current routine.

Case 3:

The mode of %o0, used as return value, can be obtained from the local tables.

9.7.2.2

Register save areas

After the registers have been examined, the pointer discovery routine explores the register save
areas of the routine whose completion is pending. The analysis is performed by scanning down
the stack, one frame at a time. For each frame, an analysis similar to the one above is made, and
the maps for the corresponding routine are used to determine the modes of the registers saved
on the stack. In principle, the return address should refer to a location within the routine body,
but it might also refer to the first instruction immediately following the body. The return address
is, of course, not the instruction directly following the call instruction but the one following the
instruction in the delay slot. Knowing that each register save area stores registers %l0..%l7 and
%i0..%i7, the following applies:
Case 1:

If the return address is contained within the body, then the local maps can be used to
establish the modes of the saved copies of %l0..%l7, %i0..%i5.

Case 2:

If the return address is after the body, then only %i0 is alive, containing the return
value from the called routine.

After scanning each frame, the content of %i6, as saved in the stack, can be used to find the
following frame, until the scan is fully scanned.
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Automatic variables and stack-based arguments

Obtaining the modes of the automatic variables present on the stack, in each frame, can be done by
traversing the stack and exploring the maps at each step. While this phase can be easily combined
with the previous one, in the current implementation the two are kept distinct for clarity. Together
with the stack-based automatic variables, this phase determines the modes of the stack-based
incoming arguments, if any. In the SPARC v8 ABI, only the first six arguments can be passed in
reserved registers, while the rest are stored on the stack.
Each automatic variable, or argument, is identified using the offset of the memory location
from a base register, which can be the stack pointer or the frame pointer depending on whether
SAVE/RESTORE are used or not. In leaf routines, where no window shift is applied and therefore
the frame pointer cannot be used, the stack pointer is used instead. The offset of the variable,
however, is relative to the address contained in the base register within the routine body.5 During
the prologue or the epilogue, the base register could still have the same value used by the caller.
The first step, therefore, is to determine, using the value of the program counter saved in the
context, whether the base register for that routine has been changed or not. There are two possible
cases.
If SAVE/RESTORE are used, then the frame pointer is used as a base register between the two
instructions. If the user program is interrupted before the SAVE in the prologue, or after the
RESTORE in the epilogue, the frame pointer has not been moved yet to reserve the necessary space
on the stack. In that case, the offsets will have to be adjusted accordingly, so that the true locations
can be determined. In detail, during the prologue there are no automatic variables in use on the
stack. In that case, the stack-based arguments will be the only elements to consider. During the
epilogue, conversely, there are no automatic variables in use, and the arguments are no longer
alive, therefore it is not necessary to look for pointers.
If SAVE/RESTORE are not used, the leaf routine might still create some space on the stack by
adjusting the stack pointer manually. The standard routines that generate prologue and epilogue,
in the back end, have been patched so that an indication of such adjustment is passed on to the
final discovery tables. It is still possible to check the program counter, therefore, against those
values and find out whether the stack pointer was moved to reserve space on the stack or not. In
this case as well, if the user program is stopped in the prologue there might be pointers in the
frame slots used for the arguments, while no stack slots are used during the epilogue.
After the first frame has been inspected, the previous values of the stack pointer and the return addresses are successively extracted from the register save area, and the same procedure is
repeated for the following frames, until the stack is completely scanned. Similarly to what happened in Section 9.7.2.1, the return addresses might point just after the last instruction in the
body, and in that case the frame content is ignored, since there are no frame locations reserved for
automatic variables or arguments that can be in use at that moment.
5 If

alloca() or similar features are not used (see Sections 6.7.5 and 6.8), there is a fixed distance between the
frame pointer and the stack pointer, in the body of non-leaf routines. All offsets, for simplicity, are actually adjusted
by the prototype to use the stack pointer as reference register, even when the frame pointer is used instead in the actual
code.
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Heap

Once the registers and the stack have been analysed during the previous phases, the heap is
scanned using the descriptors specified during the allocation of each heap block. The automatic
generation of layout descriptors, as described in Section 7.1.1, has not been implemented in the
current prototype. The descriptors are therefore created manually, using the ABI specifications as
a guide to the layout structure.
While, in principle, the heap scanning could be decoupled from the service routine itself, in this
implementation it is the service routine that decides which heap blocks need to be scanned, and
does so by calling the runtime module. The reason is that not all of the blocks present in the heap
might need to be scanned. If a reachability-based analysis is performed, for instance, the pointers
present in registers and stack act as reachability roots. Only the heap blocks that are transitively
reachable from those roots will need to have their pointers scanned, and possibly adjusted, while
there is no need even to check the structure of the unreachable blocks.

9.7.3

Service routine

The service routine can preemptively inspect and manipulate the custom heap using the information supplied by the runtime module. The main purpose of this prototype was to expose the less
obvious problems that might arise when implementing a support for preemptive system services.
The objective, therefore, was to build a system able to obtain all of the information required to run
preemptively a service routine, and in particular able to discover all the pointers in the heap, in the
stack, and in the microprocessor registers. The specific service routine to use was not particularly
important, being a test rather than an essential component of the system.
In this implementation, the test routine which was used simulates operations similar to those
which might be done by a compacting garbage collector. Each time it is called, the test service
routine relocates all the heap blocks, compacting them alternately towards the beginning and the
end of the heap memory area. After moving all the blocks, the area of memory previously in use
is filled with zeroes, so that any attempt to dereference a pointer which was not correctly updated
will most likely result in a program crash, or at least in erratic behaviour. In the tests conducted
so far, all the pointers in use appeared to be discovered and updated as expected.

9.8

Arrays and GCC

In certain cases, in particular when dealing with arrays, GCC may fail to maintain internally
a strict separation between scalars and pointers. The problem stems from the structure of the
predefined RTL patterns which must be defined in the back end to describe basic operations
like sum, difference, and so on. All those standard patterns are required by GCC to operate on
arguments of the same mode. For example, there is a definition of the sum of 16-bit integers,
obtaining a 16-bit integer as a result, a different definition for the sum of 8-bit integers, and so on.
The same mechanism, however, also applies for partial integers. From the point of view of
GCC, partial integers are just a numeric representation of legal values for pointers, handled as
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integer with some restrictions on the number of usable bits. The way in which partial integers
are used, on the other hand, is as a completely separate representation of pointers, as explained in
Section 9.3.1. A sum of partial integers therefore assumes the connotation of a sum of pointers,
which has no practical use, nor much meaning.
The primitive operations on partial integers are not normally used directly by GCC, since there
is no practical reason why a compiler would want to sum or multiply two pointers. Conversely,
we would possibly be interested in a sum of a pointer and a scalar value, or a difference between
pointers obtaining a scalar, in the style of C. In most cases, the way in which the code is expanded
can be controlled by adapting as needed the various rewriting rules in the back end. In one case,
however, the expansion is performed autonomously by the GCC core, and it is not possible to
alter this behaviour without patching some additional code in the GCC core.
In detail, GCC might attempt to perform arithmetic on partial integers while generating the
code corresponding to array accesses. In that case, a base register (pointer) and an index (scalar)
must be combined to obtain the address of an individual array element. GCC expands the resulting
expression by converting the offset from integer to partial integer, and then attempting to perform a
homogeneous sum between partial integers. From a purely numerical point of view, that operation
works perfectly well. However, performing such a conversion between a scalar and a pointer is
illegal for us, since we want to enforce a strict separation between pointers and scalars. The
resulting RTL expressions, and the corresponding generated code, would handle the offset as a
partial integer, which means that a scalar value (the offset) could be mistakenly identified by the
runtime module as a potential pointer, and possibly updated as a result of memory movement.
There are at least two possible solutions to this conundrum. The first, fairly easy to implement,
involves a modification of the postprocessor, and of the custom liveness analysis, in order to track
backwards the origin of pointers. If a pointer is discovered to be the result of a sum, the two
addends (which look like pointers) can be treated as potential scalars. Tracking recursively the
origin of each of the subexpressions, there should be no problem in eventually reaching the leaves
of the expression, which are either pointers or scalars. At this point it is trivial to proceed in the
opposite direction, resolving the uncertainties and determining exactly which values are indeed
true pointers and which are not. This additional analysis can be seen as a sort of workaround on
the particular way of generating array access expressions by GCC.
A possible alternative, cleaner but more complex, would be to alter the portions of GCC that
expand the array access expression, forcing it to use patterns which sum integers with partial
integers, if available. In that way the annotations generated while the assembly code is created
would be more accurate, and there would be no need to modify the postprocessor. The downside
of this method is that the GCC core itself has to be modified, which introduces a number of
problems involving compatibility with the original back ends, portability on newer versions of the
compiler, and general maintenance issues due to the possible internal dependencies on the code
that is being modified. Conversely, altering the postprocessor allows all of the modifications to be
confined to the back end, whose interface with the GCC core is much better defined and relatively
stable. The full implementation of either of the two alternatives, in the context of a more complete
support for derived pointers as described in this chapter, was left as a future development. The
implementation of the modified postprocessor, in particular, seems to be quite straightforward.
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A further case in which a scalar may be converted implicitly to a pointer is the use of null pointers. If a pointer variable is assigned “null”, the corresponding low-level operation is equivalent
to moving a constant (zero) into the pointer variable, which implies such a conversion. In practice, however, the assignment is easily handled by the back end with a specialised rewriting rule
that recognises the special case, and does not perform any mode conversion. The assignment is
eventually transformed to a “clear pointer” operation, which poses no problems.

9.9

Limitations/Future developments

This test implementation was essentially a test case, designed as a challenge to show the difficulties in developing such a system. For that reason, a choice was made of the set of features to be
supported, so that a working system, properly interfaced with GCC, could be obtained within the
time allotted. Nonetheless, the current implementation can certainly be expanded and improved
in a number of areas, offering a more realistic support to real-life programming environments.
None of the features that were left out during this first stage of development present extraordinary implementation difficulties, and they have all been discussed in the previous chapters. With
respect to the C language, it should be pointed out that some features of the language cannot be
easily supported by such a system, due to the possible loss of pointer information. In particular:
• Casting a pointer to a scalar value (int or long) can cause the compiler to lose track of the
pointer as such. That could cause a reachability analysis not to identify all active pointers
and memory blocks.
• The standard C memory allocation routines (malloc() and related operations) does not
require the programmer to identify the structure of the allocated blocks. The resulting
insufficient information, available to the heap handler, would not be sufficient to identify
the active pointers present in the heap. For that reason, the standard allocation routines
must be replaced with custom calls.
Other features of C and other languages could, in principle, be supported according to what is
discussed in this thesis. The main features not current supported by the present prototype, and left
for future development are the following:
• Packed records (like ANSI C bitfields) can cause pointers to be aligned to arbitrary bit
offsets, requiring bit-level precision in the various tables. Currently pointers are required to
be aligned to a 4-byte boundary.
• Multithreading, which requires the runtime system to be specially designed in order to
support multiple contexts and stacks.
• The additional support necessary for the treatment of exceptions is missing.
• Derived pointers can only be handled using special techniques. They are discussed extensively in the next chapter. Currently only pointers to the base of heap blocks are supported.
That involves the following limitations:
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– Large records, which cause the microprocessor to perform intermediate address calculations, are not supported
– References to inner fields of records cannot be extracted
– Support for arrays is currently incomplete
• Jump tables (used, for instance, in “switch” statements) imply multiple possible target destinations for jumps. Simple branches are supported in the current implementation, but not
jumps with multiple destinations.
• Arbitrary unions would require a reorganisation of the fields in the records, which is not
performed.
• Global are currently not inspected. The related implementation is likely to be straightforward, since the structure of the global area is normally fixed for the entire life of the
program.

9.10 Testing
The prototype was tested both verifying statically the consistency of the generated tables and
data structures with the compiled assembly code, and running dedicated test programs in order to
verify the ability of the system to manipulate memory preemptively.

9.10.1

Static testing

A core part of the prototype is the automatic generation of PC maps, relying on the information
available to GCC, on the customised back end, and on the mode analysis. In order to veryfy
the ability of the prototype to generate PC maps, a number of test programs were created and
processed with the system. The limitations in the supported features, as detailed in the previous
section, did not allow us to experiment with standard benchmarks or pre-existing programs. Consequently, the test programs were especially designed and tailored to test the system behaviour.
In particular, test programs were used to test unusual situations, like routines with an unusually
large number of parameters, or (using automatically generated test code) particularly long routines, or code containing expressions so pathologically complex that the set of available registers,
even on the SPARC, is not sufficient to store all of the intermediate results, forcing the spilling
of some temporary values on the stack. Test programs written in multiple languages were also
used, and the system was able to successfully generate PC maps from code written in C, C++,
Ada, Pascal, and Java. The resulting tables were painstakingly manually inspected in order to
check their consistency with the corresponding compiled code. The compiled code itself was also
checked against the code generated by the unmodified compiler, in order to pinpoint discrepancies
and irregularities. A number of built-in consistency checks (as detailed in Section 5.3) were also
used to verify the internal consistency of the tables.
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The tables encode, with a short header, certain caracteristics of the routine as, for instance,
the offsets of the beginning and the end of the body, the use of SAVE/RESTORE in prologue and
epilogue, and so on. The PC map, possibly compressed, follows the header. Since the exact life
of scalar values is not essential to relocate memory, only pointer information is preserved in the
final PC maps. Consequently, their size can vary considerably, in accordance with the greater
or lower use of pointers in the test programs. In one especially crafted example, which used
almost exclusively pointers, the maximum size of the compressed table reached at most one third
of the code size, but the results for every other test, using more balanced code, was well below
25% of the code size. Some examples, with the related statistics, are available in Appendix C.4.
The compression routines themselves (following the technique described in Section 9.5.2) were
exhaustively checked using automatically generated test patterns, compressed and decompressed
to verify the correctness of the implementation.

9.10.2

Dynamic testing and debugging

Due to the limitations of the current prototype, it was possible to perform only a limited testing
of running programs. The main aim of the testing performed was to verify the full functionality
of the current prototype, checking the consistency of the internal structures and verifying that
running code, using the custom memory manager, can indeed be suspended preemptively and
resumed flawlessly after the heap content has been modified on-the-fly.
The dynamic behaviour of the system depends on the runtime module, which, upon receiving an
interrupt, takes care of scanning the PC maps, reconstructs the pointer information, passes control
to the service routine, and finally returns control to the user program after performing the necessary adjustments. Especially tricky, as explained in Section 9.7, was testing the reconstruction of
the stack layout and the actions used to support deferred interrupts. Initially, explicit synchronous
calls were inserted in the compiled calls to verify the ability to parse the stack, and find the pointers in stack and registers relying on a stable and known frame configuration. Subsequently, the
interrupt handler was connected to a console signal, and signals were manually sent to the running
program. All the possible cases of contents of PC, %i7 and %o7, as described in Section 9.7.1,
were checked exahustively. A great help during this stage was offered by the Simics simulator
suite, developed by Virtutech, which allowed the code execution to be inspected step-by-step, regardless of the system state. Execution was therefore traced through interrupt handlers and stack
frames reorganisation. The interface available between Simics and the GDB debugger was also
invaluable. Notably, part of the debugging was actually performed simulating a complete SPARC
Solaris system on a conventional PC running Linux on x86 (albeit at a fraction of the speed).
In order to test some running code, an example which generates and deallocates multiple binary
trees in C was created, and its execution repeatedly interrupted sending signals asynchronously,
both manually and from a concurrent deamon program. Upon reception of the signal, the simple
service routine implemented in the system moved all of the allocated memory blocks alternatively
towards the top and the bottom of the heap memory, setting to zero the previously occupied
areas. No actual collection was performed, since the main point of the test was verifying the
ability to find all of the pointers, rather than perform the actual memory manipulation (dependent
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on the specific service routine). Finally, the test code was expanded and rewritten in different
languages, so that a single executable containing C, Pascal and Ada code was generated and
run successfully with preemptive memory manipulation. Each of the portions in the different
languages created and deleted binary trees, and a main code in C called each of the portions. Tests
in which the data structures were created using one language and deleted using a different one
were also successfully completed. A test involving Java at runtime was not readily feasible, due
to the need to coordinate the Java system libraries with the customised heap handler. Nonetheless,
PC maps for code fragments written in the Java language were successfully generated, within the
limits detailed in Section 9.9.

9.11

Results

The various techniques and algorithms described in the previous sections were the basis for the
creation of the test implementation. The SPARC back end of the GNU Compiler Collection
(GCC) was modified in order to create the local annotations, and the necessary postprocessors and
runtime components were developed. In particular, confining the modifications to the compiler
back end allowed development to progress throughout multiple versions of GCC, from the initial
version 2.95.2 to the most recent version 3.3.3 (released 14 February 2004), with relatively little
effort.
The existing GCC front ends did not require customisation, allowing the prototype to support
multiple high-level source languages, albeit with the limitations listed in the previous section.
This is the first time in the literature that a system that uses this kind of maps can be used with
multiple high-level languages. Test programs written in C, Pascal and Ada were successfully
compiled, using the highest level of optimisation. The maps necessary to discover the pointers
were successfully generated automatically, and the final executable ran normally. It was possible
to send at arbitrary moments a signal to the running program, causing the intervention of the
service routine. After the heap manipulation, the running program resumed operation, totally
unaware of the alterations made to the pointers contained in its registers and memory.
It would have been interesting to compare the performance, and measure the possible advantages in terms of latency, of such a system with a similar system that, while using preemptive
thread switching, relies on more conventional safe points. In the case of this prototype, however,
there was no reasonable way to proceed with a realistic comparison, both because of the limitations of the current implementation and because the main focus of this work was investigating the
implementation difficulties of such a system, rather than creating a production tool. Nonetheless,
it is still possible to compare the code generated by the customised compiler with the code generated by the original GCC, to check whether the various modifications applied to the back end
had a substantial effect on the efficiency of the generated code. In most cases, the results of the
comparison show that the code generated by the customised compiler is absolutely identical to
the code generated by the original compiler, or differs in trivial ways. For instance, the example
shown in Section 9.5.1, on page 139, compiles to absolutely the same code in both cases, while
every instruction in the generated optimised code is a safe point.
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That shows that it may be possible to retrofit an existing compiler, in order to produce pointer
discovery maps, even if the intermediate representation is not tied to a specific target architecture
and even if the final code generation stage takes place without following formal transformations
(and in GCC the code generation stage is most definitely not done according to formal models).
That is in stark contrast to the approach followed by Stichnoth et al. [SLC99], in which the
intermediate representation was designed to support a specific target architecture, to the point that
each instruction in the intermediate representation matches exactly one instruction in the final
code. A more flexible approach, instead, can be of help while adapting existing compilation
infrastructures. An example of side-by-side comparison of the code generated is available in
Appendix C.
The size overhead of the maps for each routine body has been found to be typically less than
25% of the code size. Such result is consistent with the observations of Diwan [DMH92], Tarditi
[Tar00], and Stichnoth [SLC99]. The deferred execution of service routines was tested extensively and worked as expected. The feature was used to interface the code generated using the
customised compiler with existing libraries. A concrete example of the liveness information calculated by the system, showing the tables generated for C and Ada code, is available in Figure
9.11.1. More examples are available in Appendix C.

%g0, [%o0]
%g0, [%o0+4]
[%i0], %o1
%i1, [%o0+8]
%o1, %o5
%o1, 0
.LL13
1, %o4
.LL1
%o0, [%i0]
[%o5+8], %o1
%o1, %i1
.LL7
[%o5], %g1
[%o5+4], %g1
%g1, 0
.LL1
%o0, [%o5+4]
%g1, %o5
%o4, 0
.LL17
[%o5+8], %o1
.LL1
%g1, 0
.LL4
%g1, %o5
%o0, [%o5]
.LL4
0, %o4

0014
0018
001c
0020
0024
0028
002c
0030
0034
0038
003c
0040
0044
0048
004c
0050
0054
0058
005c
0060
0064
0068
006c
0070
0074
0078
007c
0080
0084

.X..X
.X..X
.X..X
.XX.X
.XX.X
.XXXX
.X.XX
.X.XX
.X..X
.X..X
.X.X.
.X.X.
.X.X.
.X.X.
.X.X.
XX.X.
XX.X.
.X.X.
XX...
.X.X.
.X.X.
.X.X.
.....
XX.X.
XX.X.
XX...
.X.X.
.X.X.
.X.X.
while workLeft loop
if target.all.data > x then
if target.all.l /= null then
target:=target.all.l;
else
target.all.l:=n;
workLeft:=false;
end if;
else
if target.all.r /= null then
target:=target.all.r;
else
target.all.r:=n;
workLeft:=false;
end if;
end if;
end loop;
end add;

begin
workLeft:=true;
x:=n.all.data;
target:=tree;

target: nodePtr;
workLeft: Boolean;
x:Int;
add:

andcc
bne,a
ld

cmp
bne,a
mov
b
st

b
mov

cmp
ble,a
ld
ld
cmp
bne,a
mov
st

ld
mov
ld

(b) Optimised Ada code

.LL38:

.LL41:

.LL51:

.LL53:

procedure add(tree:in nodePtr;n:in nodePtr) is

Figure 9.11.1: Part of the generated tables for C and Ada code examples.

(a) Optimised C code

(...)
st
st
ld
st
mov
cmp
bne
mov
b
st
.LL13: ld
.LL17: cmp
bleu,a
ld
ld
cmp
be,a
st
mov
.LL4:
cmp
bne,a
ld
b,a
.LL7:
cmp
bne,a
mov
st
b
mov

%i0
%o5
%o1
%o0
%g1

..XX
..XX
..XX
..XX
.XXX
.XXX
.X.X
..XX

0034
0038
003c
0040
0044

.XXX
.XXX
.X.X
..XX
..XX

002c ..XX
0030 ..XX

000c
0010
0014
0018
001c
0020
0024
0028

%o5, 0xff, %g0 0048 ..XX
.LL53
004c ..XX
[%o0+8], %g1
0050 ..XX

%g1, 0
.LL38
%g1, %o0
.LL51
%o1, [%o0]

.LL38
0, %o5

%g1, %o4
.LL41
[%o0], %g1
[%o0+4], %g1
%g1, 0
.LL38
%g1, %o0
%o1, [%o0+4]

0000 ..XX
0004 ..XX
0008 ..XX

%o
%o1
%o0
%o
%g0
%g1
[%o1+8], %o4
1, %o5
[%o0+8], %g1

An ’X’ is present in the tables if the corresponding register contains a pointer before the execution of that instruction.

while (workLeft) {
if (target->data > x) {
if (target->l)
target=target->l;
else {
target->l=n;
workLeft=0;
}
} else {
if (target->r)
target=target->r;
else {
target->r=n;
workLeft=0;
}
}
}
}
}

if (!*tree) {
*tree=n;
} else {
node *target=*tree;
uint32 workLeft=1;

void add(node **tree,uint32 x)
{
node *n=trackAlloc(node);
n->data=x;
n->r=NULL;
n->l=NULL;
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Don’t Panic.
— Douglas Adams, The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy

Chapter 10

Derived Pointers

10.1

Pointers and heap blocks

An important aspect of the ability to manipulate the heap preemptively is the ability to move
heap blocks on-the-fly, while adjusting the value of all the pointers that refer to that memory
block. That allows the system to implement features like compaction, or relocation while migrating memory (as opposed to isomigration [ABNP01]) while preserving the integrity of the data
structures present in the system. As we shall see in this chapter, however, reconstructing the
connection between the heap blocks and the pointers to them is not always straightforward.
The basic idea is that, if a heap block is relocated in the addressing space, the corresponding
pointers need to be adjusted by the distance through which the heap block was moved. So far
we have implicitly assumed that the association between pointers and heap blocks can be easily
reconstructed. For instance, in the case of “base” pointers, which point to the base location of
a heap block, the connection is obvious. In certain cases, however, the pointer might not refer
directly to the beginning of the block, but rather to a different location. In certain cases the
pointer might be pointing somewhere within the heap block, for instance a pointer to a field
within a structure contained in the heap block. Such a pointer will be called “internal”. If we
know that a pointer is actually an internal pointer it is still possible to determine, although that
might be computationally expensive, which is the block that corresponds to that pointer.
In other cases, however, the pointer might point externally to the heap block. Consider for
instance the case in which an array is repeatedly accessed. It is a common optimisation technique,
in that case, to pre-calculate the address of the “virtual origin” of the array, that is the address that
an element would have if all its indexes in the array were zero. However, in the case in which the
lower bound of one of the indexes is greater than zero, the virtual origin address might be lower
than the address of the first real element of the array in question (and similarly for the higher
bound). If the array is contained in a heap block, the virtual origin might refer to a location which
is completely outside the block boundaries. If the pre-calculated address is stored in a register,
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pointer discovery would still need, somehow, to reconstruct the connection between the pointer
and the heap block, whether it is a base pointer, an internal pointer, or an external pointer.
More generally, some values might be the result of a computation that involves the address of
one or more heap blocks. We will call those values “derived values”, to highlight the connection
between heap block addresses and the calculated value. In particular, we will be interested in
derived pointer. If some heap blocks are relocated, the derived values will have to be updated
accordingly. In extreme cases, for instance in the C language, the computation that leads to
those derived values (pointers or otherwise) can be completely arbitrary due to the ability to
perform pointer arithmetic. Excluding those cases, however, the compiler itself will create derived
values when performing particular optimisations, or while generating the code for well-known
operations. The most common cases will now be summarised.

10.2

Common sources of derived values

The most frequent sources of derived values can be summarised as follows [DMH92, BC92]:
• Virtual origin for arrays, as previously discussed
• Common subexpressions, for instance A[i,2]:=a; A[i,3]:=b; might get converted into:
p=&[A,2];
*p=a;
*(p+1)=b;
• Strength reduction in loops, so that for(i=0;i<10;A[i++]=a); is compiled into:
p=&A[0];
for(i=0;i<10;*p++=a);
• Double indexing (rarely used). If two arrays are scanned in parallel, the offset could be
calculated just once. For instance:
for(i=0;i<10;i++) {
A[i]=a;
B[i]=b;
}
could be transformed into:
offs=(&B[0]-&A[0]);
for(i=0;i<10;p++) {
*p=a;
*(p+offs)=b;
}
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• Parameter passing by variable, for instance passing a field in a structure as a parameter
would create a reference to that field, or similar mechanisms by which a reference to a
field or array element might be created implicitly by the compiler (the WITH statement, for
example).
The cases described are the most frequent, and probably the most important to support in a real
programming environment. In addition, split pointers, described in section 3.4.2, can also be
seen as a kind of derived values. With the exception of the double indexing, and of expressions
explicitly calculated by the user by means of pointer arithmetic, the remaining derived values are
actually derived pointers which can only depend on the address of at most one memory block, if
the structure or array to which they refer are contained in the heap. We will only discuss derived
pointers, rather than arbitrary derived values. Being able to reconstruct at runtime the association
between the derived pointer and the heap block which logically corresponds to it is the challenge.
Notably, the compiler described by Stichnoth et al. [SLC99] does not deal with derived pointers
at all, keeping instead only base pointers in registers, presumably relying on the complex x86
addressing modes to perform array accesses and similar operations. Such an approach may be
more problematic using a RISC machine, which has simpler addressing modes and therefore may
require explicit address calculations to perform analogous operations. Additionally, avoiding the
use of derived pointers prevents the compiler from applying the important optimisations listed
above, reducing the efficiency of the generated code.

10.3

Dealing with derived pointers

10.3.1

Derivation tables

A possible approach to handling derived pointers is the use of “derivation tables”, which describe,
in a form accessible by the runtime module, the way in which the derived pointer was obtained by
combining other values. The idea is that, knowing how a derived pointer resulted from a certain
expression involving the base address of a heap block, it is often possible to perform an inverse
calculation, reconstructing the base pointer from the derived pointer. Furthermore, once the heap
block has been moved, the expression can be used again to recalculate the updated value of the
derived pointer, which still refers to the same block.
The way in which derivation tables can be implemented is discussed by Diwan et al. [DMH92],
in the context of a Modula-3 compiler based on GCC. The flexibility of derivation tables lies in
their ability to support rather complex derivations, enabling the representation of derived values
obtained in various ways. For instance split pointers, described in Section 3.4.2, could be seen as
a kind of derived value, and the association between the split pointer and the complete pointer it
refers to can be easily preserved in the derivation tables. On the other hand, the biggest drawback
of derivation tables is the fact that the base values, from which the derived values should be
recomputed if necessary, must be kept alive as long as the derived value can be accessed, even if
those base values are no longer used by the code. That might cause inefficiencies in the compiled
code, since the larger set of live values, at every instruction, could cause some registers not to be
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reused as efficiently as in the fully optimised code. Other inefficiencies might arise from the need
to determine statically the full derivation expression, which sometimes cannot be done if multiple
control paths are merged together as a result of an optimisation. Another potential problem could
be the additional memory occupancy for the storage of the tables, although that occupancy is
related to the code size and does not scale up with the size of the data generated by the program,
therefore it is unlikely to be a substantial concern. While derivation tables can be a very effective
solution to handling derived pointers, other techniques may be worthy of some investigation.

10.3.2

A different approach

An alternative to derivation tables may be abandoning the attempt to preserve the exact association between the derived pointer and the base pointer of the object, but just preserving enough
information to be able to reconstruct at runtime, indirectly, the association between the derived
pointer and the heap block it refers to. The idea aims to associate a derived pointer, which may
point anywhere, with a location which is certainly within the boundaries of the heap block to
which the derived pointer logically refers. Knowing the internal pointer can then allow the heap
manager to identify the heap block and determine the corresponding base pointer. There appears
to be no previous mention of this technique in the literature. It is therefore presented as an initial
proposal of the author of this thesis as an alternative to derivation tables, while further study may
be useful on some aspects, as detailed at the end of this subsection.
The basic idea, as previously mentioned, is finding a way to determine an internal pointer from
every derived pointer. In particular, we want to associate to each derived pointer, for every machine instruction, a fixed offset that, added at runtime to the current value of the derived pointer,
gives us the address of a location within the corresponding heap block. That can be achieved by
considering the ways in which, according to the list in Section 10.2, derived pointers can be generated by a compiler in the most common cases. If the derived pointer refers to a field of a structure,
then the pointer is also an internal pointer, and it poses no problems. Conversely, accessing an
array presents two kinds of derived pointers that can be used: pointers which are pre-calculated
as virtual origins or as common subexpressions, and pointers which are used to access individual
elements, for instance using autoincrements/decrements.
In the case of a pointer used to access an array element, unless the program behaves erratically,
it can be reasonably expected that the pointer will actually be used, at runtime, to perform a read
or write of a real element of the array or as a border condition, if the pointer is also used as an
index, the pointer value might correspond to the first location after the end of the array. If the
pointer is used to access a real element, then the pointer is actually an internal pointer. If it points
after the end of the array, it can be still considered an internal pointer if we are able to differentiate
between the memory block we are interested in and the following one in memory. For instance,
if there is a header, containing at least one machine word, before heap blocks, a reference to the
first address after the end of the block could be easily associated to the block that precedes rather
than the block that follows.
The most complex cases are the calculation of a virtual origins, and the partial calculation of
the address of a specific array element. In those cases, the address which is calculated could be
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an external pointer, and there could be no fixed offset, that can be statically calculated, between
the computed address and the beginning of the array. However, assuming that the element which
will be eventually accessed exists, it should still be possible to determine a pointer which points
somewhere within the array, although it cannot be determined statically where. The following
discussion will clarify the proposed mechanism.
10.3.2.1

Array representation

In a language like Ada, for instance, we might have an n-dimensional array declared as A[l1 ..u1 ,
l2 ..u2 , . . . , ln ..un ], where li and ui are the lower and upper bounds of each dimension. We can
assume, without loss of generality, that the array is stored in row-major order (as in Pascal, as
opposed to the column-major order used by Fortran), that is an element A[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn + 1] is
stored in memory immedately after an element A[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ], an element A[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn−1 +
1, ln ] is stored right after an element A[x1 , x2 , . . . , xn−1 , un ], an element A[x1 , . . . , xn−2 +1, ln−1 , ln ]
is stored right after an element A[x1 , . . . , xn−2 , un−1 , un ], and so on. Consequently, we can always
treat an n-dimensional array as an m-dimensional array, with m < n, in which each element is a
complete (m − n)-dimensional array.
What we would like to obtain is the ability to associate at any moment each pointer, which is
the result of a virtual origin calculation, with the array to which it refers, so that the pointer can
be properly adjusted whenever the corresponding array is moved. For instance, let us assume
that a pointer referring to the virtual element A[0, 0, . . . , 0] is calculated. If the bounds are known
statically, or at least at the time when a memory manipulation is requested, we can easily establish
that the physical representation of the array is separated from the mentioned virtual origin by the
following number of bytes:
ln + ln−1 (un − ln ) + ln−2 (un−1 − ln−1 ) (un − ln ) + . . . + l1 (u2 − l2 ) · · · (un−1 − ln−1 ) (un − ln )
or, written in a simpler form:
n

n

i=1

j=i+1

∑ li ∏

(u j − l j )

It is sufficient to add that number to the virtual origin to find the address of the physical array
to which it refers, and therefore the corresponding memory block that contains the array. If
some memory blocks are then moved, it is straightforward to adjust the virtual origin pointer, if
necessary, to match the new location of the virtual element A[0, 0, . . . , 0].
10.3.2.2

More general virtual origins

The case of a pointer referring to A[0, 0, . . . , 0] is actually quite specific, and other kinds of
virtual origins can be calculated automatically by the compiler, and stored in temporary pointers. A simple case would be the sequence of operations that the compiler uses to calculate the
pointer to A[0, 0, . . . , 0]. It might happen that the compiler precalculates the constant, using the
formula above, and then subtracts in a single step the constant from the initial address of the
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array, in order to calculate the virtual origin. On the other hand, it might also happen that successive calculations are applied, obtaining a series of intermediate pointers. For instance, the
compiler might first subtract ln from the initial address of the array, obtaining the pointer to the
virtual element A[l1 , . . . , ln−1 , 0]. Then it might subtract ln−1 (un − ln ), obtaining the address of
A[l1 , . . . , ln−2 , 0, 0], and so on. At every step, a temporary pointer might be stored somewhere,
yet it is still necessary to reconstruct the association between such a pointer and the beginning
of the array. Luckily, since the full calculation is under the full control of the compiler, it is
straightforward to associate the correct displacement to each temporary pointer across the code
that performs the calculation in the final compiled code. No particular problem exists in that case.
In other cases, however, the compiler might try to use optimisations that make it much harder to
reassociate precisely the temporary pointer with the beginning of the array. Consider, for instance,
the following code:
A[i,j,k]:=e;
A[i,m,n]:=f;
A[i,m,x]:=g;
where the various indexes are not known statically. Optimising the intermediate steps of the
addresses calculations, the code could be optimised as:
t=&(A[i,0,0])
*(t+(j*(u2 − l2 )+k))=e;
p=&(*(t+m*(u2 − l2 )));
*(p+n)=f;
*(p+x)=g;
In this case multiple values, most of which are not known statically, are added to the base pointer.
The only way to reconstruct the exact position of the beginning of the array from one of the
intermediate pointers t and p would be to reconstruct the expressions using the values of i, j,
m, and k, as would happen using a derivation table. As mentioned in Section 10.3.1, however,
derivation tables can be complicated to represent, with a consequent memory occupation, and
require all the base values of the expression to remain alive as long as any derived value is alive,
which might potentially impact on the reuse of registers, and on the quality of the generated code.
A possible alternative could be, rather than looking exactly for the first location of the array,
trying to find any location that is internal to the array itself. Such information is sufficient to
reconstruct the association between the temporary pointer and the memory block. For instance,
when the address of t=&A[i,0,0] is precalculated, the value of i is not known statically. Nonetheless, since a physical access is made to the element A[i,j,k], we know that i is supposed to be,
at that point in the code, a valid index and therefore within the range l1 ..u1 . Regardless of the
exact value of i, it is therefore known that the pointer referring to A[i, l2 , l3 ] is a legal internal
pointer within the array A. Additionally, we also know that the address of A[i,0,0] is exactly
l3 + l2 (u3 − l2 ) bytes away from A[i, l2 , l3 ]. Therefore, if we want to find a pointer which is internal to the array to which A[i,0,0] refers, we just have to add to it the value l3 + l2 (u3 − l2 ). What
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has been done is, in a sense, considering the array as a monodimensional array of bidimensional
arrays, and separating the two calculations.
Let us repeat the same procedure for the pointer p. The temporary value in this case is A[i,m,0].
Adding back to it the constant l3 , because of the previous reasoning, it is once again possible to
obtain a pointer that, although its exact value is not known statically, is certainly going to be within
the boundaries of the array itself. The core of the technique is that, regardless of the calculations
performed during a virtual origin calculation, it is always possible to reconstruct from each of
the temporary pointers an internal pointer. As long as there is at least one word separating arrays
residing in distinct memory blocks, the technique is also suitable for pointers pointing to the first
location immediately following an array, as allowed by the C language.1
This technique can avoid many of the problems of derivation tables. The amount of information
that it is necessary to store is smaller, and typically the base values, from which the derived
pointer is calculated, are not required to be alive during the whole life of the derived pointer, as it
happens using derivation tables. Finding the heap block given an internal pointer, however, might
be computationally expensive if the heap manager was not designed to support the operation
efficiently, which might on the other hand require some overhead in terms of memory and/or
allocation time. For that reason, the technique that is presented in this subsection presents some
trade-offs in terms of the advantages, described earlier, versus the additional memory or speed
penalty. It is important to point out, however, that finding which block corresponds to a certain
internal pointer only needs to be done during the pointer discovery stage. That aspect could
be exploited to minimise the overhead if the pointer discoveries are not frequent, reducing or
eliminating the allocation speed overhead while increasing the (proportionally less frequent) cost
of pointer discovery. Additionally, in many cases it should be possible to determine statically
whether a given pointer is a base pointer or a derived one. That would allow us to further reduce
the additional work, since base pointers can be dealt with in a simpler way. The various trade-offs
should be carefully evaluated to determine the concrete viability of the solution in a given context.

1 Notably, if indexes out of range by one position were allowed in languages with native multidimensional arrays, as

in Pascal or Ada, the temporary pointer might reach beyond the location immediately following the array. For instance,
in an array like A[0..1,0..1], the virtual element A[2,1] would refer to a location two positions beyond the end of
the array. That is not a problem in most languages, however: C arrays are monodimensional, while Pascal, Ada, and
other languages do not allow out-of-range index values.

You can’t have everything. Where would you put it?
— Steven Wright, 1955 -

Chapter 11

Pointer Discovery as an Enabling
Technology

The use of the techniques discussed in the previous chapters can have a positive impact on certain
aspects of computer systems. Being able to determine the complete set of pointers at an arbitrary
position in the code, for instance, can be used to reduce latency when preemptive thread scheduling is in use. In certain circumstances, the ability of discovering pointers at any instructions may
even be a requirement, a necessary step in order to implement certain memory handling techniques. A concrete example of the importance of pointer discovery in the development of new
memory management techniques will be introduced in this chapter.
The particular topic, which will be described in some detail, was explored by the author during
an internship in Sun Microsystems Laboratories, Mountain View, California. The interaction
between the memory management technique and the main body of research of this Ph.D. will be
discussed in Section 11.3.

11.1

Thread-local heaps: an introduction

The creation of an efficient parallel garbage collection algorithm presents a number of challenges,
due to the presence of multiple active CPUs that need to be coordinated while performing their
operations on the shared memory heap. For instance, multiple processors, while cooperating in
the garbage collection, could try to create copies of the same heap block without being aware of
one another, or they could be rearranging pointers in an uncoordinated way. The situation can be
even more complex if, at the same time, some of the processors are performing garbage collection
operations while others are concurrently executing normal user code, acting therefore as mutators
on the same data structures which are being analysed by the collector.
In order to coordinate properly the work of the different microprocessors, some form of synchronization is necessary. The overhead involved can be sometimes significant, depending on the
169
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specific details of the garbage collection algorithm and the overall organization of the memory
heap. Many garbage collectors, for instance, are “stop the world” collectors, in which, when a
garbage collection is required, all threads are stopped so that there are no active mutators in the
system. Depending on the implementation, the overhead involved can be greater or smaller. For
instance, an exact garbage collector, if no information is available about pointers in registers at all
the points in the code, might need to roll forward, to the nearest safe point, all the threads in the
system, which might involve a substantial delay.
While the synchronization overhead can be more limited using the most recent replicating
garbage collectors [CB01, HM01], some degree of synchronization is still necessary, even in
those state-of-the-art systems, to prevent multiple processors from interfering with one another
while working on the garbage collection. Since every synchronization involves overhead, it may
be useful to explore techniques used to reduce the number of necessary synchronizations.

11.1.1

Thread-local heaps

An interesting thread of research revolves around the partitioning of the common heap space in
multiple areas using “thread-local heaps”. [Ste00, Sal01, Har01, DKL+ 02, Kin03] In particular,
each thread obtains a private, thread-local area, that contains only memory blocks that are guaranteed not to be accessible by other threads. A common, shared heap is also available to store the
blocks that may be used by multiple threads. The potential advantages of such an organizations
are quite interesting. Each thread becomes able to perform a garbage collection of its own local
heap without the need of any synchronization or communication of any kind with other threads.
During such operation there is no need to stop the other threads, which can continue undisturbed
to act as mutators or can collect their own heaps, and each garbage collection does not need to
perform any locking at all on the local heap or on the individual blocks. Furthermore, all memory allocations that are performed in the local heap do not need to be synchronized, hence the
allocations in that space can be faster. A similar improvement can also be obtained using “local
allocation heaps”, in which a small portion of the heap is devoted to the allocation of blocks for
each thread. However, in this case, no independent garbage collection is possible, since all heap
blocks logically still exist in a single, common heap.1

11.1.2

The shared heap

While thread-local heaps allow the garbage collection to be performed without synchronization
in many cases, the synchronization cannot be avoided for those heap blocks that really need to be
accessed from multiple threads, for instance because they are part of a large shared data structure
or because they are used for communication between different threads. A common, shared heap
is used for this purpose, alongside the thread-local heaps. All the techniques that are normally
used while handling a fully shared heap can still be applied in this case (for instance generational
1 Sometimes,

confusingly, local allocation heaps are also referred to using the term “thread-local heaps”. In this
thesis the latter denomination is used exclusively for logically distinct and independent heaps, to which a single thread
has exclusive access. Another term used in literature for the same concept is “thread-specific heaps.”
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or replicating garbage collection techniques, local allocation heaps and so on), but the characteristic advantages of the thread-local heaps cannot be obtained for the memory blocks allocated
in the shared heap. Furthermore, performing a garbage collection of the shared heap implies
determining if there exists any path from local roots to the shared heap, therefore additional synchronization with the local heaps is necessary. In other terms, a garbage collection of the shared
heap can be as expensive as it would be collecting a single, common heap.
That leads to two efficiency considerations: first of all, the more blocks are allocated in the
local heaps, the better the performance (the more frequent the local garbage collections will be).
Additionally, certain blocks, which are part of shared data structures, will become at some point
during their life part of the shared heap. Some applications might rely on large structures which
are continually accessed by several threads, and in that case a thread-local heap system might
be of little help, but other applications might only occasionally need inter-thread communication. The performance gain, in this case, can be quite noticeable, especially if the cost of thread
synchronization, for the chosen GC algorithm, is relevant.

11.1.3

Shareability by reachability

The definition of “shared”, in practice, is open to interpretation. The simplest definition of shareability defines a heap block as shared if it is reachable from data structures that are common to
more than one thread as, for instance, Java static variables and global roots. According to this
definition, as soon as a pointer is created to a local block from a shared structure or a block already shared, the local block becomes shared, as do all the blocks transitively reachable from it.
The actual implementation could materially move the blocks in a separate memory area, or just
flag the block as “shared” without moving them. Since it is a pointer write that can cause blocks
to change heap, the possible implementations will typically involve a write barrier of some sort.

11.1.4

Static analysis

An alternative definition of “shared,” for memory blocks, can be obtained if a static analysis of the
program code is performed. As shown by Ruf [Ruf00] and Steensgaard [Ste00], a static escape
analysis can be performed to discover those blocks that, despite being possibly reachable from
multiple threads, are in reality only ever used by a single thread, and can be consequently safely
allocated in the local heap. The blocks that appear, with the static analysis, to be potentially
used by more threads are instead all preallocated in the shared heap, and no block is dynamically
moved from the local to the shared heap.
While the technique looks appealing, no dynamic profiling is used and a purely static analysis
is used while deciding that a certain block should be preallocated in the shared heap. That could
cause more blocks than necessary to be classified as shared rather than local, reducing the potential gain obtainable from a thread-local heaps system. On the other hand, a dynamic mechanism
as the one previously described, that relies only on the notion of reachability, might find that
certain memory blocks are reachable by shared structures even though the escape analysis could
determine that they are actually only used by a single thread. In such cases, a block allocated in a
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local heap would be moved into the shared heap, according to reachability, unnecessarily. Interestingly, the two approaches are not mutually incompatible, and could be combined, in principle,
as suggested later in Appendix B.11. In the remained of this discussion, memory blocks will be
considered to be shared if they are reachable by multiple threads.

11.2

Implementation alternatives

As previously mentioned, implementing shareability by reachability implies the use of some technique (usually a write barrier) in order to detect when a heap block becomes reachable from multiple threads, so that it can be properly flagged, or moved. The invariant that must be maintained
is that no pointer is ever present pointing from the shared heap into a local heap. Since a reference
to a local block can only become known to other threads if it “leaks” into the shared heap or a
global root, it is sufficient for each thread to keep under control the pointers it creates from the
shared heap, or a global root, into its own local heap. If the creation of such a pointer is attempted,
the invariant would be invalidated, and a corrective action must be taken. In order to reestablish
the invariant, the block must be moved into the shared heap, together with its transitive closure.
The use of write barriers is not the only possible option to detect the creation of new references
from the shared heap into a local heap, but it appears to be the simplest and probably most efficient
solution. Unless specialized hardware is used, the only alternative appears to be the use of the
MMU to intercept all writes to the shared heap. In that case, however, all writes to the shared
heap would cause a trap, which is likely to involve a very large overhead.

11.2.1

Copying vs. flagging

From the point of view of the implementation, the logical subdivision in multiple local heaps and
a shared heap can be implemented in different ways. The allocated blocks can be, for instance,
flagged as being logically in one heap or another, even if they physically reside in the same address
range. Alternatively, the various heaps could be kept in different memory areas, and the blocks
copied from a local heap to the shared heap when they become reachable by more than one thread.
Moving heap blocks involves finding all the pointers that point to the block that is being moved,
and patching them with the new address. That is a rather expensive operation, and simply flagging the blocks, therefore, would appear at first a more convenient solution. However, there are
a couple of important drawbacks. First of all, it is no longer possible to freely allocate independently blocks in local heaps without synchronization (unless local allocation heaps, as previously
described in Section 11.1.1, are used to avoid most of the synchronisation). Additionally, it is
not possible to perform a moving garbage collection of the memory used exclusively by a single
thread, without synchronisation with the remaining threads, since all blocks physically reside in
the same space. Finally, and more importantly, the cost of the write barrier can become very
high, since it involves finding the flag local/shared of each of the two blocks and comparing them
each time a pointer is written. In the paper by Domani et al. [DKL+ 02], their conclusion is that
“the overall garbage collection time was cut on average by about 50%” using thread-local heaps.
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However, the cost of their barrier is so high that “the improvement in collection was offset by the
cost of the write barrier.”

11.2.2

Segregated heaps

The idea of moving the blocks to a different memory space, copying their content, is also summarily dismissed, in the same report, arguing that moving blocks out of the local space when they
become shared (via the write barrier) “[...] requires knowledge of all the local references to the
moved objects [...] Finding these references would be an unacceptable cost.” While it is true that
the mentioned operation is expensive, there is no analysis in the paper of the real frequency with
which such an operation would be necessary. In particular, if it is possible to predict correctly,
using a profiling technique, the correct heap in which to preallocate most blocks, the number of
times in which some blocks would need to be moved could be rather low.
If the local and shared heaps are kept segregated in different address ranges, an implementation
of the write barrier can obtained with little more than the comparison of two pointers, and reduced
to just one or two additional assembler instructions per pointer write in the heap. If, on average,
the write barrier does not trigger further operations, and the number of block copies that would be
required is low, having a shorter write barrier while sporadically moving physically heap blocks
from the local to the shared heap could end up being a very convenient solution after all.
A study, conducted by the author on the applicability of this technique, seems to indicate that,
being able to preallocate blocks in the right heap, the number of blocks that need to be moved can
be quite modest. A summary of the study conducted, and the results obtained, is available in Appendix B. Implementing segregated heaps as described involves however some difficulties, which
will be described in the following section. Pointer discovery will be the most straightforward
solutions to those problems.

11.3

Pointer tracking: a practical solution

Implementing thread-local heaps using segregated heaps, as said, involves the use of write barriers
(either using explicit checks or using the MMU to trap the accesses) that can intercept the creation
of new references from the shared heap into a local heap. As a consequence of an attempt to write
such a reference, the referenced block, and an arbitrarily large number of further blocks, might
need to be moved from the local heap into the shared heap. The write barriers can be considerably
simpler using segregated heaps than they would be using flags for each heap block. However,
moving memory blocks on-the-fly (during a pointer write) involves some additional issues.
Since it is not possible to determine in advance which blocks will need to be moved, every
time a pointer is written the content of the heaps might need adjustments. In other terms, all
the pointers to heap blocks in the system could need to be adjusted, be they in the heap, in
the stack or the registers, every time one of the threads performs a write operation involving
a pointer. If the threads are scheduled preemptively, or if there are multiple microprocessors
working simultaneously, all the remaining threads could be at arbitrary points in the code.
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The set of techniques discussed in this Ph.D. research, however, are designed exactly to obtain
the complete set of pointers active at any point in the code. Using the techniques described,
it becomes therefore possible to move memory at every moment without imposing particular
restrictions on the code. The general pointer discovery technology, consequently, is not only
suitable to implementing known program services, but it is also a precious instrument that can
enable the development of new technologies.

What a wonderfully witty quote!
— Antonio Cunei, Ph.D. candidate

Chapter 12

Evaluation and Conclusions

This thesis has explored the software infrastructure required to support program services like
garbage collection, persistence and migration when using fully optimised native code, so that the
various services can operate preemptively, at every machine instruction. An extensive discussion
about the requisites, the complexities and the advantages of such support was followed by a
description of the techniques that can be used to implement the desired support. Aspects already
present in literature were analysed in much greater depth, and new techniques introduced.
Among the many technical issues discussed, this work has analysed:
• the common requirements for the preemptive execution of the mentioned program services
• the use of “PC maps” to store the necessary information for every machine instruction
• methods that can be used to determine where pointers are located in registers, for every
machine instruction, including a particular form of liveness analysis
• issues and techniques involved in determining where pointers are in the stack and the heap
• the mechanisms used at runtime to obtain the data necessary to the service routine
• an experimental prototype used to expose some of the less obvious technical details, including the interaction of preemptive services with legacy environments, the fine details
involved in register windows and delay slots, and the interface with an existing compiler
system
• the issues involved in supporting fully optimised code, in particular techniques that can be
used to deal with derived pointers
• the use of PC maps to support memory-management techniques, in particular segregated
thread-local heaps
This research has originated some algorithms and techniques believed to be new, as will now be
explained.
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Contributions
The main contributions of this research are the following:
✦

A form of liveness algorithm has been developed that can be used to determine the state,
out of a fixed set of possible states, of a register or variable at every instruction. Such
information is calculated using local def/use information for each instruction, information
that however is not trusted to be consistent. A series of consistency checks are shown to
be possible using simple algorithms that have modest computational complexity. All of
the algorithms are formally explained and justified in Chapter 5. A non-trivial extension to
the case of Delayed Control Transfer (delay slots) is also investigated, and the consistency
checks suitably adapted.

✦

The experimental prototype described in Chapter 9 is the first implementation described in
literature able to generate PC maps from multiple source languages without requiring modifications of pre-existing front ends. This result shows that it is possible, at least to a very
large extent, to decouple the language front ends from the actual generation of PC maps.

✦

A comprehensive and analytical compendium of concepts and techniques related to the
implementation of PC maps has been developed in detail. The experience gained while
analysing the problems and implementing a prototype has been documented in this thesis,
and it will hopefully be of use to other researchers.

✦

An original approach to the handling of derived pointers, reducing them to internal pointers,
is also believed to be described here for the first time. While the technique entails some
additional work in the heap manager, arising from the need to support internal pointers, the
idea appears to be worthy of further investigation. The use of derivation tables, in the style
used by Diwan at al., remains a valid alternative.

✦

A further new element contained in this work is the applicability of PC maps defined on
every instruction as a possible solution to the implementation of certain memory management techniques, in particular segregated thread-local heaps, as discussed in Section 11.2.2.
More details on this aspect are available in Appendix B.

Evaluation
The use of PC maps can enable a service routine, like garbage collection or checkpointing, to
intervene with a finer granularity than possible using additional instructions inserted at selected
points in the code. Potentially, the approach can be used to inspect and alter the state of the
memory at every machine instruction. In that respect, PC maps have the potential to reduce
latency when a service routine is called. When preemptive thread scheduling is used, avoiding
the need to roll forward all the threads to safe points can lead to a noticeable reduction in overhead
when invoking service routines.
Certain aspects of the technique might however benefit from further investigation. In particular:
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• The handling of derived pointers currently involves some trade-offs between the level of
code optimisation and possible runtime overheads. Finding an implementation of the heap
manager that can minimise such overheads would allow for a better support of derived
pointers.
• In order to fully realise the potential of the technique, and to be able to interrupt all the
threads at arbitrary moments, the use of PC maps should be extended to libraries and system
components, which is difficult to do in a legacy host system. Improving the cooperation
between user code and existing legacy code would be important to improve efficiency in
a system, hosted by a conventional programming environment, that relies on PC maps to
handle service routines.
On the other hand, definite positive aspects also emerged from the analysis and the test implementation. For instance:
• Implementing PC maps, at every machine instruction, was shown not to be a problem even
in the presence of unusual microprocessor features like register windows and delay slots.
It has been shown that multiple programming languages can be supported using PC maps
within the same compiler system.
• The same infrastructure, offering detailed information about pointers, can also be used to
support memory management techniques that require memory to be moved on-the-fly.
• The size of the additional tables and data structures needed to support preemptive service
routines is generally quite modest.
• While supporting certain features of programming languages can be more or less challenging, none among the most fundamental structural features of programming languages was
found to be an inherent obstacle to the use of PC maps, and consequently to preemptive
program services.
In conclusion the technique has good potential, but certain aspects could be improved with further
study, in particular offering an efficient support to derived pointers while using fully optimised
code. Synchronisation with a legacy host system can also be challenging, and more work could
be devoted to that aspect. The use of PC maps with fully optimised code, especially if derived
pointers are required, might be somewhat premature for implementation in production systems at
this stage.
Nonetheless, the technique is indeed promising and, as extensively discussed, there are no major
technical obstacles to its implementation. Furthermore, the information supplied by PC maps
can be used to implement forms of preemptive memory manipulation that would otherwise be
unavailable. As to the advantages that can be obtained with respect to existing systems based on
safe points, a definite answer can only be obtained by implementing a more complete prototype,
able to support most of the features required to run real-life programs. The real measure of the
benefits that can be achieved also depends, to some extent, on the ability to address efficiently the
aspects previously described. While some ideas have been suggested in this thesis as to possible
paths to follow, there is plenty of scope for more research, and for further implementation ideas
to be developed.
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Future developments
There are several immediate developments that can follow this work. Some of them are listed
below.
• Implementing preemptive support for program services, using optimised code and also supporting derived pointers, is possible using the techniques described in Chapter 10. At the
moment, however, the systems described in the literature are only able to support either
derived pointers but not preemption [DMH92], or preemption but not derived pointers
[SLC99]. An extension of the prototype described in this thesis in order to support derived
pointers preemptively would be the first system to support all the named features while using optimised code. In particular the techniques described by Diwan were implemented on
the same platform as the prototype described in this work (the GCC suite), which should
simplify a porting effort.
• One of the relevant aspects of this work is the separation between the various service routines and the rest of the system, enabling the use of different services with the same code.
That should enable, for instance, preemptive checkpointing in a persistent system. So far,
there does not seem to be any report of systems implementing any kind of service preemptively except garbage collection. A straightforward development of the current work could
be writing a simple service routine implementing checkpointing, for instance, and verifying
that the operation can indeed be executed preemptively as expected.
• While this work has focused primarily on garbage collection, preemption and migration,
other program services can also benefit from the general technique. A possible development would be to explore the requirements, and the possibly more complex infrastructure,
necessary to support further program services. Exception handling, for instance, is not described in this work, but its integration into the system described might be useful. A paper
by Chase describes some of the problems related to the preemptive treatment of exceptions
[Cha94]. Debugging can also be considered, to a certain extent, as a program service, and
a discussion on the subject can be found in the documentation related to the C-- system
[JRR99].
• In the longer term, the prototype could be made more robust and ported onto different microprocessor architectures. Implementing more features useful for a production system,
as discussed in Section 9.9, would enable the system to become a more complete programming toolkit, able to support transparently preemptive program services with a more
extensive range of real-life programs and programming languages. An appealing feature
of such a toolkit would be the ability to easily add and replace service routines without
altering the compiled user code, thanks to the standard interface between the runtime core
and the various services.
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Conclusions
The use of PC maps can effectively support preemptive program services, and the same technique
can be of help while developing memory management techniques. While certain issues remain
open (an improved support for derived pointers, for instance), there is plenty of promise in the
overall technique. As a consequence of the experience gained in this work, it is also possible to
strongly advocate the inclusion of a clear separation among multiple primitive data types, down to
the level of the assembly code, in the core structure of compilers. The feature can be used to obtain
more detailed information about the data manipulated by the final compiled code, simplifying the
implementation of services like garbage collection and persistence.
It is the hope of the author that this work can be a useful reference to those who might want
to explore the subject further, and possibly devise additional techniques. The time spent working
on it was, for me, a continuous discovery of technical, human, and scientific aspects. It was also
a humbling and enlightening lesson about the meaning of research, and it certainly taught me a
great deal about how to develop a research project. It is this last aspect, that I personally find the
most important result obtained.

Writing code is an act of creativity.
It isn’t science and it isn’t engineering.
— Bryan Dollery, DevX.com

Appendix A

JBE and ExactVM

The JBE Java compiler was developed by Sun Microsystems as the optimising compiler of ExactVM. During my internship in Sun Microsystems Laboratories in Mountain View, California, I
discovered, thanks to Mario Wolczko, that the internal structure of JBE made use of techniques
that are closely related to the ones described in the present work. Although there is no publicly
available literature describing the architecture of JBE, Ross Knippel, David Cox and Chuck Rasbold kindly explained to me in detail some of the internals of their compiler. What follows is
a short report based on an extremely interesting meeting I had with them at the Sun campus in
Santa Clara, CA.
The origin of the project lies in a previous compiler named UBE (Universal Back End), which
had multiple front-ends for FORTRAN, C and C++. The focus of the project later shifted on the
Java language; the previous front-ends were replaced by a Java front-end and support for exact
garbage collection was added. The compiler was renamed JBE, and was integrated into Sun’s
ExactVM (also known as ResearchVM), together with a basic Java interpreter and a simpler JIT
compiler.
The way in which JBE achieved exact garbage collection was through the creation of tables, in
the form of bitmasks, that allowed the system to identify, for specific locations in the compiled
code, which registers and stack locations contained references. Although the tables were generated only for specific points in the code, according to their description of the system, the tables
could have been generated, potentially, for every machine instruction. JBE contained therefore, at
least to some extent, the compiler infrastructure that would have allowed garbage collection and
other memory operations to be performed preemptively.
The information contained in the tables was used to quickly obtain the mode (reference or
non-reference) of each register and each stack slot. Since those tables were accessed very often,
no attempt was made to compress them. A static liveness analysis was performed to locate the
pointers in registers and stack slots. The ambiguities in the use of stack slots were resolved by
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modifying, with a separate pre-pass, the stack offsets so that no stack slot could be used as both a
scalar and a reference within the same routine.
Offering support exclusively to Java, however, allowed the developers to avoid some of the traps
described elsewhere in this work. For instance, only pointers to the initial locations of objects
were required. Arrays can never be contained in the stack; therefore, the mode of each stack slot
can be determined by a simple liveness analysis (see section 3.8 for further information). Because
of the structure of the compiler, it was never necessary to deal with split pointers.

There cannot be a crisis next week. My schedule is already full.
— Henry Kissinger, 1923 -

Appendix B

Preallocation in Segregated
Thread-local Heaps

As discussed in Section 11.2.2, the use of distinct memory address ranges to store the shared and
the local heaps in a thread-local heap system allows the implementation of the write barrier to
be reduced to very few machine instructions. However, copying objects from the local heap to
the shared heap is a potentially very expensive operation. In order to reduce the need for object
copying, it is desirable to preallocate the objects, if possible, directly in the most appropriate heap
(shared or local) so that no further object relocations are required.
However, it is not easy to decide when to preallocate an object in the shared heap. We have
previously mentioned that a static analysis can be used to decide in advance when certain objects
are certainly local. However, the use of some dynamic information, obtained from an actual
program run, could offer a better indication of the heap in which to preallocate objects. In this
appendix, some original research will be presented about the use of dynamic profiling in the
context of a thread-local heap system, implemented using distinct address spaces for the various
heaps.

B.1

The call chain as an indicator

A simple, but very effective, method to determine whether an object is likely to become shared
or not, is to verify what happens to all the objects previously allocated at a certain allocation site,
possibly using, as a context, the last part of the dynamic call chain that led to that point in the
program. The overall idea is that some parts of the program are enclosed in loops that perform
similar operations repeatedly. If an object is allocated in a point of the program that is reached
through a certain call chain, and that object becomes shared, it might happen that other objects,
allocated through the same call chain, follow a similar history.
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The first step in the analysis can be to verify whether this hypothesis holds, so that we can use
the call chain (or part of it) as an indication of the likelihood of an object to become shared. Similar studies have been conducted, with interesting results, in the context of generational garbage
collection, trying to preallocate objects likely to have a long lifetime directly in the old generation. In a paper by Cheng et al. [CHL98], the authors identified allocation sites likely to allocate
long-lived objects by performing a preliminary run of the program, from which some profiling
information is obtained. While more detailed information is available after the completion of a
test run, the need to proceed with a preliminary, separate data-gathering run may be inconvenient.
Domani et al. [DKL+ 02] applied a similar technique, opportunely adapted, to thread-local heaps.
In their work, a statistical analysis is performed at runtime in order to discover which allocations
sites are most frequently used to allocate blocks that eventually become shared. Those sites are
then modified in order to preallocate blocks directly in the shared heap. Their choice was to gather
the necessary data using a preliminary test run, and proceed with the analysis only afterwards.

B.2

Dynamic profiling

An alternative way to obtain data concerning the allocation sites could be the use of dynamic
profiling techniques. The idea is to use information gathered dynamically on the past program
behaviour to make predictions about its future. Such predictions are then used to adjust some
execution parameters on-the-fly, hopefully improving performance. Harris [Har01] explored the
feasibility of dynamic profiling applied to pre-tenuring, using the last part of the call chain to
make decisions about which objects to preallocate in the old generation space without the need
for a separate data-gathering run.
The missing step is trying to explore the efficacy of dynamic profiling used to create predictors
in the context of thread local heap. While it is true that the final condition of a block (local or
shared) cannot be known for certain until the block eventually becomes shared or dies, it may be
interesting to explore whether the transient behaviour of past blocks allocated at a given allocation
site can be used as a reliable indicator of what will happen to other blocks. If that is the case, a
statistical analysis could be used to decide dynamically whether to preallocate further blocks,
allocated at the same site, directly in the shared heap. The use of such a dynamic profiling,
applied to thread-local heaps, was seemingly never applied in literature. It will be shown that, for
some programs, even a very simple profiling technique (that involves very little overhead on the
normal program execution) is sufficient to make surprisingly accurate predictions.

B.3

Correlating allocation sites and shareability

As previously mentioned, a possible way of predicting whether a heap block that is being allocated
will become shared or not is to verify whether there is a correlation between that condition and the
allocation site. We will use the term “allocation site” in a general sense to refer to the combination
of the actual position in the code where the allocation is requested, in conjunction with the most
recent portion of the dynamic call chain. If we can show that there is a reasonable correlation
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between shareability and allocation sites, then it is fair to assume that the allocation site can be
used as a sufficiently reliable indication of whether it would be convenient to preallocate certain
objects in the shared heap or not.
The use of allocation sites to preallocate objects has been described extensively in the context of
generational garbage collectors. For example, the already mentioned Cheng et al. [CHL98] gather
information about allocation sites likely to allocate tenured objects from preliminary test runs and
Harris [Har01] gathers similar information dynamically. Using of allocation sites as predictors to
preallocate objects in a thread-local heap system has been described by Domani [DKL+ 02]. The
criterion they used was to consider likely to allocate shared memory blocks those allocation sites
in which, in the test run, at least 99% of the allocated blocks eventually became shared. Their
good results show empirically that a correlation between allocation sites and shareability exists.
However, it is not immediate to understand how strong that correlation really is, and it is actually
not easy to represent that correlation in a clear numerical or visual form.
A useful way to visually correlate allocation sites and objects having a certain property is used
by Harris, who uses a particular type of diagram to illustrate how allocation sites are correlated to
objects tenured or non-tenured, in the context of a generational garbage collector. The same kind
of graph can easily be adapted to the context of thread-local heaps. Therefore, before proceeding
with the details of the prediction techniques, it can be useful to show concretely the kind of
correlation that exists, so that the use of allocation sites to predict shareability is actually justified.

B.4

Percentage of objects vs. categories

The way in which the graph is to be intery
1
preted is the following. Let us assume we
have a number n of items, each of which has
0.6
a certain numeric property, represented as a
number between 0 and 1. If we desire to have
0.2
a visual indication of the distribution of that
0
x
0.3
0.8 1
property among the items, we can imagine dividing the segment [0,1] on the x axis in n
equal parts, one per object. For each item, we
Figure B.4.1: Distribution graph
plot the value of the property as a number in
[0,1] along the y-axes, while the x value is the value along the x-axis assigned to that item. The
resulting graph, in general, will alternate points with high and low y values in a non very intelligible way. However, if we pre-sort the items according to the value of the property before plotting
the graph, the result will be a visually clear representation of what proportion of items has what
value for the property in question.
For instance, in Figure B.4.1, 30% of the items have the property set to 1, 50% to 0.6, and 20%
to 0.2. We can easily use the same graph to depict what percentage of blocks become shared
for a certain allocation site. We will use as “items” the allocations sites and as “property” the
percentage of blocks, allocated in that allocation site, that become shared. In the ideal case, we
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would like to see sites with a percentage of either 100% or 0% of the blocks shared, so that it
is possible to separate completely allocation sites that allocate local blocks from allocation sites
that allocate shared objects. Comparing that ideal case to the reality of some test benchmarks will
give us an idea of how good that correlation is.

B.5

Correlation graphs

Percentage of objects that eventually become shared

In order to gather the necessary information, some traces were obtained from an adapted version
of the Tracing Java Virtual Machine [Wol99], an instrumented Java VM capable of tracking the
complete history of all the allocations and modifications applied to objects. The traces recorded
contained the value of the program counter and the last elements of the dynamic call chain. Analyzing the trace files, the shared/non-shared condition of each object was reconstructed, and the
following graphs were generated, in which the correlation between the shared/local condition and
the allocation site is shown.
The obtained correlation graphs, related to different test programs, are shown in Figures B.12.1
and following, on pages 195–199. For additional
convenience, a scaled version of Figure B.12.3(a)
is shown here. The benchmarks used are explained
later, in Section B.9. The different lines shown in
each diagram represent the correlation that exists
between the allocation sites (on the y axis) and the
percentage of objects, allocated in that site, that
eventually become shared (on the x axis). Each
line refers to a different portion of the dynamic call
chain used when determining the allocation sites.
Figure B.5.1: Correlation graph: Volano
The graphs show that the greater the portion of the
dynamic call chain is considered, the stronger the correlation becomes.
It is visually apparent that the allocation sites do have a strong correlation with the shared/local
condition of objects. In certain cases, some allocation sites allocate both shared and local objects,
presumably because of different lives of objects allocated there, during different stages of the
program execution. Nonetheless, the use of allocation sites as indicators of shareability appears
to be overall reasonable. Before concluding that the allocation site of an object can be reasonably
used as a predictor, however, there is another detail that should be checked, as explained in the
next section.
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B.6

Delay graphs

The correlation graphs, discussed in the previous section, represent the ideal case in which the
final condition of all objects (shared or not) is known in advance. Such information, unfortunately,
is not fully available during a dynamic profiling, which can only rely on the data collected up to a
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Number of objects allocated in the site between allocation and shared

certain point during execution. That would not be a particular problem for generational collectors,
since all objects are promoted to the old generation when they reach a certain age, and it is not
necessary to wait the end of the program to determine whether the object was promoted or not.
Conversely, an object allocated in a thread-local heap can remain local for an arbitrarily long time
before becoming shared. The partial information obtained during execution could therefore be
misleading, identifying as local an object which will eventually become shared.
In order to have an idea of the actual delay between the allocation of an object and its transition
to the shared state, a different graph is constructed.
In the delay graphs shown in Figures B.12.1 and
following, all the objects that become shared, and
which are allocated in an allocation sites that allocates at least two objects, are distributed on the
x axis. The corresponding y value is the number
of further objects allocated, in the same allocation
site, between the allocation of that object and the
moment in which it becomes shared. The objects
are sorted, on the x axis, according to their value on
Figure B.6.1: Delay graph: Volano
the y axis, so that the resulting graph is monotonic.
Figure B.12.3(b) is copied here, in a reduced size.
The graph shows how many other objects are allocated, in the same site, between the creation
of a given object and the moment in which the same becomes shared. The higher the number,
the greater the lack of precision in the prediction that relies on objects previously allocated in
the same site, since some of those objects appear to be local, while in reality they will become
eventually shared.
Although the results vary, depending on the specific benchmark, the tests suggest that the delay
is usually rather low, especially if greater portions of the dynamic call chain are used to determine
the allocation site. That means that most of the blocks destined to be shared do become shared
after just a limited number of other blocks are allocated in the same site. As a consequence, after
the initial stage we can assume that, on average, most objects destined to become shared will
be recognisable as shared even using a dynamic profiling. Naturally, the greater the number of
objects allocated in a certain allocation site, the higher the chance that older objects have become
shared in the meantime. It can be expected, therefore, that the precision of the prediction will
increase over time.
Summarising, the delay graphs give a general indication that dynamic profiling should be usable
to predict shared objects with a reasonable degree of accuracy. A test of the usefulness of dynamic
predictors, described later, seems to validate to a large extent the use of dynamic profiling for
thread-local heaps.
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Traps & Copies

As previously discussed, a system which uses segregated thread-local heaps would have the following characteristics:
• one local heap per thread
• one shared heap accessible from all threads
• each of the mentioned heaps uses a unique addressing range, separated from the others
(segregated heaps)
• each local heap contains only blocks that are reachable from the corresponding thread. If a
block becomes referenced from a shared structure, that block and all those reachable from
it are moved in the shared heap
• the creation of new references is monitored using write barriers, so that new references
from the shared heap into local heaps can be detected
In accord with this structure, the factors that will affect the efficiency of the system will be:
1. the ability to write a short write barrier
2. the number of occurrences in which a reference write from shared to local is detected, in
proportion to all the reference writes
3. the proportion of blocks that need to be copied as a consequence
4. the proportion of blocks that are allocated in the local heap and are never moved from there
A write barrier will be executed each time a pointer is written in the heap. Keeping the execution
time of the barrier as low as possible will be therefore very important. Also, if the reference writes
from shared to local are only a small fraction of all the pointer writes, it is possible to use, in the
write barrier design, the use of MMU traps. Even though serving a hardware trap is in general
expensive, if we are able to design the write barrier so that it is on average shorter, and the trap is
only rarely served, the overall gain can be considerable. In the remainder of this discussion, the
term “trap” will be used to refer the detection of a pointer write from shared to local to indicate
that, if the MMU is used to detect the pointer write, an exception is generated and a (relatively
expensive) trap handler is called. The write barrier can be also implemented, however, using a
simple sequence of test and branch.
The number of memory blocks that need to be copied from a local heap to the shared heap is
also important for efficiency. As detailed in the introduction, moving a block is quite expensive,
since all the references to the block which is being moved need to be found and updated. On the
other hand, only the local heap that contains the block can contain references to it.
In addition to the parameters listed above, there are additionally considerations that should be
made about the efficiency of the system. If everything was to be preallocated in the shared heaps,
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for instance, the write barrier would never trigger a copy and there would never be any need to
copy memory blocks. However, none of the blocks would ever be allocated in the thread-local
heaps, and the advantage of performing separate garbage collections would be lost. Consequently,
it is also important to try and maximize the number of blocks that can spend their lifetime entirely
within a local heap.
As a final note, it is important to point out that deciding to preallocate a block in the shared space
affects, in turn, the allocation of other blocks. All the blocks that are referred by the preallocated
block will in turn become shared, even though, without preallocation, they might have lived initially, for some time, as local. Furthermore, the prediction might be wrong in certain cases, and
some blocks that should have remained local might end up being shared. A certain level of error, since the predictor is based on incomplete data, is unavoidable. The results reported later,
however, seem to indicate that those effects are, in general, fairly limited.

B.8

Gathering data

As mentioned, the traces obtained thanks to the Tracing JavaVM were post-processed to simulate
the behaviour of a heap system structured around segregated thread-local heaps. Although that
kind of simulation is not designed to give precise timing information as a complete implementation would do, an analysis of the traces can be used to establish some of the values described
above. In particular, running the same trace file through different simulations can allow us to
compare the efficiency of different prediction techniques.

B.8.1

Without prediction

A first test, useful for further comparisons, consists in the simulation of a thread-local heap system, for each of the trace files, without performing any preallocation. That gives an idea, at the
end of the simulation, of exactly how many blocks, out of the total, remain reachable from a single thread. We will then compare that number with the number of blocks that remain local in the
system when a predictor is used.

B.8.2

Allocation sites

The main set of predictors, used in the simulations, grouped the allocated blocks in classes according to their allocation sites. More precisely, two blocks are in the same class if the value of
the program counter at the time of allocation is identical, together with the last part of the dynamic call chain. For each class, the number of blocks allocated in that allocation site and the
percentage of blocks that have become shared so far are used to predict the likelihood that a new
block, allocated in the same call site, will become shared. Some simple tests were performed,
varying the depth of the portion of the call chain considered, the number of blocks that must be
allocated before the predictor starts operating (in the initial phase there is no preallocation), and
the percentage of shared blocks necessary for the predictor to decide that future blocks must be
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preallocated in the shared heap. To give some examples, a predictor could start preallocating in
the shared heap when, for certain allocation sites:
• using PC and 1 stack value, when, after 5 blocks allocated, 50% are shared
• using only the PC, when, after at least 15 blocks allocated, 95% are shared
• using PC and 2 stack values, when, after 45 blocks allocated, 90% are shared
• using PC and 6 stack values, when, after 5 blocks allocated, 60% are shared
While there are several combinations of parameters that can be used, and, as we will see in a
moment, different way of structuring a predictor, performing simple tests like the above can give
a quick idea of the kind of results that is possible to obtain.

B.8.3

Hashing predictor: simple but effective

One possible argument against the use of dynamic profiling is the overhead imposed by the execution of data-gathering activity while the program is running. Certainly, determining, as above,
the current allocation site and comparing it against some sort of table or data structure, in which
each site has distinct counters and statistics, is quite complex. For this reason, a much simplified
predictor was used, trying to preserve some of the information obtainable from the allocation sites
but at the same time trying to minimize the bookkeeping operations necessary to determine when
to preallocate objects in the shared heap.
As an experiment, a hashing predictor was used, structured as follows: in a single table, an
index is obtained using a simple hashing function that combines the PC and the last values of
the call chain. For each position in the table, an integer counter is maintained, initialised to a
predetermined negative value V . When a new block is allocated, its hash value (the value for
its allocation site) is calculated and stored in an additional field of the block. Initially all blocks
are preallocated in the local heap. For each block allocated as local, the matching counter is
decremented by a constant CL . If, as execution progresses, the object is copied from the local
heap into the shared heap, the corresponding value in the table is incremented by the sum of the
previous constant CL plus another constant CS , so that, as more objects become shared the counter
gets closer to positive values, while for each object allocated as local the counter is progressively
decremented. The predictor starts to preallocate objects as shared if the associated counter, for
that allocation site, is greater than zero. The simple hashing function used consists in the lower
bits (depending on the size of the table) of an exclusive “or” between the PC and the last return
address. An exclusive “or” of PC and the last two return addresses has also been evaluated, as has
been an exclusive “or” of the return address, shifted right, with the PC.
Such a predictor is rather crude, and in general it might happen that local and shared objects
allocated in different allocation sites interfere with each other, causing erroneous predictions.
The number of different allocation sites that is necessary to encode using the hash function can
be greater or smaller, affecting the performance of this solution. However, in practical terms, the
tests conducted showed a remarkable effectiveness of this simplified predictor, with overall results
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not too distant from the predictor previously described, more complete but more complex to
implement. Maintaining the simple mechanisms described for the hashing predictor is extremely
easy, and can be implemented with really minimal overhead, making the idea of using dynamic
profiling even more attractive.

B.8.4

Additional considerations

In the above predictors, the decision to preallocate in the shared heap, once taken, is never reversed. It might happen, however, that the prediction can be erroneous for many blocks if, in
the program, to a first phase in which an allocation site generates shared blocks follows a second
phase in which the same site allocates local objects. Those blocks would be needlessly preallocated as shared.
Reversing the decision, however, is rather problematic. Once the system begins to preallocate
the blocks corresponding to a certain allocation site in the shared heap, the information originally
used by the predictor becomes biased and no longer useful A possible way to discover whether
an allocation site should return to local allocations could be to allocate occasionally, even if the
predictor says otherwise, one of the blocks as local and check whether it becomes shared after a
while. However, the interdependencies of the various blocks, and the fact that some blocks could
have been needlessly allocated in the shared heap already, could cause the block to become shared
because of the preallocation of previous blocks.
Another alternative could be to reset the predictor statistics, for each call site, after a certain
number of blocks predicted to be shared, or even to reset the predictor for all the call sites simultaneously. Once again, the interdependencies among objects could sometimes cause the newly
allocate blocks to become shared unnecessarily. Conversely, restarting the predictor would mean
that some objects, which should be preallocated as shared, are instead allocated as local while
enough new data for the predictors is gathered. No specific study was made in this analysis of
predictors able to reverse their decision.

B.9

Some results

Some trace files, obtained from simple benchmarks, were processed, and the behaviour of various
predictors tested. Because of the test environment used, it was somewhat difficult to obtain traces
of heavily multithreaded functions. A test run for the Volano benchmark, which simulates a chat
room server application, was nonetheless successfully analysed. During execution, the test run of
the server portion of Volano created 412 threads, offering a good example of heavily multithreaded
application to study.
Other benchmarks used were the 227 (mtrt) and 213 (javac) benchmarks from SpecJVM98, and
other tests (“Pretzel” and “Paraffins” [PG02]) that create complex data structures. While these
benchmarks are not inherently multithreaded, it is still possible to determine whether the objects
are reachable from thread-specific structures or from shared ones (from global roots, for example). Although the results are not necessarily representative of what happens in massively multi-
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threaded applications, studying those cases can give some indications of the program behaviours.
Further simulations, in addition to those presented here, would probably be necessary in order to
validate the efficacy of the studied predictors with other heavily multithreaded applications.
•
•
•
•
•

Stats for: Objects are always allocated in the private space.
At the end, there were 24,785 traps out of 34,335,990 pointer stores, that is 0%
Excluding the pointer stores in the stack, which were 29,539,883, the traps were 24,785 out of 4,796,107, 0%
The traps so far caused 39,284 copies to the shared space out of 511,475 objects created so far, 7%
Of all objects allocated, 511,475 were created in the private space and 0 in the shared space

Table B.1: Volano benchmarks, 412 threads. Objects always allocated in the private space

•
•
•
•
•

Stats for: predict using PC and 1 stack level when, after at least 5 objs allocated for that site, 50% of them
have become shareable.
At the end, there were 6,654 traps out of 34,335,990 pointer stores, that is 0%
Excluding the pointer stores in the stack, which were 29,539,883, the traps were 6,654 out of 4,796,107, 0%
The traps so far caused 7,179 copies to the shared space out of 511,475 objects created so far, 1%
Of all objects allocated, 472,455 were created in the private space and 39,020 in the shared space
84% of objects in the shared space were directly preallocated
82% were correctly predicted and preallocated, out of all preallocated
81% were correctly predicted and preallocated, out of all that should have been shared
17% were erroneously preallocated, out of all preallocated
14% were mispredicted, or had to be copied, out of all those eventually in shared space
98% remained in private space, out of those that should have been
It performed 26% the traps and 18% the object copies of the all-private allocation
All in all, this predictor predicted correctly 98% of all objects.

Table B.2: Volano benchmarks, 412 threads. Predictor based on allocation sites

Tables B.1 and B.2 show some statistics obtained from the Volano benchmark. The values
shown in Table B.1 refer to a simulation in which no preallocation is performed. Table B.2 shows
the results when a prediction is made using the allocation sites.
•
•
•
•
•

Stats for: Hashing predictor, table large 32768, start:-10 - increments:2/-1
At the end, there were 6,578 traps out of 34,335,990 pointer stores, that is 0%
Excluding the pointer stores in the stack, which were 29,539,883, the traps were 6,578 out of 4,796,107, 0%
The traps so far caused 7,356 copies to the shareable space out of 511,475 objects created so far, 1%
Of all objects allocated, 473,204 were created in the private space and 38,271 in the shared space
83% of objects in the shared space were directly preallocated
83% were correctly predicted and preallocated, out of all preallocated
81% were correctly predicted and preallocated, out of all that should have been shared
16% were erroneously preallocated, out of all preallocated
13% were mispredicted, or had to be copied, out of all those eventually in shared space
98% remained in private space, out of those that should have been
It performed 26% the traps and 18% the object copies of the all-private allocation
All in all, this predictor predicted correctly 98% of all objects.

Table B.3: Volano benchmarks, 412 threads. Hashing predictor

It can be noted that, using a predictor to preallocate objects in the local heap, the number of
object copies required drops dramatically, while the majority of objects can still be allocated in the
local heap and handled with local garbage collection, reducing the need for synchronization. Table
B.3 shows an example of a particularly good hashing predictor, as described in section B.8.3.
In this particular case, the results are comparable to the much more computationally expensive
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general predictor. While adjusting the various predictor parameters affects to some extent the
results, all the predictor tried predicted correctly a very high percentage of objects, usually more
than 95%.

B.10

Conclusions

The statistics shown in the tables seem to indicate that, using some simple prediction techniques,
it is indeed possible to reduce the number of copy operations required in a segregated threadlocal heap system to a very manageable level. The resulting lower overhead has the potential to
make the technique viable for some applications, especially considering the potential advantages,
namely the reduced number of synchronizations while performing garbage collections and allocations, and the ability to use compacting garbage collection algorithms, thanks to the address
segregation.
In this research the Volano benchmark was the only massively multithreaded example used (142
threads in the trace file analysed). While the application is admittedly well suited to a thread-local
heap system (the various threads have limited interactions), the application is nonetheless representative of a real class of multithreaded programs. Those programs could benefit substantially,
according to this analysis, from the implementation of a segregated thread-local heap system. It
would be however necessary to experiment with further multithreaded applications to verify the
behaviour of such a heap system in general. The preliminary results obtained so far, nonetheless,
appear to be rather encouraging.
It should also be noted that the write barrier, which should monitor all pointer writes in the
heap, is extremely similar to the write barrier that is normally necessary in generational garbage
collectors. In that case as well it is necessary to take action upon the creation of a new reference
from one of the spaces (the old generation) into another space (the new generation). It is rather
simple, therefore, to combine the two write barriers into a single one, so that only pointer writes
in certain directions are intercepted. A particular technique that can be used for this purpose was
devised by the author as a side product of this study, and it is currently being evaluated by Sun
Microsystems for a possible U.S. Patent Office application.

B.11

Further work

An interesting possibility, apparently unexplored so far, consists in the integration of the static
analysis with the notion of “shared if reachable by multiple threads.” That can be done by forcing
certain objects, determined statically to be always used by a single thread, to reside in a local
heap even though they appear to be shared, being reachable by other shared blocks. In order to
prevent the write barrier from moving those blocks to the shared heap, it is sufficient to flag the
blocks specially. When a pointer is created that originates from a shared block and points to such
a special block, the flag on the target can be checked and, if set, the object is not moved to the
shared space, since it is known from the static analysis that it will only be used, in reality, by a
single tread. Transitively, all the blocks that are reachable only from local or specially marked
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objects will only be used, again, by the local thread, and they do not need to be moved to the
shared space. The blocks that are transitively reachable from marked blocks, however, will have
to be marked in turn as special.
The use of such a hypothetical hybrid system could bring further improvements to a threadlocal system that only uses reachability. No concrete implementations, or descriptions similar to
the one here presented, is available in literature. A combined system of the kind described can
certainly be implemented and analysed as a possible extension of the present work.
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Graphs

The following pages contain several graphs, one page for each benchmark. Each page contains
two graphs. Each graph represents, using different line styles, the results obtained considering
different portions of the dynamic call chain, in addition to the program counter. If n return addresses are considered, for instance, two allocation sites are considered distinct if at least one
among the return address and the topmost n return addresses on the stack differ in the two cases.
On the top of each page, the correlation graphs, as explained in Section B.5, show the correlation
between the percentage of objects that eventually become shared, on the y axis, and the allocation
sites, distributed on the x axis and sorted according to the percentage of object that become shared
at that site, so that the graph is monotonic (the number on the x axis represents the percentage of
the total objects considered between that point and the origin).
On the bottom of each page, the delay graphs, as explained in Section B.6, show all the objects
that become shared and that are allocated in an allocation sites that allocates at least two objects, distributed on the x axis (the number on the x axis shows the number of objects considered
between that point and the origin). The corresponding y value is the number of further objects
allocated, in the same allocation site, between the allocation of that object and the moment in
which it becomes shared. The objects are sorted, on the x axis, according to their value on the y
axis, so that the resulting graph is monotonic.
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Figure B.12.2: Benchmark: 227 (mtrt)
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Figure B.12.3: Benchmark: Volano server
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Figure B.12.4: Benchmark: Pretzel
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Nothing is so easy as to deceive one’s self; for what we wish, we
readily believe.
— Demosthenes, 384 BC - 322 BC

Appendix C

Examples

C.1

Pointer discovery in the registers

The following test program is compiled without optimisation.
int ping(int *);
int *pang(int,int*);
void pong(int);
void tinker(int a,int *b)
{
pong(a+ping(pang(a,b)));
}

Non-optimised SPARC V8 code generated by GCC for the body:
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

0004
0008
000c
0010
0014
0018
001c
0020
0024
0028
002c
0030
0034
0038
003c
0040

F027A044
F227A048
D007A044
D207A048
40000000
01000000
82100008
90100001
40000000
01000000
9A100008
C207A044
82034001
90100001
40000000
01000000

st
st
ld
ld
call
nop
mov
mov
call
nop
mov
ld
add
mov
call
nop

%i0, [%fp+68]
%i1, [%fp+72]
[%fp+68], %o0
[%fp+72], %o1
pang, 0
%o0, %g1
%g1, %o0
ping, 0
%o0, %o5
[%fp+68], %g1
%o5, %g1, %g1
%g1, %o0
pong, 0

Non-optimised SPARC V8 code generated by the customised GCC for the body, with mode annotations:
16 0004 F027A044
17

st
%i0, [%fp+68]
#*TT*148 :%i0 #180
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18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

0008 F227A048
000c D007A044
0010 D207A048
0014 40000000
0018 01000000
001c 82100008
0020 90100001
0024 40000000
0028 01000000
002c 9A100008
0030 C207A044
0034 82034001
0038 90100001
003c 40000000
0040 01000000

Key:
> use
^ def
: use
# def

201

st
%i1, [%fp+72]
#*TT*157 >%i1 ^184
ld
[%fp+68], %o0
#*TT*146 :180 #%o0
ld
[%fp+72], %o1
#*TT*155 >184 ^%o1
call
pang, 0
#*TT*218C >%o1 :%o0 ^%o0 #%o1 #%o2 #%o3 #%o4 #%o5 #%o7 #%g1 #%g2 #%g2 #%g3 #%g4
nop
#*TT*800
mov
%o0, %g1
#*TT*151 >%o0 ^%g1
mov
%g1, %o0
#*TT*151 >%g1 ^%o0
call
ping, 0
#*TT*218C >%o0 #%o0 #%o1 #%o2 #%o3 #%o4 #%o5 #%o7 #%g1 #%g2 #%g2 #%g3 #%g4
nop
#*TT*800
mov
%o0, %o5
#*TT*142 :%o0 #%o5
ld
[%fp+68], %g1
#*TT*146 :180 #%g1
add
%o5, %g1, %g1
#*TT*219 #%g1 :%o5 :%g1
mov
%g1, %o0
#*TT*142 :%g1 #%o0
call
pong, 0
#*TT*213C :%o0 #%o0 #%o1 #%o2 #%o3 #%o4 #%o5 #%o7 #%g1 #%g2 #%g2 #%g3 #%g4
nop

ptr
ptr
scal
scal

regs used: %o0, %o1, %i0, %i1, %g1, %o5 (%o0-%o5 clobbered by calls)

Initial tables, derived from the mode annotations.
initial tables, registers: %g1 %o0 %o1 %o5 %i0 %i1

0004
0008
000c
0010
0014
0018
001c
0020
0024
0028
002c
0030
0034
0038
003c
0040

ptr
def
use
000000 000000
000000 000001
000000 000000
001000 000000
000000 000000
010000 001000
100000 010000
010000 100000
000000 000000
000000 010000
000000 000000
000000 000000
000000 000000
000000 000000
000000 000000
000000 000000

scal
def
use
000000 000010
000000 000000
010000 000000
000000 000000
000000 000000
101100 010000
000000 000000
000000 000000
000000 000000
111100 000000
000100 010000
100000 000000
100000 100100
010000 100000
000000 000000
111100 010000

follow
0008
000c
0010
0014
0018
001c
0020
0024
0028
002c
0030
0034
0038
003c
0040
---

Tables after the mode calculation:
Output, registers: %g1 %o0 %o1 %o5 %i0 %i1

0004
0008
000c
0010
0014
0018
001c
0020
0024

ptrs
.....X
.....X
......
......
..X...
..X...
.X....
X.....
.X....

scalars
....X.
......
......
.X....
.X....
.X....
......
......
......
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0028
002c
0030
0034
0038
003c
0040

.X....
......
......
......
......
......
......
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......
.X....
...X..
X..X..
X.....
.X....
.X....

-----

The resulting code with the pointer/scalar information. A flag set to ‘x’ means that the corresponding register is a pointer before that instruction.
Result, columns are: %g1 %o0 %o1 %o5 %i0 %i1
F027A044
F227A048
D007A044
D207A048
40000000
01000000
82100008
90100001
40000000
01000000
9A100008
C207A044
82034001
90100001
40000000
01000000

0004
0008
000c
0010
0014
0018
001c
0020
0024
0028
002c
0030
0034
0038
003c
0040

.....X
.....X
......
......
..X...
..X...
.X....
X.....
.X....
.X....
......
......
......
......
......
......

st
st
ld
ld
call
nop
mov
mov
call
nop
mov
ld
add
mov
call
nop

%i0, [%fp+68]
%i1, [%fp+72]
[%fp+68], %o0
[%fp+72], %o1
pang, 0
%o0, %g1
%g1, %o0
ping, 0
%o0, %o5
[%fp+68], %g1
%o5, %g1, %g1
%g1, %o0
pong, 0
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203

Fully optimised code

The original program:
int ping(int *);
int *pang(int,int*);
int pong(int*,int);
void peng(int);
int *poing(int);
void tinker(int a,int *b)
{
int i,j=0;
for (i=ping(b);i<ping(poing(j));i++) {
peng(a+ping(pang(a,b)));
while (pong(poing(a),pong(b,1))) {
if (j<91) {
peng(a-1);
j=pong(b,a+2) ? a*ping(b) : 0;
} else {
j=ping(pang(j,b));
break;
}
}
}
}

The fully optimised compiled code, with annotations:
.file
"x.c"
.global .umul
.section
".text"
.align 4
.global tinker
.type
tinker, #function
.proc
020
tinker:
#*TT*790S "tinker"
#*TT*955 16 112 2
#*TT*777 #%i0 ^%i1
#*TT*778
save
%sp, -112, %sp
#*TT*029W
#*TT*223E
#*TT*223S
mov
%i1, %o0
#*TT*151 >%i1 ^%o0
call
ping, 0
#*TT*218C >%o0 #%o0 #%o1 #%o2 #%o3
mov
0, %l1
#*TT*142 #%l1
b
.LL2
#*TT*811U ".LL2"
mov
%o0, %l2
#*TT*142 :%o0 #%l2
.LL14:
call
pang, 0
#*TT*218C >%o1 :%o0 ^%o0 #%o1 #%o2
mov
%i0, %o0
#*TT*142 :%i0 #%o0
call
ping, 0
#*TT*218C >%o0 #%o0 #%o1 #%o2 #%o3
nop
#*TT*800
call
peng, 0
#*TT*213C :%o0 #%o0 #%o1 #%o2 #%o3
add
%i0, %o0, %o0
#*TT*219 #%o0 :%i0 :%o0
.LL15:
call
poing, 0
#*TT*218C :%o0 ^%o0 #%o1 #%o2 #%o3
mov
%i0, %o0
#*TT*142 :%i0 #%o0
mov
1, %o1

#%o4 #%o5 #%o7 #%g1 #%g2 #%g2 #%g3 #%g4

#%o3 #%o4 #%o5 #%o7 #%g1 #%g2 #%g2 #%g3 #%g4

#%o4 #%o5 #%o7 #%g1 #%g2 #%g2 #%g3 #%g4

#%o4 #%o5 #%o7 #%g1 #%g2 #%g2 #%g3 #%g4

#%o4 #%o5 #%o7 #%g1 #%g2 #%g2 #%g3 #%g4
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#*TT*142 #%o1
mov
%o0, %l0
#*TT*151 >%o0 ^%l0
call
pong, 0
#*TT*218C :%o1 >%o0 #%o0 #%o1
mov
%i1, %o0
#*TT*151 >%i1 ^%o0
mov
%o0, %o1
#*TT*142 :%o0 #%o1
call
pong, 0
#*TT*218C :%o1 >%o0 #%o0 #%o1
mov
%l0, %o0
#*TT*151 >%l0 ^%o0
mov
%o0, %o1
#*TT*142 :%o0 #%o1
cmp
%o1, 0
#*TT*100 :%o1
be
.LL7
#*TT*802B ".LL7"
add
%i0, -1, %o0
#*TT*219 #%o0 :%i0
cmp
%l1, 90
#*TT*100 :%l1
bg
.LL9
#*TT*802B ".LL9"
mov
%i1, %o1
#*TT*151 >%i1 ^%o1
call
peng, 0
#*TT*213C :%o0 #%o0 #%o1 #%o2
mov
0, %l1
#*TT*142 #%l1
add
%i0, 2, %o1
#*TT*219 #%o1 :%i0
call
pong, 0
#*TT*218C :%o1 >%o0 #%o0 #%o1
mov
%i1, %o0
#*TT*151 >%i1 ^%o0
cmp
%o0, 0
#*TT*100 :%o0
be
.LL15
#*TT*802B ".LL15"
nop
#*TT*803
call
ping, 0
#*TT*218C >%o0 #%o0 #%o1 #%o2
mov
%i1, %o0
#*TT*151 >%i1 ^%o0
mov
%o0, %o1
#*TT*142 :%o0 #%o1
call
.umul, 0
#*TT*218C :%o1 :%o0 #%o0 #%o1
mov
%i0, %o0
#*TT*142 :%i0 #%o0
b
.LL15
#*TT*811U ".LL15"
mov
%o0, %l1
#*TT*142 :%o0 #%l1
.LL9:
call
pang, 0
#*TT*218C >%o1 :%o0 ^%o0 #%o1
mov
%l1, %o0
#*TT*142 :%l1 #%o0
call
ping, 0
#*TT*218C >%o0 #%o0 #%o1 #%o2
nop
#*TT*800
mov
%o0, %l1
#*TT*142 :%o0 #%l1
.LL7:
add
%l2, 1, %l2
#*TT*219 #%l2 :%l2
.LL2:
call
poing, 0
#*TT*218C :%o0 ^%o0 #%o1 #%o2
mov
%l1, %o0
#*TT*142 :%l1 #%o0
call
ping, 0
#*TT*218C >%o0 #%o0 #%o1 #%o2
nop
#*TT*800
cmp
%l2, %o0
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#%o2 #%o3 #%o4 #%o5 #%o7 #%g1 #%g2 #%g2 #%g3 #%g4

#%o2 #%o3 #%o4 #%o5 #%o7 #%g1 #%g2 #%g2 #%g3 #%g4

#%o3 #%o4 #%o5 #%o7 #%g1 #%g2 #%g2 #%g3 #%g4

#%o2 #%o3 #%o4 #%o5 #%o7 #%g1 #%g2 #%g2 #%g3 #%g4

#%o3 #%o4 #%o5 #%o7 #%g1 #%g2 #%g2 #%g3 #%g4

#%o2 #%o3 #%o4 #%o5 #%o7 #%g1 #%g2 #%g2 #%g3 #%g4

#%o2 #%o3 #%o4 #%o5 #%o7 #%g1 #%g2 #%g2 #%g3 #%g4

#%o3 #%o4 #%o5 #%o7 #%g1 #%g2 #%g2 #%g3 #%g4

#%o3 #%o4 #%o5 #%o7 #%g1 #%g2 #%g2 #%g3 #%g4

#%o3 #%o4 #%o5 #%o7 #%g1 #%g2 #%g2 #%g3 #%g4
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#*TT*100 :%l2 :%o0
bl
.LL14
#*TT*802B ".LL14"
mov
%i1, %o1
#*TT*151 >%i1 ^%o1
#*TT*224E
#*TT*224S
nop
#*TT*998
ret
#*TT*404
restore
#*TT*019W
#*TT*499E
.size
tinker, .-tinker
.ident "GCC: (GNU) 3.3"

The resulting mode table, after processing. The part on the left has a ‘x’ if that register is used as
a pointer, the part on the right if the register is used as a scalar.
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

Final Masks (ptr/scal):
0004 ........:........:........:.X......
0008 ........:X.......:........:.X......
000c ........:X.......:........:.X......
0010 ........:........:........:.X......
0014 ........:........:........:.X......
0018 ........:.X......:........:.X......
001c ........:.X......:........:.X......
0020 ........:X.......:........:.X......
0024 ........:X.......:........:.X......
0028 ........:........:........:.X......
002c ........:........:........:.X......
0030 ........:........:........:.X......
0034 ........:........:........:.X......
0038 ........:X.......:........:.X......
003c ........:X.......:........:.X......
0040 ........:........:X.......:.X......
0044 ........:........:X.......:.X......
0048 ........:........:X.......:.X......
004c ........:........:X.......:.X......
0050 ........:........:X.......:.X......
0054 ........:........:........:.X......
0058 ........:........:........:.X......
005c ........:........:........:.X......
0060 ........:........:........:.X......
0064 ........:........:........:.X......
0068 ........:........:........:.X......
006c ........:........:........:.X......
0070 ........:........:........:.X......
0074 ........:........:........:.X......
0078 ........:........:........:.X......
007c ........:........:........:.X......
0080 ........:........:........:.X......
0084 ........:........:........:.X......
0088 ........:........:........:.X......
008c ........:........:........:.X......
0090 ........:........:........:.X......
0094 ........:........:........:.X......
0098 ........:........:........:.X......
009c ........:........:........:.X......
00a0 ........:........:........:.X......
00a4 ........:........:........:.X......
00a8 ........:........:........:.X......
00ac ........:.X......:........:.X......
00b0 ........:.X......:........:.X......
00b4 ........:X.......:........:.X......
00b8 ........:X.......:........:.X......
00bc ........:........:........:.X......
00c0 ........:........:........:.X......
00c4 ........:........:........:.X......
00c8 ........:........:........:.X......
00cc ........:X.......:........:.X......
00d0 ........:X.......:........:.X......
00d4 ........:........:........:.X......
00d8 ........:........:........:.X......
00dc ........:........:........:.X......

........:........:........:X.......
........:........:........:X.......
........:........:........:X.......
........:X.......:.X......:X.......
........:X.......:.X......:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:X.......:.XX.....:X.......
........:X.......:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:.X......:.XX.....:X.......
........:.X......:.XX.....:X.......
........:.X......:.XX.....:X.......
........:X.......:.XX.....:X.......
........:.X......:.XX.....:X.......
........:.X......:.XX.....:X.......
........:X.......:.XX.....:X.......
........:.X......:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:X.......:.XX.....:X.......
........:X.......:.XX.....:X.......
........:X.......:.XX.....:X.......
........:X.......:..X.....:X.......
........:X.......:..X.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:.X......:.XX.....:X.......
........:.X......:.XX.....:X.......
........:X.......:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:..X.....:X.......
........:........:..X.....:X.......
........:X.......:..X.....:X.......
........:.X......:..X.....:X.......
........:.X......:..X.....:X.......
........:X.......:..X.....:X.......
........:X.......:..X.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:..X.....:X.......
........:........:..X.....:X.......
........:X.......:..X.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:X.......:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
........:........:.XX.....:X.......
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The mode table, describing the registers used as pointers, after compression:
###

--Registers used only as scalars
0xff3f7fbf
--Registers used only as pointers
.long
0x00000040
--Table columns contain:
Reg/offs: %o0
Reg/offs: %o1
Reg/offs: %l0
--Header completed.
--Compressed table:
.long
0xcc343709
.long
0x58700370
.long
0xc3707bb7
.long
0x0c000000
--Table done.
.long

###
###
###
###
###
###
###

###
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Side-by-side comparison

This example shows a side-by-side comparison between the original GCC 3.3.1 compiler for the
SPARC architecture and the customised compiler. The source file used for the test is appended at
the end of the example. The code on the left is the original one, and the code on the right is the
optimised code with the additional PC maps.
In this example the optimised code generated by the customised compiler is mostly indistinguishable from the original code. The additional PC maps appear on the right, immediately after
each compiled routine.

.file
"test.c"
.global _TT_layout_node
.section
".data"
.align 4
.type
_TT_layout_node, #object
.size
_TT_layout_node, 12
_TT_layout_node:
.byte
0
.byte
0
.byte
0
.byte
0
.byte
0
.byte
0
.byte
0
.byte
4
.byte
128
.byte
0
.byte
0
.byte
0
.section
".text"
.align 4
.global add
.type
add, #function
.proc
020
add:
!#PROLOGUE# 0
save
%sp, -112, %sp
!#PROLOGUE# 1
sethi
%hi(_TT_layout_node), %g1
or
%g1, %lo(_TT_layout_node), %o1
call
trackAllok, 0
mov
12, %o0
st
%g0, [%o0]
st
%g0, [%o0+4]
ld
[%i0], %o1
st
%i1, [%o0+8]
mov
%o1, %o5
cmp
%o1, 0
bne
.LL13
mov
1, %o4
b
.LL1
st
%o0, [%i0]
.LL13:
ld
[%o5+8], %o1
.LL17:
cmp
%o1, %i1
bleu,a .LL7
ld
[%o5], %g1
ld
[%o5+4], %g1
cmp
%g1, 0
be,a
.LL1
st
%o0, [%o5+4]
mov
%g1, %o5
.LL4:
cmp
%o4, 0
bne,a
.LL17
ld
[%o5+8], %o1
b,a
.LL1
.LL7:
cmp
%g1, 0
bne,a
.LL4

.file
"test.c"
.global _TT_layout_node
.section
".data"
.align 4
.type
_TT_layout_node, #object
.size
_TT_layout_node, 12
_TT_layout_node:
.byte
0
.byte
0
.byte
0
.byte
0
.byte
0
.byte
0
.byte
0
.byte
4
.byte
128
.byte
0
.byte
0
.byte
0
.section
".text"
.align 4
.global add
.type
add, #function
.proc
020
add:
<
save

%sp, -112, %sp

sethi
or
call
mov
st
st
ld
st
mov
cmp
bne
mov
b
st

%hi(_TT_layout_node), %g1
%g1, %lo(_TT_layout_node), %o1
trackAllok, 0
12, %o0
%g0, [%o0]
%g0, [%o0+4]
[%i0], %o1
%i1, [%o0+8]
%o1, %o5
%o1, 0
.LL13
1, %o4
.LL1
%o0, [%i0]

ld

[%o5+8], %o1

cmp
bleu,a
ld
ld
cmp
be,a
st
mov

%o1, %i1
.LL7
[%o5], %g1
[%o5+4], %g1
%g1, 0
.LL1
%o0, [%o5+4]
%g1, %o5

cmp
bne,a
ld
b,a

%o4, 0
.LL17
[%o5+8], %o1
.LL1

cmp
bne,a

%g1, 0
.LL4

<

.LL13:
.LL17:

.LL4:

.LL7:
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st
b
mov
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%g1, %o5
%o0, [%o5]
.LL4
0, %o4

mov
st
b
mov

.LL1:

%g1, %o5
%o0, [%o5]
.LL4
0, %o4

.LL1:
>
ret
restore
.size
add, .-add
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
.section
.align 8

nop
ret
restore
.size
add, .-add
.global __TT__add_end
__TT__add_end:
.section
".rodata"
.align 4
.type
__TT__add_regTable,#object
.size
__TT__add_regTable,__TT__add_regTable-__TT__a
.global __TT__add_regTable
__TT__add_regTable:
###
--Save and restore offsets for regist
###
or add/sub offsets for stack pointe
.long
0x00000000
.long
0x00000090
###
--Start of body and Start of epilogue
.long
0x00000004
.long
0x00000088
###
--Flags: saveRestoreUsed
###
retIsPtr
###
spMoved
.long
0xa0000000
###
--Frame size:
.long
0x00000070
###
--Outgoing params area size:
.long
0x00000060
###
--Number of stack slots ever used as
.long
0x00000000
###
--Used offsets:
###
--Registers used only as scalars
.long
0xbf3bff7f
###
--Registers used only as pointers
.long
0x00000000
###
--Table columns contain:
### Reg/offs: %g1
### Reg/offs: %o0
### Reg/offs: %o1
### Reg/offs: %o5
### Reg/offs: %i0
###
--Header completed.
###
--Compressed table:
.long
0x97035a17
.long
0x00e193f1
.long
0x83f0b5cf
.long
0x7daae0fc
.long
0x12000000
###
--Table done.
.global __TT__add_regTable_end
__TT__add_regTable_end:
.section
.section
.align 8

.rodata.str1.8,"aMS",@progbits,1

".text"
.rodata.str1.8,"aMS",@progbits,1

.LLC0:

.LLC0:

.asciz "%d "
.section
".text"
.align 4
.global printTree
.type
printTree, #function
.proc
020
printTree:
!#PROLOGUE# 0
save
%sp, -112, %sp
!#PROLOGUE# 1
orcc
%i0, 0, %l0
be
.LL18
nop
call
printTree, 0
ld
[%l0+4], %o0
ld
[%l0+8], %o1
sethi
%hi(.LLC0), %g1
call
printf, 0
or
%g1, %lo(.LLC0), %o0
call
printTree, 0
ld
[%l0], %o0

.asciz "%d "
.section
".text"
.align 4
.global printTree
.type
printTree, #function
.proc
020
printTree:
<
|
<

|
|

|

save
cmp

%sp, -112, %sp
%i0, 0

be
nop
call
ld
ld
sethi
call
or
call
ld

.LL18
printTree, 0
[%i0+4], %o0
[%i0+8], %o1
%hi(.LLC0), %g1
printf, 0
%g1, %lo(.LLC0), %o0
printTree, 0
[%i0], %o0
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call
mov

|

.LL18:

trackRelease, 0
%i0, %o0

.LL18:
nop
ret
restore
.size
printTree, .-printTree
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

.align 4
.global printInt
.type
printInt, #function
.proc
020
printInt:
!#PROLOGUE# 0
!#PROLOGUE# 1
mov
%o0, %o1
sethi
%hi(.LLC0), %g1
or
%g1, %lo(.LLC0), %o0
or
%o7, %g0, %g1
call
printf, 0
or
%g1, %g0, %o7
nop

.size

printInt, .-printInt

nop
ret
restore
.size
printTree, .-printTree
.global __TT__printTree_end
__TT__printTree_end:
.section
".rodata"
.align 4
.type
__TT__printTree_regTable,#object
.size
__TT__printTree_regTable,__TT__printTree_regT
.global __TT__printTree_regTable
__TT__printTree_regTable:
###
--Save and restore offsets for regist
###
or add/sub offsets for stack pointe
.long
0x00000000
.long
0x00000040
###
--Start of body and Start of epilogue
.long
0x00000004
.long
0x00000038
###
--Flags: saveRestoreUsed
###
retIsPtr
###
spMoved
.long
0xa0000000
###
--Frame size:
.long
0x00000070
###
--Outgoing params area size:
.long
0x00000060
###
--Number of stack slots ever used as
.long
0x00000000
###
--Used offsets:
###
--Registers used only as scalars
.long
0xbfffff7f
###
--Registers used only as pointers
.long
0x00000080
###
--Table columns contain:
### Reg/offs: %g1
###
--Header completed.
###
--Compressed table:
.long
0x00c00000
###
--Table done.
.global __TT__printTree_regTable_end
__TT__printTree_regTable_end:

.section
".text"
.align 4
.global printInt
.type
printInt, #function
.proc
020
printInt:
|
save
%sp, -112, %sp
<
<
sethi
%hi(.LLC0), %g1
|
mov
%i0, %o1
<
call
printf, 0
|
or
%g1, %lo(.LLC0), %o0
nop
>
ret
>
restore
.size
printInt, .-printInt
>
.global __TT__printInt_end
> __TT__printInt_end:
>
.section
".rodata"
>
.align 4
>
.type
__TT__printInt_regTable,#object
>
.size
__TT__printInt_regTable,__TT__printInt_regTab
>
.global __TT__printInt_regTable
> __TT__printInt_regTable:
> ###
--Save and restore offsets for regist
> ###
or add/sub offsets for stack pointe
>
.long
0x00000000
>
.long
0x0000001c
> ###
--Start of body and Start of epilogue
>
.long
0x00000004
>
.long
0x00000014
> ###
--Flags: saveRestoreUsed
> ###
retIsPtr
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

###

spMoved
0xa0000000
###
--Frame size:
.long
0x00000070
###
--Outgoing params area size:
.long
0x00000060
###
--Number of stack slots ever used as
.long
0x00000000
###
--Used offsets:
###
--Registers used only as scalars
.long
0xbfffffff
###
--Registers used only as pointers
.long
0x00000000
###
--Table columns contain:
### Reg/offs: %g1
###
--Header completed.
###
--Compressed table:
.long
0x38000000
###
--Table done.
.global __TT__printInt_regTable_end
__TT__printInt_regTable_end:
.long

.section
".text"
.align 4
.global newNode
.type
newNode, #function
.proc
0110

.align 4
.global newNode
.type
newNode, #function
.proc
0110
newNode:

newNode:
!#PROLOGUE# 0
save
%sp, -112, %sp
!#PROLOGUE# 1
sethi
%hi(_TT_layout_node), %g1
mov
12, %o0
call
trackAllok, 0
or
%g1, %lo(_TT_layout_node), %o1
st
%i0, [%o0+8]
st
%g0, [%o0]
st
%g0, [%o0+4]

<
save

>
>
ret
restore %g0, %o0, %o0
.size
newNode, .-newNode

%sp, -112, %sp

<

|
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

sethi
%hi(_TT_layout_node), %g1
mov
12, %o0
call
trackAllok, 0
or
%g1, %lo(_TT_layout_node), %o1
st
%i0, [%o0+8]
st
%g0, [%o0]
st
%g0, [%o0+4]
mov
%o0, %i0
nop
ret
restore
.size
newNode, .-newNode
.global __TT__newNode_end
__TT__newNode_end:
.section
".rodata"
.align 4
.type
__TT__newNode_regTable,#object
.size
__TT__newNode_regTable,__TT__newNode_regTable
.global __TT__newNode_regTable
__TT__newNode_regTable:
###
--Save and restore offsets for regist
###
or add/sub offsets for stack pointe
.long
0x00000000
.long
0x0000002c
###
--Start of body and Start of epilogue
.long
0x00000004
.long
0x00000024
###
--Flags: saveRestoreUsed
###
retIsPtr
###
spMoved
.long
0xe0000000
###
--Frame size:
.long
0x00000070
###
--Outgoing params area size:
.long
0x00000060
###
--Number of stack slots ever used as
.long
0x00000000
###
--Used offsets:
###
--Registers used only as scalars
.long
0xbf7fffff
###
--Registers used only as pointers
.long
0x00000000
###
--Table columns contain:
### Reg/offs: %g1
### Reg/offs: %o0
###
--Header completed.
###
--Compressed table:
.long
0x38078000
###
--Table done.
.global __TT__newNode_regTable_end
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.section
.align 8
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.rodata.str1.8

.LLC1:
.asciz "Filling the tree (in C!)..."
.align 8
.LLC2:
.asciz "Emptying the tree (in C!)..."
.align 8
.LLC3:
.asciz "\n...emptied."
.align 8
.LLC4:
.asciz "Filling the tree (in Ada!)..."
.align 8
.LLC5:
.asciz "Emptying the tree (in Ada!)..."
.section
".text"
.align 4
.global trackMain
.type
trackMain, #function
.proc
04
trackMain:
!#PROLOGUE# 0
save
%sp, -120, %sp
!#PROLOGUE# 1
sethi
%hi(4096), %o0
mov
0, %l3
mov
%o0, %i3
sethi
%hi(.LLC1), %l6
sethi
%hi(.LLC2), %l7
sethi
%hi(.LLC3), %i5
sethi
%hi(.LLC4), %i4
sethi
%hi(_TT_layout_node), %l2
sethi
%hi(.LLC5), %l5
or
%o0, 903, %l4
or
%l6, %lo(.LLC1), %o0
.LL49:
call
puts, 0
mov
0, %i0
st
%g0, [%fp-20]
.LL32:
call
rand, 0
add
%i0, 1, %i0
mov
%o0, %o1
call
add, 0
add
%fp, -20, %o0
cmp
%i0, %l4
bleu
.LL32
nop
call
puts, 0
or
%l7, %lo(.LLC2), %o0
ld
[%fp-20], %l0
cmp
%l0, 0
be
.LL34
nop
call
printTree, 0
ld
[%l0+4], %o0
ld
[%l0+8], %o1
sethi
%hi(.LLC0), %g1
call
printf, 0
or
%g1, %lo(.LLC0), %o0
call
printTree, 0
ld
[%l0], %o0
call
trackRelease, 0
mov
%l0, %o0
.LL34:
call
puts, 0
or
%i5, %lo(.LLC3), %o0
call
puts, 0
or
%i4, %lo(.LLC4), %o0
call
rand, 0
st
%g0, [%fp-20]
or
%l2, %lo(_TT_layout_node), %o1
mov
%o0, %l1
call
trackAllok, 0
mov
12, %o0
st
%g0, [%o0]
st
%g0, [%o0+4]

> __TT__newNode_regTable_end:
>
>
.section
".text"
.section
.rodata.str1.8
.align 8
.LLC1:
.asciz "Filling the tree (in C!)..."
.align 8
.LLC2:
.asciz "Emptying the tree (in C!)..."
.align 8
.LLC3:
.asciz "\n...emptied."
.align 8
.LLC4:
.asciz "Filling the tree (in Ada!)..."
.align 8
.LLC5:
.asciz "Emptying the tree (in Ada!)..."
.section
".text"
.align 4
.global trackMain
.type
trackMain, #function
.proc
04
trackMain:
<
save
%sp, -120, %sp
<
sethi
%hi(4096), %o0
mov
0, %l3
mov
%o0, %i3
|
sethi
%hi(.LLC1), %l5
|
sethi
%hi(.LLC2), %l6
|
sethi
%hi(.LLC3), %l7
|
sethi
%hi(.LLC4), %i5
sethi
%hi(_TT_layout_node), %l2
|
sethi
%hi(.LLC5), %i4
or
%o0, 903, %l4
|
or
%l5, %lo(.LLC1), %o0
.LL49:
call
puts, 0
mov
0, %i0
st
%g0, [%fp-20]
.LL32:
call
rand, 0
add
%i0, 1, %i0
mov
%o0, %o1
call
add, 0
add
%fp, -20, %o0
cmp
%i0, %l4
bleu
.LL32
nop
call
puts, 0
|
or
%l6, %lo(.LLC2), %o0
ld
[%fp-20], %l0
cmp
%l0, 0
be
.LL34
nop
call
printTree, 0
ld
[%l0+4], %o0
ld
[%l0+8], %o1
sethi
%hi(.LLC0), %g1
call
printf, 0
or
%g1, %lo(.LLC0), %o0
call
printTree, 0
ld
[%l0], %o0
call
trackRelease, 0
mov
%l0, %o0
.LL34:
call
puts, 0
|
or
%l7, %lo(.LLC3), %o0
call
puts, 0
|
or
%i5, %lo(.LLC4), %o0
call
rand, 0
st
%g0, [%fp-20]
or
%l2, %lo(_TT_layout_node), %o1
mov
%o0, %l1
call
trackAllok, 0
mov
12, %o0
st
%g0, [%o0]
st
%g0, [%o0+4]
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st
st
mov
or

%l1, [%o0+8]
%o0, [%fp-20]
1, %i0
%i3, 903, %l1

call
add
or
mov
call
mov
mov
st
st
st
call
ld
cmp
bleu
nop
call
or
ld
call
add
call
or
cmp
bleu
or
mov
call
mov

rand, 0
%i0, 1, %i0
%l2, %lo(_TT_layout_node), %o1
%o0, %l0
trackAllok, 0
12, %o0
%o0, %o1
%l0, [%o0+8]
%g0, [%o0]
%g0, [%o0+4]
integral__add, 0
[%fp-20], %o0
%i0, %l1
.LL41
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st
st
mov
or

.LL41:

%l1, [%o0+8]
%o0, [%fp-20]
1, %i0
%i3, 903, %l1

.LL41:

puts, 0
%l5, %lo(.LLC5), %o0
[%fp-20], %o0
integral__scan, 0
%l3, 1, %l3
puts, 0
%i5, %lo(.LLC3), %o0
%l3, 99
.LL49
%l6, %lo(.LLC1), %o0
10, %o0
putchar, 0
0, %i0

|

|

|

>
ret
restore
.size
trackMain, .-trackMain
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

call
rand, 0
add
%i0, 1, %i0
or
%l2, %lo(_TT_layout_node), %o1
mov
%o0, %l0
call
trackAllok, 0
mov
12, %o0
mov
%o0, %o1
st
%l0, [%o0+8]
st
%g0, [%o0]
st
%g0, [%o0+4]
call
integral__add, 0
ld
[%fp-20], %o0
cmp
%i0, %l1
bleu
.LL41
nop
call
puts, 0
or
%i4, %lo(.LLC5), %o0
ld
[%fp-20], %o0
call
integral__scan, 0
add
%l3, 1, %l3
call
puts, 0
or
%l7, %lo(.LLC3), %o0
cmp
%l3, 99
bleu
.LL49
or
%l5, %lo(.LLC1), %o0
mov
10, %o0
call
putchar, 0
mov
0, %i0
nop
ret
restore
.size
trackMain, .-trackMain
.global __TT__trackMain_end
__TT__trackMain_end:
.section
".rodata"
.align 4
.type
__TT__trackMain_regTable,#object
.size
__TT__trackMain_regTable,__TT__trackMain_regT
.global __TT__trackMain_regTable
__TT__trackMain_regTable:
###
--Save and restore offsets for regist
###
or add/sub offsets for stack pointe
.long
0x00000000
.long
0x00000154
###
--Start of body and Start of epilogue
.long
0x00000004
.long
0x0000014c
###
--Flags: saveRestoreUsed
###
retIsPtr
###
spMoved
.long
0xa0000000
###
--Frame size:
.long
0x00000078
###
--Outgoing params area size:
.long
0x00000060
###
--Number of stack slots ever used as
.long
0x00000001
###
--Used offsets:
.long
0x00000064
###
--Registers used only as scalars
.long
0xbf3f58f3
###
--Registers used only as pointers
.long
0x00000000
.long
0x00000000
###
--Table columns contain:
### Reg/offs: %g1
### Reg/offs: %o0
### Reg/offs: %o1
### Reg/offs: %l0
### Reg/offs: %l2
### Reg/offs: %l5
### Reg/offs: %l6
### Reg/offs: %l7
### Reg/offs: %i4
### Reg/offs: %i5
### Reg/offs: 100
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>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
.ident

###
###

--Header completed.
--Compressed table:
.long
0xf0b37183
.long
0x70c5e107
.long
0xc00dc557
.long
0x041cedc3
.long
0xd8271567
.long
0xd00e8300
.long
0x682001a0
.long
0x70167bc0
.long
0x19ff03e0
.long
0x5c2385f0
.long
0x00000000
###
--Table done.
.global __TT__trackMain_regTable_end
__TT__trackMain_regTable_end:

"GCC: (GNU) 3.3.1"

.section
".text"
.ident "GCC: (GNU) 3.3.1"

>

The following is the source file from which the above assembly code was generated.

//
// $RCSfile: test.c,v $
//
// $Author: toni $
// $Revision: 1.1 $
// $Date: 2003/04/10 23:39:22 $
//
//----------------------------------------------------------------#include "alpha.h"
// last, range, offs
lEntry _TT_layout_node[]={{0,0,0},{0,0,4},{1,0,0}};
void add(node **tree,uint32 x)
{
node *n=trackAlloc(node);
n->data=x;
n->r=NULL;
n->l=NULL;
if (!*tree) {
*tree=n;
} else {
node *target=*tree;
uint32 workLeft=1;
while (workLeft) {
if (target->data > x) {
if (target->l)
target=target->l;
else {
target->l=n;
workLeft=0;
}
} else {
if (target->r)
target=target->r;
else {
target->r=n;
workLeft=0;
}
}
}
}
}
void printTree(node *n)
{
if (n) {
printTree(n->l);
printf("%d ",n->data);
printTree(n->r);
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trackRelease(n);
}
}
//---- Ada interface
void printInt(int i)
{
printf("%d ",i);
}
node *newNode(uint32 x)
{
node *n=trackAlloc(node);
n->data=x;
n->r=NULL;
n->l=NULL;
return n;
}
//---trackMain()
{
node *root;
uint32 i,j;
for (j=0;j<100;j++) {
printf("Filling the tree (in C!)...\n");
root=NULL;
for (i=0;i<5000;i++)
add(&root,(uint32)rand());
printf("Emptying the tree (in C!)...\n");
printTree(root);
printf("\n...emptied.\n");
printf("Filling the tree (in Ada!)...\n");
root=NULL;
root=newNode((uint32)rand());
for (i=1;i<5000;i++)
integral__add(root,newNode((uint32)rand()));
printf("Emptying the tree (in Ada!)...\n");
integral__scan(root);
printf("\n...emptied.\n");
}
printf("\n");
return 0;
}
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C.4

Tables from multiple languages

C.4.1

Java

public class Tree {
Tree r,l;
int data;
public static void add(Tree root,Tree in)
{
boolean workLeft=true;
Tree target=root;
int x=in.data;
while (workLeft) {
if (target.data > x) {
if (target.l!=null)
target=target.l;
else {
target.l=in;
workLeft=false;
}
} else {
if (target.r!=null)
target=target.r;
else {
target.r=in;
workLeft=false;
}
}
}
}
.global __TT___ZN4Tree3addEPS_S0__regTable
__TT___ZN4Tree3addEPS_S0__regTable:
###
--Save and restore offsets for register window shift
###
or add/sub offsets for stack pointer adjustment
.long
0x00000000
.long
0x0000006c
###
--Start of body and Start of epilogue offsets
.long
0x00000004
.long
0x00000064
###
--Flags: saveRestoreUsed
###
retIsPtr
###
spMoved
.long
0xa0000000
###
--Frame size:
.long
0x00000070
###
--Outgoing params area size:
.long
0x00000060
###
--Number of stack slots ever used as ptrs:
.long
0x00000000
###
--Used offsets:
###
--Registers used only as scalars
.long
0xbfffff3f
###
--Registers used only as pointers
.long
0x00000040
###
--Table columns contain:
### Reg/offs: %g1
### Reg/offs: %i0
###
--Header completed.
###
--Compressed table:
.long
0x30038e7f
.long
0xff7d8000
###
-- Table done.
###
-49 bits used in compressed table
###
-plus two times 32 bits used in the header
###
-768 bits for the full table.
###
-compression squeezed down to: 14.7135% of original
###
-and 6.38021% excluding the header.
###
-Compressed table (excluding header), represented
###
-using whole 32-bit words, was
###
-8.33333% of the size of the code in the body,
###
-but only 6.38021% counting the bits really used.
.global __TT___ZN4Tree3addEPS_S0__regTable_end
__TT___ZN4Tree3addEPS_S0__regTable_end:
##
## Final Masks (ptr/scal):
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##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

C.4.2

0004
0008
000c
0010
0014
0018
001c
0020
0024
0028
002c
0030
0034
0038
003c
0040
0044
0048
004c
0050
0054
0058
005c
0060

........:........:........:XX......
.X......:........:........:XX......
.X......:........:........:XX......
........:........:........:XX......
........:........:........:XX......
........:........:........:XX......
........:........:........:XX......
........:........:........:XX......
........:........:........:XX......
........:........:........:XX......
........:........:........:XX......
........:........:........:XX......
........:........:........:XX......
.X......:........:........:XX......
.X......:........:........:XX......
.X......:........:........:.X......
........:........:........:XX......
........:........:........:XX......
........:........:........:XX......
.X......:........:........:XX......
.X......:........:........:XX......
.X......:........:........:.X......
........:........:........:XX......
........:........:........:XX......
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........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:....X...:........:........
........:....XX..:........:........
........:....XX..:........:........
........:....XX..:........:........
........:....XX..:........:........
........:X...XX..:........:........
........:....XX..:........:........
........:....XX..:........:........
........:....XX..:........:........
........:....XX..:........:........
........:....XX..:........:........
........:....XX..:........:........
........:....X...:........:........
........:....X...:........:........
........:....X...:........:........
........:....XX..:........:........
........:....XX..:........:........
........:....XX..:........:........
........:....X...:........:........
........:....X...:........:........

C language

int pip(int a,int ta,int tb,int tc,int td,int te,int tf,int tg,int th,int ti,
int tj,int tk,int tl,int tm,int tn,int to,int tp,int tq,int tr,
int ts,int tt,int tu,int tv,int tw,int tx,int ty,int tz)
{
int b=a> >1;
int c=a> >(a+b);
int d=a> >((b> >c));
int e=a> >((b> >d)+(c> >d));
int f=a> >((b> >e)+(c> >e)+(d> >e));
int g=a> >((b> >f)+(c> >f)+(d> >f)+(e> >f));
int h=a> >((b> >g)+(c> >g)+(d> >g)+(e> >g)+(f> >g));
int i=a> >((b> >h)+(c> >h)+(d> >h)+(e> >h)+(f> >h)+(g> >h));
int j=a> >((b> >i)+(c> >i)+(d> >i)+(e> >i)+(f> >i)+(g> >i)+(h> >i));
int k=a> >((b> >j)+(c> >j)+(d> >j)+(e> >j)+(f> >j)+(g> >j)+(h> >j)+(i> >j));
int l=a> >((b> >k)+(c> >k)+(d> >k)+(e> >k)+(f> >k)+(g> >k)+(h> >k)+(i> >k)+(j> >k));
int m=a> >((b> >l)+(c> >l)+(d> >l)+(e> >l)+(f> >l)+(g> >l)+(h> >l)+(i> >l)+(j> >l)+(k> >l));
int n=a> >((b> >m)+(c> >m)+(d> >m)+(e> >m)+(f> >m)+(g> >m)+(h> >m)+(i> >m)+(j> >m)+(k> >m)+(l> >m));
int o=a> >((b> >n)+(c> >n)+(d> >n)+(e> >n)+(f> >n)+(g> >n)+(h> >n)+(i> >n)+(j> >n)+(k> >n)+(l> >n)+(m> >n));
int p=a> >((b> >o)+(c> >o)+(d> >o)+(e> >o)+(f> >o)+(g> >o)+(h> >o)+(i> >o)+(j> >o)+(k> >o)+(l> >o)+(m> >o)+(n> >o));
int q=a> >((b> >p)+(c> >p)+(d> >p)+(e> >p)+(f> >p)+(g> >p)+(h> >p)+(i> >p)+(j> >p)+(k> >p)+(l> >p)+(m> >p)+(n> >p)+(o> >p));
int r=a> >((b> >q)+(c> >q)+(d> >q)+(e> >q)+(f> >q)+(g> >q)+(h> >q)+(i> >q)+(j> >q)+(k> >q)+(l> >q)+(m> >q)+(n> >q)+(o> >q)+(p> >q));
int s=a> >((b> >r)+(c> >r)+(d> >r)+(e> >r)+(f> >r)+(g> >r)+(h> >r)+(i> >r)+(j> >r)+(k> >r)+(l> >r)+(m> >r)+(n> >r)+(o> >r)+(p> >r)+(q> >r));
int t=a> >((b> >s)+(c> >s)+(d> >s)+(e> >s)+(f> >s)+(g> >s)+(h> >s)+(i> >s)+(j> >s)+(k> >s)+(l> >s)+(m> >s)+(n> >s)+(o> >s)+(p> >s)+(q> >s)+
(r> >s));
int u=a> >((b> >t)+(c> >t)+(d> >t)+(e> >t)+(f> >t)+(g> >t)+(h> >t)+(i> >t)+(j> >t)+(k> >t)+(l> >t)+(m> >t)+(n> >t)+(o> >t)+(p> >t)+(q> >t)+
(r> >t)+(s> >t));
int v=a> >((b> >u)+(c> >u)+(d> >u)+(e> >u)+(f> >u)+(g> >u)+(h> >u)+(i> >u)+(j> >u)+(k> >u)+(l> >u)+(m> >u)+(n> >u)+(o> >u)+(p> >u)+(q> >u)+
(r> >u)+(s> >u)+(t> >u));
int w=a> >((b> >v)+(c> >v)+(d> >v)+(e> >v)+(f> >v)+(g> >v)+(h> >v)+(i> >v)+(j> >v)+(k> >v)+(l> >v)+(m> >v)+(n> >v)+(o> >v)+(p> >v)+(q> >v)+
(r> >v)+(s> >v)+(t> >v)+(u> >v));
int x=a> >((b> >w)+(c> >w)+(d> >w)+(e> >w)+(f> >w)+(g> >w)+(h> >w)+(i> >w)+(j> >w)+(k> >w)+(l> >w)+(m> >w)+(n> >w)+(o> >w)+(p> >w)+(q> >w)+
(r> >w)+(s> >w)+(t> >w)+(u> >w)+(v> >w));
int y=a> >((b> >x)+(c> >x)+(d> >x)+(e> >x)+(f> >x)+(g> >x)+(h> >x)+(i> >x)+(j> >x)+(k> >x)+(l> >x)+(m> >x)+(n> >x)+(o> >x)+(p> >x)+(q> >x)+
(r> >x)+(s> >x)+(t> >x)+(u> >x)+(v> >x)+(w> >x));
int z=a> >((b> >y)+(c> >y)+(d> >y)+(e> >y)+(f> >y)+(g> >y)+(h> >y)+(i> >y)+(j> >y)+(k> >y)+(l> >y)+(m> >y)+(n> >y)+(o> >y)+(p> >y)+(q> >y)+
(r> >y)+(s> >y)+(t> >y)+(u> >y)+(v> >y)+(w> >y)+(x> >y));
return z+ta+tb+tc+td+te+tf+tg+th+ti+tj+tk+tl+tm+tn+to+tp+tq+tr+ts+tt+tu+tv+tw+tx+ty+tz;
}

.global __TT__pip_regTable
__TT__pip_regTable:
###
--Save and restore offsets for register window shift
###
or add/sub offsets for stack pointer adjustment
.long
0x00000000
.long
0x00000c64
###
--Start of body and Start of epilogue offsets
.long
0x00000004
.long
0x00000c5c
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###
###
###

--Flags: saveRestoreUsed
retIsPtr
spMoved
.long
0xa0000000
###
--Frame size:
.long
0x00000098
###
--Outgoing params area size:
.long
0x00000060
###
--Number of stack slots ever used as ptrs:
.long
0x00000000
###
--Used offsets:
###
--Registers used only as scalars
.long
0xffffffff
###
--Registers used only as pointers
.long
0x00000000
###
--Table columns contain:
###
--Header completed.
###
--Compressed table:
###
-- Table done.
###
-0 bits used in compressed table
###
-plus two times 32 bits used in the header
###
-25280 bits for the full table.
###
-compression squeezed down to: 0.253165% of original
###
-and 0% excluding the header.
###
-Compressed table (excluding header), represented
###
-using whole 32-bit words, was
###
-0% of the size of the code in the body,
###
-but only 0% counting the bits really used.
.global __TT__pip_regTable_end
__TT__pip_regTable_end:
##
## Final Masks (ptr/scal):
## 0004 ........:........:........:........ ........:........:........:XXXXXX..
## 0008 ........:........:........:........ ........:........:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 000c ........:........:........:........ .X......:........:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 0010 ........:........:........:........ .X......:........:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 0014 ........:........:........:........ .X......:...X....:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 0018 ........:........:........:........ .X......:...X....:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 001c ........:........:........:........ .X......:...X....:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 0020 ........:........:........:........ .X......:...X....:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 0024 ........:........:........:........ .X......:...X...X:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 0028 ........:........:........:........ .X......:...XX..X:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 002c ........:........:........:........ .X......:....X..X:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 0030 ........:........:........:........ .X......:...XX..X:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 0034 ........:........:........:........ .X......:...XX...:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 0038 ........:........:........:........ .X......:...XX...:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 003c ........:........:........:........ .X......:...XX...:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 0040 ........:........:........:........ .X......:...XXX..:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 0044 ........:........:........:........ .X......:...XXX.X:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 0048 ........:........:........:........ .X......:....XX.X:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 004c ........:........:........:........ .X......:....XX..:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 0050 ........:........:........:........ .X......:.......X:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 0054 ........:........:........:........ .X......:....X..X:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 0058 ........:........:........:........ ........:...XX...:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 005c ........:........:........:........ ........:...XXX..:..X.....:XXXXXX..
## 0060 ........:........:........:........ ........:...XXX..:..X.....:XXXXXX..
[...]
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

0358
035c
0360
0364
0368
036c
0370
0374
0378
037c
0380
0384
0388
038c
0390
0394
0398
039c
03a0
03a4
03a8
03ac

........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........

.X......:...X....:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
........:...X....:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:...X....:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:...XX...:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
........:...XX..X:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
........:...XXX.X:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:....XX.X:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:....XX..:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
........:....XX..:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:.....X..:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
........:.....X..:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:........:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:...X....:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
........:...X....:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:...X....:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:...XX...:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
........:...XX..X:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:....X..X:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:....X...:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:....XX..:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
........:....XX..:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:.....X..:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
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03b0
03b4
03b8
03bc
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........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........

........:.....X..:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:.....X..:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
........:.....X..:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..
........:.....X..:..X..XXX:XXXXXX..

........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........
........:........:........:........

.X......:XXX.XX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:XXXX.X.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:XXXX.X.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:XXXX.X.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:XXXX.X.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:XXXX.X.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:XXXX.X.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:XXXX.X.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:XXXX.X.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:XXXX.X.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXX..
.X......:XXXX.X.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXX..
........:XXXX.X.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXX..
........:XXX..X.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXX..
........:XXX..X.X:XXXXXXX.:XXXXXX..
........:XXX..X.X:XXXXXX..:XXXXXX..
........:XXX..X.X:XXXXX...:XXXXXX..
........:XXX..X.X:XXXX....:XXXXXX..
........:XXX..X.X:XXX.....:XXXXXX..
........:XXX..X.X:X.X.....:XXXXXX..
........:XXX..X.X:..X.....:XXXXXX..
........:.XX..X.X:..X.....:XXXXXX..
........:..X..X.X:..X.....:XXXXXX..
........:.....X.X:..X.....:XXXXXX..
........:.......X:..X.....:XXXXXX..
.X......:........:........:XXXXXX..
........:........:........:XXXXXX..
.X......:........:........:..XXXX..
........:........:........:.X.XXX..
........:........:........:..X.XX..
........:........:........:..XXXX..
.X......:........:........:...X.X..
.X......:........:........:...XXX..
........:........:........:.X.XX...
........:........:........:.X.XXX..
.X......:........:........:.X.XXX..
.X......:........:........:..XXX...
.X......:........:........:.X..X...
.X......:........:........:...X....
.X......:........:........:...X.X..
........:........:........:..X..X..
........:........:........:..X.XX..
........:........:........:..XXXX..
.X......:........:........:..XXXX..
.X......:........:........:.X.XX...
.X......:........:........:..XX....
.X......:........:........:....X...
.X......:........:........:....XX..
........:........:........:.X...X..
........:........:........:.X.X.X..
........:........:........:.X.XXX..
.X......:........:........:.X.XXX..
.X......:........:........:..XXX...
.X......:........:........:..XXXX..
.X......:........:........:.X..XX..
.X......:........:........:...X.X..
.X......:........:........:...XXX..
........:........:........:..X.XX..
........:........:........:..XXXX..
........:........:........:.X.XX...
.X......:........:........:.X.XX...
.X......:........:........:.X.XXX..
.X......:........:........:..XX.X..
.X......:........:........:....XX..
.X......:........:........:...XXX..
........:........:........:.X.X.X..
........:........:........:..XX....
........:........:........:..XXX...
........:........:........:.X..X...
.X......:........:........:.X..X...
.X......:........:........:.XX.X...
.X......:........:........:..XX....
........:........:........:.XX.....

[...]
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
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##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
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##
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0b3c
0b40
0b44
0b48
0b4c
0b50
0b54
0b58
0b5c
0b60
0b64
0b68
0b6c
0b70
0b74
0b78
0b7c
0b80
0b84
0b88
0b8c
0b90
0b94
0b98
0b9c
0ba0
0ba4
0ba8
0bac
0bb0
0bb4
0bb8
0bbc
0bc0
0bc4
0bc8
0bcc
0bd0
0bd4
0bd8
0bdc
0be0
0be4
0be8
0bec
0bf0
0bf4
0bf8
0bfc
0c00
0c04
0c08
0c0c
0c10
0c14
0c18
0c1c
0c20
0c24
0c28
0c2c
0c30
0c34
0c38
0c3c
0c40
0c44
0c48
0c4c
0c50
0c54
0c58
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C using mostly pointers

int many_pointer_params(int *a,int *b,int *c,int *d,int *e,int *f,int *g,int *h,int *i,
int *j,int *k,int *l,int *m,int *n,int *o,int *p,int *q,int *r,
int *s,int *t,int *u,int *v,int *w,int *x,int *y,int *z)
{
return *a+*b+*c+*d+*e+*f+*g+*h+*i+*j+*k+*l+*m+*n+*o+*p+*q+*r+*s+*t+*u+*v+*w+*x+*y+*z;
}
.global __TT__many_pointer_params_regTable
__TT__many_pointer_params_regTable:
###
--Save and restore offsets for register window shift
###
or add/sub offsets for stack pointer adjustment
.long
0x00000000
.long
0x00000150
###
--Start of body and Start of epilogue offsets
.long
0x00000004
.long
0x00000148
###
--Flags: saveRestoreUsed
###
retIsPtr
###
spMoved
.long
0xa0000000
###
--Frame size:
.long
0x00000088
###
--Outgoing params area size:
.long
0x00000060
###
--Number of stack slots ever used as ptrs:
.long
0x00000014
###
--Used offsets:
.long
0x000000e4
.long
0x000000e8
.long
0x000000ec
.long
0x000000f0
.long
0x000000f4
.long
0x000000f8
.long
0x000000fc
.long
0x00000100
.long
0x00000104
.long
0x00000108
.long
0x0000010c
.long
0x00000110
.long
0x00000114
.long
0x00000118
.long
0x0000011c
.long
0x00000120
.long
0x00000124
.long
0x00000128
.long
0x0000012c
.long
0x00000130
###
--Registers used only as scalars
.long
0xbfffff03
###
--Registers used only as pointers
.long
0x00000000
.long
0x00000000
###
--Table columns contain:
### Reg/offs: %g1
### Reg/offs: %i0
### Reg/offs: %i1
### Reg/offs: %i2
### Reg/offs: %i3
### Reg/offs: %i4
### Reg/offs: %i5
### Reg/offs: 228
### Reg/offs: 232
### Reg/offs: 236
### Reg/offs: 240
### Reg/offs: 244
### Reg/offs: 248
### Reg/offs: 252
### Reg/offs: 256
### Reg/offs: 260
### Reg/offs: 264
### Reg/offs: 268
### Reg/offs: 272
### Reg/offs: 276
### Reg/offs: 280
### Reg/offs: 284
### Reg/offs: 288
### Reg/offs: 292
### Reg/offs: 296
### Reg/offs: 300
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### Reg/offs: 304
###
--Header completed.
###
--Compressed table:
.long
0xf055fd07
.long
0xdc0efc2b
.long
0x93f0bd01
.long
0x1fc07784
.long
0x7fc3edc0
.long
0x97fc1f78
.long
0x3bf0c3bf
.long
0x01dfd07d
.long
0xc0efc2d7
.long
0xfc3f60df
.long
0x90fb70e3
.long
0xab860018
.long
0x006006fc
.long
0x28edc838
.long
0x0f1ee11c
.long
0x6d8171e6
.long
0x15c6985f
.long
0x19e07c77
.long
0x86f18e29
.long
0xc5587718
.long
0x62dc518b
.long
0xf13e1fc5
.long
0xf8cf12e4
.long
0x1c3d8d71
.long
0x2645c399
.long
0x1f0de37c
.long
0x4792f0c8
###
-- Table done.
###
-861 bits used in compressed table
###
-plus two times 52 bits used in the header
###
-4212 bits for the full table.
###
-compression squeezed down to: 22.9107% of original
###
-and 20.4416% excluding the header.
###
-Compressed table (excluding header), represented
###
-using whole 32-bit words, was
###
-33.3333% of the size of the code in the body,
###
-but only 33.2176% counting the bits really used.
.global __TT__many_pointer_params_regTable_end
__TT__many_pointer_params_regTable_end:
##
## Final Masks (ptr/scal):
## 0004 ........:........:........:XXXXXX..:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXXXX:XXXX ........:........:........:........:........:........:....
## 0008 ........:........:........:X.XXXX..:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXXXX:XXXX .X......:........:........:........:........:........:....
## 000c ........:........:........:X..XXX..:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXXXX:XXXX .X......:........:........:.X......:........:........:....
## 0010 ........:........:........:X..XXX..:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXXXX:XXXX ........:........:........:.X......:........:........:....
## 0014 ........:........:........:X..XX...:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXXXX:XXXX .X......:........:........:.X......:........:........:....
## 0018 ........:........:........:X..XXX..:.XXXXXXX:XXXXXXXX:XXXX .X......:........:........:.X......:........:........:....
## 001c ........:........:........:X...XX..:.XXXXXXX:XXXXXXXX:XXXX .X......:........:........:.XX.....:........:........:....
## 0020 ........:........:........:X...XX..:.XXXXXXX:XXXXXXXX:XXXX .X......:........:........:..X.....:........:........:....
## 0024 ........:........:........:X....X..:.XXXXXXX:XXXXXXXX:XXXX .X......:........:........:..XX....:........:........:....
## 0028 ........:........:........:X.......:.XXXXXXX:XXXXXXXX:XXXX .X......:........:.......X:..XX....:........:........:....
## 002c ........:........:........:XX......:..XXXXXX:XXXXXXXX:XXXX .X......:........:.......X:..XX....:........:........:....
## 0030 ........:........:........:XX..X...:..X.XXXX:XXXXXXXX:XXXX .X......:........:.......X:..XX....:........:........:....
## 0034 ........:........:........:XX..XX..:..X.XX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXX .X......:........:.......X:..XX....:........:........:....
## 0038 ........:........:........:XX..XX..:..X.XX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXX .X......:........:.......X:...X....:........:........:....
## 003c ........:........:........:XX..XX..:..X.XX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXX .X......:........:.......X:........:........:........:....
## 0040 ........:........:........:XX..XX..:..X.XX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXX ........:........:.......X:........:........:........:....
## 0044 ........:........:........:X...XX..:..X.XX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXX ........:........:......XX:........:........:........:....
## 0048 ........:........:........:X.X.XX..:....XX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXX ........:........:......XX:........:........:........:....
## 004c ........:........:........:X.X..X..:....XX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXX ........:........:....X.XX:........:........:........:....
## 0050 ........:........:........:X.XX.X..:.....X.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXX ........:........:....X.XX:........:........:........:....
## 0054 .X......:........:........:X.XX.X..:.......X:XXXXXXXX:XXXX ........:........:....X.XX:........:........:........:....
## 0058 .X......:........:........:X.XX....:.......X:XXXXXXXX:XXXX ........:........:.X..X.XX:........:........:........:....
## 005c .X......:........:........:XXXX....:........:XXXXXXXX:XXXX ........:........:.X..X.XX:........:........:........:....
## 0060 .X......:........:........:XXXXX...:........:X.XXXXXX:XXXX ........:........:.X..X.XX:........:........:........:....
## 0064 .X......:........:........:XXXXXX..:........:X.XX.XXX:XXXX ........:........:.X..X.XX:........:........:........:....
## 0068 .X......:........:........:XX.XXX..:........:X.XX.XXX:XXXX ........:........:.X..XXXX:........:........:........:....
## 006c .X......:........:........:XX..XX..:........:X.XX.XXX:XXXX ........:........:.X.XXXXX:........:........:........:....
## 0070 ........:........:........:XX..XX..:........:X.XX.XXX:XXXX ........:........:.XXXXXXX:........:........:........:....
## 0074 ........:........:........:X...XX..:........:X.XX.XXX:XXXX ........:........:XXXXXXXX:........:........:........:....
## 0078 ........:........:........:X.X.XX..:........:..XX.XXX:XXXX ........:........:XXXXXXXX:........:........:........:....
## 007c ........:........:........:X.X..X..:........:..XX.XXX:XXXX ........:.X......:XXXXXXXX:........:........:........:....
## 0080 ........:........:........:X.XX.X..:........:...X.XXX:XXXX ........:.X......:XXXXXXXX:........:........:........:....
## 0084 .X......:........:........:X.XX.X..:........:.....XXX:XXXX ........:.X......:XXXXXXXX:........:........:........:....
## 0088 .X......:........:........:X.XX....:........:.....XXX:XXXX ........:.X..X...:XXXXXXXX:........:........:........:....
## 008c .X......:........:........:XXXX....:........:......XX:XXXX ........:.X..X...:XXXXXXXX:........:........:........:....
## 0090 .X......:........:........:XXXXX...:........:......X.:XXXX ........:.X..X...:XXXXXXXX:........:........:........:....
## 0094 .X......:........:........:XXXXXX..:........:......X.:XX.X ........:.X..X...:XXXXXXXX:........:........:........:....
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0098
009c
00a0
00a4
00a8
00ac
00b0
00b4
00b8
00bc
00c0
00c4
00c8
00cc
00d0
00d4
00d8
00dc
00e0
00e4
00e8
00ec
00f0
00f4
00f8
00fc
0100
0104
0108
010c
0110
0114
0118
011c
0120
0124
0128
012c
0130
0134
0138
013c
0140
0144

.X......:........:........:XX.XXX..:........:......X.:XX.X
.X......:........:........:XX..XX..:........:......X.:XX.X
........:........:........:XX..XX..:........:......X.:XX.X
........:........:........:X...XX..:........:......X.:XX.X
........:........:........:X.X.XX..:........:........:XX.X
........:........:........:X.X..X..:........:........:XX.X
........:........:........:X.XX.X..:........:........:.X.X
.X......:........:........:X.XX.X..:........:........:...X
.X......:........:........:X.XX....:........:........:...X
.X......:........:........:X.XX.X..:........:........:....
.X......:........:........:X..X.X..:........:........:....
.X......:........:........:...X.X..:........:........:....
.X......:........:........:.....X..:........:........:....
........:........:........:.....X..:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....
........:........:........:........:........:........:....

Ada

procedure add(tree:in Pack1_Ptr;n:in Pack1_Ptr) is
target: Pack1_Ptr;
workLeft: Boolean;
x:Int;
begin
workLeft:=true;
x:=n.all.data;
target:=tree;
while workLeft loop
if target.all.data > x then
if target.all.l /= null then
target:=target.all.l;
else
target.all.l:=n;
workLeft:=false;
end if;
else
if target.all.r /= null then
target:=target.all.r;
else
target.all.r:=n;
workLeft:=false;
end if;
end if;
end loop;
end add;
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........:XX..X...:XXXXXXXX:........:........:........:....
........:XXX.X...:XXXXXXXX:........:........:........:....
........:XXXXX...:XXXXXXXX:........:........:........:....
........:XXXXXX..:XXXXXXXX:........:........:........:....
........:XXXXXX..:XXXXXXXX:........:........:........:....
........:XXXXXX..:XXXXXXXX:.X......:........:........:....
........:XXXXXX..:XXXXXXXX:.X......:........:........:....
........:XXXXXX..:XXXXXXXX:.X......:........:........:....
........:XXXXXX..:XXXXXXXX:.X..X...:........:........:....
........:XXXXXX..:XXXXXXXX:.X..X...:........:........:....
........:XXXXXX.X:XXXXXXXX:.X..X...:........:........:....
........:XXXXXX.X:XXXXXXXX:XX..X...:........:........:....
........:XXXXXX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXX.X...:........:........:....
........:XXXXXX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXX...:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXX...:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXX..:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXX...:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXX..:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXX...:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXX..:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXX...:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXX..:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXX...:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXXX..:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:XXXXXXXX:XXXXX...:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:XXXXXXX.:XXXXX...:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:XXXXXX..:.XXXXX..:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:XXXXX...:XXXXX...:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:XXXX....:.XXXXX..:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:XXX.....:XXXXX...:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:XX......:.XXXXX..:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:X.......:XXXXX...:........:........:....
.X......:XXXXXX.X:........:.XXXXX..:........:........:....
.X......:.XXXXX.X:........:XXXXX...:........:........:....
.X......:..XXXX.X:........:.XXXXX..:........:........:....
.X......:...XXX.X:........:XXXXX...:........:........:....
.X......:....XX.X:........:.XXXXX..:........:........:....
.X......:.....X.X:........:XXXXX...:........:........:....
.X......:.......X:........:.XXXXX..:........:........:....
.X......:........:........:XXXXX...:........:........:....
.X......:........:........:..XXXX..:........:........:....
.X......:........:........:.X.XX...:........:........:....
.X......:........:........:..X.X...:........:........:....
.X......:........:........:.X......:........:........:....
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.global __TT__integral__add_regTable
__TT__integral__add_regTable:
###
--Save and restore offsets for register window shift
###
or add/sub offsets for stack pointer adjustment
.long
0x00000000
.long
0x00000000
###
--Start of body and Start of epilogue offsets
.long
0x00000000
.long
0x00000054
###
--Flags: saveRestoreUsed
###
retIsPtr
###
spMoved
.long
0x00000000
###
--Frame size:
.long
0x00000000
###
--Outgoing params area size:
.long
0x00000000
###
--Number of stack slots ever used as ptrs:
.long
0x00000000
###
--Used offsets:
###
--Registers used only as scalars
.long
0xbf3fffff
###
--Registers used only as pointers
.long
0x00400000
###
--Table columns contain:
### Reg/offs: %g1
### Reg/offs: %o0
###
--Header completed.
###
--Compressed table:
.long
0x00e383fe
.long
0xfbe00000
###
-- Table done.
###
-43 bits used in compressed table
###
-plus two times 32 bits used in the header
###
-672 bits for the full table.
###
-compression squeezed down to: 15.9226% of original
###
-and 6.39881% excluding the header.
###
-Compressed table (excluding header), represented
###
-using whole 32-bit words, was
###
-9.52381% of the size of the code in the body,
###
-but only 6.39881% counting the bits really used.
.global __TT__integral__add_regTable_end
__TT__integral__add_regTable_end:
##
## Final Masks (ptr/scal):
## 0000 ........:XX......:........:........ ........:........:........:........
## 0004 ........:XX......:........:........ ........:....X...:........:........
## 0008 ........:XX......:........:........ ........:....XX..:........:........
## 000c ........:XX......:........:........ .X......:....XX..:........:........
## 0010 ........:XX......:........:........ ........:....XX..:........:........
## 0014 ........:XX......:........:........ ........:....XX..:........:........
## 0018 ........:XX......:........:........ ........:....XX..:........:........
## 001c .X......:XX......:........:........ ........:....XX..:........:........
## 0020 .X......:XX......:........:........ ........:....XX..:........:........
## 0024 .X......:.X......:........:........ ........:....XX..:........:........
## 0028 ........:XX......:........:........ ........:....X...:........:........
## 002c ........:XX......:........:........ ........:....X...:........:........
## 0030 ........:XX......:........:........ ........:....X...:........:........
## 0034 .X......:XX......:........:........ ........:....XX..:........:........
## 0038 .X......:XX......:........:........ ........:....XX..:........:........
## 003c .X......:.X......:........:........ ........:....XX..:........:........
## 0040 ........:XX......:........:........ ........:....X...:........:........
## 0044 ........:XX......:........:........ ........:....X...:........:........
## 0048 ........:XX......:........:........ ........:....XX..:........:........
## 004c ........:XX......:........:........ ........:....XX..:........:........
## 0050 ........:XX......:........:........ ........:....XX..:........:........
##
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Pascal

procedure pascalAdd(root,n:nodeptr);
var
target: nodeptr;
workLeft: boolean;
x: integer;
begin
workLeft:=true;
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x:=n^.data;
target:=root;
printInt(x);
while workLeft do begin
if target^.data > x then begin
if not (target^.l = nil) then
target:=target^.l
else begin
target^.l:=n;
workLeft:=false
end
end else begin
if not (target^.r = nil) then
target:=target^.r
else begin
target^.r:=n;
workLeft:=false
end
end
end
end;
.global __TT__Pascaladd_regTable
__TT__Pascaladd_regTable:
###
--Save and restore offsets for register window shift
###
or add/sub offsets for stack pointer adjustment
.long
0x00000000
.long
0x00000068
###
--Start of body and Start of epilogue offsets
.long
0x00000004
.long
0x00000060
###
--Flags: saveRestoreUsed
###
retIsPtr
###
spMoved
.long
0xa0000000
###
--Frame size:
.long
0x00000070
###
--Outgoing params area size:
.long
0x00000060
###
--Number of stack slots ever used as ptrs:
.long
0x00000000
###
--Used offsets:
###
--Registers used only as scalars
.long
0xbfffff3f
###
--Registers used only as pointers
.long
0x00000040
###
--Table columns contain:
### Reg/offs: %g1
### Reg/offs: %i0
###
--Header completed.
###
--Compressed table:
.long
0x00071cff
.long
0xfdf60000
###
-- Table done.
###
-47 bits used in compressed table
###
-plus two times 32 bits used in the header
###
-736 bits for the full table.
###
-compression squeezed down to: 15.0815% of original
###
-and 6.38587% excluding the header.
###
-Compressed table (excluding header), represented
###
-using whole 32-bit words, was
###
-8.69565% of the size of the code in the body,
###
-but only 6.38587% counting the bits really used.
.global __TT__Pascaladd_regTable_end
__TT__Pascaladd_regTable_end:
##
## Final Masks (ptr/scal):
## 0004 ........:........:........:XX...... ........:........:........:........
## 0008 ........:........:........:XX...... ........:........:X.......:........
## 000c ........:........:........:XX...... ........:........:X.......:........
## 0010 ........:........:........:XX...... ........:........:X.......:........
## 0014 ........:........:........:XX...... ........:.....X..:X.......:........
## 0018 ........:........:........:XX...... ........:.....X..:X.......:........
## 001c ........:........:........:XX...... ........:.....X..:X.......:........
## 0020 ........:........:........:XX...... ........:.....X..:X.......:........
## 0024 ........:........:........:XX...... ........:X....X..:X.......:........
## 0028 ........:........:........:XX...... ........:.....X..:X.......:........
## 002c ........:........:........:XX...... ........:.....X..:X.......:........
## 0030 ........:........:........:XX...... ........:.....X..:X.......:........
## 0034 .X......:........:........:XX...... ........:.....X..:X.......:........
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0038
003c
0040
0044
0048
004c
0050
0054
0058
005c

.X......:........:........:XX......
.X......:........:........:.X......
........:........:........:XX......
........:........:........:XX......
........:........:........:XX......
.X......:........:........:XX......
.X......:........:........:XX......
.X......:........:........:.X......
........:........:........:XX......
........:........:........:XX......
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........:.....X..:X.......:........
........:.....X..:X.......:........
........:........:X.......:........
........:........:X.......:........
........:........:X.......:........
........:.....X..:X.......:........
........:.....X..:X.......:........
........:.....X..:X.......:........
........:........:X.......:........
........:........:X.......:........

C using various expressions

void rather_complex_test(int a,int *b)
{
char *c=some_char(),*d=some_char();
int o1=a,o2=a-3,o3=a+o1;
int *po1=some_int();
type_a *ta1=some_a();
type_b *ta2=some_b();
o1=1;
do
{
int i,j=0;
for (i=ping(b);i<ping(poing(j));i++) {
peng(a+ping(pang(a,b)));
while (pong(poing(a),pong(b,1))) {
if (j<91) {
ta2->cc=1+(*(ta1->cp=some_char()));
peng(a-1);
o3=-19;
j=pong(b,a+2) ? a*ping(b) : 0;
} else {
j=ping(pang(j,b));
break;
}
}
}
fun2(o1,o2,o3,o2,o1,ping(poing(o2)),143);
while (pong(poing(a),pong(b,1))) {
if (j<91) {
peng(a-ta2->u2);
} else {
j=ping(pang(j,b));
break;
}
ta1=fun1(o2-8,ta2,*c,*po1,b);
}
} while (some_b()!=fun3(some_int(),*po1+ping(pang(3,ta1->p)),
po1,ta1,some_b(),d));
}
.global __TT__rather_complex_test_regTable
__TT__rather_complex_test_regTable:
###
--Save and restore offsets for register window shift
###
or add/sub offsets for stack pointer adjustment
.long
0x00000000
.long
0x0000022c
###
--Start of body and Start of epilogue offsets
.long
0x00000004
.long
0x00000224
###
--Flags: saveRestoreUsed
###
retIsPtr
###
spMoved
.long
0xa0000000
###
--Frame size:
.long
0x00000078
###
--Outgoing params area size:
.long
0x00000068
###
--Number of stack slots ever used as ptrs:
.long
0x00000000
###
--Used offsets:
###
--Registers used only as scalars
.long
0xff0706b3
###
--Registers used only as pointers
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.long

0x00000040
--Table columns contain:
Reg/offs: %o0
Reg/offs: %o1
Reg/offs: %o2
Reg/offs: %o3
Reg/offs: %o4
Reg/offs: %l0
Reg/offs: %l1
Reg/offs: %l2
Reg/offs: %l3
Reg/offs: %l4
Reg/offs: %l7
Reg/offs: %i4
Reg/offs: %i5
--Header completed.
--Compressed table:
.long
0xc4f7b460
.long
0x607c04dc
.long
0x10c07c02
.long
0xdc11665e
.long
0x70cbf07b
.long
0x70e370e5
.long
0x9903f433
.long
0xa73d373c
.long
0x3b70cbb7
.long
0x67605ca8
.long
0xedc1b847
.long
0x026e7c03
.long
0xa7700e24
.long
0x001bb403
.long
0xbb86f800
###
-- Table done.
###
-471 bits used in compressed table
###
-plus two times 32 bits used in the header
###
-4352 bits for the full table.
###
-compression squeezed down to: 12.2932% of original
###
-and 10.8226% excluding the header.
###
-Compressed table (excluding header), represented
###
-using whole 32-bit words, was
###
-11.0294% of the size of the code in the body,
###
-but only 10.8226% counting the bits really used.
.global __TT__rather_complex_test_regTable_end
__TT__rather_complex_test_regTable_end:
##
## Final Masks (ptr/scal):
## 0004 ........:........:........:.X...... ........:........:........:X.......
## 0008 ........:........:........:.X...... ........:........:........:X.......
## 000c ........:X.......:........:.X...... ........:........:......X.:X.......
## 0010 ........:........:........:.X...X.. ........:........:......X.:X.......
## 0014 ........:........:........:.X...X.. ........:........:......X.:X.......
## 0018 ........:X.......:........:.X...X.. ........:........:.....XX.:X.......
## 001c ........:X.......:........:.X...X.. ........:........:.....XX.:X.......
## 0020 ........:X.......:........:.X..XX.. ........:........:.....XX.:X.......
## 0024 ........:X.......:........:.X..XX.. ........:........:.....XX.:X.......
## 0028 ........:X.......:.......X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.....XX.:X.......
## 002c ........:X.......:.......X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.....XX.:X.......
## 0030 ........:X.......:....X..X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.....XX.:X.......
## 0034 ........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.....XX.:X.......
## 0038 ........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.....XX.:X.......
## 003c ........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.....XX.:X.......
## 0040 ........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:X.......:.X...XX.:X.......
## 0044 ........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
## 0048 ........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
## 004c ........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
## 0050 ........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
## 0054 ........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:X.......:.XX..XX.:X.......
## 0058 ........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
## 005c ........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
## 0060 ........:.X......:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
## 0064 ........:.X......:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
## 0068 ........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
## 006c ........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
## 0070 ........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:X.......:.XX..XX.:X.......
## 0074 ........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:X.......:.XX..XX.:X.......
## 0078 ........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
## 007c ........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
## 0080 ........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
## 0084 ........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:.X......:.XX..XX.:X.......
## 0088 ........:........:X..XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:.X......:.XX..XX.:X.......
## 008c ........:........:X..XX..X:.X..XX.. ........:.X......:.XX..XX.:X.......
###
###
###
###
###
###
###
###
###
###
###
###
###
###
###
###
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##
##
##
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##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##
##

0090
0094
0098
009c
00a0
00a4
00a8
00ac
00b0
00b4
00b8
00bc
00c0
00c4
00c8
00cc
00d0
00d4
00d8
00dc
00e0
00e4
00e8
00ec
00f0
00f4
00f8
00fc
0100
0104
0108
010c
0110
0114
0118
011c
0120
0124
0128
012c
0130
0134
0138
013c
0140
0144
0148
014c
0150
0154
0158
015c
0160
0164
0168
016c
0170
0174
0178
017c
0180
0184
0188
018c
0190
0194
0198
019c
01a0
01a4
01a8
01ac
01b0
01b4
01b8
01bc
01c0
01c4
01c8
0144
0148

........:........:X..XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:X..XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:X..XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:.X......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:.X......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:..XXX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:..XXX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:..XXX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:..XXX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:..XXX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:........:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:........:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:........:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:........:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:........:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:........:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:.X......:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:.X......:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:.X......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:.X......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
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........:X.......:.XX..XX.:X.......
........:.X......:.XX..XX.:X.......
........:.X......:.XX..XX.:X.......
........:X.......:.XX..XX.:X.......
........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
........:........:..X...X.:X.......
........:........:..X...X.:X.......
........:........:..X..XX.:X.......
........:........:..X..XX.:X.......
........:..X.....:..X..XX.:X.......
........:X.X.....:..X..XX.:X.......
........:XX......:..X..XX.:X.......
........:XX......:..X..XX.:X.......
........:........:..X..XX.:X.......
........:.X......:..X..XX.:X.......
........:.X......:..X..XX.:X.......
........:X.......:..X..XX.:X.......
........:........:..X..XX.:X.......
........:........:..X..XX.:X.......
........:........:..X..XX.:X.......
........:........:..X..XX.:X.......
........:X.......:..X..XX.:X.......
........:.X......:..X..XX.:X.......
........:.X......:..X..XX.:X.......
........:X.......:..X..XX.:X.......
........:X.......:..X..XX.:X.......
........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
........:........:..X..XX.:X.......
........:........:..X..XX.:X.......
........:X.......:..X..XX.:X.......
........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
........:........:.XX..XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:X.......:.X...XX.:X.......
........:.....X..:.X...XX.:X.......
........:X....X..:.X...XX.:X.......
........:XX...X..:.X...XX.:X.......
........:.X...X..:.X...XX.:X.......
........:.XX..X..:.X...XX.:X.......
........:XXX..X..:.X...XX.:X.......
........:XXXX.X..:.X...XX.:X.......
........:XXXX.X..:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:.X......:.X...XX.:X.......
........:.X......:.X...XX.:X.......
........:.X......:.X...XX.:X.......
........:X.......:.X...XX.:X.......
........:.X......:.X...XX.:X.......
........:.X......:.X...XX.:X.......
........:X.......:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
.X......:........:.X...XX.:X.......
.X......:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:..X.....:.X...XX.:X.......
........:..XX....:.X...XX.:X.......
........:X.XX....:.X...XX.:X.......
........:X.XX....:.X...XX.:X.......
........:X.XX....:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.....XX.:X.......
........:........:.....XX.:X.......
........:........:.....XX.:X.......
........:.XX..X..:.X...XX.:X.......
........:XXX..X..:.X...XX.:X.......
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014c
0150
0154
0158
015c
0160
0164
0168
016c
0170
0174
0178
017c
0180
0184
0188
018c
0190
0194
0198
019c
01a0
01a4
01a8
01ac
01b0
01b4
01b8
01bc
01c0
01c4
01c8
01cc
01d0
01d4
01d8
01dc
01e0
01e4
01e8
01ec
01f0
01f4
01f8
01fc
0200
0204
0208
020c
0210
0214
0218
021c
0220

........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:..XXX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:..XXX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:..XXX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:..XXX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:..XXX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:........:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:........:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:........:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:........:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:........:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:........:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:.X......:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:.X......:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...X...X:.X..XX..
........:.X......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:.X......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:..XXX..X:.X..XX..
........:XX......:..XXX..X:.X..XX..
........:.X......:.XXXX..X:.X..XX..
........:.X......:.XXXX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:.XXXX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:.XXXX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:.XXXX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:.XXXX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:.XXXX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:.XXXX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:.XXXX..X:.X..XX..
........:....X...:.XXXX..X:.X..XX..
........:..X.X...:.XXXX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.X.X...:..XXX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.XXX...:..XXX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.XXX...:..XXX..X:.X..XX..
........:X.......:..XXX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
........:........:...XX..X:.X..XX..
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........:XXXX.X..:.X...XX.:X.......
........:XXXX.X..:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:.X......:.X...XX.:X.......
........:.X......:.X...XX.:X.......
........:.X......:.X...XX.:X.......
........:X.......:.X...XX.:X.......
........:.X......:.X...XX.:X.......
........:.X......:.X...XX.:X.......
........:X.......:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
.X......:........:.X...XX.:X.......
.X......:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:..X.....:.X...XX.:X.......
........:..XX....:.X...XX.:X.......
........:X.XX....:.X...XX.:X.......
........:X.XX....:.X...XX.:X.......
........:X.XX....:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.X...XX.:X.......
........:........:.....XX.:X.......
........:........:.....XX.:X.......
........:........:.....XX.:X.......
........:........:.....XX.:X.......
........:........:.....XX.:X.......
........:........:.....XX.:X.......
........:........:.....XX.:X.......
........:........:.....XX.:X.......
........:........:.....XX.:X.......
........:........:.....XX.:X.......
........:........:.....XX.:X.......
........:........:.....XX.:X.......
........:X.......:.....XX.:X.......
........:XX......:.....XX.:X.......
........:XX......:.....XX.:X.......
........:........:X....XX.:X.......
........:.X......:.....XX.:X.......
........:.X......:.....XX.:X.......
........:.X......:.....XX.:X.......
........:.X......:.....XX.:X.......
........:.X......:.....XX.:X.......
........:.X......:.....XX.:X.......
........:........:.....XX.:X.......
........:........:.....XX.:X.......
........:........:.....XX.:X.......

C++

class hello {
public:
int a;
int b;
hello *h;
virtual void something();
void somethingElse(hello*);
};
main()
{
hello h1,h2;
h1.something();
h2.somethingElse(&h1);
somethingExternal(&h2);
}
.global __TT__main_regTable
__TT__main_regTable:
###
--Save and restore offsets for register window shift
###
or add/sub offsets for stack pointer adjustment

C

Examples

.long
.long

0x00000000
0x00000054
###
--Start of body and Start of epilogue offsets
.long
0x00000004
.long
0x0000004c
###
--Flags: saveRestoreUsed
###
retIsPtr
###
spMoved
.long
0xa0000000
###
--Frame size:
.long
0x00000090
###
--Outgoing params area size:
.long
0x00000060
###
--Number of stack slots ever used as ptrs:
.long
0x00000000
###
--Used offsets:
###
--Registers used only as scalars
.long
0xff67ffff
###
--Registers used only as pointers
.long
0x00000000
.long
0x00000000
###
--Table columns contain:
### Reg/offs: %o0
### Reg/offs: %o3
### Reg/offs: %o4
###
--Header completed.
###
--Compressed table:
.long
0x03e3e300
.long
0x01ff8000
###
-- Table done.
###
-55 bits used in compressed table
###
-plus two times 36 bits used in the header
###
-648 bits for the full table.
###
-compression squeezed down to: 19.5988% of original
###
-and 8.48765% excluding the header.
###
-Compressed table (excluding header), represented
###
-using whole 32-bit words, was
###
-11.1111% of the size of the code in the body,
###
-but only 9.54861% counting the bits really used.
.global __TT__main_regTable_end
__TT__main_regTable_end:
##
## Final Masks (ptr/scal):
## 0004 ........:........:........:........ ........:........:........:........
## 0008 ........:........:........:........ .X......:........:........:........
## 000c ........:....X...:........:........ .X......:........:........:........
## 0010 ........:...XX...:........:........ .X......:........:........:........
## 0014 ........:...XX...:........:........ .X......:..X.....:........:........
## 0018 ........:X...X...:........:........ .X......:..X.....:........:........
## 001c ........:X...X...:........:........ ........:..X.....:........:........
## 0020 ........:X...X...:........:........ ........:.XX.....:........:........
## 0024 ........:X...X...:........:........ .X......:.XX.....:........:........
## 0028 ........:X...X...:........:........ .X......:.XX.....:........:........
## 002c ........:....X...:........:........ .X......:.XX.....:........:........
## 0030 ........:....X...:........:........ .X......:.XX.....:........:........
## 0034 ........:........:........:........ .X......:.XX.....:........:........
## 0038 ........:X.......:........:........ .X......:.XX.....:........:........
## 0034 ........:........:........:........ .X......:.XX.....:........:........
## 0038 ........:X.......:........:........ .X......:.XX.....:........:........
## 003c ........:X.......:........:........ .X......:.X......:........:........
## 0040 ........:X.......:........:........ .X......:........:........:........
## 0044 ........:X.......:........:........ ........:........:........:........
## 0048 ........:X.......:........:........ ........:........:........:........
##
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